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Part I SUMMARY OF THE MEETING



Introduction

This publication summarizes discussions and presented papers from Technical Committee
Meeting (TCM) on "Sodium Removal and Disposal from LMFRs in Normal Operation and in
the Framework of Decommissioning", that the IAEA/IWGFR convened in Aix-en-Provence,
France, 3-7 November 1997 at the invitation of the Atomic Energy Commission, France and
which was hosted by the Cadarache Research Centre.

The objective of this TCM was to provide a forum to review and exchange information on
international developments in technologies of sodium removal and disposal from LMFR
components and systems in operation and maintenance conditions, and in the framework of
decommissioning.

The TCM was attended by 35 participants and observers, representing 11 countries (Brazil,
China, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, UK and
USA). The technical parts of the meeting were divided into three major subparts as follows: a)
Sodium removal (cleaning) process, b) decontamination process and c) bulk disposal of
sodium in the framework of decommissioning. These technologies were reviewed with regard
to their implementation into current plants to improve O&M performance and to develop an
effective decommissioning programme. Further, designs for future LMFR plants were
reviewed in the context of how they can accommodate today's technologies (processes). A
total of 29 technical papers were presented by the participants and some technical tours of the
host Institute, French LMFRs Phenix and Superphenix were organized.

The TCM resulted in an effective information exchange with the Member States sharing their
needs as well as experiences in the above mentioned topics. The IAEA wishes to thank all
participants for their contribution to this meeting.

The success of this meeting was in part due to the able leadership provided by Dr. Christian
Latge, the Chairman of the meeting.

A. Rinejski
Scientific Secretary of IWGFR



Specialists Meeting on

'Sodium Removal and Disposal From LMFR's Normal
Operation and in the Framework of Decommissioning'

AGENDA

Monday, November 3rd

08.00-09.00 Registration at Pullman Hotel

Opening of the Specialist Meeting

09.00-09.15 Welcome adress by Mr. J.P. CHAUDAT, Head of Reactor Studies Department

09.15-09.30 Opening adress by Mr. A. RINEJSKI, Scientific Secretary of IAEA/IWGFR

Introduction Session

Chairman of the Session : C. LE RIGOLEUR CEA/IAEA Correspondent

09.30-09.45 Introduction-Confirmation of the agenda
C. LATGE - CEA - France Chairman of the Specialist Meeting

09.45-10.00 Relevant recommendations of the previous IAEA specialist meeting
C. LATGE - CEA - France Chairman of the Specialist Meeting

10.00-10.20 Coffee break

Session 1 : Overview on Sodium removal programs

Chairman of the Session : S. NAKAI PNC-Japan
Co-chairman : P. SCHMITT EDF-France
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D. JAMBUNATHAN, M.S. RAO and all, IGCAR -India
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F. KOZLOVand all, IPPE-Russia

11.20-11.50 Methods in the treatment of sodium wastes.
G. RODRIGUEZ CEA-France



11.50-12.20 KALEVCER program and sodium technology in Korea
Y.D. CHOI, S.T. HWANG, C.K. PARK, KAERI Korea

12.30-14.00 Lunch

Session 2 : Cleaning with water

Chairman of the Session : F. KOZLOV IPPE-Russia
Co-chairman : E. ADAM UKAEA - U. K.

14.00-14.30 Cleaning of the equipment of residual sodium by means of water-vacuum
B.P. KLYUKOV, A. L. LEDNEV, OKBM -Russia

14.30-15.00 Process selection for removal of sodium from PFBR components
S. CHANDER, B.S. SODHI, and all, IGCAR - India
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S. NAKAI and all, PNC-OARAI - Japan

17.20-17.50 Report of an accident during sodium clean-up with ethyl carbitol
J.H. MINGES and all, FZK - Germany

17.50-18-20 Information on accident occured during alcool cleaning operation
P. MARMONIER, R. DEL NEGRO CEA - France



Tuesday, November 4th
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Chairman of the Session : Y. WAIMEI CIAE-China
Co-chairman : J.H. MINGES FZK-Germany

08.00-08.30 Liquid metal coolant disposal from UKAEA reactors at DOIMRAY.
E.R. ADAM and all, UKAEA - United Kingdom
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to dispose of sodium from KNK2.
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Session 6 : Sodium wastes processing in the frame of dismantling
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Wednesday, November 5th

Session 7 : Purification, decontamination

Chairman of the Session : Y.D. CHOI KAERI - Republic of Korea
Co-chairman : J.L. GARCIA CEA - France

08.00-08.30 Cleaning and decontamination : experimental feedback from PHENTX.
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Technical Committee Meeting on

"Sodium Removal and Disposal from LMFRs in Normal
Operation and in the Framework of Decommissioning"

BACKGROUND

There are a number of Liquid Metal Fast Reactors (LMFRs) and sodium facilities in
operation or decommissioning throughout the world. To deal with sodium removal or
disposal, it is necessary to use several technological processes which are peculiar to this type
of reactor. In normal operation, the sodium quality versus dissolved oxygen and hydrogen is
controlled using cold traps; when they are filled with impurities, they have to be processed. It
is also necessary to wash the fuel assemblies or sometimes to clean and decontaminate major
components such as intermediate heat exchangers (THXs) and pumps for repair. Several
processes have been developed with aim to use them again after requalification. For
decommissioning, sodium has to be purified, decontaminated and deactivated for reuse or
easy disposal; components have to be cleaned in the devoted cleaning pits; walls of vessels
and loops, after draining the sodium, can be cleaned as well. A strategy of decontamination of
structures has to be set up and finally, the sodium bulk is stored or destroyed.

Proven processes exist for these various needs, but, for some of them, they have been
demonstrated on limited size and complexity. For the processes, the designer and the operator
have to deal with two main aspects: hydrogen and coolant risk assessment during operations
and management of sodium waste (cold traps, caesium traps, rough waste) and effluents
(caustic soda, gaseous waste).

The purpose of the meeting was to review and discuss the current knowledge and
experience on technology of sodium removal and disposal from LMFR components and
systems in operation and maintenance conditions and in the framework of
decommissioning.

The following topics have been proposed for discussion during this meeting :

a. Purification and decontamination of the sodium equipment and processes

Sodium from a Fast Neutron Reactor is radioactive and contaminated with fission and
corrosion products, this also being the case in many experimental facilities. However,
acceptable sodium quality versus impurities could be controlled using cold traps and
filters. These systems and processes are also available for the management of sodium,
in the frame of decommissioning operations.

b. Sodium draining and storage technology

In some cases, it is necessary to drain the sodium and to store it; in decommissioning,
the amounts of sodium can be very large. Storage is required for radioactive decay
before sodium removal. Several strategies (e.g. duration, volume) can be proposed,
taking into account local conditions.



c. Processes for cleaning of components and walls

After draining, sodium residues remain on the large and complex structures in the
form of pools or sodium film. In spite of the fact that the cleaning of these residues is
a very difficult task, some of the shut-down reactors' primary vessels have been
successfully cleaned of sodium. Several processes are available and some feedback
has been provided by experiments carried out on main reactor components (pumps,
intermediate heat exchangers, etc.)

d. Decommissioning of components and walls

After cleaning, contamination still remains in the form of deposits or diffused in the
hot parts of the structure. It is necessary to lower the decontamination in order to
reduce the dose rates before the handling, repair or dismantling operations. Several
processes have been validated in normal operation with aim of requalification. Other
more efficient processes are available for dismantling, hi all cases, it is suitable to
develop processes which produce adequate waste. This will be an important topic of
discussion.

e. Sodium disposal

hi the frame of decommissioning, the quantities of sodium (bulk coolant) for disposal
can be very large (several hundred tons). Thus, it is necessary to have proven tactic:
operations on a limited scale have been carried out in the United Kingdom (DFR,
Germany (KNK-IT) and in France (RAPSODEE). Nevertheless, several technologies
are under development, incorporating the disposal of sodium waste and effluents. The
meeting provides a timely opportunity to discuss this important topic.

f. Sodium waste processing

hi a sodium facility, a large amount of sodium waste (cold traps, filters, caesium traps,
Na-K relief valves, small components with sodium retention, raw waste, etc.) exists.
The amount and kind vary in term of oxidation level and general chemical
composition, residual amount of sodium, contamination, physical state, etc.
Therefore, it is necessary that any proposed process takes into account these variations
and characteristics in terms of safety, acceptability of effluents and/or final waste.

g. Processing of effluents

Major part of the processes described above produce liquid or gaseous contaminated
effluents. These effluents have to be characterized and treated according to their
future disposal, hi normal operation, there is a large amount of feedback from
experimental LMFRs, is available for applications in decommissioning, and needs to
be discussed.



SUMMARY OF TECHNICAL SESSIONS

Session 1 : Overview on Sodium Removal Programs.

Chairman of the Session : S.NAKAI, PNC-Japan
Co-chairman : P. SCHMTT, EDF-France

Four papers were presented during this first session :
The first paper was presented by Mr. D. JAMBUNATHAN from the IGCAR, India:
Experience on sodium removal from FBTR components in its operating phase.
The cleaning of fuel assemblies is carried out in a hot cell using ethanol: the author reports

that lOOg Na were removed in 5 to 6 cycles of about 15 minutes. He also reports the
experimental feedback from the cleaning of a pump using steam in a cleaning pit. After this
step, the pump was immersed in water and then decontaminated using 20%HNO3 in the pit.
Sodium cleaning from crevices was carried out with alcohol.
The control rod system was decontaminated; for that, an electrode decontamination procedure
was applied but it was not efficient. A very interesting experiment was reported on. It
concerned the removal of a secondary cold trap carried out in three steps: the draining of
sodium, thermal decomposition of sodium hydride and extraction of the remaining sodium by
vacuum distillation, the removal of oxides and other impurities by steam cleaning followed by
water wash.
The second paper was presented by Mr F. KOZLOV from the IPPE, Russia: « Sodium
coolant of fast reactors: experience and problems ». He presents the relations between the state
of the coolant in sodium systems and situations encountered in operating conditions, under
decommissioning or after abnormal pollution due to losses in the tightness of the systems. In
various cases, including sodium leak consequences, he indicates the procedure (sequence of
operations) to be followed in processing the sodium waste. The main operation is destruction
by water or steam. For small equipment such as bellows or membranes, the so-called spirit
methods are applied. He then details the experience feedback from BN350 evaporators
cleaned by the OKBM method (water vacuum washing). Finally, he describes the main items
of a strategy to process sodium waste including gas phase methods (by oxidation) and
burning.
Mr G. RODRIGUEZ from the CEA-France presented the following paper : « Methods in the
treatment of sodium waste ».
He indicates the main options which have been taken : preliminary purification to reduce the
contamination i.e. removal of radiocontaminants such as tritium and cesium, the use of water,
the development of methods for cutting metallic wastes soiled or filled with sodium.
The last paper, concerning the KALIMER program and sodium technology in Korea was
presented by Mr. Y.D. CHOI from the KAERI in Korea. After a general presentation of the
KALIMER program, he presents the main objectives of studies dealing with sodium
technology. Studies on sodium-water reactions, sodium purification and sodium fires were
carried out with respect to KALIMER safety rules . The results of these studies, even if they
focus mainly on reactor operation, are of interest for studies on sodium removal.



Session 2 : Cleaning with water.

Chairman of the Session : F.KOZLOV, BPPE-Russia
Co-chairman : E. ADAM, UKAEA - U. K.

Three papers were presented, two from Russia and one from India.
Mr. B. KLYUKOV from the OKBM presented the first paper on "Cleaning of equipment of
residual sodium by means of the water-vacuum process" ; the principles of the method were
discussed and are the following:

-a) low pressure and temperature conditions,
-b) elimination of melt sodium,
-c) continuous hydrogen evacuation,
-d) continuous removal of solvent and liquid waste.

The techniques have been used on the BN 350 and BN 600 reactors.
Following the presentation, a number of questions were raised, particularly those concerning
the effect of air ingress with the use of a vacuum system. The number of components treated
using this process has been 350 in the period since 1980, without any problem.
Mr K. RAJAN - IGCAR presented a paper on "Process selection for removal of sodium from
PFBR components". Information was given on the 500 MW(e) PFBR which is in an advanced
state of design. Particular emphasis was placed on the need to control time and temperature in
order to minimize/eliminate stress corrosion. During the discussion/question session
following the presentation, it was confirmed that although argon was used in the described
application, the use of nitrogen was also possible. It was also stated that by 2007/2008, the
PFBR plant is expected to be in its commissioning phase.
Mr. F. .KOZLOV from the IPPE presented the final paper of the session entitled: "Experience
in cleaning fast reactor components of their sodium coolant". The paper presented detailed
information on the results of cleaning a sodium test loop using a number of cleaning
processes, i.e. the steam treatment, water treatment, acid treatment and final water washing. It
was noted that the steam treatment reduced the activity level significantly; it was also pointed
out that the methods had been used three times on BN 350 components.



Session 3 : Cleaning with alcohol.

Chairman of the Session : J.A. MCHELBACHER, ANL-W - U.S.A.
Co-chairman : C. LATGE, CEA - France

Four papers were presented during this third session :
The first paper was presented by Mr. K. RAJAN from the IGCAR, India : Peroxide formation
and kinetics of sodium dissolution in alcohols. Among the methods applied for sodium
removal, alcohol dissolution is the most commonly used at the IGCAR for small components.
He points out the risk induced by possible explosion due to peroxide formation in the ethoxy
group of ethyl carbitol and butyl cellosolve during storage and handling. It has been deduced
from tests that the used ethyl carbitol tends to inhibit the production of peroxide and hence
can be handled safely; the possible reason for this is attributed to the presence of sodium
which acts as an inhibitor for free radical formation. The tests carried out using the ethyl-
alcohol-water solvent have shown that it is very difficult to control reaction temperatures and
hydrogen evolution due to the high reaction rate. Finally, they concluded that temperature has.
a greater role to play on the reaction kinetics than surface area. During discussion, it was said
that the used alcohol is processed by pyrolisis then stored in concrete.
The second paper, presented by Mr. S. NAKAI from the PNC in Japan, was entitled:
« Sodium removal by alcohol process ». The alcohol process (ethanol-isopropanol mixture)
was selected for the 1 MWt double wall tube straight type steam generator. During
preliminary studies, the relation of alcohol conductivity and sodium concentration as a
function of alcohol temperature was obtained and the accuracy of the sodium concentration
calculated from the conductivity was good enough for the use of sodium removal. After the
operation, visual inspection of internal surfaces showed no evidence of the presence of
unreacted sodium. Thus, the flowing alcohol process proved to be very safe, highly effective
and it required only a very short time.
Mr. J.H. MINGES then presented a short report of an accident that occurred during the
sodium clean-up with ethyl carbitol in a storage tank of the FAUST facility in FZK, Germany.
After a description of the facility, the authors describe the event: the unexpected rapid
decomposition of the compounds into ignitable gases which were subsequently released
through a safety valve in the building caused a deflagration event and, as a consequence, some
damage. They also give the results of the analysis of solid sediments, liquid and gaseous
products. The most important consequence is that sodium decommissioning with Ethyl
Carbitol as reactant should be avoided until possible runaway reactions are sufficiently
understood.
Finally, information concerning the accident that occurred near the RAPSODEE building was
presented during this meeting. Due to the accident, one member of the CEA team was killed
and four other people were injured. In addition to the administrative and judicial inquiries, the
CEA set up an Internal Inquiry Commission (IIC) of which the main conclusions were :

- a pneumatic explosion of the tank following unknown, runaway chemical reactions
occurred in the heterogeneous and multi-phase physico-chemical mixture that had formed
during the washing operations,

- there is a need to decree : a) design rules for equipment in order to facilitate its
dismantling, b) organization principles, in order to preserve the memory of the risks in the
facility, and c) procedures for implementing dangerous products,

- the suspension of the ethylcarbitol cleaning technique and the need to pursue
investigations in order to understand what happened and if possible, draw up principles to be
respected in the future.



After these two papers, a discussion about operating conditions before accidents took place ;
in both cases, Mr J. H.. MINGES and Mr. C. LATGE confirmed the position in France and
Germany concerning sodium removal: the use of ethyl carbitol as a reactant should be
avoided until possible runaway reactions are sufficiently understood. Moreover, Mr. C.
LATGE said that butyl-cellosolve should be examined in terms of safety before operation
because it could have the same behaviour as ethyl carbitol.

Session 4 : Sodium bulk removal.

Chairman of the Session : Y. WATMEI, CIAE - China
Co-chairman : J.H. MINGES, FZK- Germany

The present status of processes involving the disposal of bulk sodium was presented.
Mr E. ADAM, from the UKAEA, spoke about the decommissioning of two fast breeder
reactors in Dounreay. The construction of the plant is underway using technology planned by
the A.E.A Technology, NNC and FRAMATOME. The total sodium inventory to be handled
will be 1450 tons and about 60 tons of the NaK alloy.
The NOAH process for bulk sodium coolant disposal was presented by Mr E. DE MAGNY of
FRAMATOME. The process has attained industrial states by successfully reacting 37 tons of
primary sodium from the French experimental reactor RAPSODEE and could be applied in the
future for other dismantling operations of nuclear facilities. A sodium processing facility at
the Argonne National Laboratory-West had also been erected and is undergoing inactive
commissioning status. Mr B. MICHELBACHER explained the design and process of
transformation. Unlike other processes, all the sodium will be converted into sodium
carbonate powder for land disposal.
A facility with a througput of 100 kg/h with a small operating team was presented by Dr.
R. CURRY, from the A.E.A. Technology The sodium is transformed with aqueous caustic
soda and neutralised with hydrochloric acid. Some problems have been solved and the facility
will be in operation early next year.
Mr J. COSTES of the UDIN, CEA reported on the RAPSODIE stage 2 decommissioning.
Status is that there was a suitable decontamination procedure developed to decontaminate
large scale surfaces. Contamination could be reduced by factor of 300 by the removal of an
average metal depth of 12 urn from the surface.



Session 5 : Sodium waste and effluent processing.

Chairman of the Session : R.NUNES, CTA-Brazil
Co-chairman : G. DE ANTONI, ANSALDO - Italy

The first paper was presented by Mr. G. RODRIGUEZ from the CEA. It was entitled « The
study of the optimal transformation into ultimate solid waste of aqueous effluents resulting
from the destruction of radioactive sodium by water ».
Concentrated soda resulting from treatment of active sodium waste cannot become a reference
solution for the final product from the treatment of all sodium waste; two solutions for
transforming the sodium hydroxide into ultimate solid waste were presented :

- the cementation process could be used without supplementary research and
development,

- the ceramisation process might be more efficient (the mass incorporation rate is 3.5
times higher than for cement) but will require some studies to adapt it to sodium hydroxide
stabilisation.
Mr. K.K. RAJAN from the IGCAR INDIA then presented a synthesis on sodium cleaning and
disposal methods used in experimental facilities. A considerable amount of experience in
different cleaning methods adapted for different components acquired over two decades has
provided valuable information concerning cleaning and sodium removal at the Indira Gandhi
Center for Atomic Research.
Processes are presented for cleaning tanks containing sodium with large accumulations of
impurities basically using conversion in NaOH by a fine spray of water. For other components
such as the "control rod drive mechanisms", vacuum distillation was used and on other
occasions, alcohol cleaning was chosen.
The third paper : Radioactive liquid waste treatment at the SPx Plant; representing the result
of experiments and of start-up tests, was presented by C. ROUX, from the EDF, France.
The authors first presented the processes used at Creys Malville plant to treat effluents coming
from the cleaning and decontamination operations on components and irradiated fuel.
Chemical treatment of this waste, consisting of a precipitation of radionucleides and
evaporating technique, was qualified during the start-up tests (including the feedback
experience). Concerning the solid waste resulting from these treatments, one of the following
processes (cementing and coating) could be selected.



Session 6 : Sodium waste processing within the framework of dismantling.

Chairman of the Session : D. JAMBUNATHAN, IGCAR- India
Co-chairman : M. BERTH, FRAMATOME - France

There were 4 papers in this session dealing with sodium waste processing within the
framework of dismantling, hi the first paper on NaK handling and removal from cold trap
jackets, bubblers and valves of French Fast Breeder Reactors, various aspects of NaK (52 %)
handling such as transfer, sampling and destruction were described. With the Madenak
procedure involving water injection with N2 gas (aerosol washer), a destruction rate of 9 kg/h
could be achieved. Emphasis was also placed on the need for solidification of NaK to - 18°C
before transport.
In the second paper on dismantling of 50 MW SGTF, three sodium cleaning processes were
used. The alcohol process is used for small to medium size components intended for re-use.
Steam cleaning methods with inert gas are used for pumps and steam generators. For other
components such as pipes, steam injection in air or direct sodium burning are carried out. The
Na aerosols during the gas burning process will be scrubbed and filtered and for safety
monitoring of steam process, hydrogen-meters and oxygen-meters were used. A proposal has
been made to complete decontamination in two years.
A new process involving the removal of impurities from cold traps namely, the « PRIAM »
System, was described in the third paper. Various points concerning the dissolution of oxides
and hydrides in sodium and the use of auxiliary cold traps for oxygen removal were clearly
explained. This method could meet the objectives of satisfactory management of the tritiated
effluent, control of hydrogen evolution and the recovery of cold traps. Russian experience on
the re-use of cold traps after caustic cleaning has been very good (10 times) and it was
suggested that the duration of the process may have a bearing on the caustic corrosion.
In the fourth paper describing cleaning techniques on non-active sodium, dismantling
operations involving transportation, the handling and cutting and cleaning of metallic passes
with steam and water were clearly brought out. Plasma cutting on localized areas were carried
out. In conclusion, they underlined the necessity of taking dismantling into account at the
design stage.



Session 7 : Purification, decontamination

Chairman of the Session : Y.D. CHOI, KAERI - Republic of Korea
Co-chairman : J.L. GARCIA, CEA - France

Three papers were presented during this last session :
The first paper was presented by Mrs F. MASSE from the CEA, Cadarache and was entitled:
« Cleaning and decontamination—experimental feedback from the PHENIX reactor ». They
first presented the evolution of the cleaning and decontamination processes used, then went on
to describe the first results obtained after several tests had been carried out on three
intermediate heat exchangers. The cleaning process already used in PHENTX was adapted and
has proven its efficiency regarding sodium elimination and non-corrosive effects. Progress
made on the decontamination processes allowed improvement of the sulfo-phosphoric process
with regards to decontamination efficiency and component requalification. Finally, these
operations allowed the evaluation of contamination existing on main components.
Mr. F. KOZLOV then presented investigations of the method of sodium decontamination
from cesium and tritium aiming at either its use or disposal. Experiments have shown that
time required to reach equilibrium distribution of cesium-137 in static carbonaceous material
is controlled by the cesium diffusion rate. The tritium purification was also investigated by
calculations and it was demonstrated that it was possible to reduce greatly the tritium
concentration, to transform the sodium coolant into a 'non-radioactive' material.
Mr. J.L. COUROUAU presented an overview of the various purification techniques for
oxygen and hydrogen, tritium and cesium.For oxygen and hydrogen, two innovative concepts
were presented : « PSICHOS » and « PIRAMIDE ». Reduction of tritium can be performed by
swamping or isotopic exchange. In order to obtain better knowledge of the mechanism
involved in the process of cesium elimination through a carbonaceous support, a large
experimental study has been carried out. Although, processes reducing sodium activity within
the framework of decommissioning do exist, it is nevertheless still necessary to carry out
experimental studies in order to qualify them..



SESSION 8 : RECOMMENDATIONS

Chairman of the Session : C. LATGE, CEA - Cadarache, France.
Co-chairman :.F. MASSE, CEA - Cadarache, France.

In order to elaborate recommendations, two groups worked on two topics which were identified
as :

- Sodium disposal; Specific activities dealing with sodium in the framework of
decommissioning.

-Cleaning, decontamination and effluent treatment.

8.1 Sodium disposal - Specific activities dealing with sodium within the framework of
decommissioning.

Chairman of the Session : C. LATGE, CEA - Cadarache France

Four main areas of activity have been identified :

-1 . Sodium draining,

-2. Sodium bulk processing,

-3. Main vessels and circuit cleaning

-4. Sodium removal from auxiliary systems e.g. cold traps, ceasium traps, filters, relief
valves,...etc.

8-1-1 Sodium draining,

For this operation, immersed induction pumps exist (NNC, CEA,...); The NNC has
made specific studies for PFR.

Design of the vessels and components has not always taken into account the necessity
of obtaining good drainage ; nevertheless, some contradictions might exist between
operation requirements and decommissioning requirements.

Large retentions of sodium exist after draining, particularly in the primary vessel; thus,
it is necessary to locate and to estimate them. In a first step, this evaluation can be done
with the technical plans but it is necessary to validate it: for that, the development or use
of acamera or any other visualization technique is highly advisable.



Thus, three recommendations are suggested :

-Rl: During the design phase, it is necessary to bear in mind the decommissioning :
the possibility of sodium draining,..

-R2 : The sodium drainage from the vessels has to be carried out at a high
temperature, in order to avoid retentions of frozen sodium , but not too high in the
circuits, because of the plugging risk in the cold points due to the risk of crystallization of
sodium compounds.

-R3 : The sodium retentions have to be drained as much as possible.

8-1-2 Sodium bulk processing,

Several techniques were developed and presented during this meeting : sodium-water
reaction, burning. The option to decontaminate then re-use the sodium in conventional
industry has to be considered also.

It is necessary to reduce the contamination of the by-products ; the decontamination can be
carried out on sodium, on sodium hydroxide or on salts and water after neutralization.

Thus, three recommendations are suggested :

-R4: It is necessary to elaborate a strategy for the extraction of contamination with
regards to the choice of the final product and more particularly, to identify the step where
decontamination can be applied; this step can, of course, be different regarding the kind
of contamination considered (corrosion particles, ceasium, tritium,...)

-R5 : For sodium disposal, various proven solutions exist; there is a need to have
exchanges between experts on experimental and operational feedback, in terms of
processes and safety.

-R6 :It is absolutely necessary to establish recommendations in terms of radioactive
level in order to allow re-use of materials in conventional industry (e .g. : sodium,
especially regarding tritium, steel,....)

8-1-3 Main vessels and circuit cleaning

In the various gas processes (water vapor + inert gas ), and due to the complex geometry
of internals, the accessibility to sodium and the circulation of gas is not obvious
everywhere ; nevertheless variations of pressure can improve the process.

Research and development already carried out clearly show that it is possible to react a
large thickness of sodium (Studies in UK)



The hydrogen risk is a very high risk in the sodium processing with water.

Thus, two recommendation are suggested :

-R7: It is necessary to demonstrate that the process developed and validated in
laboratories can be extrapolated and assessed for applications on large and complex
surfaces /geometry.

-R8 : Due to the application of water processes and the production of hydrogen, the
hydrogen risk has to be considered at the beginning of the design phase.

8-1-4 Sodium removal from auxiliary systems e.g. cold traps, ceasium traps, filters, relief
valves,...

In various reactors, primary cold traps are waiting for a treatment to be defined.

These components are generally not easy to process because of the high level of
contamination and/or dispersion of sodium (large reactive area) and/or also due to the
presence of derivative compounds (oxides, NaK,.aerosols).

-R9 : It is necessary to consider seriously the processing of contaminated auxiliary
systems such primary cold traps, ceasium traps, aerosols traps,... and to develop adequate
processes.

A general but very important recommendation is made for countries designing new
reactors :

-RIO : Countries designing new reactors should take into account experience feedback on
the decommissioning of existing FBRs at the design stage.



8-2 Cleaning, decontamination and effluent treatment.

Chairman of the Session : F. MASSE, CEA - Cadarache, France.

At the beginning, it appears necessary to clearly specify the definitions of cleaning and
decontamination :

Cleaning : Cleaning is an operation allowing residual sodium and impurities removal, mainly by
chemical reaction.
It includes the following phases :

• reaction of the remaining sodium on the component

• rinsing of the component

• immersion

• drying

Even if this operation allows us to eliminate the part of contamination contained in the sodium, it
is not considered to be a decontamination process.

Decontamination : decontamination is aimed at the reduction of the global activity on a surface by
dissolving the fixed contamination.

• deposits of activated corrosion products,

• a layer of base metal within active products have diffused.

8-2-1 - Cleaning processes

The cleaning process is necessary in case of re-use of components or decommissioning. Two
main kind of processes are available : the water cleaning processes or alcohol cleaning processes.

Water process

- Steam or dispersed water in inert gas

This process is mainly used for large components with a residual sodium layer, without retention.

The gas is either nitrogen, or CO2.

With N2, the cleaning is more efficient but it involves a risk of caustic corrosion. In the other
case, the CO2 transforms NaOH into a non-corrosive product: carbonates, which can also limit
the efficiency and may stop the reaction by creating a protective layer of carbonate between the
sodium and the water.



- Cold water under vacuum

Used in OKBM, this process is very efficient, without risk of corrosion.
hi that case, due to the fact that the installation works under vacuum, particular measures must be
taken to avoid the risk of hydrogen/air explosive reaction in case of loss of tightness.

- Rll: For large components, the water cleaning process is recommended with regard to
the efficiency and the type of waste produced.

- R12 : Due to the production of hydrogen produced by the water/sodium reaction, the
hydrogen risk has to be taken into account in the choice of adapted method.

- R13 : The cold water vacuum process is recommended as a final method to completing a
cleaning operation, in order to eliminate all sodium traces even in crevices.

Alcohol process :

- Methanol - Ethanol

This process is especially used for the cleaning of small components.

It can also be used in case of inactive sodium.

For active and large components or loops, the problems are the inflammability of alcohol and the
issue of organic active waste treatment.

- Heavy alcohol.

Runaway chemical reactions occurred in France and in Germany with Ethylcarbitol. Therefore
sodium cleaning using this alcohol will no longer be authorized as long as the studies and
complementary appraisals have not been completed in these two and other countries.

Butyl-cellosolve and other ether-alcohols should be examined in terms of safety before operation,
because they could have same behaviour as ethyl carbitol. Today, the butylcellosolve application
is restricted in Russia.

- R14 : Use of alcohol has to be restricted in quantity for ethanol or methanol in case of
active sodium, in all cases for heavy alcohol.

- R15 : Sodium cleaning using heavy alcohols or ether-alcohols should be avoided until
possible runaway chemical reactions are sufficiently understood.



Some general recommendations for the cleaning strategy have been proposed :

- At the design and operational stage.

- R16: It is necessary to foresee the possibility of draining and inspection of components
at the design stage in order to avoid or to limit the volume of sodium retention; thus
cleaning operations will be easier and safer.

- R17 : The identified failed fuel assembly should be withdrawn from the reactor coolant
as soon as practible in order to limit the activity of the primary sodium activity, then
consequently the activity of the cleaning effluents.

- Before cleaning.

- R18: In order to optimize the safety and efficiency of the cleaning, it is important to
drain as much as possible the component and to check the absence of retention, for
example by visual control.

- R19 : Before removing a component, it is useful to eliminate active or inactive impurities
by using the usual processes or devices such as cold traps, cesium traps, or other specific
devices.

- During cleaning operations

- R20: Hydrogen and temperature control are necessary to maintain acceptable
hydrogen concentration in gas and to avoid caustic corrosion on the component.

- R21 : In order to maintain a continuous chemical reaction rate, it is necessary to obtain
a continuous removal of sodium hydroxide (to avoid an interruption of the reaction by a
hydroxide layer separating water and metallic sodium)

- After cleaning operations

- R22: After cleaning, particular attention must be paid to the storage of the component
before its re-use (inert gas, humidity under its dew point).

- For tank cleaning

In case of tank cleaning, the following operations must be done :

• maximize the removal of sodium by normal operations or specifically adapted methods,



• afterwards, use, in some cases, an adapted process such as Water Vapor Nitrogen
process (WVN), Water vapor CO2 process.

Thus, particular attention must be paid to the rinsing phase.

If there is no foreseeable re-use of the component, the problem of corrosion effects no longer
exists. Moreover, it is then possible to cut the component before cleaning which can allow easier
treatments. In that case, the major point of interest is to have a safe process and to minimize
liquid effluents. The following process can also be used : burning of sodium before rinsing
residues with water. For large thickness of sodium, special care must be taken to ensure that all
the sodium has been burned before rinsing the residues. This process has the advantage of
avoiding hydrogen production, nevertheless, it must provide an efficient aerosol treatment.

8-2-2 Decontamination

The decontamination process, mainly applied in case of re-use of the component, is an acidic
attack. For France, the decontamination bath is a mixture of sulfuric acid and phosphoric acid;
for Russia, it is an acetic acid attack after immersion in KMnC>4.

- R2 3 : The optimization of decontamination processes must be based upon efficiency and
corrosion effects but also upon environmental considerations (such as release of chemical
(phosphates) or radiochemical (tritium) effluents).

- R24 : In order to reduce the use of decontamination processes, it is recommended to
limit the contamination effects during reactor operation by appropriate means .

- R25 : The decontamination effects on the component are strongly linked to its residence
time and the operational conditions of the reactor. Thus, to apply a decontamination
process, a good knowledge of the component's history is strongly recommended.
Moreover, the best is to get a representative sample from each material to test its
behavior in the acid bath before application on the whole component.

If the component is ont to be re-used, more aggressive decontamination processes can be used as
in RAPSODEE (nitric acid, sulfuric acid and cerium). Nevertheless, it is preferable to use
chemical products with respect for liquid waste treatment possibilities on the reactor site.

8-2-3 Effluents

- Gaseous effluents

The treatment of gaseous effluents (hydrogen) is always the following :

• scrubbing,

• dehumidification



• drying

• dilution in order to obtain a hydrogen concentration lower than the flammability limit
(4%)

• release into the atmosphere according to the tritium release regulations

- Liquid effluents

For the treatment of inactive sodium, a standard industrial treatment will be used.

For the treatment of active sodium, the liquid effluent produced is active sodium hydroxide. The
treatment of this type of effluent depends on the regulations of each country defining what is
acceptable or not. For disposal, the treatment of liquid active effluents must transform sodium
hydroxide into a salt that can be discharged after decontamination, or stabilized into a form that
can be stored in good conditions ( e.g. sodium carbonate in barrels for the Argonne National
Laboratory-West, USA ; stabilization into cement or ceramic for the C.E.A.).
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Abstract

FBTR is a 40 MWt/13 MWe loop type, sodium cooled mixed carbide fuelled reactor. There
are two primary loops, two secondary loops and a common steam-water circuit. Criticality
was achieved in 1985 and during the course of the 10 years of operaion phase experience has
been gained on the decontamination of certain core components, primary sodium pumps,
CRDM parts, handling components and cold traps. This paper deals with the decontamination
aspects of these components in detail.

For core subassemblies a remote sodium cleaning system was provided in the hot cell. The
unique feature of this system is that it pumps alcohol into wash chamber using compressed
nitrogen. During cleaning, the sub assembly is loaded into the system using master slave
manipulator and compressed nitrogen gas is used to pump alcohol into the system for cleaning
the outer and inner surfaces of the sub assembly in cycles. Each cycle takes about 15 minutes
and around 5 to 6 cycles of cleaning were employed to remove 100 g of sodium. The level of
alcohol in the tank is measured by ultrasonic level probes. The used alcohol is pumped to
medium active waste storage tank.

Primary and secondary sodium pumps are the large components which were cleaned off
sodium using steam and water in decontamination pit. Lower part of CRDM with a failed
bellow was another component cleaned in decontamination pit. An electro decontamination
technique was successfully developed to remove coloration on the lower part of CRDM for
reuse. A stainless steel carrier with antimony capsule was the first radio active component to
undergo sodium cleaning operation in decontamination pit meant for large primary sodium
circuit components after making necessary modifications. Decontamination of other
components such as fingers of grippers and scrapper rings of charging and discharging flasks
was carried out with alcohol under inert atmosphere.

The secondary loop cold trap was successfully cleaned by hydride decomposition and vacuum
distillation followed by steam cleaning method. Without dismantling the cold trap, internals
were washed by circulating water. Subsequently the wire mesh was replaced and the cold trap
was qualified for reuse. The operation was carried out over lOOh and an estimated 10 kg of
NaH has decomposed during this process. The reaction products were analysed to estimate the
quantity of impurities.
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1.0. INTRODUCTION

FBTR is a 40 MWt/13 MWe loop type, sodium cooled mixed carbide
fiieled reactor. There are two primary loops, two secondary loops and a common steam-water
circuit. Criticality was achieved in 1985 and during the course of the 10 years of operation
phase experience has been gained on the decontamination of certain core components, primary
sodium pumps, CRDM parts, handling components and cold traps. This paper deals with the
decontamination aspects of these components in detail.

2.0. DECONTAMINATION OF REACTOR ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS

2.1. Decontamination of core sub-assemblies
For removing sodium from irradiated core sub-assemblies a remote

sodium cleaning system was provided in the hot cell of Radio Metallurgical Laboratories. The
unique feature of this system is that it pumps alcohol into wash chamber using compressed
nitrogen. Fig 1 shows the schematic view of the sodium removal system.

The core subassembly is loaded into the system remotely by using master
slave manipulator. The tank containing 99.9% pure AR grade ethanol is placed in the
underground trench and is connected to the core subassembly set-up by SS pipelines. During
the operation, the ethanol is pumped from one tank to the other through the core subassembly
during which the ethanol cleans the outer surface of the subassembly. During either cycle the
ethanol enters the sub-assembly from foot region and clean the inner side of the assembly. For
each cycle it takes approximately 15 min. and a total of 5 to 6 cycles of cleaning are done to
remove the sodium completely. About 80 litres of ethanol is used to remove about 100 g of
sodium from the subassembly.

The level of alcohol in the tank is measured by using ultrasonic level
probes. The system is operated by using solenoid and diaphragm valves. The used alcohol is
pumped to medium level waste storage tank and disposed off suitably. So far 3 experimental
and one central fuel sub-assemblies were cleaned completely.

2.2. Decontamination of bent fuel subassembly

After the fuel handling incident, the bent fuel subassembly was removed
and released from transfer flask into a pot containing alcohol. Dosage on the surface of the
assembly was 5 R/h, since the fuel-subassembly had fuel pins (61 nos.). The outer surfaces
were cleaned with 100% ethyl alcohol. Steam cleaning was not resorted to as fuel was
pyrophoric in nature. Later, the cleaning of fuel pins was carried out by circulation of 100%
ethanol.



2.3. Decontamination of other sub-assemblies

Steel reflector sub-assemblies and steel carrier with source pin capsule
were decontaminated in decontamination pit with water vapour/steam. The carrier assembly
was cleaned off sodium since the capsule could not be separated from the carrier as it had
frozen sodium. The field on the capsule was 10 R/h primarily due to Co 60 impurities. After
removal of sodium the capsule was removed from carrier. The steel reflectors were not having
much field as they were removed during approach to criticality. There was no significant
hydrogen release (< 1%) during the decontamination as the sodium sticking to the surfaces
was much less.

3.0. Decontamination of large components

During the construction phase, the sodium pumps were fitted with
strainers in place of non-return valves to trap the impurities and when fuel sub-assemblies were
loaded for first criticality adequate circulation of sodium was ensured. After achieving
criticality by progressive loading of sub-assemblies, the entire primary circuit except reactor
vessel was drained and the pumps were removed to facilitate replacement of strainers by non-
return valves. The first pump was replaced with a spare pump immediately after draining
sodium. The total time taken for removal and replacement of the existing pump with a spare
one using special flask under argon atmosphere was only 2d. As discovered later, this time
was not adequate for draining of sodium sticking to the pump. The pump removed had 40 kg
of sodium sticking to it which was removed in a closed decontamination vessel under inert
atmosphere of nitrogen (Fig 2). The decontamination pit was heated to about 180 deg C by
using surface heaters and maintained for 24 h to allow draining of sodium. Then the pit was
cooled to 70 deg C and about 50 litres of water was added to the pit sump and the
temperature was gradually raised. The pressure in the pit was maintained at 250 mb(g). The
evolution of hydrogen during decontamination is given in Fig 3. During the decontamination
process hydrogen concentration went upto 30%. This was diluted to less than low explosion
limit of 4% in the ventilation ducts before letting out into the atmosphere. After sodium
removal with steam, the pump was immersed in water and there was no increase in hydrogen
concentration in the nitrogen cover gas indicating completion of cleaning. After
decontamination and inspection, the pump was pickled with 20% HNO3 in the
decontamination pit, rinsed with DM water and dried in hot air.

The second primary sodium pump was taken out after allowing sodium to
drain for 1 week. Only traces of sodium were sticking to the surface. This time, the entire
decontamination operation was completed in 2 d. The concentration of hydrogen released was
controlled to be within LEL of 4%. It was also inspected, pickled with 20% HNO3 and dried
in hot air similar to the fresh pump.

In both cases of sodium removal from the pumps, sodium sticking to the
crevices could not be removed by steam cleaning or submerging in water. They were
physically removed. Since the core was fresh, there was no contamination, thus facilitating
easy removal of sodium and disposal. Sodium cleaning from crevices was done with alcohol.

The secondary sodium pump does not have a permanent arrangement for
handling and sodium removal. For this, the decontamination vessel used for primary sodium



pump was fitted with an additional ring matching the dimensions of secondary pump top
flange. The pump was removed under inert atmosphere with a polythene hood from pump
vessel and installed in decontamination pit. The decontamination operation was trouble free
and was completed in 2d. As in the case of primary pumps, the sodium sticking to the crevices
was removed physically using alcohol. Fig 4 gives the dimensions of the components
decontaminated off sodium using decontamination pits.

4.0. Cleaning of CRDM lower part

Due to failure of SS bellows of translation tube of CRDM, the control
rod could not be moved up or down as sodium got frozen in the interspace. The mechanism
was removed from the reactor and after temporary storage in decay pit, was decontaminated
in decontamination pit with steam. There was no corrosion product and the specific activity in
water was due to Co 60. The CRDM assembly was cut into two parts in dismantling cell for
disposal and the upper and lower parts were separated. The lower part of the CRDM was
found to have a field of 100 mR/h over a segment of 800 mm length and some rust colored
deposits were also observed. Towards removal of activity and the deposit, electrode
decontamination procedure was applied. In this method, the CRDM lower part is immersed in
a carbon steel vessel containing 40% phosphoric acid as electrolyte. External current was
applied between the CRDM lower part and the carbon steel vessel with a current density of
0.6 mA/Sq.cm. In the initial cathodic treatment for 20 min. with CRDM lower part as cathode
and carbon steel vessel as external anode the coating was removed and a clean surface was
obtained. In the subsequent anodic treatment for 20 min. with CRDM lower part as anode and
carbon steel vessel as cathode very little activity was removed. Neither the solution nor the
swipe from the surface showed any activity. Hence, it was inferred that the lower part itself
contained fixed activity due to neutron irradiation.

5.0. DECONTAMINATION OF FUEL HANDLING COMPONENTS

5.1. Decontamination of handling flask
During the fuel handling incident, the flask gripper got bent near the

lower region where, the fingers holding fuel assembly were full of sodium. External cleaning
was carried out by dipping in alcohol bath to remove all sodium. Later, after releasing the
assembly by applying the jacking force, the gripper was dismantled and the fingers and gripper
tube were physically cleaned.

5.2. Decontamination of guide tube
The guide tube does not have crevices. However, sodium sticking to the

inner core gets converted into oxide after it is removed from reactor and left in decay pit
which is under atmospheric air. This results in lesser clearance for the gripper tube to move,
resulting in arresting of downward movement in the core. The guide tube was cleaned with
steam in decontamination pit. For future, the decay pit is kept under inert atmosphere to
minimise formation of sodium oxide.

5.3. Decontamination of other components
Capsule transfer gripper and sodium sampling device are the other two

devices which have been decontaminated. Since the sodium sampling device remains in the
reactor for a small time of 30 min., the amount of sodium sticking to it is very less and hence



removed physically by wiping the surface with alcohol. Similarly, other components such as
capsule transfer gripper, vat valves etc. are physically cleaned with alcohol.

6.0. Sodium removal and requalification of a secondary cold trap
During the commissioning of secondary sodium circuits with Steam

Generator, one secondary cold trap (total volume 360 1 and wire mesh volume 210 1) got
plugged due to a possible premature plugging of the outlet pipe. The cold trap was removed
and the sodium removal and requalification were carried out in three stages viz. Draining of
sodium, removal of sodium hydride and remaining sodium by vacuum distillation, removal of
oxides and other impurities by steam cleaning followed by water wash.

For draining, the cold trap was heated gradually to 150 to 200 C and the
sodium was allowed to drain. After this operation, the temperature of the cold trap was
allowed to raise upto 400 C where it was maintained for a further period of 6 h to enable as
much draining of sodium and impurities from wire mesh region. Because of the projection of
the nozzles and the arrangement at the top of the cold trap it was not possible to drain the
entire sodium and about 43 1 of sodium and impurities remained.

The internals of the cold trap were subjected to vacuum and the
temperature of the cold trap was increased to 450 - 500 deg C and hydrogen was removed
taking into advantage its higher partial pressure than the vapour pressure at these
temperatures. Fig 5 shows the set-up for vacuum distillation. The inter connecting line was
maintained at 350 deg C and the condenser at 160 deg C. The parameters such as temperature
and pressure were monitored continuously. Because of over heating of vacuum pump, it was
switched off intermittently once in every three hours of operation for nearly one hour.

After few hours of operation in the pressure range of 98 to 60 torn, it was
observed that the pressure reduced gradually to less than 2.5 torr. This was also followed by
an increase in temperature of the cold trap and the condenser interconnecting pipe by 60 deg
C, indicating that the distillation of sodium has started. The vacuum distillation process
continued for a few days. At the end, it was observed that the pressure dropped suddenly from
2.5 torr to 1 torr followed by increase in temperature of cold trap indicating that the vacuum
distillation has ended. At the end of the process, almost all the sodium and sodium hydroxide
were removed leaving behind oxides and other impurities which could not be decomposed or
distilled out. These impurities were removed in the subsequent steps of reaction with steam
and washing with water. All the above operations accounted for the 43 1 of sodium left behind
after draining thus confirming complete removal of sodium and its impurities.

7.0. CONCLUSION
The design provision of FBTR for decontamination has been found to be

adequate. While components going into the reactor are decontaminated using absolute alcohol
under inert atmosphere, other components have been effectively cleaned with steam-water
mixture and dried. This was also the major technique adopted in Rapsodie. The electrode
decontamination technique has been a new feature tried in FBTR with a specific objective. As
the components see high fluence, more experience in decontamination will be gained. As the
core is clean at present, i.e. as there are no fuel failures, there has not been any requirement to
use liquid honing machine for removing loose contamination after sodium removal from the
components. The components of sodium removal from the active and inactive components
were as per expectations and was trouble free.
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ABSTRACT

In present report the following subjects are considered: state of the coolant and
sodium systems under normal operating condition as well as under decommissioning,
disclosing of sodium circuits and liquidation of its consequences, cleaning from
sodium and decontamination under repairing works of equipment and circuits.
Cleaning of coolant and sodium systems under normal operating conditions and
under accident contamination. Cleaning of the equipment under repairing works and
during decommissioning from sodium and products of its interaction with water and
air. Treatment of sodium waste, taking into account a possibility of sodium fires.
It is shown that the state of coolant, cover gas, surfaces of constructive materials
which are in contact with them, cleaning systems, formed during installation operation
require development of specific technologies. Developed technologies ensured safety
operation of sodium cooled installations as in normal operating conditions so in
abnormal situations. R&D activities in this field and experience gained provided a
solid base for coping with problems arising during decommissioning.

Prospective research problems are emphasized where the future efforts should
be concentrated in order to improve characteristics of sodium cooled reactors and to
make their decommissioning optimal and safe.

INTRODUCTION

The problem which is considered at the present technical committee on removal and
storing of sodium actually covers a more wide range of subjects. The essence is, that
as in the first, so in the second circuits it is possible to consider, at least, four basic
components:
Cover gas, as a rule, argon;
Coolant - sodium;
Constructive and technological materials;
Systems of coolant and cover gas cleaning.
Each of them has its own peculiarities, which determine its state, and consequently, an
appeal for development of special technologies to treat them. Therefore in this report
a special attention paid to the states of such systems. In view of these peculiarities the



problems are considered which should be solved as in operating conditions, so during
decommissioning.

STATE OF COOLANT AND SODIUM SYSTEMS IN OPERATING
CONDITIONS AND UNDER DECOMMISSIONING

The state of coolant and sodium systems, which include sodium circuits, gas caves in
contact with sodium, equipment operating in sodium (pumps, heat - exchangers, steam
generators, cleaning systems etc.) is determined by a number of factors. Among them
the mostly important are: temperature regimes of installation; constructive and
technological materials, which are in contact with coolant; ingress of impurities into
circuits during operation, these impurities are transformed in the circuit as a result of
their interaction with coolant, constructive materials and radiation. It is necessary to
point out the following basic components: coolant and surfaces in contact with it,
surfaces in contact with cover gas, cover gas itself, system of sodium cleaning from
impurities (cold and Cesium traps, traps of vapors).

Analyzing the state of coolant, it is necessary to take into account peculiarities
of the first and second circuits. The basic peculiarity of coolant from the first circuit
is the presence in it of different radionuclides: products of sodium activation
(sodium-22 and 24) and impurities contained in it (Zinc-65, Silver-110); products of
activation of constructive materials (manganese-54, cobalt-60 and 58); products of
fuel fission:
Under tight pins - as result of surface contamination by fission material of pins
surfaces and diffusion ingress of tritium from tight pins cladding
While operating with pins having defective cladding, besides tritium, the coolant is
contaminated by Cesium -137 and 134, Barium -140 and Lanthanum -140; Circonium
-95 and Niobium - 95, Iodine - 131 and gaseous products of fission: KceHOH-133 and
135, KpmrroH - 85, 87, 88 and other;

In case of major defects in pins cladding besides products of fission in coolant
the fuel can also appear. Besides, in the first and second circuits non-radioactive
impurities also present, which are introduced with cover gas and with air (at repair
works) oxygen, hydrogen* , carbonic gas and other; due to oil percolation from
cooling bearings systems of pumps and from recharging systems, products of
corrosion of constructive materials.

The amount of impurities, penetrating to circuits and their behaviour is
determined by a particular type of installation and by its operating regime .The
impurities are present at sodium as in solution phase so as suspensions. Basic
impurities, dissolved in sodium are oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, products of corrosion
of constructive materials, tritium and cesium. Tritium and cesium are present at rather
limited amounts. Moreover tritium as an analogue of hydrogen is present in sodium in
the same forms, as hydrogen. With the accuracy up to the effect of these isotopes
division it follows after hydrogen. Cesium at the system of sodium - oxygen -
hydrogen basically, is present as metal. These peculiarities of tritium and cesium
behaviour should be taken into account for sodium cleaning [1].
Such products of fission, as barium, lanthanum, circonium, niobium at presence of
oxygen in sodium will form oxides, which are almost not soluble in sodium.

" Insignificant amount of hydrogen penetrates through the surface of heat exchanger
from sodium of the second contour, where it gets from steam generator.



Therefore, despite of their insignificant amount, they are present as suspensions,
which are deposed on surfaces, washed by sodium. In the second circuit the basic
impurities are oxygen, hydrogen, products of corrosion of constructive materials,
pollution is also possible by oil pyrolysis products due to its penetration from systems
of cooling of bearings of pumps. Of radioactive impurities in the second circuit just
tritium is present in insignificant amounts penetrating through surfaces of heat
exchanger from sodium of the first contour.

Hydrogen and oxygen in normal conditions of operation are present in sodium
of both first, and second circuits, basically, as oxide and hydride. But in the second
circuit under leak conditions in steam generator surplus of alkali is possible which
will be present as a separate phase.
Separation surface coolant - the constructive material is characterized by:
In hot zones - loss of material in result of corrosion;
In cold zones - deposition of products of corrosion.

For all hydrodynamic paths is inherent deposition of particles on surfaces from
sodium flow. These particles are generated as a result of crystallization of products of
corrosion in a flow, as well as due to impurities, solubility of which in sodium is
small (carbon, oxides Kaji&mw, 6apHH, irjapKomra, uranium and other).

Major amount of generated suspensions is caused by corrosion processes (up
to 40 kgs / years for normal conditions of operation of the first circuit of installation
BN-600). Of them only the insignificant part is caught by a cold trap [2], Major
amount crystallizes on heat exchanger surfaces and is collected for the account of
sedimentation in zones with low velocities. The products of fission, which are
practically insoluble in sodium or sorbated on suspension, will deposit on surfaces of
circuits and be accumulated mainly in stagnant zones. It leads to a number of specific
requirements as under operating conditions, so under decommissioning.
Radioactive impurities, formed as a result of contamination of constructive materials
in core (Mn, Co), not only deposit on surfaces of a constructive material, but also
diffuse in it. To reduce contamination, caused by them, before repairing works or
during decommissioning special technological processes are necessary. Tritium is
inevitably present in metal .The structure of the basic impurities in sodium systems is
shown in table 1.



The basic impurities in sodium systems of fast reactors
Table 1

Circuit

Cover

gas

Sodium

Const,
material.

Systems

of

purification

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Gas

Const.
Materials
surface
Coolant

Metal

Surface

Cold trap

Vapour
trap

Cesium
trap

1
Ar, Kr, Xe, T, H, Na (vapours and
aerosols), He, N, Cs, CH4* etc. hydro
- carbons*
Na, Na2O, NaH(T), NaOH(T),
Na2CO3, Cs, I.
Products of oil pyrolisis
Na, Na2O, NaH(T), NaOH(T), K, Cs,
Ba, La, Zr, Nb, I, C, U, Pu, products
of corrosion

Mn, Co, T> H, Cs, C

products of corrosion,
Cs, C, Ba, La, Zr, Nb, U, Pu, I, Co, Sb,
Mn
Na, Na2O, NaH(T), NaOH(T), Cs, Ba,
La, Zr, Nb, U, Pu. Products of
corrosion
Na, Na2O, NaH(T), NaOH(T),
Na2CO3, Cs
Cs, Na, sorbent (carbon)

2
Ar, H, N, T, Na (vapours and
aerosols), CH4* etc.
hydro - carbons*
Na,Na2O, NaH(T),
NaOH(T).
Products of oil pyrolisis
Na,Na2O, NaH(T),
NaOH(T), K, C,
products of corrosion

H,T,C

products of corrosion,
carbon

Na,Na2O, NaH(T),
NaOH(T), C.
products of corrosion
Na,Na2O, NaH(T).
NaOH(T), Na2CO3

1 and 3 - basis, > 99,99 % - argon and sodium. Practically homogeneous systems.
2- 8 - heterogeneous systems.
* in case of oil ingress.

The basic component of cover gas is argon > 99,99 %. However, it is not
correct to call it a homogeneous system , due to presence of sodium aerosols, and
during replenishment by cover gas or due to accidental air presence it is also possible
the presence of sodium compounds with oxygen, hydrogen and carbonic gas. The
activity of cover gas at occurrence of leaky pins is determined by nuclides of Xe -133
and 135 and Kr - 85, 87, 88. It is characterized by short-term emissions and at this
time can reach 1 Ku/1. The problems of cleaning from vapours and aerosols are solved
by design and development of special aerosols filters, and from xenon and kripton -
by applying of adsorption on an activated carbon. The concentration of tritium in
cover gas of the first and second circuits is higher than limiting allowable
concentration.
The boundary cover gas - constructive material are characterized by inevitable
depositions. These issues were considered at IAEA meetings [3, 4], where the basic
attention was paid to transfer of sodium vapors and aerosols . Deposition under water
vapours ingress in cover gas , oil, oxygen, hydrogen was not practically investigated.
The systematic work in this direction are begun in Russia (IPPE) [5].

Here it is necessary to note, that the characteristics of depositions (melting
temperature , the reactionary ability), besides structure of impurity, leaking in gas
cave (the major factor), depend on conditions of their formation: temperature of
sodium mirror , distribution of temperature on a surface, resource of work. It is



important, that the depositions form heterogeneous system of complex structure, the
melting temperature of which, as a rule, much exceeds the sodium melting
temperature. For the first contour in deposits are present Cs, T and, probably, I.

Systems of cleaning. As a rule, the operation of cold traps comes to an end due
to increase of hydraulic resistance as a result of accumulation of impurity. Major
volume of impurities, accumulated in a trap, consists of Na20, NaH (T), NaOH (T).
Volume of radioactive impurities is insignificant. However, radiation created by
them, should be taken into account at realization of repair works, during replacement
of traps and during decommissioning. The technological process, chosen for transfer
of traps and their contents of the second circuit in a safe condition, should without fail
take into account presence of tritium in traps. In traps of sodium vapours and aerosols,
in comparison with cold traps, the assortment of accumulated impurity is poorer. In
them are accumulated Na20, NaH (T), NaOH (T), Na2CO3, Cs, I. System, which is
formed during operation of these traps, differs from that one formed in a cold trap.

Cesium traps use carbon materials as a sorbent. The concentration of cesium
in graphite depends on required depth of cleaning of sodium from cesium, and from
organization of process of cleaning. While developing the technological process for
transfer of cesium traps in a safe condition it is necessary to take into account
penetration of sodium into graphite, including formation of graphites.

LOOSE OF TIGHTNESS OF SODIUM SYSTEMS AND ITS
CONSEQUENCES: ABNORMAL CONTAMINATION OF COOLANT AND

SODIUM SYSTEMS, SODIUM FIRES

Under loose of tightness of sodium systems the following situations are
possible:
- Ingress of air in the first or second circuits;
- Ingress of oil from system of cooling of bearings of pumps;
- Ingress of water in sodium of the second contour under sodium - water steam
generator leak;
- Leak of sodium;
- Leak of cover gas.

Under accident ingress of impurities in coolant, formation of solid phase is
possible, that results in increase of hydraulic resistance of system. Such events took
place during the operation of practically of all installations BR-5, BOR-60, BN-350,
PFR, SPX, BN-600 [6].

Under significant contamination of circuits the problem of cleaning arises.
When the concentration of impurities is lower than their solubility at temperature of
coolant, the problem is solved unequivocally: for cleaning cold traps are used. In case
of problems with maintenance of normal circulation radical measures, up to dismantle
of the contaminated equipment, pipelines for washing from sodium and impurities is
possible. Thus it is necessary to locate places of localization of impurities, which is
not a simple problem.

The mostly representative experience on cleaning a loop of the second circuit
from products of interaction of sodium with water, formed as a result of leak of
sodium - water SG, was gained in commissioning period on installation BN - 350. The
following variants of the loop recovery were possible:



- Cutting out of the whole steam generator (or its emergency section) and washing it
out from the products of reaction; and it was taken into account, that there could be a
necessity of washing out of the whole loop;
- Capping or replacement of emergency SG pipes; filling a loop by sodium and
cleaning from of sodium from products of reaction of sodium with water by cold
traps.
After a careful analysis of the situation the second way was chosen. Emergency SG
tubes had been capped the loop had been filled by sodium and circulation was
maintained on it. It was discovered, that the hydraulic resistance of the pipe of
repaired section of SG has increased. It should be noticed , in order to saturate with
products of interaction of sodium - water sodium of loop 2 installation circuit at 250 C
it is enough 5,7 kg of water, and at 300 0C -15,7 kg.
Let, in coolant of a loop there is a solid phase During time d (cold trap is available
removes amount of impurity, equals

-C^)Pdx5 (1)

Where G - sodium flow rate through cold trap, MJ/h;
C XJI ~ concentration on input in cold trap, Kg/M3

C'XJJ- concentration of sodium saturation by impurities at cold trap temperature ,
kg/M3;

P - factor of impurities removal in cold trap.
For the same interval of time dt in coolant ingress:

-C^)dt, (2)

Where a mass transfer factor , which dependents on regime of impurity washing by
sodium in a loop, its geometry and diffusion characteristics of impurity, m/h;

F - mass exchange surface , M2;
Cs - concentration of saturation of coolant by impurity at circuit temperature.

Thus

XJI

aFCs+Gj3C'XJI

From equation (3) it follows, that if ocF»|3G then C ^ ->CS i.e. coolant in the loop
is practically saturated by impurities.

Taking into account, that under small accumulation of impurity in cold trap
removal factor (3 = 0,6-j-0,7, part of impurities deposit from sodium flow in output
pipelines of cold trap. The long time operation in such regime resulted in blocking of
sections of pipelines. Cleaning of coolant was stopped. After discovery of the most
probable places of capping these sites of pipelines with valves were cut out and were
washed out from solid phase, then they have been mounted again. The serviceability
of system of cleaning was restored. It has become clear, that under given pollution of
loop the productivity of one snare it is not enough for cleaning the loop during
previewed time. Therefore the circuit, allowing to connect to cleaning of sodium of
the loop of two cold traps from systems of sodium preparation was mounted.



Besides the polluted sodium from a loop merged in tanks of system of
preparation and its cleaning by two cold traps of this system was carried out (these
traps was worked either alternately, or simultaneously with cold traps of the polluted
loop) and operations of pumping in a polluted loop of clean sodium from the next
loop and pumping out of dirty sodium from a polluted loop in the "clean" loop were
carried out spent, where the sodium was cleaned by cold trap of this loop. Also the
methodology, ensuring cleaning of output line of cold trap of polluted loop from
deposited in it impurities, was created.

As a result of all above-mentioned actions the sodium was cleared up to
plugging temperature of-115 - 210 °C at temperature of circuit 210-240 °C. In such
conditions the phenomenon of deposition in output line of cold trap practically
disappears. Total time of sodium cleaning of considered loop was -1540 hours,
(impurity removed is equivalent to 160 (290 kg of water) . Greater figure correspond
P=l, and smaller - 0,5. The summary of information on cleaning regimes is given in
Table. 2.
After removal of major amount of impurities in a loop there were the sources of small
intensity, at which the operation of the loop in nominal regime with working cold
traps provided plugging temperature 180 0C.

Cleaning a polluted loop after SG leak
Table 2

Method of purification

1. Non - stop sodium cleaning by cold trap of
polluted loop and one cold trap of preparation
system tDiue>230 °C

2. Non - stop sodium cleaning by cold trap of
polluted loop and two cold traps of preparation
system tDiu2.<210°C

3. Cleaning of portions of sodium from polluted
loop in tank of preparation system with the help
of its own cold trap.

4. Cleaning of portions of sodium from polluted
loop by cold trap of a neighbor loop

time of purification,

hours

255

1000

220

65

Z 1540

Amount of water,which
is equivalent to removed

impurities, kg

79-158

49-98

22

9

Z 160-290

During operation of installations with sodium coolant there were few cases of
sodium ingress in atmosphere, including on installations BN-350 and BN-600 [6]. In
all cases as under sodium fire, so without it waste are produced. The following
sequence of operations is accepted at liquidation of leak consequences :
- the collection of waste in special capacities;
- their transportation on a site for destruction of sodium waste;
- in case, when the sodium did not burn, as a rule, it is burned on special sites, and
then products of burning of sodium, as well as waste, formed as a result of fire, are
transported in a safe state by treatment with the help of vapour and water.
In case, when waste were formed under leak of sodium of the first circuit, for their
treatment it it is necessary to use special installations.
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WASHING OF THE EQUIPMENT AND CIRCUITSS FROM SODIUM

Washing of the equipment from the rests of sodium (1-st stage) and long life
isotopes (2-nd stage) for the first circuit is necessary during repair works and NPP
decommissioning.

In our country the mostly used are vapour - gas methods of removal of the
rests of sodium. Spirits methods are applied to cleaning devices and equipment, which
have bellows or membrane. In OKBM a method is developed of water - vacuum
washing of the equipment from sodium [7]. The vapour - gas technology for washing
of the large - sized equipment for the first time was applied during preparation of
repair works of evaporators of BN - 350. The basic operations of this process are:
- Choice and justification of methodology and preparation of the equipment,
-Filling of the mounted system by nitrogen (C02^1 % on volume),
- Washing by vapour-gas mixture with continuous control of concentration of
hydrogen in out coming gases,
- Filling by saltless by water,
- Drying under vacuum at heating up to 120 0C.
Treated by this way evaporator after repairing more than 20 years successfully
operated. During justification of the described technological process was taken into
account not only laboratory experience, but also experience of vapour - gas washing
on installation BR-5 in 1961 and in 1971.

In summary for this section we shall consider experience of washing from the
rests of sodium and decontamination of the first circuit of BR-5 reactor [10].

This operation was carried out three times. In the first case (1961) it was
related to local pollution of circuit by products of fuel fission with burning of 5 %
T.a., that is in 2,5 times exceeded previewed value. In the second case (1971) it is
caused by reconstruction of a technological part of installation BR-5 with the purpose
of increase of reactor power. In 1980 the work were necessary due to replacement of
the reactor vessel and lyreshaped equalizers for bellows ones.
In all cases the procedures included:
- Vapour - gas washing (P vapour =1,3-1,5 kg/cM2, t vapour= 130 °C under heating of a
circuit up to -150 OC. Volume of vapour from 12 up to 30 tons, nitrogen - up to 600

- Filling a circuit with distillate water;
- Acid treatment (~20 M3 of solutions):
Filling a loop 0,3 - 0,5 % by a solution of KMnO4,
Filling a loop by a solution 1,0-1,5 % of acid H2 C2 O4 with addition up to 1 % of
hydrogen (in order to exclude an opportunity of deposition Fe2 C2 O4. 2H2 O). The
number of acid operations reached up to six;
- Distillate washing (up to 8 M3 of distillate, taking into account the first cycle);
- Drying under vacuum at temperatures of pipelines and equipment of 200 - 250 °C.
The typical results of change of power of a doze of gamma - radiation are submitted in
table. 3. The points of sampling are marked in Fig. 1.



Results of measurements of gamma radiation doze (mkR/s) on the surface of
equipment and pipelines of the primary circuit for vapour - gaz, acid and distillate washing of circuit, 1971

State
of

circuit

1. Circuit filled
with sodium
2 Sodium
drained
3. After

vapour - gas
washing

4 After
distillate
washing

5. After
acid
treatment

6 After
distillate
washing

Big lyre

input botto
m

output

Heat exchanger
MKTO-2

input output

Small lyre

input bottom output

Pump 3MH-2

Tank under seal. Over
seal

level
meter

head

sampling point

390

300

70

37

12

12

2 3
390 390

300 300

70 70

37 37

12 12

12 12

4
850

600

120

50

21

18

5
840

600

120

50

21

18

6
380

190

34

27

14

13

7
380

190

34

27

14

13

8
380

190

34

27

14

13

9
1200

1200

120

50

22

27

10 11

1200 3000

1200 3000

200 320

95 100

24 19

20 21

12
3000

3000

1000

340

70

60

13
300

300

65

38

15

18
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Fig. 1 Sampling points for monitoring of gamma radiation doze on primary circuit equipment
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Complete time of washing and decontamination is from -10 (1989) up to 40 day
(1971).
From surfaces of the first circuit in process of decontamination in 1971 was removed
-78 Ku of gamma - active products of fission and corrosion:
- Under steam treatment 51 Ku;
- Under water treatment 6,5 Ku;
- Under acid washing 20 Ku;
- Under final water washing 0,4 Ku.

DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS OF TRANSFER OF COOLANT AND
RADIOACTIVE WASTE IN A SAFE CONDITION

The amount of the radioactive coolant on modern NPP with reactors on fast
neutrons is estimated in thousands tons. Significant amount of radioactive waste in
a various degree polluted by non radioactive components is also present. The
transfer of them in a safe condition requires development of special technological
processes and systems.

Mostly simple is the situation with the coolant of the second circuit. As shown
by calculations with use of special technology [1], it(he) can be purified by ordinary
cold traps up to tritium concentration, which allow to use it in an industry. Based on
estimations it will not require significant economic expenses and development of
special technology for manipulation with a cold traps after its decommissioning.

Similarly the sodium of the first circuit can be purified from tritium. A deep
cleaning from Cesium is also possible[l]. However, the economic characteristics of
the given process, apparently, will be worse, than for sodium cleaning from tritium by
cold trap. Besides, new radioactive equipment appear. The further work with it
requires special technologies.

There is the radioactivity, caused by sodium - 22, products of fission and fuel.
The radioactivity of sodium - 22 will decrease up to a background level in 30-40
years. The similar decrease of long-life activity demands time, not acceptable on
scales of activity of a human society. Therefore development of special methods of
deep cleaning, for example filtering by specially developed filters and application of
sorbent methods of cleaning is necessary. These subjects require intensive R&D
activities.

The other subject - transfer of sodium and waste in a fire - safe condition. At
present moment dry (gas phase) and wet methods are considered .

Gas phase methods are based on sodium oxidizing, on small dispersion solid
carriers, for example on metallurgical slag or on oxide of silicon by a method of
mixing in a reactionary vessel in gas environment, containing oxygen. The
termination of oxidation is determined by decrease of temperature. Resulting loose
mass is moved in a volume, where concrete mass is produced. It is supposed, that
sodium completely oxidized, without formation of aerosols and while producing
concrete mass there were no hydrogen ingress.

The method of burning in air in the special chamber can be regarded as
gas phase. Products of burning deposit on internal surface of the chamber. After the
termination of burning they are dissolved by water, and then by alkali from
recirculation system of washing. Non burned in the pallet sodium is also dissolved ,
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the amount of which based on experimental data makes ~6 grams on kg burned. Such
installation includes the following basic systems:

Submission of sodium (waste) and air in working volume of reactor;
Submission of sprinkling liquid in working volume of reactor;
Preparation of used gas for ingress in system of ventilation.

The wet methods are based on interaction of sodium with water or other
reagents. The process is accompanied by formation of significant amounts of
hydrogen. All methods, in particular relating to treatment of radioactive sodium and
waste, are under development now as well as methods for the content of cold traps
treatment.

CONCLUSIONS

The developed technological processes have ensured effective operation of fast
reactors in various modes of their operation, including abnormal pollution of coolant
and sodium systems under loose of their tightness: water in sodium leak in SG, air and
oil ingress in sodium loops, sodium leaks in atmosphere.
The investigations performed and their practical realization during repair works,
replacement of the equipment and the reconstruction of installations with sodium as a
coolant have ensured their effective realization and have demonstrated technological
experience for their decommissioning.
However for improvement of technological parameters of NPP with fast reactors,
cooled by sodium, optimum performance during decommissioning it is necessary to
note problems, on which further attention should be concentrated:
Processes, under normal conditions of operations and determining behaviour of
impurity in circuits: kinetics of formation of compounds and their transformation in
view of formation of complex compounds and suspensions, deposits in gas caves and
on surfaces, washed by sodium.
Scientific, technical and economic justification of strategy storing and utilization of
thousands tons of sodium. As a prime problems here it is possible to point out the
work on deep cleaning of sodium from tritium (cold traps), Cesium (graphite traps),
suspension of products of fuel fission and fuel (filtering as special filters), sorbent
methods of cleaning.
Development and optimization of technological process of transfer of sodium waste,
including after fire, in a safe state. Treatment of traps and their contents after their
end-of-life.
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METHODS IN THE TREATMENT OF SODIUM WASTES

G. RODRIGUEZ*

Abstract
In the domain of sodium waste processing, we have followed a logical route that has enabled us to propose a
global method with respect to sodium wastes. This approach has led to :

- The choice of only those sodium processes using water.
- The development of sodium purification methods.
- The development of methods for cutting metallic wastes soiled by or filled with sodium.
- The transformation of the resulting sodium hydroxide into ultimate solid wastes for surface storage.

1. METHOD FOR THE TREATMENT OF SODIUM WASTES

Our goal was to establish global methods for the treatment of sodium wastes. This consists
in:

- Synthesising the different types of sodium elimination processes used, envisioned or
to be developed.

- Selecting a limited number of processes which nonetheless allow treatment of the
totality of sodium wastes, whatever their diversity or activity.

- Including in the method for treatment of sodium wastes a method for the management
of by-products generated by the treatment of sodium wastes.

- Selecting the processes while taking into account:

- their safety,

- their effectiveness,

- their simplicity of use,

- their flexibility of use.

Since the definition of all these conditions could lead to contradictory selections and options,
it can therefore be said that the global method for the treatment of sodium wastes is the result
of a compromise.
The main points arising from this reflection are as described in the following chapters.

2. ONLY USE OF PROCESSES INVOLVING TREATMENT WITH WATER

Amongst all the possibilities of chemical reaction for sodium transformation, the use of water
was chosen for various reasons:

- Water is one of the most easily available and least costly product.

- The other chemical products which react with sodium (i.e. alcohol type organic
products) have the disadvantage of being inflammable, which entails supplementary
risks in their use and also in their storage.

Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique C.E.A./DRN/DER/STML/LEPE
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- With the use of organic products there is the problem of treatment of liquid effluent
products (organic saline solutions). In fact, these liquid effluents cannot be accepted by
a conventional treatment system developed by a liquid effluent treatment station. It
would therefore be necessary to combine the development of such processes with the
development of a pyrolysis process for liquid and radioactive organic effluents.

- The use of water has the advantage of generating known by-products : hydrogen and
sodium hydroxide for which the elimination systems have been established :

- dehumidification of hydrogen and evacuation by atmospheric release via a stack,
after radioactive control;

- transformation of the sodium hydroxide produced into ultimate solid waste, either
by a conventional process of immobilisation in cement (known as "cementation
process") or by a more innovative process of immobilisation in ceramic (known as
"ceramisation process").

The choice of one single technique for the transformation of sodium (the use of water) also
provides homogeneity in the kind of by-products (aqueous soda and hydrogen only) and in
the general safety rule to be observed in order to put these processes into practice.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF METHODS FOR THE TRANSFORMATION OF SODIUM
WASTE

In order to minimise the number of processes employed, it is necessary that each process
used allows treatment of as wide a range of waste as possible. In order to do this, and in order
to maintain coherence in respect of the process and associated facilities, the wastes must fit
to the criteria imposed by the processes and the associated facilities, and not the contrary.
These adaptations may concern the size or quantity of sodium, volume, geometry and
activity. For this reason, it is imperative that a whole series of techniques and means of waste
transformation is developed in parallel.

These methods can be split in two parts: mechanical methods and physico-chemical methods.

Amongst the mechanical methods one finds :

- sodium oven melting techniques, which can be compared to the process for
complementary draining of components or capacities containing sodium,

- techniques for the cutting of sodium waste comprised of capacities full of sodium (for
example, undrainable cold traps),

- sodium ingoting techniques, which transform the sodium waste into a standard form
acceptable by the treatment facility.

Physico-chemical methods consist mainly of sodium purification methods. These methods
can be used:

- to improve the sodium's pourability: filtration through PORAL filters, purification in
relation to oxygen and hydrogen impurities by means of cold traps,

- to separate the tritium from the sodium :

- by permeation in the case of the removal of impurities in a secondary cold trap

[1],
- by isotopic exchange or swamping in other cases.



134,- to diminish the sodium activity in Cs and Cs by adsorption on carbonaceous
traps.

Description of these physico-chemical techniques is the subject of a separate presentation [2].

4. TRANSFORM THE AQUEOUS SODA PRODUCED INTO ULTIMATE SOLID
WASTE FOR SURFACE STORAGE

The limits on the authorisation of release in saline solutions becoming ever more drastic, it
was decided to envisage the transformation of aqueous soda produced by the facilities, into
ultimate solid waste, either by cementation or ceramisation.
The presentation and comparison of these two processes is the subject of a specific paper [3].

5. CONCLUSION

These general ideas about sodium waste treatment have specified some axis of R&D on
sodium removal in some ways such as :

- techniques for the cutting of sodium waste (i.e. metallic pieces full of sodium),

- new processes to treat sodium waste by using water in several particular conditions
function of the type of waste to eliminate.
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Abstract

The first liquid metal reactor program in Korea, KALIMER (Korea Advanced Liquid
MEtal Reactor, 150MWe), was started in 1992 in accordance with a national
long-term research and development(R&D) program for the utilization of uranium
resources and transuranics reduction. The main feature of the KALIMER concept,
based on enhancing the inherent safety and economy of a liquid metal reactor, was
established. A comparative study for the concept was carried out by evaluating
various design alternatives. Several sodium loops and test facilities in small scales
were and are being constructed for the R&D of sodium reactor technology, and these
will be used to support the design of KALIMER. To develop sodium treatment
technology for a liquid metal reactor, studies on sodium-water reactions, sodium
purification, and sodium-fire were carried out with regards to KALIMER safety.
The above R&D activities will be mentioned.

1 Introduction

The liquid metal reactor(LMR) program started in 1992 as a national long-term
R&D program by the Korea Atomic Energy Commission(KAEC) with the goal of
developing an LMR which could serve as a long-term power supplier with
competitive economics and enhanced safety. Based upon the KAEC decision, The
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI) is developing KALIMER, which will
be the first LMR in Korea Emphasis of the KALIMER program is being placed on
the following subjects.

• LMR design
The main studies involve the decision of the main technical selections and of the

main features of concept KALIMER, prototype and demonstration reactor, with the
power of 150 MWe.

• Sodium Technology

The research work is mainly related to thermohydraulic studies of sodium in an

LMR, the sodium purification, and safety studies related to the diagnostic of

sodium-water reaction and the protection from sodium fire.
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In this paper, the KALIMER program and R&D works of sodium technology,
excluding the thermohydraulic studies, are briefly described.

2. KALIMER development program

The overall KALIMER development schedule is shown in Figure 1, which also
charts the milestones and major R&D activities. Conceptual and basic design work
will be carried out over the next 10 years, during which time the next development
step of the KALIMER program shall be determined by KAEC. Recently, the main
design features of KALIMER were established. Table 1 summarizes the key features
of KALIMER.

3. Development of sodium technology

Concerning the R&D of sodium technology, several sodium loops and test facilities
in small scales, which are summarized in Table 2, were and are being constructed,
and will be used to support the design of KALIMER.

3.1 Analysis of sodium-water reaction characteristics

The study on sodium-water reaction characteristics has been approached with three
areas of concentration:

• analysis of small leak phenomena with water leak tests and data reported, and
determination of the design base leak(DBL) rate

• safety evaluation of heat transfer system in cases of large leaks
• development of a reliable and real time detection system of water leaks

3.1.1 Analysis of small leak phenomena

- Leak development
A microleak, that is, water leakage into the sodium side due to defects, progresses

towards a small leak and/or intermediate leak with self-enlargement of the leak hole.
In some cases, leakage may occur from the small leak without the process of a
microleak. The conceptional route of the leak propagation for this study is illustrated
in Figure 2. The data needed to qualify the algorithm and quantify the route,
including the selfwastage rate, single target wastage on small leaks, multitarget
wastage, secondary defect size, number of failed tubes, and forth, will be gathered
from literature, experiments and international cooperation.

Microleak data, such as the reopening time, size of leak hole, and material corrosion
at the leak position, were obtained through experiments. The experimental facility
was composed of a reactor, water injector, storage tank, vacuum pump and other
equipment. An example of the SEM photographs and material composition analysis
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by Auger at a leak spot is given in Figure 3. In this figure, the leak path was not
reopened in spite of the wastage of the initial parts and reaction products. The
material composition in the leak spot, except the Cr was changed a little by
corrosion.

3.1.2 Analysis of large leak phenomena

Large scale water leakage into the sodium side due to the failure of tubes in LMR
steam generators leads to an increase in the pressure and temperature by hydrogen
and the heat of reaction, and may give significant effects on the structural integrity
of the secondary system. Prior to designing an LMR steam generator and secondary
system, a pre-estimate of the pressure effects for this system should be conducted.

As a general trend of pressure change, when water leakage ocurrs, a relatively high
pressure is formed within milliseconds and is called the initial spike pressure. After
this peak pressure, a lower secondary pressure follows and decreases slowly because
pressure change is not sensitive to time. This step is called the quasi-steady state.
The intensity of the initial spike pressure depends on the internal structure of the
steam generator and the transient characteristics of the sonic waves. The intensity of
the secondary pressure depends on the inertia constraints of the secondary cooling
system. In addition, it seems that the pressure of the quasi-steady state is interfered
by the flow of hydrogen in sodium after the rupture bursting. In this study, a
pressure analysis of each step was performed independantly.

- Analysis of the bubble behavior

At first, if there is water leakage in the steam generator, the sodium-water reaction
will advance only at the vicinity surrounding the broken tube. Hydrogen as a
reaction product is formed with a spherical bubble around this zone. As the amount
of water leakage and hydrogen volume increases, this reaction loses stability and
the spherical bubble is preferentially changed to a cylindrical shape. The
multi-bubbles are formed into a homogeneous, two-phase flow after an additional
reaction with water and sodium. As a further progression, the amount of hydrogen
and steam is increased, and the two phases of hydrogen gas and liquid sodium are
mixed in this step. A conceptional diagram of these phenomena is given in Figure 4.

- SPIKE code development for analyzing initial spike pressure

The secondary system of KALIMER consists of two steam generators, four
intermediate heat exchangers, pumps and pipes which are connected with several
fittings. This system is too complicated to apply in the mathematical formula, and
was therfore simplified and modeled. In this study, the simplified single line was
defined as a branch of the flow system. Therefore, the secondary system of
KALIMER was modeled as a network having 16 branches and 16 nodes (Figure 5).
The sodium flow in these branches was assumed to be a compressible, one
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dimensional, unsteady viscous flow. From these assumptions and equations of

continuity, momentum and energy, the governing equations below were used.

du 1 dP , r? n dx
~dJ—^-dt+F=0'-dt
du

where u, t, p , a, P, F and x is velocity, time, density, acoustic velocity, pressure,
friction and pipe length, respectively.

The results calculated by the SPIKE code were compared with the experimental
results tested in other country. He used an experimental IHX model of a 1/12.5 scale
to verify his code. A comparison of the calculated results using the SPIKE code with
the experimental value is shown in Figure 6. From this figure, the calculated results
are shown to be consistent with the experimental values in the IHX inlet. However
in the IHX plenum, the calculated results appear lower than the experimental values
according to the one-dimensional pressure propagation assumption.

- Experimental verification
The SPIKE code, which was developed for the analysis of initial spike pressure, will

be verified by simulation experiments. Figure 7 shows the P&ID for the simulation
test facility. This facility was scaled down from KALIMER (330MW) in the ratio of
1/256 (the heat load scale-down ratio, about 1/6 of the linear scale-down ratio). The
SG-model has a diameter of 420mm (O.D.) and length of 2750mm with 5 layer
helical coil tubes of which the total length is about 280m and the material is
stainless steel 304 without welding.

To assure the safety from accidents caused by large water leakages in KALIMER
steam generators, studies on leak propagation, their simulation, and a pressure change
estimation by computer codes will be carried out.
HOPRE and DIPRE codes, which will be used to analyze the quasi-steady-state

pressure, are being developed. The HOPRE code was programmed and is under
generalization, and the DIPRE code is under formulation of the governing equations.
These codes will be verified through water simulation tests and sodium-water
reaction tests, and will be integrated.

3.1.3 Detection of water leakage

A fast detection system with the concept of diversity and redundancy could reduce
effectively the probability of water leakage development. Water-into-sodium leakages
can be detected by sensing hydrogen with a nickel membrane and/or acoustic signals,
which are generated from the reaction of sodium and water in a sodium medium.
These two methods will be adopted to detect water leakages earlier at leak spots in
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the secondary sodium loops of KALIMER. The sensitivity limit of the tube type
nickel membrane sensor was 0.3 ppm hydrogen in an argon atmosphere. Presently,
we have confirmed the performance characteristics of the hydrogen detector and
studied the stability of the vacuum system and the methodology of electrical noise
treatment. The experiment on hydrogen detection in a sodium medium shall be
continued and the electrical noise treating system shall also be improved. The study
on acoustic detection of water leakages is directed firstly towards using simulated
equipment with the data processing of acoustic signals. Acoustic detecting
characteristics, depending on the injection of water or argon gas into a sodium
medium, will be analyzed. The schedule and target for the development of water leak
detection technology is given in Table 3.

3.2 Development of sodium and cover gas purification technology

The study on sodium/cover gas purification started in Korea in 1994. The objective
of this work is to develop a technology concerning the purification of sodium/cover
gas, and the measuring of impurity concentrations for KALIMER. The activities
relating to the field of sodium and cover gas technology in Korea are divided into
three categories' the measurement of impurity concentration in sodium/cover gas and
impurity removal; the development of devices for sodium/cover gas; and the
development of sodium/cover gas management systems in KALIMER.

A small scale sodium test loop (sodium loading base-' 20kg) was constructed in
1995, as shown in Figure 8. The loop was equipped with an electromagnetic
pump(EMP), electromagnetic flowmeter(EM flowmeter), plugging temperature
indicator(PTI), hydrogen detector, calibration tank and a cold trap. All the equipments
used in the loop were manufactured by KAERI. The following experiments have been
carried out on the loop:

• measurement of impurity concentration in sodium and cover gas by PTI and gas
chromatograph

• purification of sodium and cover gas by a cold trap and NaK bubbler
• stability test of the loop by a 10-day operation
• calibration of major equipment such as the EMP and EM flowmeter developed by

KAERI
• measurement of hydrogen concentrations by a hydrogen detector

Successful results were obtained in an initial effort to develop major equipment for
the purification process. The EMP shows the stablility over a long period operation.
The calibration results of the EM flowmeter made by KAERI showed that a good
linearity between the flow rate and output signals in the range of 1 to 10 1/min was
obtained and a sensitive indication with the flow rate variation was observed. Figure
9 shows a typical result of our on-going PTI experiments. The concentration of
oxygen in sodium was determined by a manual mode in the experiments. A study on
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the automatic determination of oxygen concentrations by PTI is currently being
carried out at KAERI
The sodium loop will be scaled up to obtain more infomation in the period from

2000 to 2001. On the loop, various experiments including a performance test of the
newly designed cold trap, will be performed. To design an optimized cold trap, the
internal structure and packing materials will be developed using a KAERI computer
program.

During the period from 2002 to 2006, the following activities will be carried out:
• A performance test of equipments for sodium/cover gas purification on the
scaled-up loop
• Development of analysis technology of metal impurities in sodium by wet

chemical methods

• Development and safety estimation of sodium and cover gas management systems
in KALIMER

3.3 Sodium fire

Some efforts have been made in the study of sodium fires and their consequences
since 1990 in KAERI.
Experimental studies of sodium pool fires were carried out in reaction vessels with

a volume of 1.7m3. Up to 3.8Kg of hot sodium(230°C) were released into
different-sized burning pans (15 ~ 30cm diameter). The sodium combustion rate was
calculated for various sodium burning areas, as well as the initial sodium
temperature, sodium quantity and initial oxygen content in the reaction vessel. The
temperature, pressure, oxygen concentration in the reaction vessel, and temperatures
of the wall and the floor were measured and compared with results calculated by the
code, a modified version of the Atomics international code SOFIRE-II. Good
agreement between the modified code and the experimental results were obtained.

To analyse the characteristics of sodium spray fires, experiments were performed
using a 1.7m3 reaction vessel. 120g of sodium was injected into the reaction vessel
through a nozzle of 1.2 mm in diameter at the top of the vessel at 330°C with an
oxygen concentration of 3.8% to 19.8%. The effects of the initial oxygen
concentration, the quantity of sodium injected, and sodium temperature on sodium fire
were investigated. The following results were obtained:

• Peak gas pressure increases almost linearly with initial oxygen concentration. This
relationship is about 0.4psi/%C>2.

• Peak gas pressure is a linear function of sodium quantity and this relationship is
about 0.07psi/gNa.

To study the mean size and size distribution of aerosol from a sodium spray fire,
small-scale experiments were carried out in sodium temperature conditions of 300 to
450°C and sodium injection pressures of 30, 40, 50, 60 psi in the reaction vessel. The
effects of injection temperature, injection pressure, sampling position, and the size
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distribution of aerosol were investigated. The results were as follows:

• Aerodynamic mean diameter of sodium fire aerosol increases with measuring time
and injection temperature and decreases with injection pressure.

• Mean diameter and size distribution of a sodium fire aerosol depend on axial
position and slightly on radial position.
A new sodium fire test facility with a vessel of 48 m3 was constructed in 1997. By

using this new test facility, analysis of various types of sodium fire phenomena,
development of a sodium detection system and sodium fire extinguishment, tests on
sodium leaks and sodium fire prevention and mitigation, and the development and
testing of filters and scrubbing devices for removing sodium aerosols will be carried
out.
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Table 1. Key Design Features of KALIMER

• Overall
Net Plant Power, MWe
Core Power, MWth
Gross Plant Efficiency, %

Net Plant Efficiency, %
Reactor
Number of IHTS Loops
Safety Shutdown Heat Removal
Ultimate Shutdown System
Fuel Handling

Seismic Design

• Core
Core Configuration
Core Heights, mm
Axial Blanket Thickness, mm
Maximum Core Diameter, mm
Fuel Form
Enrichments(IC/OC), %

for the First Core
Assembly Pitch, mm
Fuel/Blanket Pins per Assembly
Cladding Material
Refueling Interval, months

• PHTSCPrimary Heat Transfer System)
Primary Sodium Core I/O Temp., °C
Core Total Flow Rate, Kg/s
Primary Sodium IHX I/O Temp., °C
Primary Pump Type
Number of Primary Pump
PHTS Pressure Loss, M Pa

150
392
41.5
38.3
Pool type
2
Passive Safety Decay Heat Removal System
Self Actuated Shutdown System
Variable Arm Pantograph Type In-Vessel
Transfer Machine
Seismic Isolation Bearing

Homogeneous
1000
0
3443
U-10%Zr Alloy
15.0/20.0

161.0
271/127
HT9
12

361.4/530.0
1824
529.7/360.0
Electromagnetic
4
0.8

• IHTSdntermedeate Heat Transfer System)
IHTS Total Flow Rate, Kg/s
IHTS Pump Type
IHTS Pressure Loss, M Pa
Number of IHTXs
Number of SGs

1833
Electromagnetic
0.4
4
2



Table 2. Sodium Loops and Test Facilities.

Loops and facilities

Sodium purification loop

Sodium-water
reaction
test facilities

Micro leak
experiments for
-Self wastage
-Reopening
-H2 behavior

Simulation test
-P propagation
-P/T transient
in IHX

-Flow
characteristics

Acoustic detection system

Sodium fire
test
facilites

-I

-n

Thermohydraulic

experimental facility

Main parameters

Na volume: 20 I

Operation temp.: max. 500°C
After purification:

O2 < 10 ppm
H2 < 10 ppm

Na volume: 3 i
Reaction vessel: 10 i
Na temp.: 400°C
H2O injection rate : < O.lg/s
H2O temp.: 300°C
H2O pressure: 141 kg/cm2G

Hot water temp. : 80 °C
H2O impact press. : 10 kg/cm2G

Resonance frequency of AE
sensor; >70 kHz
Number of AE sensor installed; 7
Vessel volume; 1.7 m6

Injection temp.; max. 400°C
Material; SUS 304
Vessel volume; 48 md

Design pressure; max. 1 kg/cm2

Material; reinforced concrete

Na volume: 400 I

Operation temp.: max. 600°C

Remarks

1995

1995

under
construction

under
construction

1993

1997

1993



Table 3. The Schedule for Development of Water Leak Detection Technology.

Period

1995-1996

1997-1999

2000-2001

2002-2006

Target

- Basic research of hydrogen and acoustic detection

• fabrication of hydrogen nickel membrane diffusion sensor

• testing of hydrogen nickel membrane diffusion sensor

• survey of environmental installed conditions of sensors in an

acoustic field
- Development of signal processing technology and preliminary

software

• determination of frequency measuring ranges of acoustic

leak detection

- Construction of simulation equipment and an instrumental

system

• for hydrogen detection

• for acoustic detection

- Development and modification of computer programming code

for leak detection

• application of artificial adaptive neural network technology

- Verification of integrated computer programming code of leak

detection

• establishment of technology for reliable water leak detection

• alarm system
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YEAR 92 '93 '94 '95 '96 '97 '98 '99 '00 '01 '02 '03 '04 '05 '06 '07 '08

MILESTONES
KAEC

DECISION

D/C
Report

C/D
Report

B/D
Report

DESIGN CONCEPT STUDY CONCEPTUAL
DESIGN BASIC DESIGN

OPTIMIZATION OF
CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

R&D
CORE PHYSICS & T/H

PRIMARY AND INTERMEDIATE SYSTEMS T/H

MECHANICAL DESIGN & STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

MAN MACHINE INTERFACE SYSTEMS

SAFETY ANALYSIS

SODIUM TECHNOLOGY

Figure 1. KALIMER development schedule
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LEAK START
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SELF PLUGGED ?

SELF WASTAGE, Wr, ̂ Behavior

detected ?

ENLARGEMENT, hole size, leak size

PROTECTION

enough time ?

> SMALL LEAK

TARGET TUBE WASTAGE, WiPosition, H2 concentration

detected ?

TARGET TUBE FAILURE, hole size, position

PROTECTION

enough time ?

INTERMEDIATE LEAK

MULTITUBE WASTAGE, Wr, position, jet shape

detected ?

FAILURE PROPAGATIONjeak size

PROTECTION

enough time ?

LARGE LEAK

DESIGN BASE LEAK

TERMINATION

Figure 2. Conceptional scenario for leak progression
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- SURFACE SEMX200

Figure 3. Result for microlreak sodium-water reaction (Left: SEM

photograph of target surface, Right: profile curves on

composition at surface by AUGER).
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initial stage;
single bubble, pressure wave propagation

quasi steady stage;
multi-bubbles, homogeneous two phase (HTPF)

©

end stage;
multi-bubbles, discrete two phase(DTPF)

Figure 4. Change of flow and mixing pattern of sodium

and hydrogen according to the leak amount
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Figure 5. Branch and junction model of the

secondary loop of KALIMER
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Figure 7. P&ED for water simulation facility
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gas line
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Na valve
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BS: Bypass Sampler
CT: Cold Trap
CV: Calibration Vessel
EMP: Electromagnetic
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OM : Oxygen Meter
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ST: Storage Tank
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TV: Transfer Vessel
V T : Vapor Trap

Figure 8. An isodrawing of the small scale sodium loop
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Figure 9. Variation of plugging temperature with cold trapping
temperature
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SESSION 2

Cleaning with water.
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CLEANING OF THE EQUIPMENT OF RESIDUAL SODIUM BY MEANS OF

WATER-VACUUM TECHNOLOGY

B.P.Klykov, A.I.Lednev

OKB Mechnical Engineering, Nizhny Novgorod, Russia

Abstract

Results of investigation into a problem of equipment decontamination from sodium, that have been

conducted in OKBM since 1960 are given.

The investigations performed have shown that a water-vacuum washing process is the most optimal

method for equipment decontamination from sodium residues.

The essence of the method is in conduction of sodium-water reaction under reduced pressure in a leak-

tight tank. Boundary conditions are selected experimentally which not allow sodium to be melted during the

process, that gives possibility to control the sodium-water reaction. Continuous removal of H2 and reaction

products creates safe conditions for the process conduction.

More that 20-year period of operation of a stationary water-vacuum facility and washing the

electromagnetic pump for BN-350 fast nuclear reactor directly at is test rig are the best proofs of the proposed

method.

This method is well suitable for washing the equipment contaminated by radioactive sodium, because

by-products of the process are simply utilized. The method is used in a number of Russian enterprises, and

recommended for implementation at BN-350 and BN-600 reactor plants.

1. Introduction

Operation of first sodium test facilities in OKBM (early 60s), where the equipment

items of BN-350 fast nuclear reactor were tested, put forward problems of tested equipment

and test facilities components washing from sodium residues.

The equipment which need washing from sodium residues in the course of its operation

may be divided into several groups:

1) small units and assemblies (e.g: valves, pipeline sections, sodium vapours traps etc.);

2) large size units and assemblies (e.g.: pumps, heat exchangers, dump tanks etc.);

3) large size units and assemblies, as well as test facility equipment, which need to be

washed directly at the place of their location.

Taking into account, that decontaminated equipment should retain its working

characteristics a method proposed for washing-ofF should not result in any serious damages

caused by thermal, mechanical or chemical impacts.



At present time a steam-gas method for sodium washing-off is used at BN-350 and

BN-600 reactor plants. The washing-off process is performed in a special well, which is

preliminary heated. Steam flowrate is controlled by both a washing medium temperature and

hydrogen volumetric content in the well. The end of washing process is determined by both

termination of hydrogen release and washing medium alkalinity decrease to the neutral

reaction. Disadvantages of this method are as follows:

a) alkaline corrosion;

b) incomplete removal of sodium from narrow gaps.

Washing by spirit was not widely spread in spite of the fact, that spirit reacts with

sodium weaker. Disadvantages of the spirituous washing method are as follows:

a) fire hazard;

b) high cost;

c) incomplete removal of sodium from gaps.

Equipment washing-ofif from sodium with the help of vacuum distillation process is

performed at 500 °C and vacuum level less than 3 mm Hg gauge. Sodium vapours are removed

by vacuum pump and condensed in a trap at 200°C. This method is not widely used due to:

a) complexity of the process hardware;

b) impossibility to remove sodium from equipment with complex configuration;

c) high cost.

The both methods, i.e. spirituous washing and vacuum distillation are not widely used..

Research and development works for the search of a simple and safe method for

decontamination from sodium have been carried out in OKBM for a long time.

2. Requirements for the sodium decontamination method

The proposed method of the equipment washing-off from sodium should meet the

following requirements:

1) to provide the decontamination process safety;

2) to exclude impact to the environment;

3) to provide high purity and multiple use of decontaminated equipment;

4) to provide complete utilization of products obtained as a result of washing-off

process;

5) to be economically expedient.
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3. Theoretical substantiation of the vacuum sodium washing-off method

Sodium and water interaction is a spontaneous heterogeneous reaction, having a

complex dynamically unstable character. Depending on the reaction progress conditions

hydrogen (Hh, sodium oxide (Na20), sodium hydride (NaH), sodium hydroxide (NaOH) are

formed. From the thermodynamics point of view the process of sodium and water interaction is

a rapidly running process with release of much amount of heat even at indoor temperature.

This process pertains the reactions, the balance of which is practically irreversibly shifted to the

forming of reaction products. Heat released in the reaction changes a phase state of the

reagents, so that sodium is melted and water boils. At such state of the reagents the reaction

has uncontrollable explosive character.

The first task that was set for the investigation was to transfer the uncontrollable

sodium-water reaction into a controllable region. Changing the character of sodium-water

reaction, that is moderation of the reaction is possible by effective heat removal from the

reaction zone, thus excluding a sodium melting process. In most effective manner this process

can by realized at water evaporation. But because water boils at 100 °C while sodium is melted

at 97.8 °C this process is impossible under normal conditions. Therefore, it is necessary to

create the conditions when water boils at the temperature lower than the sodium melting point.

Pressure in the reaction zone (Pr.z) may be expressed through the following parameters:

- pressure of hydrogen released at sodium-water reaction, PH ;

- pressure of saturated water vapours at given temperature, PH 0 ;

- environment pressure, that is external pressure, Pext, as follows:

P - = P H 2 + P H 2 O + P - (I)

It is evident from the equation (I), that decreasing external pressure we create the

conditions, when pressure in the reaction zone becomes lower, than atmospheric one. As the

external pressure decreases water boiling temperature also decreases, evaporation heat value

rises, water steam density reduces and consequently the quantity of hydrogen released at

sodium-water reaction is also reduced. So, by reducing external pressure it is possible to

control the sodium-water reaction.

Experiments have shown that the sodium-water reaction without sodium melting is

possible under the following boundary conditions:

Pext = 180 mm Hg gauge, TH20 = 0 °C

Pext - 22 mm Hg gauge, T = 27 °C.



Specified conditions might be met in case when sodium-water reaction is conducted in

a closed leak-tight tank with its continuous vacuuming.

All above-mentioned is true in the situation when sodium freely floats in the excess of

water. The character of the reaction changes considerably if the reaction goes at shortage of

water. Experiments has shown, that 15 grams of water are necessary for one gramme of

sodium. At lesser quantity of water sodium is melted, the reaction products in a form of grey

friable mass ("cap") accumulate on an upper surface of sodium which is not in contact with

water. If aqueous alkaline solution (NaOH) is used as a solvent instead of water, the safe mode

of the equipment washing from sodium may be realized in wider range of temperatures and

pressures.

Fig. 1 shows a graphical representation of the experimental results. The obtained data

show that as the alkaline (NaOH) concentration in the solvent increases the allowable values of

external pressure and solvent temperature are also increased. The reaction rate is

simultaneously increased. Its maximum value (0.6g/s) is attained at the following parameters:

- pressure Pext - 440 mm Hg;

- solvent temperature - 65H-70 °C;

- alkaline concentration - 24-̂ -26 wt. %.

As alkaline solution concentration is increased further the reaction rate decreases.

4. Technological principles of water-vacuum washing-off method

The washing facility should include the following main components:

• Reaction tank,

• Vacuum system,

• Dump tank,

• Control and signalling devices.

Upon the equipment to be decontaminated is loaded into the reaction tank it is

necessary to take into account the following factors:

a) the quantity of sodium residues on the equipment;

b) geometry of the equipment to be washed.

During the washing process it is important to select correctly the solvent and optimum

method for its supply; i.e. water or aqueous alkali solution. The presence of hydrogen at the

reaction tank outlet in concentration lower than 1 vol.% testifies the termination of washing

process. The equipment in the reaction tank is covered by water and left there for several



hours, after that water is discharged, the reaction tank is connected to the atmosphere and

cleaned equipment is removed from it.

To define the corrosion of the equipment structural material following the

decontamination by this method, a number of experiments with specimens of different

thicknesses made of stainless steel has been performed. The specimens after keeping in sodium

were washed off during 12 hours. Metallographic analysis has shown that there is no corrosion

traces on the surface of the plates.

5. Practical use of water-vacuum washing method

Since 1980 more than 350 pieces of small and large size equipment items have been

washed off from sodium, so as about 600 kg of sodium were removed and transferred into

aqueous alkaline solution. An example is given below how the method was used for the large-

size equipment decontamination directly at a test facility. The secondary circuit electromagnetic

pump of BN-350 reactor was decontaminated in 1986 before shipping to the plant. The pump

has vessel-type design configuration. The main dimensions and weight of the pump was:

- internal plenum volume -3m5 ;

- working channel length - 3000 mm;

- the area of contact with sodium - 18 m2;

- pump weight - 17000 kg.

The pump's head chamber has 20 mm gap and 2500 mm long channel. During the tests

the pump was operated for 226 hours at 300 °C sodium temperature. After tests completion,

sodium was discharged to dump tanks, the pump was purged by argon, cooled and then cut off

from the circuit. Suction and discharge nozzles were plugged by the plugs with rubber gaskets,

the sodium plenum is filled with argon. Fig.2 shows a schematic diagram of the pump washing

process. As a vacuum pump operates 30-50 °C water steam was pumped through the working

channel of electromagnetic pump. The major part of water steam was condensed on the pump

working channel walls and reacts with sodium, a small portion of water steam was condensed

in a special condenser. Alkaline solution flowed down to the evaporator along the

electromagnetic pump working channel walls. The rate of washing process and consequently a

steam-water reaction was controlled by hydrogen release through the waterlock and alkaline

concentration built up in the evaporator water. The temperature of the working channel wall

was continuously measured, it does not exceed 30°C. When the alkalinity became higher than



pH=llH-12, water in the evaporator was substituted by pure water until the alkalinity

concentration built-up terminates. Washing process was terminated in 112 hours when

hydrogen finished to pass through the waterlock and alkaline concentration increase in the

evaporator practically terminated. For the final check of washing process effectiveness 40 liters

of 45 °C water were pumped through the working channel and then vacuum drying of the

channel was performed. Opening of the plugs and inspection of internal surfaces of the

working channel have shown that the channel surfaces are clean, the traces of white deposit

are absent.

6. Water-vacuum washing method advantages and problems

The water-vacuum method for the equipment decontamination from sodium residues

has the following advantages:

- Environmental cleanness

- Absence of alkaline corrosion

- High quality of decontamination.

To provide safety of this method hydrogen is continuously removed from the reaction

tank and the reaction between sodium and water instantly terminates as the solvent supply is

stopped. Temperature and pressure control is performed in the reaction tank, visual control is

carried out through the sight-holes.

The problems of water-vacuum washing method are the following:

a) impossibility to remove sodium from narrow gaps;

b) quantity of sodium loaded into the reaction tank should be strictly regulated;

c) presence of hydrogen in this method is potentially dangerous, however in contrast to

other methods (steam-gas, water, alcohol) its danger is by some orders lower.

Conclusion

The described water-vacuum method for washing sodium contaminated equipment

proved itself to be good in the course of long-term utilization in OKBM and in other Russian

organizations. This method is environmentally clean and excludes alkaline corrosion of

decontaminated equipment. High safety of this method is provided due to:

a) continuous removal of hydrogen from the reaction tank;



b) continuous removal of solvent and other liquid wastes from the reaction tank;

c) pressure and temperature control in the reaction tank and visual control through

sight-holes.

This method of sodium-contaminated equipment washing-off is recommended for the

use in BN-350 and BN-600 reactor plants.
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Scheme of TSLIN-3/3500 pump washing-off

Water to cooling

1. TSLIN-3/3500 pump
2. Surge tank
3. Condenser
4. Evaporator
5. Heating elements
6. Water-gate
7. Vacuum pump
8. Valve of equivalent diameter 40
9. Vacuum seal
10-17. Valves of equivalent diameter 15

Fig.2
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Abstract

Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor of 500 MWE capacity using sodium coolant is under
detailed design stage at Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, Kalpakkam. This
paper discusses, in detail, the process selection aspects for removal of sodium from
components considering various factors such as safety, effectiveness of the process,
corrosion aspects, waste generated and economy.

INTRODUCTION:

If a component of primary sodium circuit is to be removed from the reactor for the purpose
of repair/maintenance, sodium sticking to the surface or any undrained sodium remaining in the
component must be removed because of i) chemical reaction of sodium with oxygen and moisture in
air, ii) radioactivity of sodium (Na24 and Na22) due to activation and iii) activated corrosion and
fission products in sodium. The process for removal of sodium is selected from consideration of
safety, effective cleaning of different components, minimum material loss from component, economy,
etc. In this paper advantages and disadvantages of sodium removal processes are discussed along
with cleaning requirements of different components. Process chosen for each component is also
named giving the reasons for the same.

SODIUM REMOVAL PROCESSES:

There is continual need to remove test items and operational equipment from sodium facilities
in LMFBR. Sodium removal may be necessary for any one or all of the following

• to reduce radiation dose to the personnel involved in subsequent maintenance on the unit.

• to make inspection, examination, maintenance and repair work possible without hindrance
or danger.

• to avoid mechanical or corrosion damage by sodium reaction products, especially sodium
hydroxide to parts which are to be reused.

• to avoid pollution of environment due to disposal or scrapping of sodium wetted
components.
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The choice of suitable method for sodium cleaning is made based on the following considerations:

1) Effectiveness: All the sodium should be removed and all the products formed during reaction
must be removed. The sodium cleaning agent should have a high loading factor (grams of sodium
removed per liter of cleaning agent).

2) Safety: The method used must not present danger of explosion or inflammation. If these
risks exist by nature of the reaction taking place, these should be minimised and sufficiently
controlled.

3) Material of the component being cleaned should not get corroded during cleaning process
and in service.

4) The process should not cause damage to the environment.

5) The components that are to be used after sodium cleaning should be reusable without any
risk to themselves, to the loop or to the reactor.

6) When the component and sodium are radioactive, the operation should be made under
contained conditions.

7) The sodium cleaning agent should have low volatility and high flash point.

8) The process should be fast taking into consideration safety requirements.

9) The process should be economical.

COMPONENTS TO BE CLEANED OF SODIUM:

As the use of the term "decontamination' is to be used only for removing deposited
contamination due to radioactive fission products only the components in primary sodium system of
the reactor may be required to be cleaned of sodium as well as decontaminated. The components
of secondary heat transport system need only sodium cleaning. These components will have only
non-radioactive sodium sticking to them. These components should not be brought to decontamina-
tion facility to clean sodium as they will pick up radioactivity from the cleaning facility and become
contaminated.

SODIUM REMOVAL PROCESSES:

Austenitic stainless steels are the materials of choice for most components of sodium service
in LMFBRs. While these materials provide excellent resistance to sodium itself in well operating
systems, they are subject to damage in other environments. Possible effects such as stress corrosion
cracking and intergranular attack in sensitised material need to be considered in selecting a reaction
medium for sodium removal process.

As a consequence of the large range of configurations met with, the amount of exposed sodium
surfaces can vary over extremely wide ranges. Thus a removal technique adequate to attack sodium
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briskly in crevices is likely to be explosively fast with bulk quantities of sodium. These facts have led
to consideration of many different approaches to sodium removal.

AQUEOUS PROCESS:

The reaction of sodium with water appears to be a simple and direct way of sodium removal.

Na + H2O — NaOH + 1/2 H2 E298 = - 33.67 Kcal/mole.

Generation of hydrogen is a hazard common to all reactive methods. Sodium hydroxide, the only
other by product, is readily soluble easily neutralised to innocuous salts, and easily disposed off.
Rapid reaction of sodium with water may lead to excessive pressure and temperature in the cleaning
vessel. In case of steam used as cleaning agent, temperature of steam and heat of sodium reaction
may lead to over heating of component. For component maintenance purposes, it is important to
keep the temperature, below 503 K (230°C) to avoid corrosion problems. In consequence if water
is to be used as primary sodium removal agent, some form of vapour phase process is necessary. It
is necessary to operate in a reasonably inert atmosphere inside a closed vessel to avoid flammability
problem with hydrogen generated. Another hazard associated with aqueous cleaning of austenitic
stainless steels is potential of stress corrosion cracking, either from chloride carry over in steam or
rinse water or from caustic formed in sodium water reaction. Chloride contamination can be
controlled but caustic is inherent in the process and therefore process must be controlled to avoid
stress corrosion cracking. Of the four parameters affecting caustic stress corrosion cracking (caustic
concentration, residual tensile stress, time and temperature) only time and temperature are
controllable during cleaning since caustic solution over a wide concentration range and significant
residual stresses are probably unavoidable. Sodium removal process using inertgas - water mist
mixture has following advantages:

i) The process is easily controlled which enables keeping temperature and sodium hydroxide
concentration within safe limits.

ii) Hydrogen gas is generated at a slow rate and hence can be easily diluted by mixing with air
in the exhaust duct to prevent formation of an explosive mixture (Hydrogen present in concentration
of 4 to 80% by volume can form an explosive mixture with air).

iii) Oxides formed during the process are dissolved in the fluid.

A limitation that has been found in the use of gas mist process is the failure to remove sodium
from tight fitting crevices.

Reaction produces caustic solution which can result in stress corrosion cracking if temperature
time exceeds safe limit. The addition of an acid oxide gas (such as CO2 or NO2) to the moist inert
gas may decrease pH of the reaction process as the cleaning progresses, thus reducing possibility of
stress corrosion cracking. Hydrogen concentration in the cleaning vessel or exhaust duct must not
exceed 4% by volume to prevent formation of an explosive mixture with air.



ALCOHOL PROCESS:

Alcohol cleaning is used in preference to steam cleaning in case of small and complex
components because of slow reaction rate. Ethyl alcohol has been found to give reasonably quick
reaction without caustic damage to the component. This is an exothermic reaction.

Na + C2H5OH — NaO C2H5 + 1/2H2

Components to be cleaned by alcohol must be protected from air contamination since sodium
oxide, hydrogen and carbonate may inhibit reaction. Water content in alcohol to be used for sodium
cleaning process should not exceed 4% by volume. Alcohol with large percentages of water presents
a serious hazard as it couples potential high temperature sodium water reaction with inflammability
of alcohol.

VACUUM DISTILLATION METHOD:

Vacuum distillation process is similar to well known process where vapour flows from boiler
to a cooled condenser. A vacuum pump is connected to the coldest spot of the condenser to suck
off non-condensable gases, during vacuum distillation process, the condenser vacuum is usually
maintained at 0.1 to 10 Pa and the component to be cleaned is kept at 673 K (400°C). At these
conditions, the influence of non-condensable gases may be neglected. This process is good for insitu
cleaning of large components which are difficult to remove. But it is necessary that the component
can be isolated from other components of the reactor to achieve vacuum in the component to be
cleaned. It is not possible to remove oxides of sodium by this process. It is more suitable for
removing non-radioactive sodium from components.

Results of many successful cleaning operations prove that vacuum distillation is very attractive
and suitable cleaning method for small components. In fact, it seems to be the only method that
guarantees complete removal of sodium from long narrow gaps and bolted joints. When intrusion
of air into the component is precluded, excellent cleaning quality can be achieved. Non-drainable
components are cleaned by vacuum distillation method. Oxides and other compounds of sodium
present on the component cannot be removed by this method.

SELECTION OF PROCESS FOR PFBR COMPONENTS:

Based on merits and demerits of different processes and specific requirements of different
components, following is the choice for removal of sodium from PFBR components:

1) For large size components of primary sodium circuit moist argon process. Carbon dioxide
is mixed with argon to reduce pH of reaction products for preventing stress corrosion cracking of
material of components. Temperature and hydrogen concentration are controlled during this
process.

2) For large size components of secondary sodium circuit: insitu cleaning using vacuum
distillation.



3) In case of steam generator and cyclone separator which will have sodium water reaction
products: moist argon process.

4) Primary sodium cold traps containing large amounts of sodium compounds will be removed
from circuit and sodium cleaned by using moist-argon process. The same process is to be used for
secondary cold traps.

5) For small and fragile components e.g. bellows, valves, fasteners etc. cleaning process using
alcohol has been chosen.

******
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Abstract

In this paper the experiment and application on sodium removal and sodium disposal
are presented,. Steam -nitrogen process was used in CIAE for cleaning cold traps, sodium
vapor traps, a sodium tank. Atomized water-nitrogen process was used for cleaning dummy
fuel assembly for CEFR and a sintered stainless steel filter. Sprinkle process was used for
cleaning some tubes. Bultylcellosolve was used for cleaning sintered stainless steel filter and
sodium flow measurement device. Ethanol alcohol was used for cleaning electromagnetic
pump. Paraffin, transformer-oil or their mixture was used for cleaning sodium valves, a
sodium vapor trap and sodium-potassium alloy absorber. A small sintered stainless steel
filter was distillated in vaccum. A simple sodium disposal device has been served for several years
in CIAE. It can dispose about 10 Kg sodium each time and the disposal process is no-aerosol. It
operates in open air for non-radioactive sodium. In recent years a small sodium cleaning plant has
been built. It can use atomized water, steam or organic alcohol to removal of sodium. The
LAVEL cleaning plant and SLAPSO cleaning plant were introduced from Italy. And CEFR
preliminary design on sodium cleaning for spent fuel assembly and on sodium removal-
decontaminationing for large reactor components is introduced. Vapour—nitrogen process is
planned to use in them.

Contents
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2.1 Steam -nitrogen process
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b) sodium vapor trap
c) sodium tank

2.2. Atomized water process
2.2.1. Atomized water -nitrogen process

a) dummy fuel assembly
b) sintered filter

2.2.2. Sprinkle process for tubes
2.3. Alcohol process
2.3.1. Butylcellosolve process for sintered filter
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4.1. Experiment device
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a), mist-nitrogen device
b) Versatile Sodium Removal Plant

4.2 CEFR cleaning and decontamination plant design
a) Spent Fuel Assembly Cleaning System
b) Component Cleaning and Decontamination System

1. Introduction

Some techniques for sodium removal have been developed as the fast reactor
program goes on in CIAE (China Institute of Atomic Energy).

- About removal process:
Following processes have been used in our laboratory. They are:

a. Water-based process:
1). Mist-nitrogen process
2). Steam-nitrogen process
3). water spray or flushing process

b. Alcohol process:
ethanol and butylcellosolve are used.

c. Oil process: Paraffin, transformer oil or their mixture is used.
d. Vacuum distillation: for cleaning small component

Among them, water fine spray (mist)-nitrogen process and steam-nitrogen process are
widely used in removing sodium.

- About sodium disposal:
A small sodium disposal unit can dispose ~ 10 Kg of sodium each time.

- About CEFR design on sodium removal and decontamination:
The preliminary design on sodium cleaning for spent fuel assembly and on sodium
removal-decontamination for large reactor components has been done.

2. Description of sodium cleaning in CIAE

2.1. Steam -nitrogen process
Steam (wet saturated steam )-nitrogen process has been used in CIAE for cleaning
of:

a). cold traps, they are
Two CEDI cold traps, one ESPRESSO cold trap, two 401-cold traps . The

simplified cleaning diagram are shown in fig. 1. fig.2. fig.3. fig.4.
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fig.l flow process ctogran for cleonig CEDI cold trap
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fig.3 schematic drawing for cleanig cold trap-a

of 401 corrosion loop
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fig. schenatic drawing for cleaning cold trap-to of 401 corrosion test loop

The removal procedure mainly was :
1). To drain the sodium under the protection of nitrogen by heating.
2 ) . To fill the mixture of steam-nitrogen under the protection of nitrogen and to make the

reaction rate controllable by regulating the flow rate and content of the vapour in the mixture.
3 ) . To fill water from the effluent outlet after the reaction finished (by detecting release of

hydrogen). Then to recirculate the solution, to drain it repeatedly .

~ Two 401-a,b cold traps were cut for detection after cleaning. The results of the
cleaning were in following:

1). A visual inspection of the mesh and stainless steel tank interior showed no evidence of unreacted
sodium.

2). There were thin gray ( black) powdery deposits on the stainless steel tank and on mesh surfaces.
They can be partly rubbed with white cloth or paper.

3). The effluent liquid was mainly sodium hydroxide solution, sometimes it was like a gray-white
paste accompanied with o'dious o'dour which can be smelled when calcium carbide reacts with water.

4). Typical curve of hydrogen content in nitrogen in cleaning process and hydrogen content in
nitrogen before end of the cleaning process are shown in fig.5 and fig.6.

5). The summary of cleaning is shown in the following table.

table 1
date

950329-0407
950707-07
950915-0917
950919-1005
951023-1030

the cleaning summary
cold trap

401-a
401-b
CEDI-a
CEDI-b
ESPRESSO

volume
oftrap(L)

12
7

40
40

220

of cold traps
total time of
cleaning(hr)

26
5

15
21
33

consume of
steam(Kg)

15
3

10
16
45

amount of Na
removed(Kg)

1.12
0.2
0.9-
2.4
6.33

b). sodium vapor trap
Two sodium vapor traps ( for capture sodium vapor in argon cover gas ) which

was served in CEDI circuit (fig.7).
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In the cleaning process the trap was suspended by chain-rope outdoor and the trap can be
rotated (shaked) in order to drain the reaction products better.

For removing of sodium from this vapour trap, firstly to heat the trap under the
protection of nitrogen, and about 6 Kg sodium was drained off. And secondly to use mixture
of steam-nitrogen to clean it and 0.7 Kg sodium was cleaned (by analyzing the reaction
products )

c). sodium tank
A sodium tank (which was used in 401-sodium corrosion test loop fig.8.).The

inlet and outlet of the storage tank were clogged by sodium oxide and/or carbonate because
it had been dismantled from their loop for several years.

After the blocking products were dug, the inlet and outlet were heated to drain the
sodium off. Then it was cleaned by vapour -nitrogen in nitrogen atmosphere.

electric heater

stean/N?

to H detector

receptacle

fig 8 socliun cleanig for a storage tank

2.2. Atomized water process

2.2.1. Atomized water -nitrogen process
Atomized water (which is generated by ultrasonic technique)-nitrogen process was
used for cleaning of :

a), dummy fuel assembly
After the dummy fuel assembly for CEFR (China Experimental Fast Reactor) was

tested in sodium. It was cleaned in the Versatile Sodium Removal Plant.( fig. 16 )
The fuel assembly was tested at 400-430 °C in sodium and the sodium was drained



at200°C (the fuel assembly was suspended for 20 hr.) .
The sodium adhered to the fuel assembly was about lOum m average by analyzing

the effluent after the assembly was cleaned.

The cleaning procedure consists mainly of :
1) Making the atmosphere of the washing tank inert by vacuumizmg and filling

controlling the cleaning process;

J l S t S r ? s
and it was circulated to flush the fuel assembly more than ten tunes .

. . The conductivity of the flushing water approached 20 ^s-cm1 and the pH was near to

neutral.

several days later in air after it had been cleaned.

2.2.2. Sprinkle process .
Sprinkle process was used for cleaning of tubes.

was going on;

£ 3

1 solid sodiur. 2 -tube 3 sodiun hydroxide solution

4 sodiun oxide 5 receptor 6 deposits

fi g 9 sodi un renovi ng from tube



Under the flowing hydroxide solution, there was solid reaction products (mainly sodium
hydroxide crystalline) especially in the downstream sometimes.

b). Another tubes, there were much more sodium in them—nearly half of the section of
the tube was filled by sodium. In this case heating the tube to drain off the sodium, then
spray or steam process can be used like above to clean them.

2.2.3. Water flushing process:
In cleaning of sodium from some tubes of the circuits ESPRESSO and CEDI it

was noticed that the residual sodium on the internal surface of the tube had become:
1). white solid powder if the residual sodium was very thin film ;
2). wet hydroxide if the residual sodium was thicker and it absorbed water from air. The

wet product caused corrosion of the tube, a thick brown (iron rusty crust) film like dirty
grease was seen obviously. The crust consisted of a thick wet sodium hydroxide and a thin
brown (iron rusty crust) film. In this situation water flushing process was used.

2.3. Alcohol process

2.3.1. Butylcellosolve process
Butylcellosolve was used for cleaning of:

a). sintered filter
Sintered stainless steel filter—one was used in multipurpose sodium purification

loop( fig. 10 ) and another was used in ESPRESSO sodium circuit .
<- o 4 i "thermometer well

2 sodium outlet

3 docliun inlet

4 sintered fi lter

5 supporter

6 stainless steel

net

7 vessel

figiQ filter cleaning

The cleaning procedure was:
1). To cut the welding edge between the cover and the vessel, then to dismantle the cover

(the sintered filter was welded on the cover).
2). To remove the sodium on the stainless steel net (for pro-filtering) using butylcellsolve .

Then to flay the net.
3). To make butylcellosolve flow along exterior of the sintered filter to react with the

sodium through soft polyethylene tubes. Then the solvent penetrated the microholes of the
filter to react with the sodium staying in the holes. After that to pour the solvent from the
outlet tube of sodium into the filter, and let the solvent pass through microholes to clean the
residual sodium thoroughly.

4). Diluted acetic acid solution containing corrosion inhibitor was used to remove calcium
oxide in microholes. For the filter(<|>50X 3, h=160mm), 2.3 g CaO was detected in acetic acid
cleaning solution by analyzing .

At last, the deionized water was adopted to wash the filter.



— The performance of the sintered filter was tested and no change was found after
cleaning, comparing with the new one in penetrating rate of water.

b). submerged-in flowmeter
Sodium flow measurement device consisted of submerged-in flowmeter. It was cleaned

using butylcellosolve (It is setup with oscillating in 3-dimensions when cleaning process was
going on , fig. 11 )

valve

nagnetic-core

channel

f'9 11 cleaning for subnergecl-in flowneter

2.3.2. Ethanol alcohol process
Ethanol alcohol was used for removing of electromagnetic pump (simplified

diagram is in fig .12 ). In the removing process a soft polyethylene tube was extended into
the pump channel progressively in order to fill the fresh solvent to the sodium surface.

Y/////////////A

7

1 alcohol 2 polyethylene "tube 3 Chanel of punp

4 -to Hs detector 5 effluent 6 receptacle

7 electromagnetic iron

•F;gl2 schematic diagram of cleaning electromagnetic pump

2.4. Paraffin-oil (or transformer-oil) process
Paraffin-oil (or transformer-oil) process for cleaning of :

a), sodium valves
The cleaning procedure was:

To put the bellows sodium valve in hot oil. After the sodium is melted, to move the
valve-drive stem (open and close the valve ) repeatedly and to rotate the valve in 3-
dimensions to drain the sodium out. After this, to use flowing butylcellosolve to react with



residual sodium, and to disassemble it. At last, water or acetone is used to clean it.

b). sodium-potassium alloy absorber for trapping oxygen and moisture in argon.
The vessel was packed with stainless steel mesh. It contained about 0.5 Kg Na-

K alloy and their oxides when it needed cleaning. The simplified removing diagram is
shown in fig. 13.

bockflow-proof can

polyethylene tube (soft)

nitrogen-

oxygen/H2Q
absorber

7

Y,
•stainless steel nesh

/Na-K alloy

fig 13 removal of Na-K from absorber for oxygen/vapor

The removal procedure was in following:
several liters of paraffin oil was filled into the vessel through a long soft polyethylene

tube under the protection of nitrogen. Then the mixture of alloy-their oxides-oil was drained
off into a receptacle. After this the device was dismantled .

Then, the vessel and the central tube can be cleaned with mist-water because the
residual alloy on the inner surface was very little; and the separated mesh was thrown into
water tank if a very little Na-K alloy was on the mesh. In this way the mesh sank into water
quickly and the residual sodium floated on the water surface.

reused.
No damage was found obviously on the surface of the mesh and the mesh can be

c). sodium vapor trap
One of the sodium vapor trap which was served in ESPRESSO sodium circuit

was packed with stainless steel mesh (fig. 14.). The sodium removal procedure was in
following:

To disassemble the trap because it had a long storage period after it was dismantled from
its circuit , then to take out the stainless steel mesh, to sink the mesh which contains some
sodium residual into hot oil and to shake it in order to make the residual sodium fall down
into the oil. After this, the sodium was very little on the mesh .Then it was taken out from oil
and sank into water. Subsequently it was cleaned with acetone for removing the residual oil.
And the cylinder was cleaned with water sprinkling process.
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-Fig 14 schematic diagran of sodiun vapour trap

In another sodium vapor trap residual sodium became white powder (a very thin
layer ) on the packed mesh surface in storage period. It was easy to clean by wind-sweeping
thoroughly. After sweeping, the surface of the mesh was bright like a new one.

2.5. Vacuum distillation:

A small sintered filter was heated in distillation vessel at 400"C under vacuum 5 X
10'4 mmHg for 4 hr to evaporate the sodium. After distillation the color of the sintered filter
became somewhat yellow.

2.6. Summary of removal process

In these process the cleaning process should be made as controllable as possible
and the reaction products should be made drain off as soon as possible .

It is recognized that organic alcohol is expensive and easy to burn; and wet vapour
is better for cleaning sodium because the cleaning products have high solubility in water just
condensed from vapour ( higher temperature water), the sodium hydroxide solution flows out
easily , it can avoid the solid products to deposit on the surface of residual sodium;

concerning the flow course of the wet vapour, it is better that vapour fill in from
lower part of the vessel or from liquid effluent draintube (temporarily make the draintube
sleeve i.e. the steam is forced to flow in internal tube into vessel, and the effluent drain off
from the gap between internal tube and outer tube ).

3. Sodium disposal

A simple sodium disposal unit has been built up in CIAE. It can dispose about ten Kg sodium
each time and the disposal process is no-aerosol. It operates in open air for non -radioactive sodium.

3.1. Introduction
At present, the amount of sodium that needs to be disposed from our laboratory is not very

much. Generally, the cheapest method of disposal is to adopt water. When sodium contacts with
water, it reacts with water rapidly and violently, very soon it will explodes, burns in air and produces
very large amount of white thick smoke. Considering of our circumstances (no free desert land and
many resident population), a simple device of sodium disposal has been developed. It can be considered
a no-aerosol digestion device for sodium.

10



3.2. The principle of disposal
The main disposal reaction is that sodium reacts with water which may be in different

states, such as mist, fog, small water-droplet, sprinkle and vapor in the air. But the carbon dioxide
(CO2 ) in air which forms hard shell on the sodium will prevent sodium from disposal.

3.3. Device
A simple device has been built up . It consists of several layers of stainless steel net

which have an inclined arrangement (fig. 15).

fig 15 disposal device for sodiun

3.4. Phenomenon

a). Digestion in natural
In humid weather the sodium absorbs water in the air, and a liquid film forms on the sodium,

and the liquid film absorbs water from air, a liquid drop forms and then it falls down leaving a new
sodium surface for further reaction.

— In dry day the sodium reacts mainly with oxygen and carbon dioxide in air and the oxide
film of sodium stays on sodium surface, then it will obstruct further reaction of sodium. Meanwhile, the
oxide of sodium reacts with carbon dioxide in the air to form sodium carbonate ( which will form hard
shell on the sodium surface) and the later prevents further reaction.

b). Disposal with atomized water generated by electro-ultrasonic fog (atomized water )
generator

In autumn and in winter, the weather is very dry, a white thick film is formed on sodium surface.
When atomized water is used it will react with sodium and sodium dioxide, and liquid hydroxide film
on the sodium surface forms . Then the hydroxide absorbs water in fog continuously, a big drop of
liquid hydroxide forms and it will descend from the sodium surface. At last, it leaves fresh sodium
surface to react with water. So atomized water is recommended to accelerate the disposal process.

3.5. Summary of sodium disposal

1). It can be considered a no-aerosol disposal device for sodium.
2). It has disposed tens Kg sodium from our laboratory safely for several years.
3). About ten Kg sodium can be put on it for disposing each time .
4). In the summer, ten Kg sodium can be disposed within a week: In autumn and winter, it will

last longer and form hard shell. So using water- sprinkling or mist will accelerate the disposal process.
The sprinkle day is the best day for sodium disposal.

5). Sodium-potassium alloy can be disposed on this device with help of liquid paraffin-oil, but
large amount of water drop must avoid, and the alloy should be laid separately. Otherwise, the
possibility of alloy's burning is bigger.

11



4 Recent aspect in sodium cleaning

4.1 Experiment plant

a). A small device using atomized water was adopted to test mist-nitrogen process for
removing sodium. The schematic diagram is show in fig. 16. It consists of polyethylene tube,
and the material of the reaction tube (<$ 70mmx500mm) is organic glass.

f'9 8 socliun cteanig for a storage tank

1 atonized water generator 2 reaction tube 3 sariple

4 fan 5 flowneter ^7 obsorbor 8 air-boost conpressor

9 filter 10 hydrogen detector u f i o w n e t e r 12 hunidioneter

test device for nist-sodiun reaction

Some characteristic parameters are:
— content of mixture 0.02 g H2O/1
— flow of mixture 0.5 m/s
— size of atomized water 2-5 urn

b). A Versatile Sodium Removal Plant has built in CIAE ( fig. 17).

It is used to clean some small components like a dummy fuel assembly, a lower part of
control bar, etc.

It consists of a washing tank, a mist generating-circulating system, steam generation
system, a water (or organic alcohol) circulating-flushing system, a vacuum-exhaust system,
water (or organic alcohol mixture) supply system, nitrogen and carbon dioxide supply system,
etc. The washing tank is a cylinder (<|) 400mm X 2850mm ) with 3 layer manifold for spraying

Some characteristic parameters are:
- yield of atomized water
- flow of circulating of the nitrogen
- flow rate of water
- yield of steam
- vacuum
- pressure of nitrogen

5 Kg/hr
160, 250m3/hr
3 T/hr x 2
4 Kg/hr, 15 Kg/hr (t=138
~ - 0 . 1 Mpa
0.3 MPa

So, it can use atomized water, steam, organic solvent as cleaning medium and it can
operate in pressure or vacuum and it can use nitrogen or carbon dioxide as protecting gas in
design.

12



1 washing tank 2 circulating blower 3 flowcieter 4 heater

5 atonized water generator 6 nitrogen 7 stean generator
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•f;Qi7 schematic diagran of versatile sodiun renoval plant

c). In recent years some experimental devices were introduced from Italy, among them
the LAVEL cleaning plant and SLAP SO cleaning plant have been rebuilt.

4.2 CEFR (China experimental fast reactor) cleaning and decontamination plant design

a). Spent Fuel Assembly Cleaning System
According to CEFR's design demands the spent fuel assemblies should be

cleaned after they is discharged from reactor in order to keep them in water pool for a long
time. The vapour - nitrogen process is demanded. The simple flow sheet of the Spent Fuel
Assembly Cleaning System is in following.( fig. 18).

nitrogen

demnerol
woter

•to technologicl

sweeping

systen

effluent

! cleoning cylinder s heo-t exchonger 3 cooler

4 receptacle 5 fu-ter 6 detector for rup-ture assenbly

f;aJ8 cteoning flowsheet for spent fuel assembly

The main parameters are:
- yield of the steam
- pressure of nitrogen
- flow of nitrogen
- volume of the cleaning cylinder

300 Kg/hr (t=138
0.6Mpa
100 NM3/hr
0.03 M3

•C)
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b). Component Cleaning and Decontamination System
Large reactor components, for example, intermediate heat exchanger, pump, fuel

charging machine, etc. will be cleaned in the Component Cleaning and Decontamination
System which also use vapour-nitrogen mixture to clean. Decontamination solution will adopt
sodium hydroxide / potassium permanganate solution mixture and oxalic acid solution The
simple flow sheet is in fig. 19.

The main parameters are:
— yield of the steam
— pressure of nitrogen
— flow of nitrogen
— size of washing tanks

steorv

exhast

1000Kg/hr(t=138
0.6 Mpa
1000 NM3/hr
4>15OOX 9000mm
$600 X 11600mm
<(>400X 13600mm

nitrogen

•C)

effluent

*<* deninerolized water

•to SFACS

1,2,3 woshing tonk 4 heat exchanger-condenser 5 f i l ter 6 vvatercooler

7 ro tary water-sealed vocuun ps-ngrculating purig drainage punp 10 ventilator

11,12 tank 13 water -cooler ]4 heat exchanger

figi9 cleaning flowsheet for component
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fig.5 typical curve of hydrogen content in nitrogen in cleaning process

fig.6. hydrogen content in nitrogen before end of the cleaning process
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PEROXIDE FORMATION AND KINETICS OF SODIUM DISSOLUTION IN
ALCOHOLS
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Kalpakkam - 603 102, India

Abstract

Suitable techniques for sodium removal and decontamination of sodium wetted
components of Liquid Metal Fast Reactors (LMFRs) are necessary both for repair, reuse and
decommissioning of such components. Among the methods followed for sodium removal,
alcohol dissolution is usually employed for small components like bellow sealed valves,
gripping tools to handle core components and sodium sampling devices (primary and
secondary). One of the concerns in the alcohol dissolution method is the possible role of
peroxide formation in the ethoxy group during storage and handling leading to explosion. This
paper describes the study of peroxide formation in ethyl carbitol and butyl cellosolve as well as
some of the results of dissolution kinetic studies carried out in our laboratory using different
alcohols.

The peroxide formation of ethyl carbitol and butyl cellosolve were studied by
iodometric technique. It has been found that the peroxide formation is less in sodium
coataining alcohol than in pure one. Ethyl carbitol, butyl cellosolve and JaysoI-SS (mixture of
ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol and methyl isobutyl ketone) were used in
dissolution kinetics studies. The effects due to area and orientation of the fresh sodium
surface have also been investigated. The reaction rates were studied in the temperature range
of 303-343 K. The rate of dissolution was estimated by measuring the sodium content of
alcohol at periodic intervals. It is found that the reaction rate varies in the order of ethyl
alcohol-water mixture > Jaysol-SS > butyl cellosolve > ethyl carbitol.

While cleaning sodium using alcohoL, the concentration of alcohol is held essentially
constant throughout the process. The rate of reaction depends only on the amount of sodium
and follows pseudo-first order kinetics. Increase in surface area has a marked impact on the
dissolution rate at lower temperatures while at higher temperatures, the temperature factor
overrides the effect due to surface area. The effect of orientation of sodium surface exposed to
alcohol on the reaction rate is only marginal. Dilution of alcohol with small amounts (even
5%) of water drastically increases the dissolution rate of sodium, resulting in rapid increase in
temperature of the dissolving medium.



PEROXIDE FORMATION AND KINETICS OF SODIUM DISSOLUTION IN
ALCOHOLS

P.Muralidaran, K.Chandran, V.Ganesan and G.Periaswami
Materials Chemistry Division
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Kalpakkam - 603 102, India

1.0. INTRODUCTION

The use of sodium as heat transfer medium in fast reactors leads to
associated problems of handling the sodium wetted components for repair and reuse or
disposal of such components during decommissioning stages. These components could be
either radioactive or not depending on whether they come from primary or secondary circuits.
In the absence of fuel pin failure, the radiation build-up in primary coolant system arises mainly
from the activation of sodium coolant giving rise to 24Na and ^Na as well as activation
corrosion products of stainless steel components such as 60Co, 54Mn and 51Cr. In all these
cases, it is important to clean the components free of sodium before taking up for repair or
decommissioning.

Components that have been in contact with liquid sodium for long time
have residues of sodium sticking to the surfaces exhibiting mirror like appearance. All remains
of sodium must be removed from the components before decontamination because of the high
reactivity of sodium towards water. Partial decontamination of the sodium wetted components
can be performed when macro amounts of sodium are removed. The cleaning methods
employed for removing sodium should be safe, effective, relatively rapid and leave only small
amounts of radioactive wastes. Use of water as solvent for cleaning sodium could lead to
explosions if not controlled properly. It could also lead to alkaline embrittlement of steels with
intergranular corrosion and stress cracking [1]. Alcohols are found to be suitable solvents for
sodium removal without much of the above problems. In addition to sodium, good amount of
radionuclides present are removed along with the sodium alcoholate. Low molecular weight
alcohols react too rapidly to be industrially followed and hence relatively higher molecular
weight alcohols are preferred. Different alcohols such as ethyl carbitol, butyl cellosolve and
Jaysol-SS have been used for sodium cleaning in different countries [2-4]. One of the concerns
expressed in alcohol dissolution method is the possible role of peroxide formation [5] during
storage and reuse leading to explosion. This paper describes the study of peroxide formation in
ethyl carbitol and butyl cellosolve as well as some of the results of dissolution kinetics carried
out in the laboratory using different alcohols considering the effects of solvent, area of
exposed sodium surface and orientation of the sample on dissolution kinetics.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL
Solvents like ethyl carbitol and butyl cellosolve containing one or more

ether groups are likely to contain some peroxide impurity inherently. The extent of peroxide
formation in the above solvents of various stocks and that used for sodium dissolution was
estimated by iodometry. Aliquots of alcohol samples were treated with acidified potassium
iodide and the liberated iodine was estimated using spectrophotometer by measuring the
absorbance at 470 nm. The absorbance in arbitrary units is directly proportional to the amount



of active oxygen in the solvent and hence the level of peroxide present in it. The amount of
active oxygen in the solvent as a function of absorbance is given in Fig. 1.

The experimental set-up for sodium dissolution kinetic studies consists
of a double walled chamber. The inner compartment is used as sodium-alcohol reaction
chamber and the outer jacket is used to maintain the reaction temperature by circulating water
from a constant temperature bath. It has a suitable side port to draw solvent samples during
the course of the reaction. The hydrogen gas evolved during the dissolution is swept away by
argon. Ethyl carbitol, butyl cellosolve and Jaysol-SS (mixture of ethyl alcohol, methyl alcohol,
isopropyl alcohol and methyl isobutyl ketone) were used as solvents for this study. Prior to
dissolution experiments, the solvents ehtyl carbitol and butyl cellosolve were analysed by FTIR
spectroscopy to evaluate the purity. The solvent solution was continuously stirred during the
reaction to maintain uniform reaction temperature. The reaction rate was measured by taking
solvent samples at different time intervals and analysed for sodium content by flame
photometry. The volume of the hydrogen gas produced during the course of the reaction was
also measured as a function of time by wet test meter. The reaction rate was studied in the
temperature range of 30-70 C. The variation in the reaction rate was also studied as a function
of solvent, surface area of the sodium exposed and also the orientation of sodium sample.
Table 1 gives the list of experiments along with the experimental parameters.

Table 1. Experimental parameters in sodium dissolution studies

Solvent : Ethyl carbitol, Butyl cellosolve, Jaysol-SS

Temperature (°C) : 30-70

Surface area (cm2) : 2.27, 5.73

Orientation : Vertical, horizontal

3.0. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Peroxide formation
Organic compounds containing ether group tend to react with

atmospheric oxygen to form unstable peroxides. The reaction of compounds of ether with
oxygen, forming peroxide, is catalysed by light appreciably. Owing to relatively high vapour
pressures, the ether compounds evaporate readily and the organic peroxide formed gets
concentrated and leads to potential hazardous situation resulting in explosion. It is also
reported that peroxide compounds containing active oxygen within their molecular structure
are capable of supporting combustion and explosion, even in the absence of air.

The organic peroxides have the molecular structure R-O-O-R. When
exposed to shock, heat or friction they dissociate to form free radicals as shown below.

R-O-O-R *• R-O« + R-O»

These free radicals have transient existence. They react with the
surrounding free radicals or molecules forming new radicals or molecules. When the rate of
destruction of free radicals cannot keep with that of their creation, then the substance



generally explodes. From Fig.l, it can be seen that the amounts of active oxygen present in
various sorts of ethyl carbitol (EC) decrease in the following order:

Old EC > Fresh EC > Distilled EC > Used EC

Ethyl carbitol stored for a long time has the highest level of active oxygen
concentration than the fresh one. Even ethyl carbitol distilled after sodium dissolution showed
higher concentration of active oxygen than the used ethyl carbitol. From this it can be
deduced that the used carbitol tend to inhibit the production of peroxide and hence can be
handled safely.

It is also seen from Fig. 1 that butyl cellosolve showed similar trend as
that of ethyl carbitol. The fresh butyl cellosolve showed a high active oxygen concentration
when compared to the used butyl cellosolve. It is also reported in literature [5] that butyl
cellosolve is liable to form explosive peroxide on exposure to air and light.

3.2. Sodium Dissolution
Sodium concentrations in alcohol samples measured as a function of time

are shown in Figs.2,3 for some typical experimental runs. Fig.4 shows the plot of In K vs 1/T
for the ethyl carbitol solvent with vertical orientation of sodium sample having a surface area
of 2.21 cm2. The top line was obtained by measuring the sodium concentration in the carbitol
and the bottom one by calculating the sodium concentration from the evolved hydrogen gas.
Eventhough there is a small difference in the In K values between the two methods, the slopes
in both cases are practically the same thereby indicating the pseudo-first order kinetics of the
dissolution process. From the sodium concentration, the reaction rate for each run was
calculated using first order reaction kinetics.

The reaction rate for various alcohols varies in the order Jaysol-SS >
Butyl cellosolve > Ethyl carbitol. This is due to the increase in electron donating capacity of
higher alkyl groups which render the removal of hydrogen difficult and hence result in slower
reaction rate with sodium. Among the heavier alcohols, those with longer side chain attached
to the OH group show greater resistance for If" ion removal and hence exhibit slower reaction
rate.

From other experimental runs, it was found that higher the surface area
of sodium exposed to alcohol, higher is the reaction rate. It is also observed that all these
effects show a converging effect at higher temperature. It is also found that there is an increase
in the kinetics of dissolution when the orientation of the sample is changed from vertical to
horizontal. In all these cases, increase in solvent temperature resulted in increase in the
reaction rate steadily. An important requirement in the alcohol dissolution method is the
solubility of the alcoholates in alcohol there by exposing fresh sodium surface for further
dissolution. Among the solvents considered, the ethyl alcohol-15%water mixture showed very
high dissolution rate compared to that in other alcohols as shown below.

Ethyl alcohol-water mixture » Jaysol-SS > Butyl cellosolve > Ethyl carbitol

Howevr, in the case of ethyl alcohol-water solvent, it was very difficult to control the reaction
temperatures and hydrogen evolution owing to very high reaction rate.

4-



4.0. CONCLUSIONS
From the iodometric results it can be seen that alcohols containing ether

group form peroxide and hence caution has to be excercised in the use of such alcohols for
sodium dissolution. Even when chosen on other grounds, necessary precaution has to be taken
and such of those stored for a long time should be avoided. From this study it is found that,
eventhough alcohols containing ether form peroxide, once these solvents are used for sodium
dissolution, further formation of peroxide is suppressed and these solvents can be handled
without much safety hazard. The possible reason for this is attributed to the presence of
sodium which acts as inhibitior for free radical formation. .

From sodium dissolution experiments, it can be seen that the reaction
between sodium and alcohol follows pseduo-first order kinetics when excess alcohol is used in
dissolution process. Depending on the nature of the component to be cleaned, the solvent can
be chosen so as to make the cleaning process faster or slower. The dissolution process is faster
when higher sodium surface is exposed to the alcohol being used. However, temperature has
greater role to play on the reaction kinetics than surface area as shown by the steep increase
in reaction rate at elevated temperatures. The orientation factor changes the reaction rate very
marginally.
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Abstract

We have various methods for sodium removal; an alcohol cleaning process, a steam
cleaning process and a direct burning process. Sodium removal by the alcohol process has a
lot of advantages, such as causing no alkali corrosion to steel, short processing time and easy
operation. Therefore the alcohol process was selected for the lMWt double wall tube straight
type steam generator. We have already had some experiences of the alcohol process, while
still needed to confirm the sodium removal rate in the crevice and to develop an on-line
sodium concentration monitoring method in alcohol during sodium removal. We have
conducted the small scale sodium removal test with flowing alcohol where the sodium removal
rate in the crevice and the alcohol conductivity were measured as functions of sodium
concentration in alcohol and alcohol temperature. The sodium removal of the DWTSG was
conducted by the devised alcohol process safely and efficiently. The process hour was about
1 day. Visual inspection during dismantling of the DWTSG showed no evidence of any
un-reacted sodium.

1. INTRODUCTION

The lMWt double wall tube straight type steam generator.(DWTSG) Dlwas tested in
sodium for about 8000 hours at the lMWt Steam Generator Test Facility (1MWSGTF). The
DWTSG has 10 heat transfer double wall straight tubes, the height is about 22 meters,
diameter is about 0.3 meters and heat transfer tube material is ferritic steel (Mod. 9 Cr-1 Mo).
The operation temperature was from 200 deg-c to 540 deg-c, sodium impurity was controlled
by a cold trap and its temperature was kept under 120 deg-c.

The test included steady state heat transfer performance, transient response and leak
detection performance. After the test in sodium, material examination was planned to evaluate
the performance of double wall tube such as contact pressure between inner and outer tube,
strength, surface condition etc.

Several sodium removal processes PI were examined and an alcohol process was
selected from the view point of causing no damages to materials. The alcohol process has
been applied to remove sodium for various components but it is generally difficult to remove
crevice sodium completely. Another problem was that during the sodium removal operation,
sodium concentration was monitored by neutralization of alcohol periodically and no on-line
monitoring methods were available.



The following investigations were carried out prior to the DWTSG sodium removal
operation: (1) reaction rate in crevice, (2) alcohol conductivity for monitoring sodium removal
process.

2. SODIUM REMOVAL TEST IN CREVICE

2.1 Test objective

Prior to initiation of the DWTSG sodium removal, several laboratory scale tests were
conducted to confirm the sodium removal process and to determine process parameters. It
could be expected that sodium in the crevices would not be drained because of surface tension
effects, the two sections would be identified. The one was at the gap between heat transfer
tube and baffle plate and the another was at the thermal shield for upper and lower tube sheet.
Three thermal shield plates were installed to protect upper and lower sodium side tube sheets
from thermal transients and the spaces between shield plate were 10 to 20 mm that were
rather larger than the gap space of 0.1 mm between the tube and baffle plate. The objectives
of the test were to obtain the reaction rate in the crevice that simulate the gap between tube '
and baffle plate of the DWTSG.

2.2 Test loop

Figure 1 shows the test loop that was used for the sodium removal test and
conductivity measurement. The test loop consisted of an alcohol fill tank, a circulating pump,
test vessels made of glass, a heater and cooler as alcohol temperature controller and alcohol
vapor condense system. The alcohol volume was about 20 liter. Alcohol conductivity, flow
rate and temperature and flammable gas concentration were measured. It was expected that
the temperature rise and hydrogen evolution during sodium removal were small because the
weight of residual sodium was relatively small, so heat and hydrogen evolution were not
measured. The main composition of alcohol is ethyl and the rest is iso-propyl alcohol.

A test specimen was placed into the test tank and alcohol was circulated at various
temperatures. We had two kinds of test specimens. One simulated the tube and baffle plate

to the air -flammable
gas meter

Test piece Conductivity Alcohol tank
meter

Figure 1 P & I drawing of the alcohol circulation
test loop

Figure 2 Test section of tube-baffle plate



made of steel and another was parallel plates with sodium filled gap and made of glass to
observe reaction rate visually. Figure 2 shows the test specimen that simulated the shape and
size of the DWTSG, consisted of tube, bush-ring and baffle plate. These specimens having
0.1 to 1.0 mm gap were reacted with alcohol. These specimens were immersed in the liquid
sodium to fill sodium in the gap for 24 hours. During the test, alcohol temperature and flow
rate were kept constant. The alcohol temperature was 10 deg-c. Sodium flow rate was 5
liter/min that was much the same as the sodium speed in the DWTSG.
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Figure 4 Sodium dissolution depth as a function of
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Figure 3 shows the sodium dissolved weight in alcohol. The rapid increase in the
dissolved weight during the first 10 minutes was caused by sodium dissolution from the
surface of the specimen. The sodium dissolution depth was 1.0 and 2.0 mm at 10 minutes and
20 minutes after initiation of the test respectively. No further weight increase was observed
after 40 minutes of the alcohol circulation. Photograph 1 shows the test specimen made of
glass in alcohol from the initial to 110 minute after insertion into alcohol.

Figure 4 shows the sodium dissolution depth as a function of crevice width. The
crevice over 0.5 mm width was cleaned quickly at the constant sodium removal rate. The
dissolution rate was about 0.1 mm/min. When the gap width is smaller than 0.5 mm, the
dissolution rate was influenced by the gap width. It was 0.05 mm/min and 0.07 mm/min for
0.1 and 0.2 mm gap width respectively. The DWTSG gap having about 0.1 mm width and 3.2
mm length suggested that sodium in the crevice could be removed within 100 minutes.

3. CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENT TEST

3.1 Test condition

Several monitoring methods were used for the progress monitoring of the sodium
removal; a neutralization of alcohol, a hydrogen meter, a pressure meter in cover gas. The



sodium concentration measurement method by neutralization is accurate, but it takes long
time. The sensitivities of hydrogen concentration measurement in cover gas as well as the
measurement of gas pressure were not good enough at normal condition. The conductivity
meter has enough sensitivity and can be used as an on-line monitoring method, although the
conductivity is influenced non-linearly by both sodium concentration and alcohol
temperature.

The conductivity of alcohol was measured by using the same test loop as described
before. The electrode and electromagnetic induction type conductivity meters were used. In
this test, sodium was immersed in the test tank and alcohol was circulated with measuring the
alcohol conductivity. The conductivity of alcohol is a function of both sodium concentration
in alcohol and alcohol temperature. The objective of this test was to obtain the relation
between the conductivity and sodium concentration in alcohol as a function of alcohol
temperature or temperature gradient. The alcohol temperature was from 10 to 50 deg-c and
sodium concentration was from 0 to 5 %.

3.2 Test results

Figure 5 shows the relation between the conductivity and sodium concentration in
alcohol. Increasing the alcohol temperature increased the conductivity and increasing the
sodium concentration increased the conductivity and the conductivity reached plateau at
about 2 to 4 % sodium concentration. A further increase of sodium concentration degreased
the conductivity. While the sodium concentration was less than 2 %, the conductivity
increased monotonously.

Figure 6 shows the conductivity change as a function of alcohol temperature based on
the same data in Figure 5. An increase of sodium concentration increased the conductivity
gradient to the alcohol temperature and the conductivity gradient was constant at the same
sodium concentration. After the conductivity reached plateau at about 2 to 4 % sodium
concentration, the sodium concentration did not influence the gradient to the alcohol
temperature. Figure 7 shows the temperature gradient of the conductivity. The temperature
gradient of the conductivity was derived by least mean square method and the regression
equation was expressed by third order polynomial.
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The sodium concentration calculated from the derived equation was compared with
the concentration by the neutralization method. Figure 8 shows the comparison of sodium
concentration by the conductivity with that by the neutralization. The difference is within
0.01 to 5 %. The maximum error was observed at 0.01 % low sodium concentration. From the
practical view point, the accuracy of the sodium concentration calculated from the
conductivity was good enough for the usage of sodium removal process on-line monitoring.

4. DWTSG SODIUM REMOVAL

4.1 Description of the test facility

Sodium removal of the DWTSG was performed in place at the 1MWSGTF The
sodium inlet and argon gas release pipes which were located top of the DWTSG and sodium
exit and drain pipes which were located at the bottom of the DWTSG were cut and connected
to the alcohol circulation loop.

The P & I drawing of the sodium removal system is shown in Figure 9. The sodium
removal system consisted of an alcohol tank with pressure relief system, an alcohol
circulating pump, an alcohol piping and valves and a vacuum pump. An alcohol condenser at
hydrogen gas release system was used to prevent alcohol from releasing to the air. Alcohol
flow rate, an alcohol conductivity, sodium and gas pressure, nitrogen gas flow rate, hydrogen
and oxygen concentration in gas and alcohol temperature were measured. Argon and nitrogen
gas were provided from the utility of the 1MWSGTF. The feed water system was operated
during the sodium removal. Feed water was circulated through the inner side of tubes and the
alcohol temperature was controlled by controlling feed water temperature.
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The DWTSG length was about 22 m and the shell diameter of the heat transfer area
was about 0.3 m. The SG had 10 double wall straight heat transfer tubes and 3 dummy tubes
made of Mod. 9 Cr-1 Mo steel. The material of other parts was 2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo steel. The
DWTSG was operated for about 8000 hours and planned to examine the material test.

4.2 Removal process

At first, the all system was filled with nitrogen gas and vacuumed to remove oxygen
from the system then alcohol was filled to the tank from an alcohol tanker, and alcohol was
circulated through the loop by the circulating pump. Circulation was continued for 5 hours at
15 deg-c alcohol temperature to reduce the sodium-alcohol reaction rate. During the alcohol
circulation, alcohol conductivity was measured continuously and alcohol samples were
obtained and analyzed to yield sodium concentration by neutralization method. The evolved
hydrogen from sodium-alcohol reaction was trapped in the alcohol tank. About 5 hours after
circulation, both the conductivity and sodium concentration reached plateau. The feed water
temperature was then increased to 40 deg-c to increase sodium-alcohol reaction rate. This
condition was kept for 19 hours, then the alcohol circulation was stopped. During this
circulation, there were no significant increase in sodium concentration.

4.2 Results

The internal temperature change of the DWTSG is shown in Figure 10 at the initial
filling of the DWTSG with alcohol. The initial temperature at various elevations was at a
uniform temperature of 10 deg-c and sharp increase and drop within temperature of 5 deg-c
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was observed. It was expected that this temperature change was resulted from heat
generation of sodium-alcohol reaction at the surface of the thermocouples and cooling effect
by thermal capacity of alcohol and the feed water. The alcohol filling level was detected by
this temperature change.

Figure 11 shows the alcohol and water temperature during the sodium removal. The
temperature was changed as above mentioned. Figure 12 shows the conductivity and Figure
13 shows the sodium concentration and dissolution weight during the alcohol circulation. The
total amount of sodium reacted during the alcohol circulation was 0.77 kg based on
neutralization method and 0.85 kg calculated from the conductivity data. The increase of the
gas pressure in the alcohol tank was about 20 kPa (g) in the first 30 minutes of alcohol
circulation.
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After stopping the alcohol circulation, nitrogen sparge gas flow was initiated and
hydrogen in the tank was released together to the air with monitoring hydrogen concentration
below 2 %. Then the alcohol was drained from the tank and the DWTSG was dried by
flowing nitrogen gas.



5. DISMANTLING THE DWTSG

Following the sodium removal, the DWTSG was removed from the 1MWSGTF and
moved to another location for dismantling. Photograph 2 and 3 show the upper thermal shield
plates and a baffle plate with tubes respectively. During the dismantling, visual inspection of
internal surfaces showed no existence of sodium and no damage of the tube surface resulted
from sodium removal by alcohol was observed.

6. CONCLUSION

Prior to the sodium removal of the DWTSG, the reaction rate in sodium in the crevice
with flowing alcohol was obtained and the reaction rate indicated that sodium in the crevice
could be removed within 100 minutes.

The relation of alcohol conductivity and sodium concentration as a function of alcohol
temperature was obtained. The accuracy of the sodium concentration calculated from the
conductivity was good enough for the usage of sodium removal process on-line monitoring.
To obtain the accurate sodium concentration, measuring the conductivity and alcohol
temperature was required.

A temporary sodium removal system was installed and the residual sodium was
removed by flowing alcohol while the DWTSG remained located in place at the 1MWSGTF.
A total of 0.77 kg of sodium was estimated to have been removed during the process.

Visual inspection of internal surfaces showed no evidence of the presence of any
un-reacted sodium, even in crevices.

The flowing alcohol process used for sodium removal from the DWTSG proved to be
very safe and highly effective and required very short time. The same system shown in Figure
14 is placed at the sodium processing facility and used for various components sodium
removal. The alcohol inventory in the alcohol tank is 3 m3, so the sodium removal by this
cleaning system is limited to somewhat medium size components.



Figure 14 Small Scale Alcohol Cleaning system
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in a Storage Tank of a Research Facility
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ABSTRACT

A brief description is given of an accident which happened on 8. March 1996 during
cleanup of a small amount of sodium (about 3 kg) within a 500 I storage tank of an
FZK research facility, using ethyl carbitol (EC) as a reactant. An unexpected rapid
decomposition of the compounds into ignitable gases which were then released
through a safety valve into the building caused a deflagration event and, as a conse-
quence, some damage to the building walls and to the research facility. The person-
nel were evacuated from the building before the event happened, and so nobody
was injured. Sodium cleanup with ethyl carbitol was a well-established method, and
cleaning procedures of the research facility were carried out since 1991 for more
than twenty times without any problem. The advantage of heavy alcohol is low va-
pour pressure, high ignition point and mild reaction with sodium.

In the paper, a short description is given of the main features of the research facility,
of the usual cleanup procedure, and of the accident including its conditions. An
analysis of the event (which is incomplete of course) is presented with regard to
pressure, temperature and chemical composition. Finally, the consequences are ad-
dressed. The most important one is that sodium decommissioning with EC as reac-
tant should be avoided until possible runaway reactions are sufficiently understood.

To be presented at
IAEA Technical Commitee Meeting
on Sodium Removal and Disposal from
LMFBRs in Normal Operation and in the Framework of Decommissioning
Aix-en-Provence, France, 3-7 Nov. 1997
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1. Introduction

German LMFBR research and development programmes were officially terminated by government
decision at the end of 1993. However, there was a need to continue sodium handling at FZK, espe-
cially for the purpose of decommissioning. At present time(1997), this activity is still going on,
mainly concerning the decommissioning of the KNK reactor. Most sodium research facilities have
been cleaned up completely and are dismantled. However, several tons of sodium are still stored at
FZK; they will be used for other purposes or need to be removed.

In the present paper, a brief description is given of an accident which happened on 8. March 1996
during cleanup of a relatively small amount of sodium with ethyl carbitol EC (heavy alcohol) in a
storage tank of a research facility. An unexpected decomposition of the mixture of EC, Na and their
reaction products into gaseous compounds caused a release of ignitable gases through a safety valve
into the building, in spite of an open duct to the outside for hydrogen release. The mixture of ignitable
gases and air finally gave rise to a deflagration which affected some parts of the walls and caused a
fire which was destructive to some parts, especially to cables, of the facility. Personnel were evacu-
ated from the building before the deflagration occurred, and so nobody was injured. Meanwhile, the
facility has been dismantled and removed completely, and the building has been repaired.

2. Sodium cleanup with ethyl carbitol (EC)

Sodium cleanup with water is connected with a high risk due to the violent reaction and the develop-
ment of hydrogen. This risk is significantly reduced if cleanup is performed with alcohol. In case of
light alcohol, e.g. methanol, the reaction proceeds on an intermediate time scale. However, there is
another risk of an alcohol fire due to the high vapour pressure, and there is also a health risk when the
vapour is inhaled. These risks should be reduced by using heavy alcohol with low vapour pressure and
high ignition point. However, the expense is a rather long reaction time. To achieve tolerable times,
external heating may be necessary. As a good candidate for this kind of cleanup, ethyl carbitol
(diethylenglycohnonoethylether) had been considered until recently.

EC is a heavy alcohol with the advantage of low vapour pressure, high ignition point and a mild reac-
tion with sodium. The principal reaction is

C2H5 -(O-C2H4)2 -O -H + Na ->
C2H5 -(O-C2H4)2 -O -Na + 1/2H2 + low energy

The reaction products are sodium ethyl carbitolate and hydrogen. The latter has to be controlled care-
fully, but is also a good indicator for the beginning and the termination of the reaction. The speed of
the reaction is low at ambient temperatures and may be enhanced by applying external heat.

3. The experimental facility

The experimental facility is shown in Fig. 1. It was named FAUST and had been erected in the early
eighties to perform experiments on the instantaneous LMFBR source term after severe accidents and
on cover gas aerosols. The main components consisted of three vessels, namely a 300 1 test vessel, a
300 1 dump tank and a 500 1 storage tank. The sodium inventory was of the order of 500 1. A major
series of tests had been performed with rupture disk discharge of non-radioactive materials under
sodium III. A subsequent series was performed with a capacitor discharge vaporisation source under
sodium. The sample exposed to capacitor discharge was a rod of depleted UO2 pellets (~25 g per test).
After each test, most of the UO2 fragments and particles settled at the test vessel bottom and could
then be removed. However, a slight contamination of the sodium inventory had to be taken into ac-
count. This was one of the reasons why EC was used to perform the cleanups after each test.



4. Description of the usual cleanup procedure

EC had been used successfully for sodium cleanup in the FAUST facility since 1991 and without any
problems. A mobile cleaning facility, which was designed and constructed in cooperation with the
former DMTERATOM company, could be connected to the FAUST test vessel (as shown in Fig. 2 and
described in detail in ref. 121). The generation of hydrogen could be handled without any risk by
flooding with nitrogen or argon. In general, only small amounts of sodium (few kilograms) and EC
(few litres) were brought into contact at moderate temperatures. This was done at the expense of long
reaction times (several days). At least 20 cleaning procedures of the test vessel with additional com-
ponents had been carried out from 1991 to 1996. No unusual events such as autocatalytic reactions
had been observed.

5. Description of the event on 8. March 1996

Since autumn 1995, the whole FAUST facility had been cleaned up step by step from remaining so-
dium to prepare dismantling. Before this, the bulk of about 230 litres of sodium had been filled from
the storage tank into external barrels.

As usual, the test vessel was cleaned with EC without any problem. After this, the 300 1 dump tank
still containing 3 kg of sodium was cleaned over a period of 3 weeks by the same method without
unusual events.

On 5. March 1996, the cleanup procedure of the 5001 storage tank began. The setup for the procedure
is shown in Fig. 3. The remaining sodium in the tank at that time is estimated to ~3 kg, similar to the
dump tank situation. Most of the sodium was present as a sump on the bottom of the tank. The proce-
dure was started with small portions of the order of 100 ml EC. The tank was permanently flooded
with nitrogen, and the hydrogen concentration of the release-gas was monitored.

In order to maintain a measurable chemical reaction, the tank was heated to 50°C - 60°C. Until 8.
March, about 28 litres of EC had been introduced altogether into the tank, which was sufficient to
react stochiometrically with 4.8 kg of sodium. On 8. March at 8.30 o'clock, about 2 litres of EC were
introduced additionally and, when the H2 volume flux had diminished below 0.5 %, at 10.30 another 3
litres. The hydrogen production rate was monitored as usual and appeared normal.

At 12.55, formation of condensate in the off-gas duct was observed, probably due to an unusual rise
of temperature with increased evaporation of EC in the tank. An immediate control of pressure and
temperature behaviour in the tank gave evidence of an unusual exothermic reaction. Heating of the
tank was switched off immediately, and the ventilation system across the building was switched on
(building of rectangular shape, 18m x 8m x 6m, only housing experiments, no offices). Nitrogen
flooding of the tank was still provided. Although the off-gas duct remained open, the pressure in-
creased within some minutes in such way that the safety valve of the tank, adjusted to 0.6 MPa, began
to open. This became evident by a 'whistle sound' and by an aerosol cloud of white-yellow colour.
Then, the personnel (3 men) were adviced to leave the building. The gas and aerosol release through
the safety valve increased significantly within the next seconds. The fire brigade of FZK was alarmed
by telephone from a side laboratory in expectation of an unusual event. Finally, the building was filled
with a rather dense aerosol. Under this condition, at 13.03 o'clock, a deflagration occurred, possibly
initiated by a spare from a heating device. The deflagration caused a fire which destroyed cables and
other combustible parts of the facility. Fortunately, the fire brigade arrived immediately and extin-
guished the fire. However, the soot deposition was considerable. The facility, including the storage
tank itself, was not damaged.
The construction principles of the building are: steel frame, flat roof, side walls fabricated from auto-
claved aerated concrete building plates of lm x 4m size each. By the pressure peak during the defla-
gration, the sidewalls were affected in such a way that cracks between the plates and displacements of
the plates occurred. The steel frame and the roof remained unharmed. For safety reasons, some of the
plates hat to be removed by the fire brigade. The pressure peak itself may not have exceeded a few



millibar (of course, there is no measurement). There was no sound of an explosion, and no 'flying
parts' or missiles were observed

The building was carefully controlled shortly after the event on traces of radioactive UO2 which could
have been released, but no indication was found.

As already mentioned, nobody was injured. According to German directions, local and state authori-
ties were informed immediately. Concerning jurisdiction, the event remained without consequences.
Small notes were printed in local newspapers.

6. Analysis of the event

Since the event occurred unexpectedly and not well-instrumented, a complete and satisfying analysis
is not possible. Nevertheless, some of the instruments, in connection with a chemical analysis, pro-
vided useful information. Some data were recorded on temperature development (see Fig. 4), and
chemical analysis of the debris in the tank and of gas samples from the tank volume was performed
(see Tab. I). Pressure development was only observed visually. Obviously, a certain composition of
EC, Na and reaction products at a certain temperature level may become highly unstable and give rise
to an autocatalytic process in which a large amount of inflammable gaseous compounds such as eth-
ane, propane etc. are produced within a short time.

Immediately after the fire was extinguished, the storage tank was flooded with nitrogen gas to drive
out inflammable gases. Therefore only trace amounts of gaseous reaction products were found in the
analysis of samples which were taken later on. The solid products lay at the bottom of the tank as a
porous, black and powdery conglomerate with enclosures of fine pure sodium particles, which did not
react completely. The inside surface of the tank and the pipe surface were coated with a thin, sticky
layer, probably from the liquid reaction products, which were vaporized due to the reaction heat.

The EC and EC-Na mixture in the tank decomposed into organic and inorganic compounds, which
were analyzed as follows:

a) solid sediments: Na-carbonate Na2CO3
Na-oxalate Na2C2O4 and amorphous C

b) liquid products, which evaporated from the sump due to reaction heat and recondensed at inner
steel surfaces:

ethanol C2H5OH
ethylglycol C2H5-O-C2 H4 OH
ethylvinylglycol C6H!2O3

c) gaseous products: CO2, CO
methane CH4
ethylene CH4
ethane C2H4
propane C3Hg
butane C4H10
C5-Isomere

7. Consequences

To us, it was an unfortunate 'last minute' event since practically all the sodium had been removed
from the facility besides a small final amount in the storage tank. Meanwhile, the facility has been
dismantled, and final sodium remnants were removed mechanically or by careful reaction with water.
The building has been repaired, mainly by replacing the damaged plates of the wall. Since no more
funds are available, it is not possible for us to pursue any detailed investigation of the event.
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As an immediate consequence, a further use of heavy alcohol for sodium decommissioning at FZK is
prohibited.

In general, we strongly recommend to avoid heavy alcohol for sodium decommissioning until the full
reaction including autocatalytic 'runaway' reactions are completely understood. We encourage labo-
ratories still working in the field of LMFBR research to perform careful and complete studies of the
sodium-alcohol-interaction processes.
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TABLE I. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DEBRIS IN THE TANK AND OF GAS SAMPLES
FROM TANK VOLUME

Substances Amount(weight%)

a) Solid debris
Sodium 39.6
Carbonate 44.5
TC=Total mass of Carbon (organic and inorganic) 20.75
TOC=Total organic mass of C within DOC 10
DOC=Dissolved organic Carbon 0.64

b) Gas samples from the tank"
Methane
Ethane
Propane
Butane
C5-isomere

0.003

0.0009

(Vol%)
0.001

0.002

0.001

(Det.limit)
0.0005

0.0001
0.0001

0.0001
0.0001

*The gas samples were taken after flooding the tank with inert gas.
So, only remaining traces could be detected.
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INFORMATION ABOUT THE ACCIDENT OCCURED NEAR RAPSODIE
(1994, March 31th) *

* : Already presented during the annual meetings of the International Working Group on Fast
Reactors 'IWGFRIAEA'(1995, 1996)

Authors : P. MARMONIER, R. DEL NEGRO CEA

IWGFRIAEA'- Report 1995

On March 31st, 1994, during the cleaning of the residual sodium contained in a tank located
in a hall outside the containment building of the RAPSODIE reactor an explosion occured.
One member of the CEA staff was killed and four people were wounded.
A commission of inquiry chaired by the CEA General Inspector for Nuclear Safety was set up
by the "Administrateur General" of the CEA the day following the accident. This Commission
delivered its first conclusions in July 1994.
The sodium present in the tank in which the accident occurred comes from the primary
cooling circuit of Rapsodie. After the final shutdown of the reactor, in 1982, all 37 metric tons
of primary sodium were drained in 1985, then filtered to be purified from most of their
radioactive contamination ; the 137 cesium activity, for instance, was reduced to about one
hundredth of its original value.
After these operations, this sodium was stored for eight years in the tank, out of which it was
syphoned in the second half of 1993 to be transformed into sodium hydroxide at the Desora
facility. This facility, located inside the containment building of the reactor, had been
especially designed for that purpose. When the tank was drained, there remained at the
bottom, a residual sodium quantity.
Before dismantling, the tank had to be cleaned in order to remove this residual sodium. The
process selected to perform this clean up operation, already implemented several times and
notably in 1986 in a tank of similar geometry, consisted of progressively introducing in the
tank a heavy alcohol, called ethyl-carbitol (CH3-CH2- O - (CH2)2 - O -(CH2) - OH), while

monitoring the reaction through temperature, pressure, hydrogen and oxygen measurements.
In its first conclusion the inquiry commission considered that the major cause of the accident
was due to the formation of an heterogeneous physical-chemical environment, complex and
multiphasic made up of three basic components (alcohol, alcolate, sodium). This environment
developped after a cooling during several days due to a halt of alcohol injection, followed by
an external electrical heating complemented by the local heat produced by the reaction
themselves after resuming alcohol injection during the next last two days before the accident.
This environment turned out to be particularly favorable to the development of thermal
decomposition reaction and/or catalytic exothermal reactions. Large quantities of gases
(including hydrogen and light hydrocarbon compounds) were thus produced. Shortly after the
last alcohol injection on March 31st, the phenomenum run out of control, leading to a sudden
rupture of the overpressurised tank, then to the explosion of the gases mixture blown out in
the hall.
The state of available knowledge did not allow the loss of control over such chemical
reactions to be predicted or anticipated ; chemical reactions whose exact nature had not yet
been determined. Consequently the Commission proposed a programme of detailed local
investigations and a programme of complementary studies and analyses which involved basic
knowledge of chemical reactions and chemical analyses of the reaction residues and



metallurgical, mechanical and thermal analyses and analyses linked to the human factor. Also
the Commision proposed a programme of global chemical experiments in order to understand
the integral phenomena.
Laboratories of the CEA, the chemical industry, the university and the CNRS were involved
in carrying out this programme.
Consequently and in conformance with the commission of inquiry recommandantions :
- a project manager was appointed to carry out complementary studies,
- washing of sodium pools using alcohol will no longer be authorized as long as the studies
and complementary appraisals have not been completed - an increased vigilance will be
included in the design of the capacities containing dangerous products in order to facilitate
future dismantling. Further vigilance will be required regarding the use of solvents and
derived products, and regarding the presence after the final shutdown of a facility of a
significant team having an excellent hnowledge of this facility.

IWGFR IAEA'- Report 1996

The first information on this accident was given at the meeting of May 1995.
It should be recalled that the accident took place in a basement next to the leaktight
containment building of the reactor, at the end of dismantling operations. An explosion
occurred during the destruction of 100 to 150 kg of sodium that remained at the bottom of a

55 m^ tank. This destruction was performed by successive introductions of 50 1 of
ethylcarbitol. A member of the CEA team was killed and four other people were injured.
In addition to the administrative and judicial inquiries, the CEA set up an internal Inquiry
Commission on July 94.
The latter concluded on :
•=> The pneumatic explosion of the tank following unknown chemical reactions that
occurred in the heterogeneous and multi-phase physico-chemical mixture that had formed
during the washing operations, that had been suspended for several days, and during the
heating of the system ;
•=> The need to decree : design rules for equipment in order to facilitate its dismantling,
organization principles in order to preserve the memory of the risks in the facility, and
procedures for implementing dangerous products ;
•=> The suspension of the ethylcarbitol cleaning technique ;
•=> The need to pursue investigations in order to understand what happened and, if
possible, to draw up principles to be respected in the future.
The investigation programmes were performed as defined, and provided the first results
summarized below :
<=> The accident area was cleared and the information gathered confirmed that there was
pneumatic explosion of the tank, with a release of 200 MJ of energy (that is to say the
equivalent of about fifty kilograms of TNT);
>=> The chemical reactions and the fireball corresponding to the ignition of the gases
released into the air did not constitute a significant energetic input;
•=> Metallurgical analyses, althrough not yet completed, have permitted the tearing lines in
the tank's metal plate to be located and their origin situated ;
•=> The chemical analyses focussed on :



• Analysing samples taken just after accident in the residue, and from the venting and
ventilation circuits ;
• Attempting to identify the reactions that may have occurred ;
• Identifying and quantifying the gases produced when ethylcarbitol, ethylcarbitolate, a
mixture of these two products, or a mixture of the products with the decomposition products
generated by the various reactions, is heated. The abundant production of hydrogen was
confirmed, in addition to the hydrogen expected from the reaction of the ethylcarbitol to the
sodium, besides concentrations of carbon, methane, and carbon dioxide that increase when the
temperature increases;
• Defining the energies released as a function of overheating conditions. As long as the
temperature remains below 220 or 230° C, exothermic reactions are slow, beyond this
temperature, temperature increases of several hundred degrees in very short periods of time
were measured;
• Identifying the residues produced as a function of the temperature. These residues are
of variable aspect and consistency, depending on the temperatures reached. They contain
numerous, not yet identified intermediate products (up to 50 % for reaction temperatures
ranging from 220 to 390°C), oxalate, carbonate, and amorphous carbon in varying
proportions.
It was demonstred that isothermal exposures of ethylcarbitol/ethylcarbitolate blendings
between 210 and 230°C can lead to exothermic reactions with an incubation time that
increases as the temperature decreases. It was also recorded that some reactions could occur at
room temperatures.
Future tests are in progress, focussed in particular on :

initiating cause of the runaway chemical reactions,
catalytic reactions that may occur.

Although these results confirm the initial conclusions of the internal Inquiry Commission, it
has been shown that the chemical reactions at the origin of the accident are numerous and
complex. They had not been explicitly described before 1994 and even today not all have been
clearly defined. The conditions and causes of the runaway reactions that may occur even
starting at ambient temperature, have to be specified.
The follow-up of the programme should provide results that will enable these phenomena to
be quantified and thus clarify the feedback from this accident and the knowledge acquired
since that time.
One should, however, particularly stress the need to maintain the suspension of the
implementation of ethylcarbitol cleaning until definite conclusions have been drawn from
both the analyses now in progress and future studies.
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LIQUID METAL COOLANT DISPOSAL FROM UKAEA REACTORS
AT DOUNREAY

Author: E R Adam, UKAEA, Dounreay

Abstract

As part of the United Kingdom's FAST REACTOR DEVELOPMENT programme two
reactors were built and operated at Dounreay in the North of Scotland. DFR (Dounreay Fast
Reactor) was operated from 1959-1977 and PFR (Prototype Fast Reactor) was operated from
1974-1994. Both reactors are currently undergoing Stage 1 Decommissioning and are
installing plant to dispose of the bulk coolant (DFR ~ 60 tonne; PFR ~ 1500 tonne).

The coolant (NaK) remaining at DFR is mainly in the primary circuit which contains in excess
of 500 TBq of Csl37. Disposal of 40 tonnes of secondary coolant has already been carried
out. The paper will describe the processes used to dispose of this secondary circuit coolant
and how it is intended the remaining primary circuit coolant will be handled. The programme
to process the primary coolant will also be described which involves the conversion of the
liquid metal to caustic and its decontamination.

No PFR coolant Na has been disposed off to date. The paper will describe the current
decommissioning programme activities relating to liquid metal disposal and treatment
describing the materials to be disposed of and the issue of decontamination of the effluents.

INTRODUCTION

The work associated with United Kingdom
Fast Reactor Development programme was
concentrated on the Dounreay site on the
north coast of Scotland when in 1954 it
was announced that an experimental Fast
Breeder Reactor was to be built. The
Dounreay Fast Reactor (DFR) operated
from 1959 until 1977.

In 1966 UK government approval was
obtained for the construction of the
Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at
Dounreay. The PFR operated from 1974
until 1994.

Both reactors are currently undergoing
Stage 1 Decommissioning. The work is
managed by UKAEA on behalf of the
sponsor, the UK Department of Trade and
Industry.

DOUNREAY FAST REACTOR

The coolant in both the primary and
secondary circuits was initially 70%

sodium, 30% potassium (NaK) alloy.

During the plants operation two of the
secondary circuits were changed over to
sodium. DFR also had thermal syphon heat
rejection systems filled with eutectic alloy
(22/78 NaK).

Shortly after the reactor was shut down the
coolant inventory except for the primary
circuit and thermal syphons was transferred
into the dump tank system in preparation for
disposal. The inventory of 167 tonnes of
liquid metal was distributed as follows:

Batch Quantity Activity
Tonnes

1 Primary Circuit 57 >500 Tbq
2 Thermal Syphons 10 150 Gbq
3 Dump System 100 7 Tbq

The main active component in all batches
was the isotope Cs137. This was significant
in the primary level due to the vented fuel
design.
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Disposal of Bulk NaK

Early planning for NaK disposal was
influenced by the American experience on
EBR1 at Idaho. Design of a plant to
convert the NaK to a solid by hydroxide
product was initiated while in parallel
arrangements were made to use the DFR
Decontamination Plant to gain experience
in the use of nozzles, in preparation for
their eventual use in the NaKOH plant, by
carrying out disposal by Spray Burning.

The NaK was forced, under nitrogen
pressure, through an inner aperture in the
nozzle assembly, while an additional stream
of nitrogen, supplied under a cap around
the aperture, acted as atomising agent. As
a disposal method, the process proved to
be far superior to pool burning in trays
which had been earlier practice. The chief
advantage was its controllability in that,
when necessary, burning could be stopped
almost immediately and the discharge line
could be simultaneously blown clear of
NaK by the operation of a single valve.
The main oxide product,
containing an absolute minimum of
unreacted metal, accumulated in trays
under the nozzles and, in a separate
operation, was finally relatively benignly
converted to hydroxide by water washing
before final disposal as liquid effluent.

A total of 60 tonnes of NaK was disposed
of by spray burning in a series of
operations starting in August 1978 and
continuing intermittently until December
1979.

Direct Conversion to NaKOH

The DFR plant was designed to produce a
liquid effluent and to be capable of
handling the primary NaK charge after
minimum modification other than the
addition of shielding.

When the plant was ready for
commissioning in January 1980, the 50
tonnes of NaK still remaining in the dump
tanks was processed to NaKOH in a series
of 14 operations, the last of which was
completed in June 1981.

The original design of the NaK Disposal
Plant had envisaged a completely
continuous process with a steady addition of
water to the reaction vessel while a reaction
was proceeding. In practice this was found
to be unnecessary since the rate of increase
of solution density was very low because of
the relatively large starter solution volume
compared with the achievable NaK input
rates. Batch wise dilution at convenient
stopping points simplified operation
considerably.

During the early stages, as experience was
gained, the NaK pipework between batch
tank and reaction vessel was modified to
make the combined operation of reaction
shutdown and the NaK clearing of pipes
simpler and more prompt. Nozzle life was
extended from an initial low figure by a
change from stainless steel to pure nickel
nozzles.

Nozzle blockages, by the formation of
strong caustic deposits, were also a frequent
and troublesome problem initially, especially
during the early and relatively lower
temperature stages of runs. The connection
of a steam supply to the atomising gas side
of the nozzles however, made their prompt
clearance a relatively easy matter. In later
runs, the steam supply was kept "cracked"
open continuously to keep the nitrogen
slightly wetted - to good effect.

Preparations for Primary NaK Disposal

On completion of the above "low active
NaK" disposal campaign, modifications

were put in hand to adapt the plant for the exchange plant, Bypass vessel removal
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processing of primary NaK. The first
essentials were the addition of shielding
over the vault annexe in which the plant
was housed and the provision of a shielded
NaK line from the primary circuit drain
connections.

On the gaseous effluent side of the plant,
the scrubber chiller unit was replaced by a
more powerful unit capable of holding the
inlet water to 6°C and a polypropylene
mesh prefilter was installed upstream of the
final absolute filter.

Primary NaK Disposal - Pilot Operation

By November 1983 modifications to the
plant were complete and two 50 Kg
batches of primary NaK were processed in
early December.

Summary of NaK Disposal

Method

Spray Burn
NaKOH Plant
Pilot Operation

Amount
Processed
(te)

60
50
0.1

Following completion of the pilot
operation, further NaK disposal was
postponed pending the development and
design/installation of additional equipment
for disposing of the NaK caesium burden,
provision of local neutralising facilities for
the caustic liquors and the removal of
paniculate before transfer of liquor to the
site effluent discharge system.

Present Status and Future

No further NaK has been disposed off
since 1983. In the period up to 1990
further decommissioning activities were
given low priority. Since 1990 work has
been concentrated on designing and
installing additional equipment eg an Ion
- Hydrogen off-gas diluted with

nitrogen discharge via the existing
PFR stack

equipment and the overhaul and setting to
work of the original NaK disposal plant.

The present programme has the disposal of
the 57 tonnes of primary circuit NaK
completed by the autumn of year 2000.

PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR

When considering the Stage 1
decommissioning programme a number of
options were considered for the
management of the liquid metal from the
coolant circuits, namely:

- long term storage
- sale/payment to private sector for

removal
- treatment and subsequent disposal as

waste
- re-use in other projects

It was decided that the only viable option
was the treatment and subsequent disposal
as waste. As a result the market place was
asked to bid for a work package to design,
construct, install, commission, operate and
decommissioning of a dedicated liquid metal
disposal plant and provision of a supply
system to extract and deliver bulk liquid
metal from various locations in the plant.

In September 1995 a £17M contract was
placed with the British firm NNC who were
being supported by AEA Technology and
Framatome. At the time this was the largest
decommissioning contract to be awarded in
the United Kingdom.

The features of the PFR Liquid Metal
Disposal Plant are:

- Proven technology based on controlled
reaction of liquid metal with aqueous
hydroxide (the Framatome NOAH
process).

- Process rate to average 2.5 Te/day

ACTIVITY MANAGEMENT

Unlike DFR the PFR fuel was not a vented
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Installation of the disposal plant started in
January 1997. The plant building structure
is in an advance state of completion and
installation of process equipment is
progressing well.

Inactive commissioning is scheduled to
commence in September 1998. This will
be followed by a period of active
commissioning. The operation phase is
programmed to start in August 1999 and
be completed by March 2001.

The inventory of liquid metal to be handled
is tabulated below.

Primary Sodium 915 Te
Secondary Sodium 245 Te
Tank Farm Sodium 195 Te
Irradiated Fuel Cave Sodium 70 Te
Decay Heat Systems NaK 16 Te
Other FR Development Sodium 115 Te

TOTAL 1456
Te

To maximise the removal of bulk sodium
from the primary circuit a number of
specialist machines are required to be
designed and developed. These are:

- A drilling machine to provide a
drainage route through the reactor
internals support strongback

- A punching machine to provide a
drainage route in the pipework which
connects the primary pumps with the
inlet to the reactor core structure.

- A pumped liquid metal heating system
and electrical back-up heater which
intrudes into the reactor.

- The loading ofafluidic pump into the
reactor through very small space
envelopes in order to remove the active
sodium.

design. Nevertheless during the operation
phase the reactor was operated with failed
fuel to gain information about the way fuel
failures progress. This development work
resulted in fission products being deposited
in the primary circuit and associated systems
eg gas blanket and cold trapping equipment.

After shutdown a programme of sampling of
the primary circuit sodium was undertaken
to establish the level of activity. This work
has shown that there is 2 - 3 Tbq of Cs137 in
the primary bulk coolant.

Although on Dose Detriment cost analysis
grounds the fitting of a caesium removal
plant is not justified, the decision has been
taken to provide such a plant, as not doing
so would put the project at risk of being
delayed when the UK Environmental
Regulators consider the case for operation
of the plant.

Residues Treatment

The decommissioning programme for both
PFR and DFR has a significant period (50
plus years) of care and maintenance
following the completion of Stage 1.

To achieve as far as practical, a passive
safety state for the liquid metal coolant
circuits particularly the primary circuits, it
has been deemed prudent to aim for a
"liquid metal free" plant. To achieve this
the residues left after bulk drainage require
to be removed so that the circuits can be
"blanketed" with an air atmosphere instead
of an inert gas (Nitrogen!).

Further development of the Water Vapour
Nitrogen (WVN) process used successfully
to clean PFR reactor core components has
been undertaken with a programme of

laboratory experiments. Successful
completion of the laboratory work has led

the reactor circuits, and to establish the.
boundary limits for control of the process
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to a programme of pilot scale trails. The
aim of these trials is to establish the The work to date has been extremely
efficiency of the process in varying successfiil and gives added confidence that
configuration, which are representative of the WVN process will be available when

required early in the next century.
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Abstract

Within the frame of the fast reactors decommissioning, the becoming of contaminated sodium coolant
from primary, secondary and auxiliary circuits is an important aspect.
The "NOAH" sodium disposal process, developed by the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA), is
presented as the only process, for destroying large quantities of contaminated sodium, that has attained industrial
status.

The principles and technical options of the process are described and main advantages such as safety ,
operating simplicity and compactness of the plant are put forward.
The process has been industrially validated in 1993/1994 by successfully reacting the 37 metric tons of primary
contaminated sodium from the French Rapsodie experimental reactor. The main outstanding aspects and
experience gained from this so called "DESORA" operation (DEstruction of SOdium from RApsodie)' are
recalled.

Another industrial application concerns the current project for destroying more than 1500 metric tons of
contaminated sodium from the British PFR (Prototype Fast Reactor) in Scotland.
Although the design is in the continuity of DESORA, it has taken into account the specific requirements of PFR
application and the experience feed back from Rapsodie. The main technical options and performances of the
PFR sodium reaction unit are presented while mentioning the design evolutioa

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the important and specific aspects of fast reactors after their final shutdown is
management of the contaminated sodium contained in the primary and secondary coolant systems.

The experimental Rapsodie reactor contained 37 metric tons of sodium. For prototype (250 to
400 MWe) or industrial-size (1000 to 1500 MWe) reactors, the quantities of sodium involved are
much greater, on the order of 1000 to 6000 metric tons.

Moreover, molten sodium, chosen for its neutronic and heat-carrying qualities, undergoes a
violent chemical reaction with water or in the presence of oxygen at high temperature.

Washing methods were developed long ago, to enable eliminating the limited amounts of
sodium attached to components after their removal from the fast reactor primary system. These
methods mainly consist in making the sodium react chemically in the presence of water in a vapour or
fog form. Although these methods are very effective for residual sodium on a component, they are not
suitable for destruction of large quantities of sodium and are therefore not directly transferable.

The need to be able to eliminate large quantities of radioactive sodium therefore made it
necessary to develop a new process that could be guaranteed to be suitable for safe industrial
application. The "NOAH" sodium-destruction process (NOAH being an anagram of NaOH) was
developed by the French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA) and qualified on a pilot loop between
1985 and 1989 (see Figure 1).

It was then industrially validated by destroying the 37 metric tons of primary contaminated
sodium from the Rapsodie experimental fast neutron reactor at Cadarache.

To date, this is the only process for destroying large quantities of contaminated sodium that has
been qualified and attained industrial status. It was also chosen by the UKAEA for destroying the
sodium from the PFR prototype reactor.

1
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Figure 1 : NOAH pilot facility

2. THE NOAH PROCESS

The principle of the NOAH process (see Figure 2) consists in causing small quantities of liquid
sodium to react after injection into a strong current of water confined inside a tank. The reaction being
highly exothermic, the tank is continuously cooled and temperature of the sodium hydroxide solution
is maintained at about 40 °C.

The sodium/water reaction produces sodium hydroxide and hydrogen. The sodium is rapidly
dispersed in the water with no violent reaction and the aqueous sodium hydroxide content is
continuously adjusted to 10 moles per litre.

The contaminated sodium hydroxide, whose volume represents about four times that of the
injected sodium, can be used to neutralise effluents having an acidic pH or can be directly processed
as a liquid effluent.

The contaminated hydrogen gas is released via the stack, after passage through a mist eliminator
and dryer, then a very high efficiency filter, in respect of the radioactive release limits in force.

The main advantages of the NOAH process are as follows :

- Sodium is transformed into sodium hydroxide in a single continuous operation.

- The quantity of sodium in reaction at any given moment is very small (which makes it
possible to avoid the risks of massive sodium/water reaction).

- The chosen process control solutions guarantee good stability of the operating parameters due
to a self-regulating principle.



The equipment necessitates only simple in-service surveillance, comparable to that of any
conventional industrial facility.

Sodium hydroxide transport requires only highly simplified precautions and constraints, as
compared to the transport of molten sodium.

— Scfubbar Condonsor

Mirogen supply

SODIUM
FRAME

Sodium vapor
Imp

Figure 2 : Principle of the NOAH process

Safety, operating simplicity and equipment compactness are among the essential aspects that
have oriented the technical choices.

3. THE RAPSODIE EXPERIENCE : OPERATION DESORA

Operation DESORA (DEstruction of SOdium from RApsodie) began in 1989 with the design,
by FRAMATOME's NOVATOME Division for the CEA, of the necessary adaptation of the NOAH
process for this industrial application. The design notably had to take into account the radioactivity
of the sodium and the integration of the processing facility into the Rapsodie reactor building, to
ensure the necessary confinement.

The entire operation was performed under quality assurance mles, while respecting the RCC-MR
design and construction rules for sodium-containing systems.

After a qualification phase with nonradioactive molten sodium, the 37 metric tons of sodium
from the Rapsodie primary system were destroyed in two months' continuous operation from
December 1993 to February 1994. During the entire process the operating parameters remained in
conformity to those defined at the end of the test period. The average rate of sodium destroyed,
including maintenance shutdown was 33 1/h (significantly higher than the forecasts). This operation
produced about 170 cubic meters of contaminated sodium hydroxide, which were used to neutralise
acidic effluents, and about 18,500 cubic meters of hydrogen gas, which were released via the Rapsodie
stack after treatment, respecting the release limits in force.

The operation took place satisfactorily and no major equipment failures occurred

Destruction of the contaminated Rapsodie sodium constituted the first experience of large scale
radioactive and contaminated sodium destruction, and is so far the only known experience on an
industrial scale.
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4. DESTRUCTION OF THE PFR SODIUM

Within the context of dismantling the British PFR (Prototype Fast Reactor), located on the
Dounreay site in Scotland, more than 1500 metric tons of sodium must be disposed (primary and
secondary cooling system sodium).

At present, the NOAH process is the only one qualified for destroying large quantities of
sodium, that has attained an industrial scale. This fact weighed in favour of the UKAEA's choice of
the NOAH process for destroying the PFR sodium.

FRAMATOME's NOVATOME Division, exclusive licensee of this process, has completed the
design package for the PFR sodium disposal facility (see figure 3). This facility will be capable of
destroying the radioactive and contaminated PFR sodium at a nominal rate of 3 metric tons per day
(continuous disposal 24 h a day with an anticipated availability of about 80 %).

Figure 3 : 3D CAD model of the process skids and associated pipework

The main differences between this installation, which is currently under construction within the
UK, and the DESORA facility are as follows :

- the sodium processing rate is multiplied by about a factor of 4,

- the facility is remotely operated, with remote instrumentation, sensors and valves that are
controlled from the facility control room,

- the sodium frame is fitted out with a biological shield (see figure 4) which thickness allows
to limit the dose rate at 25/*Sv/h (at contact) during in-cell works for maintenance.

- the system has been optimized and modified by taking experience feedback into account,
notably the DESORA operating results.

The PFR Sodium Disposal Plant (SDP) will be located in a dedicated building built in the
North/East part of the former PFR reactor turbine hall. The sodium disposal facility will be laid out
in two distinct shielded process cells situated in the South part of this building (access to the both
frames is prohibited during normal operation).



The general architecture of the plant is based on the principle of compactness and separation of
the various fluid circuits.

Indeed, the NOAH process is applied by means of two frames set up close to each other and
separated by a partition (physical isolation principle). This arrangement makes it possible to :

- geographically separate the sodium routing from the water and sodium hydroxide piping
runs,

- minimize the consequences of an incident on one of the items propagating to other items in
the plant,

- provide a physical barrier allowing different electrical zoning classifications to be applied
to each frame.

Around these two frames, a series of fluid circuits are arranged, enabling the routing and
removal of the chemicals.

Main options taken in plant design as well as nominal characteristics and operating principles
of the sodium disposal facility are presented hereafter :

4.1. Support frames

The process pipework is integrated into skids. This leads to the possibility to achieve most
manufacturing and assembly of the frames in factory but also to start functional testing (reducing thus
on site works mainly to final connections and commissioning tests).

Overall dimensions of these two frames are as follows :

- sodium frame : about 2 m x 3 m and about 4 m high,

- sodium hydroxide frame : about 4 m x 3 m and about 4 m high.

Figure 3 : Sodium frame - Principle of shielding removal for maintenance

4.2. Sodium feeding

Monitoring of the sodium temperature is one of the key parameters of the process (gradual
increase from header tank up to injection into reaction vessel).



The header tank gravity feeds a metering pump which injects sodium into the reaction vessel.
The adjustment of the sodium rate is made by the operator at any time. The real injected sodium rate
can be verified by monitoring the instantaneous gaseous effluents flowrate or by the amount of
sodium hydroxide produced.

4.3. Reaction vessel

The reaction takes place in the aqueous sodium hydroxide part of the vessel : opposite the
sodium nozzle, a caustic nozzle is fed by a recirculation pump. Each quantity of liquid sodium
injected through the sodium nozzle is strongly mixed by the sodium hydroxide stream reversed from
top to bottom. The sodium is then immediately split up into particles which react, in a dispersed
manner, with the water. The resulting sodium hydroxide dissolves in the water, and the hydrogen
rises to the surface via internal filters.

A heat-exchanger is incorporated into the sodium hydroxide recirculation circuit in order to
keep the solution at about 40 °C.

A constant-flow process water circuit is connected upstream of recirculation pump (about 4.8 1
of water are needed to react 1 kg of Sodium). Aqueous sodium hydroxide concentration in the vessel
is kept constant by adjustment of the process water flow relative to the sodium flow.

4.4. Liquid effluents

The liquid level of the reaction vessel is kept constant by continuous overflowing through a
lateral branch connection at a nominal flowrate of the order of 540 1/h. The system enables liquid
effluent flow without letting gaseous waste through.

Liquid effluent are recovered in a caustic liquor collection tank. As part of the SDP project, the
aqueous sodium hydroxide produced by the reaction will afterwards be neutralised by means of
chlorhydric acid, to form an aqueous saline solution.

4.5. Gaseous effluents

The gaseous waste outgassed from the reaction vessel (tritium-contaminated hydrogen) passes
first through a series of filters where it is dehumidified in order to remove the contamination carried
by the water steam, then through a very high efficiency filter and is lastly diluted in the ventilation
duct exhaust air stream in a proportion of 1 % by volume in the ventilation flow after mixing (i.e. a
factor 4 relative to the 4 % inflammability limit). Nominal flowrate is of the order of 61 m3/h.

Gaseous effluents are discharged at a pressure which is function of the pressure drop of the
circuit and the filters. However, the hydrogen produced by the reaction is maintained slightly above
atmospheric pressure as far as ventilation duct exhaust, so as to avoid any risk of air inflow.

The operator has continuous information of gas flowrate and gas pressure. The quantities of
injected sodium are always small which allows near-instantaneous interruption of the hydrogen
production by stopping the metering pump.

4.6. Control system

To guarantee a stable operation, it has been chosen to avoid any loop regulation of fluids,
allowing to lead to parameters oscillations or a progressive sliding to an unstable position.
Monitoring and control are ensured from a supervisor which is the dialogue interface between the
operator and the plant programmable controller.



Data acquisition and safety functions are managed by the control system. It has no regulating
function (except temperature regulation of the trace heating). Its function is monitoring of the process
operating parameters, triggering of the alarms and tripping of the actuators (stopping the plant when
some operating values are reached).

Main sequences of operation - start-up, throughput changes during running of the plant and
stops - are remotely actuated from the control room, through control and acquisition instrumentation
and through the supervisor. However, these sequences are manually initiated. Only steady state
operation can be in monitored automatic phase.

4.7. Maintenance

There is no maintenance requirement when the plant is on line. However, provisions have been
taken in the plant design to facilitate maintenance operations ; for instance :

- design of the sodium filter allows replacement of the cartridge without prior cutting of the
sodium pipes (it is to be mentioned that normal cleaning of the sodium filter is done by
backwashing).

- accessibility is given to the components for which periodic maintenance is anticipated
(sodium pump and non-return valves, nozzles, filters).

- lifting equipment, providing sufficient coverage of each frame, are installed in the cells to
enable the main components to be removed in case of need.

5. CONCLUSION

The program for destroying the primary system sodium from the experimental Rapsodie fast
reactor enabled the CEA and FRAMATOME to acquire valuable and so far unequalled experience in
processing large quantities of contaminated sodium. Application of the NOAH process made it
possible to destroy the 37 metric tons of contaminated Rapsodie sodium under perfectly controlled
conditions and in total safety.

The experience acquired with this program has now been applied to the project to destroy the
contaminated sodium from the British PFR fast reactor (largest sodium destruction operation now in
progress) and could be applied in the future in the context of other dismantling operations on nuclear
facilities containing radioactive and contaminated sodium.

FRAMATOME's NOVATOME Division, CEA's exclusive licensee for sodium destruction
processes, can offer a whole range of products and services in this field, with CEA support for any
necessary R&D.
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When the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at Dounreay was shut down in 1994, the United

Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) commissioned a series of studies to determine

the least cost, lowest risk option for dealing with the Equid metal coolants, ie. the sodium from

the primary and secondary circuits and the NaK from the decay heat removal system. The

studies concluded that leaving the liquid metals in-situ was not a viable option - keeping them

hot would result in significant on-going costs for maintenance of heating systems and auxiliary

services. Allowing them to cool, which would lead to solidification of the sodium, would

result in the risk of damage to internal structures and the potential for difficulties in future

remelting. Removing the liquid metals had three options - provision of long term external

storage facilities, re-use in other projects or treatment for final disposal. New external storage

facilities would be expensive to construct with on-going costs for care, maintenance, security

and auxiliary services, whilst only delaying the reality of re-use or final disposal. Short term

re-use was discounted because of the absence of large UK based Fast Reactor development

projects and because low level radioactive contamination prevented sale on the commercial

market. The conclusion of the studies was therefore that the large inventories of PFR liquid

metal coolants should be treated for final disposal. The UKAEA invited companies to bid for

the challenging task of disposing of more than 1500 Te of liquid metals.

PROTOTYPE FAST REACTOR (PFR) AT DOUNREAY
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Contract Award

In September 1995, the TJKAEA awarded NNC Limited one of the largest decommissioning

projects ever to be let competitively in the UK. In a six year programme NNC will design,

build, commission, operate and decommission a dedicated disposal plant and all the systems

necessary to deliver liquid metal to the plant from various locations within PFR.

NNC will use two main sub-contractors during the contract, Framatome and AEA Technology,

and has pledged to place as much work as possible with companies local to the Dounreay

plant.

The chosen method for liquid metal disposal is based on the process patented by the French

nuclear organisation CEA which has already been successfully demonstrated by processing the

sodium from the Rapsodie reactor. Framatome are the licence holders of the so-called NOAH

process - an anagram of the chemical symbols for sodium, oxygen and hydrogen. The NOAH

process will be adapted to the larger volumes of coolant at PFR.

Disposal Plant

In the Disposal Plant small quantities of liquid metal are introduced to water by metered

injection. The resultant controlled reaction produces aqueous sodium hydroxide which

undergoes a neutralisation process using hydrochloric acid to form aqueous sodium chloride.

This is then cooled and filtered to remove radioactive participates. The plant is designed to

process an average of 2.5 Te of liquid metal per day.
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THE LIQUID METAL DISPOSAL PROCESS

During the reaction process the hydrogen which is produced will be diluted using a high

volume ventilation extract system and specially designed dispersal nozzles, keeping the

hydrogen concentration well below that at which the gas could ignite or explode.

The Disposal Plant will be located in a new three-storey steel-clad building, 30m long x 12m

wide x 10m high, which will be built inside the empty shell of what used to be the PFR turbine

hall. A dedicated control room will be provided within the building to monitor all aspects of

the process. A number of cells will be constructed in 500 mm thick concrete to house the

process vessels and equipment and limit radiation levels.

Construction of the plant started in January 1997 and it will be ready to commence processing

in September 1998.

Liquid Metal Supply

Liquid metals from various sources at PFR will be batch transferred to a 15 Te capacity buffer

tank at the head-end of the Disposal Plant.
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In order to simplify the task of future decommissioning of the PFR structures, it is essential

to ensure that the maximum amount of liquid metal coolant has been removed. Various

innovative solutions have been developed to ensure maximum extraction from all locations.

PIPS
PiRCINS
MACKNE

SIHONG
SACK
DRLU8&
MACHNE

REACTOR LAYOUT

The largest single liquid metal inventory is the 900 Te of coolant in the PFR reactor vessel.

The fuel assemblies have previously been removed from the reactor core and replaced with

dummy assemblies to retain the geometric configuration and to provide an equivalent system

pressure drop. The primary coolant in the PFR reactor vessel is currently being maintained

at a temperature of about 225 °C by operation of the existing coolant circulating pumps.

Development of a method for removal of the coolant from the reactor vessel, which is more

X:\1151ejm 4.



than 15m deep, has required particular consideration. An extract pump mounted on the reactor

roof would not be able to provide sufficient suction to lift coolant from the bottom of the

reactor. Pressurising the vessel to assist coolant removal was not possible because of vessel

design and existing seal arrangements. It has therefore been necessary to design a fluidic

pump, capable of operating in a high temperature environment, which can be submerged near

the bottom of the reactor vessel. The pump has a deployable flexible nozzle which extends

to reach the maximum amount of coolant. A new shielded pipeline will be installed to transfer

the liquid metal from the pump outlet to the buffer tank at the head-end of the Disposal Plant.

Draining down the coolant within the reactor vessel will expose the inlet to the existing

circulating pumps and the pumps will no longer be able to provide a heat input.

At the time of filling PFR with coolant, the same problem existed in reverse and a heating coil

was installed in the bottom of the reactor vessel to maintain the liquid metal temperature until

the pump inlet level was reached. Pipework to and from the healing coil passed through the

reactor roof to a heating module in the PFR reactor hall. The working fluid was a

sodium/potassium eutectic alloy that remained liquid at ambient temperature. Before operation

of PFR started, the pipework was capped above the reactor roof and the heating module was

dismantled. An important part of the decommissioning programme is to construct a suitable

replacement heating module and recommission the original heating coil.

Maintaining the reactor coolant at a temperature greater than 200° C is fundamental to the

decommissioning strategy. NNC is developing a back-up electric immersion heater to provide

sufficient heat input in the unlikely event of heating coil failure.

The reactor vessel was not designed to be fully self draining, so innovative techniques have

been developed to ensure the maximum amount of coolant can drain to the bottom of the

reactor vessel. If the bulk liquid metal level were simply to be lowered, trapped volumes

would remain in pipework and structural features, which would solidify and increase the risk

and difficulty of further decommissioning. NNC, using its specialist design and manufacturing

facilities at Risley, is therefore developing a drilling machine and pipe piercing machine to

make drainage holes in the structures, where significant volumes of liquid metal would be

trapped.
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An extensive test programme has been completed to characterise the drilling process. A high

rotational speed with low feed rates results in work hardening of the work piece and leads to

difficulties in controlling the drill bit penetration. A low speed with high feed rate results in

high loads on the drill bit. Both extremes result in drill failure. Tests in ambient air and under

liquid metal at 280°C have enabled the selection of optimum speed and feed rates that give

repeatable success. Monitoring of torque and axial load provides data that can be used to show

that the actual installed machine has achieved drilling of the hole in the reactor structure.

Hole punching trials using a hydraulicalry operated device have also been completed in air, hot

air and liquid metal at 280° C to establish the characteristics of the process and to enable

selection of the best hydraulic fluid and sealing arrangement. Monitoring of the hydraulic

pressure under all conditions has resulted in a typical pressure/displacement characteristic that

can be used to demonstrate that successful hole punching has been achieved. A special

machine to deploy the hole punch into the reactor vessel pipework has also been designed.

NNC has demonstrated through successful laboratory tests that the machines will be able to

operate effectively in the high temperature, non-lubricating, non-oxidising environment.

Installation will necessitate the removal of various radioactively contaminated components

safely from PER so that the new equipment can be introduced without compromising the

overall decommissioning programme.
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DRILLING- AND PUNCHING TEST RIG

In addition to the inventory of the reactor vessel, liquid metal was also used in several other

locations within the PFR complex. NNC is engineering various systems to enable extraction

from these locations and delivery to the Disposal Plant.

An additional important part of the overall contract is the provision of safety cases, support

documentation and procedures necessary for working on a nuclear licensed site. NNC will

provide Health Physics and dosimetry support for all personnel working on the contract.
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Conclusion

During the first year of the Liquid Metal Disposal contract, the challenges have focused on

solving design problems and a number of innovative solutions have been developed by NNC

and its sub-contractors. From January 1997 the focus has moved to construction on site at

Dounreay, and the manufacturing and installation of the mechanical components of the plant.
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ABSTRACT

Argonne National Laboratory - West (ANL-W) has approximately 680,000 liters (180,000 gallons)
of raw sodium stored in facilities on site. As mandated by the State of Idaho and the United States
Department of Energy (DOE), this sodium must be transformed into a stable condition for land
disposal. To comply with this mandate, ANL-W designed and built the Sodium Process Facility
(SPF) for the processing of this sodium into a dry, sodium carbonate powder. The major portion of
the sodium stored at ANL-W is radioactively contaminated.

The SPF was designed to react elemental sodium to sodium carbonate through two-stages involving
caustic process and carbonate process steps. The sodium is first reacted to sodium hydroxide in the
caustic process step. The caustic process step involves the injection of sodium into a nickel reaction
vessel filled with a 50 wt% solution of sodium hydroxide. Water is also injected, controlling the
boiling point of the solution. In the carbonate process, the sodium hydroxide is reacted with carbon
dioxide to form sodium carbonate. This dry powder, similar in consistency to baking soda, is a
waste form acceptable for burial in the State of Idaho as a non-hazardous, radioactive waste.

The caustic process was originally designed and built in the 1980s for reacting the 290,000 liters
(77,000 gallons) of primary sodium from the Fermi-1 Reactor to sodium hydroxide. The hydroxide
was slated to be used to neutralize acid products from the PUREX process at the Hanford site.
However, changes in the DOE mission precluded the need for hydroxide and the caustic process
was never operated.

With the shutdown of the Experimental Breeder Reactor-H (EBR-II), the necessity for a facility to
react sodium was identified. In order to comply with Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) requirements, the sodium had to be converted into a waste form acceptable for disposal in a
Sub-Title D low-level radioactive waste disposal facility. Sodium hydroxide is a RCRA regulated
waste. It was decided to convert the hydroxide to sodium carbonate, a substance that is not RCRA



regulated. ANL-W undertook the task of upgrading the SPF, and designing and constructing the
additional carbonate process. At the time of preparation of this paper, the facilities were undergoing
testing and startup activities.

The sodium will be processed in three separate and distinct campaigns: the 290,000 liters (77,000
gallons) of Fermi-1 primary sodium, the 50,000 liters (13,000 gallons) of the EBR-II secondary
sodium, and the 330,000 liters (87,000 gallons) of the EBR-II primary sodium. The Fermi-1 and the
EBR-II secondary sodium contain only low-levels of radiation, while the EBR-II primary sodium
has radiation levels up to 0.5 mSv (50 mrem) per hour at 1 meter. The EBR-II primary sodium will
be processed last, allowing the operating experience to be gained with the less radioactive sodium
prior to reacting the most radioactive sodium.

The sodium carbonate will be disposed of in 270 liter (71 gallon) barrels, four to a pallet. These
barrels are square in cross-section, allowing for maximum utilization of the space on a pallet,
minimizing the required landfill space required for disposal.

BACKGROUND

ANL-W has stored the primary sodium from Detroit Edison's Fermi-1 reactor since the 1970s. In
the mid-1980s, a facility was designed and constructed to react this sodium into a 50 weight percent
(wt %) solution of sodium hydroxide, to be shipped to the Hanford site to neutralize acidic wastes
from the PUREX process. This caustic facility was constructed, but never tested as the need for
caustic went away with the change in mission at Hanford. This facility was located outdoors, and
allowed to degrade with time.

In September, 1994, the Department of Energy mandated the shutdown of EBR-II. This added
380,000 liters (180,000 gallons) of sodium to the ANL-W inventory of sodium that required
disposal. With the State of Idaho requirements for storage of RCRA regulated wastes invoked,
ANL-W had to design a method for disposal or treatment of the sodium on site. It was decided to
refurbish the caustic facility, and to design and build a facility to convert the caustic into sodium
carbonate, a waste form acceptable for disposal in the State of Idaho.

The Fermi-1 primary sodium is stored in 210 liter (55 gallon) barrels, and the existing facility was
designed with provisions to melt the sodium in these barrels and drain the sodium into the 19,000
liter (5,000 gallon) sodium storage tank. The sodium from the EBR-II primary and secondary
systems needed to be transported to the SPF, so a pipeline was designed and constructed. This
pipeline originates at the Sodium Boiler Building (SBB), and traverses approximately 300 meters
(950 feet) to the SPF.

The major components of the caustic facility are the 19,000 liter (5,000 gallon) sodium storage tank,
the two 2,800 liter (750 gallon) day tanks, the reaction vessel, the 3,800 liter (1,000 gallon) caustic
cooling tank, and the 15,000 liter (4,000 gallon) caustic storage tank. These components and
associated instrumentation had degraded over time, and a major refurbishment effort was required to
bring the facility up to current regulatory and operational standards.



The carbonate facility was designed, built, and tested under tight schedule constraints. The building
was designed and procured by ANL-W, while a specification was prepared for the carbonate
process. It was determined that a thin-film evaporator (TFE) would be used in the conversion
process, so the system was designed around the TFE. A design engineering firm was contracted to
perform the detailed system design and equipment specification, then a contract was issued for the
procurement, installation, and fabrication of the process equipment. The major components in the
carbonate facility include the thin-film evaporator, bulk solids cooler, drum fill machine, and
palletizer.

Due to the radioactive nature of the carbonate powder product, the system was required to contain
the powder to preclude additional unnecessary radiological constraints within the facility.

The SPF was designed to process the sodium in two distinct phases: raw sodium into a 50 wt%
solution of sodium hydroxide and sodium hydroxide into sodium carbonate. The sodium is reacted
with water to form sodium hydroxide per the following chemical equation:

Na + H2O-»NaOH + 1/2H2

This exothermic reaction is performed in a nickel reaction vessel and controlled by controlling the
temperature of the 50 wt % solution of sodium hydroxide in the vessel. The sodium hydroxide is
then reacted with carbon dioxide in the TFE to form sodium carbonate. The chemical equation
governing this reaction is:

2 NaOH + CO2 -> Na2CO3 + H2O

This exothermic reaction product exits the TFE as a dry powder that is packaged in 270 liter (71
gallon) drums. The Radioactive Waste Management Complex at the Idaho National Engineering
and Environmental Laboratory, a Subtitle D landfill, will be used as the disposal site.

BARREL MELT AND DRAIN SYSTEM

Fermi-1 sodium arrives at the SPF in 210 liter (55 gallon) barrels. The purpose of the sodium
melting and draining system is to liquefy and remove the sodium from its storage container. This is
accomplished by heating the sodium, which is solid at room temperature, and transferring the
sodium to the sodium storage tank. The transfer of the liquid sodium is achieved by drawing a
vacuum on the storage tank.

At the beginning of the sodium melting and draining process, the openings in the barrels are
replaced with fittings to be used in the draining process. The barrels are then hoisted into one of the
eight barrel container assemblies, sized to contain the contents of a barrel in the event of a leak. The
barrel container assemblies are arranged in two banks of four. Each barrel container assembly has
eight 800-W heaters and a thermocouple, which are held in contact with the bottom of the barrels by
springs. Once the barrels are placed in the assembly, two 3,000-W strap heaters are clamped to the
barrels. These strap heaters each include an internal thermostat used to interrupt heater power in the
event of an over-temperature condition. In addition, two magnetically-held thermocouples are



placed on the side of the barrel to monitor the barrel temperature. Following this, an insulating
cover is placed over each barrel. Around the rims of each container assembly are four nozzles for
discharging MET-L-X fire suppressant in the event of a leak and resulting fire.

To initiate sodium transfer, a nitrogen purge gas is supplied to the barrel and the strap heaters are
energized, starting with the top strap heater. Heating of the barrels is computer controlled. The top
heater is energized first to accommodate for the expansion of the sodium as it melts. The sodium is
heated initially from the free surface. The remaining heaters automatically receive power in
computer-programmed sequences. The control computer uses the input from the three
thermocouples to control the barrel heating sequence. The barrel melt and drain system supports the
transfer of sodium from two barrels at once, one per manifold.

When the sodium has reached 150°C (300°F), a dip tube is inserted into the barrel. The dip tube is
curved slightly to reach the intersection of the barrel wall and bottom. Once the barrel heat-up
sequence is complete, and the sodium storage tank is at the appropriate vacuum, the operator
initiates flow, transferring the sodium to the sodium storage tank. The sodium flow path from each
barrel to the sodium storage tank is identical. The molten sodium flows from the barrel through a
flexible drain line fitted with an electromagnetic flowmeter, into a drain manifold and into the so-
dium storage tank. After approximately 10 minutes of flow, the drum is tilted 7° from vertical by an
air cylinder that tilts the barrel support plate. This maximizes the amount of sodium removed from
each barrel.

The transfer piping is Schedule-40, Series-300 stainless steel. The piping joining the two drain
manifolds to the storage tank is 1-inch nominal diameter. The piping in each drain manifold is
3/4-inch nominal diameter. The temperature of the piping is controlled by the control computer by
activation of heaters on the piping.

SODIUM TRANSFER PIPELINE

In addition to receiving bulk sodium from 210 liter (55 gallon) barrels, sodium will also be
transferred to SPF via a transfer pipeline from the SBB. This sodium will be transferred from the
EBR-II primary and secondary sodium systems. The transfer line provides a pathway for batch
transfers to the sodium storage tank for processing in SPF.

The transfer line connects to the secondary sodium recirculation system downstream of the
secondary recirculation pumps. It is routed out of the SBB just above grade level, run west of the
Sodium Components Maintenance Shop (SCMS), and then back toward SPF. It is elevated to 5
meters at the point where it crosses the road just behind SPF. Six concrete filled posts are installed
along each side of the road at this spot to protect the transfer line pipe supports. The transfer line
extends through the west wall of the SPF process area where it terminates at the sodium storage
tank.

The transfer line is constructed of seamless stainless-steel pipe. The transfer line is heated and
insulated with a 5 cm (2-inch) layer of fiberglass finished with metal weatherproof jacketing.
Inspections to ensure integrity of all exterior portions of the transfer line will be performed daily



during sodium transfer operations.

Isolation of the transfer line is provided by two stainless-steel bellows sealed globe valves, one at
each end of the transfer line. The transfer line will transfer liquid sodium at approximately 175°C
(350°F) at pressures of 70 to 400 kPa (10 to 60 psig). The transfer line has been designed to
maximize draining of the pipe when pumping ceases. The transfer line slopes from its high point
over the road near SPF back to the SBB. Minimum slope for pipe draining is 1 cm/3 m. When not
in operation, the sodium remaining in the line that was not drained will be frozen. Therefore, liquid
sodium will not be present when the line is not in use and this condition plus the relative isolation of
the transfer line from high traffic areas will minimize the potential for personnel and environmental
exposure.

Once full operations are achieved, it is expected that the transfer line will be operated for
approximately 8 to 10 hours to fill the sodium storage tank. It will then take 5 to 6 days to process
the sodium from that transfer at design processing rates. The process will then be repeated and
should only operate for approximately 10 hours every five days.

CAUSTIC PROCESS

The caustic process is comprised of the equipment necessary to convert sodium into sodium
hydroxide. The major equipment includes the 19,000 liter (5,000 gallon) sodium storage tank, the
two 2,850 liter (750 gallon) day tanks, the reaction vessel where the conversion occurs, the 3,800
liter (1,000 gallon) caustic cooling tank, and the 15,000 liter (4,000 gallon) caustic storage tank.

As mentioned, the sodium enters the sodium storage tank from the barrel melt and drain station or
from the sodium transfer pipeline. The sodium storage tank is a carbon steel vessel, and is
maintained at
120°C (250°F) by the use of external heaters, and a blanket of nitrogen is maintained in the gas
space above the sodium.

From the sodium storage tank, the sodium is transferred into the day tanks by pressurizing the
sodium storage tank. These two sodium day tanks are identical carbon-steel tanks. They are sized
to contain sufficient sodium for one day of operation, hence the term day tank. Each sodium day
tank will be filled on alternate days, and on alternate days each sodium day tank will be the source
of the sodium processed. The on-line sodium day tank is pressurized at 200 to 350 kPa (30 to 50
psig) with nitrogen gas to provide the driving force for the injection of sodium into the reaction
vessel. The sodium in each day tank is maintained at 120°C (250°F) via external electric heaters.

From the day tanks, the sodium is transferred into the reaction vessel at the rate of 115 liters (30
gallons) per hour. The motive force for transfer is pressurization of the day tanks. The reaction
vessel is a 75 cm (30 inches) diameter by 4.7 meter (15.5 feet) high vertical cylinder with American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) heads constructed from alloy 200. In the reaction vessel,
sodium is reacted exothermically with water to form a caustic solution. By controlling the
atmospheric boiling point of the solution, the concentration of the caustic product is fixed. The
boiling point, and hence the concentration of the solution, is controlled by the addition of water.



The simultaneous injection of water and sodium results in a vigorous but not violent reaction.
Sodium is injected into the reaction vessel through specially designed nozzles that provide the
capability to add steam or nitrogen gas or both simultaneously at the point of injection for atomi-
zation of the sodium. Also, the capability exists for initiating a nitrogen and/or steam purge of the
nozzles whenever sodium flow is terminated to preclude plugging of the injection nozzles. A
separate electromagnetic (EM) fiowmeter is provided for each of the two injection nozzles. The
caustic recirculation line provides for continuous recirculation of the 50 wt% caustic solution to aid
in the homogeneity of the caustic solution. The caustic recirculation pump takes a suction from the
bottom of the reaction vessel and discharges it near the top of the reaction vessel. The caustic
solution is pumped from the reaction vessel to the caustic cooling tank through a control valve that
is operated by the control system. Input from load cells located on the legs of the reaction vessel
provide level indication, and the control valve is operated to maintain a constant level during
sodium processing. The caustic recirculation pump will provide capabilities of completely draining
the reaction vessel during maintenance activities.

Following transfer into the caustic cooling tank, the sodium is either directly transferred to the thin-
film evaporator, located in the carbonate section of the facility, or cooled prior to transfer to the
caustic storage tank.

The caustic cooling tank is a 1.2 meter (4 feet) diameter by 3.5 meter (12 feet) long horizontal cyl-
indrical tank. It is used to cool the caustic before it is transferred to the caustic storage tank. The
caustic storage tank will be used for backup storage only. Caustic will be stored in this tank when it
is necessary to secure the carbonate process (i.e., maintenance). Capability will exist to transfer
caustic from the cooling tank to the reaction vessel. Cooling of the caustic solution is provided by a
heat exchanger in the bottom of the caustic cooling tank. The heat exchanger consists of an 20 cm
(8 in) diameter bundle of 2.5 cm (1 in) diameter U tubes that extend essentially the full length of the
tank. Tube material is Series-200 nickel. Ethylene glycol is circulated through the tubes to remove
the heat. External heaters are provided for the lower one-third of the caustic cooling tank in case it
should be necessary to recover from a situation in which the caustic in the tank had been allowed to
solidify.

CARBONATE FACILITY

The sodium carbonate facility was designed and built as an addition to the existing caustic facility to
provide a method to convert 50 wt% sodium hydroxide (caustic) into a dry, non-hazardous sodium
carbonate waste. This waste is acceptable for land disposal at the Radioactive Waste Management
Complex at the Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory.

The 50 wt% caustic is transferred from the caustic facility to the TFE in the carbonate facility,
where it is combined with carbon dioxide in the variable temperature controlled section of the TFE
to form sodium carbonate product and water. The sodium carbonate product and water are heated
in the evaporation section of the TFE to evaporate the water and dry the sodium carbonate product
to a powder. Excess vapor from the TFE evaporation process is directed through a condenser where
the water is recycled and the vapor effluents are directed to the off-gas system. The sodium
carbonate product leaves the TFE, and if the product is in powder form, it is gravity fed into the



bulk solids cooler where it is cooled from 150°C (300°F) to less than 40°C (100°F). After the
sodium carbonate powder is cooled, it is gravity fed into a drum fill machine which is used to
package the sodium carbonate powder in barrels. If the product from the TFE is not a powder, it is
considered off-specification and is directed to a process tank where it can be made into a slurry and
returned to the TFE for reprocessing. The sodium carbonate powder is packaged in specially
fabricated 270 liter (71 gallon) square barrels since the cross section allows more product to be
packaged in the same space as conventional 210 liter (55 gallon) cylindrical barrels. The barrels are
filled with the sodium carbonate powder through a primary containment glovebox. The barrels are
weighed and capped before they are moved into a secondary contamination enclosure where the
barrels are surveyed for radiation and radioactive contamination. The decontamination area is
equipped with a side track so that contaminated barrels can be directed to an isolated area to be
decontaminated. Barrels free of radioactive contamination are moved to the end of the track, then
gently pushed off of the dolly and onto the roller conveyer of a semi-automatic palletizing system.
Once four barrels are palletized, they are banded and moved by a forklift into the full barrel storage
area until a full truck load of barrels can be shipped.

All of the systems are equipped with process monitoring and control instruments. Many of the
instruments tie into a computerized control system for normal process control, simple recording,
alarms for upset conditions, and automatic shutdown. In addition, some systems are equipped with
local direct reading instruments and visual inspection systems.

The process equipment vapor effluents and entrained particles are collected and controlled in the
off-gas system to prevent releases to the process areas or the environment. Effluents from the
sodium carbonate process are combined into a common header and passed through a baghouse. The
baghouse provides rough filtration for entrained sodium carbonate powder. Effluent gas from the
baghouse passes through a prefilter and HEPA filter which removes the remaining particulate. A
blower provides the motive force for the off-gas system, which maintains the required effluent flows
from the process equipment. The clean effluent is discharged to the atmosphere through a vent that
is equipped with radiation monitoring.

Shielding systems, including concrete, lead, and steel materials, are utilized throughout the facility
to minimize personnel radiation exposures. The HVAC system provides ventilation air to both the
caustic and carbonate processes, as well as assists in the control of contaminated materials
generated during the sodium carbonate process.

SUMMARY

The SPF at ANL-W was designed and constructed to react 680,000 liters (180,000 gallons) of
elemental sodium to a dry, sodium carbonate powder for land disposal at the Idaho National
Engineering and Environmental Laboratory. The facility, when fully operational, will react 2,700
liters (720 gallons) of sodium per day. Currently under final startup testing, it is anticipated that the
SPF will be fully operational in early 1998, and operate for approximately two years.
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Abstract

In a competitive bidding exercise, AEA Technology at Dounreay won a contract to
dispose of 88 tonnes of fast reactor sodium from the KNKII reactor at Karlsruhe, Germany.
This sodium comprises of 36 tonnes of "primary" sodium containing traces of caesium-137
and sodium-22 and 52 tonnes of lightly tritiated "secondary" sodium. The sodium has been
transported solid to Dounreay in 200 litre drums. To fulfil this contract a sodium disposal
plant has been designed, constructed, commissioned and put into operation. Following an
option study, an aqueous reaction plant design was selected. In this process, sodium is reacted
with aqueous caustic soda, producing hydrogen gas and more caustic soda. The hydrogen is
diluted with air and vented to atmosphere, and the caustic is neutralised with hydrochloric
acid before discharge to the site low-active drain. All effluents - gaseous or liquid - are
filtered and treated to remove as much radioactivity as possible before discharge. The main
reasons for choosing this design option were that the process was well proven, the reaction is
easily controlled by controlling the supply of sodium into the reaction vessel, reaction
temperatures are relatively low and the effluent can be easily prepared for discharge. It was
also felt that an aqueous reaction plant could be designed to be operated remotely by one
operator. The sodium in the drums is melted in a sodium melting station and then drained to a
sodium buffer tank, prior to being injected into the reaction vessel. By collecting sodium in
the buffer tank, sodium melting can proceed in parallel with sodium disposal allowing a high
throughput to be achieved. This plant has been designed to dispose of 100 kg of sodium per
hour, requiring a small operating team, suitably shielded from the radiological hazard. The
design also ensures that the rate of reaction is controlled and that the effluent discharged to the
low-active drain has been properly neutralised. The construction was performed within budget
and in the agreed timescale. During inactive commissioning, problems were experienced with
the sodium injection nozzle. This resulted in development of an improved nozzle of novel
design which has been patented by AEA Technology. This modification enabled the plant to
achieve its target throughput of 100 kg per hour and the plant has been put into service to
dispose of sodium.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a result of a competitive tendering exercise, AEA Technology at Dounreay won a
contract to dispose of sodium from the KNDKU reactor. To fulfil this contract a sodium
disposal plant has been designed, constructed, commissioned and put into operation to dispose
of the 88 tonnes of sodium from this reactor. This sodium comprises of 36 tonnes of
"primary" sodium containing traces of caesium-137 and sodium-22 and 52 tonnes of lightly
tritiated "secondary" sodium. The sodium has been transported solid to Dounreay in 200 litre
drums.

Whilst working in support of the UK's fast reactor programme, AEA Technology has
amassed considerable experience - over nearly 40 years - on the removal of sodium from
components and on the disposal of sodium. This experience was used to identify the potential
disposal techniques and select the best option, taking safety, reliability, operability and
economics into account. As a result of this exercise, an aqueous reaction plant design was
selected. In this process, sodium is reacted with aqueous caustic soda, producing hydrogen
gas and more caustic soda. The hydrogen is diluted with air and vented to atmosphere, and
the caustic is neutralised with hydrochloric acid before discharge to the site low-active drain.
Previous sodium disposal operations had used nitric acid to neutralise caustic effluent, but
hydrochloric acid was chosen for the new plant on environmental grounds, since tighter
controls are now being placed on the disposal of nitrates to sea. All effluents - gaseous or
liquid - are filtered and treated to remove as much radioactivity as possible before discharge.
The main reasons for choosing the aqueous reaction process were that the process was well
proven, the reaction is easily controlled by controlling the supply of sodium into the reaction
vessel, reaction temperatures are relatively low and the effluent can be easily prepared for
discharge. It was also felt that an aqueous reaction plant could be designed to be operated
remotely by one operator, thereby minimising operating costs.

Options for transferring the sodium from the drums to the disposal plant were
examined and it was decided to melt the sodium in the drums in a sodium melting station and
then transfer it to a buffer tank, prior to being injected into the reaction vessel. By collecting
sodium in a buffer tank, sodium melting can proceed in parallel with sodium disposal
allowing a high throughput to be achieved.

This plant has been designed to dispose of 100 kg of sodium per hour, requiring a
small operating team, suitably shielded from the radiological hazard. The design also ensures
that the rate of reaction is controlled and that the effluent discharged to the low-active drain
has been properly neutralised.

In this paper the reasons behind the design decisions are presented and the design of
the plant is described. The commissioning of the plant is explained and the re-design of the
sodium injection nozzle to achieve the target throughput is described.

This project was launched in August 1994 with the plant being handed over for
operation in September 1996, following successful commissioning.

2. PAST EXPERIENCE

AEA Technology have gained experience in handling sodium over a period of
approximately 40 years during which they have operated sodium and sodium-water reaction
test facilities in support of the UK's Fast Reactor Programme.
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Sodium wetted components have been routinely removed from facilities and cleaned
and quantities of sodium and sodium-water reaction products have been safely disposed of.
The main principles are control of the rate of reaction, care to exclude the possibility of
hydrogen explosions and suitable treatment and disposal of the non-gaseous reaction products.

hi most cases, the sodium has been inactive or has contained very small quantities of
tritium and hence could be regarded as inactive. In this paper, the past UK experience on the
removal and disposal of inactive sodium will be described. Past UK experience on the
removal and disposal of radioactive sodium is described in a paper by UKAEA at this meeting

[1].

The main technique for removing sodium from components has been steam cleaning
in air. Any NaOH produced is collected and neutralised with acid prior to controlled
discharge to an approved effluent route. The rate of reaction when steam is used is relatively
slow and the hydrogen evolved is considerably diluted in air, preventing the accumulation of
an explosive mixture. Nitric acid has been used to neutralise the NaOH, with the resulting
liquor being stored in a holding tank in which its pH is measured prior to discharge to sea •
through the site effluent system.

Sometimes it is important to preserve the surface characteristics of a component such
as pressure tubes which have been used in sodium-water reaction experiments, hi these cases,
a much slower rate of reaction has been required, so alcohol has been used, typically applied
slowly to localised areas. The NaOH produced was then handled in the same way as for steam
cleaning. In some instances, small specimens have been immersed in an alcohol bath in order
to remove sodium.

It should be noted that in the case of components from sodium-water reaction
experiments, NaOH, Na20 and NaH have also been present. These compounds have been
removed by steam or alcohol cleaning.

Sodium residues and sodium-water reaction residues have also been removed from
the inside of vessels by steam cleaning, with care being taken to ensure that the hydrogen
evolved is suitably diluted and safely released. The aqueous caustic remaining in the vessel
after cleaning has been washed into a holding tank where it is neutralised and then discharged.
This effluent treatment process is similar to that used to treat liquor from steam cleaning of
components. Some small vessels have been decommissioned in this way. The above method
has been used to clean the vessels sufficiently to allow them to be cut open. Once the vessel is
opened, the inside surfaces are steam cleaned in the same way as previously described.

In some of these vessels, the sodium has contained significant quantities of reaction
products and has been of high melting point - 500 to 600°C - referred to as "dirty sodium".
Prior to cleaning the inside of the vessel, the first operation is to remove as much of the bulk
sodium as possible. The operation of sodium-water reaction test facilities at Dounreay has
provided much experience of the problems posed by high melting point "dirty sodium" when
attempting to transfer it from one vessel to another.

Vacuum distillation has been used to remove sodium from components. The
attraction in this method is that the sodium is removed without any reaction occurring.
Therefore, there is no potential for causing damage to the component by high reaction
temperatures or by corrosive reaction products. However, pressure and temperature need to
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be carefully controlled to ensure effective sodium removal and in most cases steam cleaning
in air is preferred since it is more cost effective. This technique would not be suitable for
removing sodium-water reaction products from components.

Over the years, significant quantities of sodium have been disposed of by AEA
Technology at Dounreay. The main technique for disposal of inactive sodium has been
incineration. Batches of sodium has been placed into trays which have then been burned in a
specially designed fire booth. This booth is ventilated through a water scrubber to trap the
sodium and sodium oxide aerosol, converting them to NaOH, with the hydrogen being vented
to atmosphere through a stack. The caustic liquor was held in a tank and neutralised by nitric
acid before controlled discharge to the site effluent system. This facility operated for more
than 30 years, successfully disposing of many tonnes of inactive sodium. Some of this sodium
has contained significant quantities of sodium-water reaction products and has been of a high
melting point - 500 to 600°C.

AEA Technology therefore had considerable experience, in addition to access to
relevant information from other organisations, to draw on when designing a plant to dispose
of the radioactive sodium from KNKII.

3. DESIGN OPTIONS

It was recognised that not all of the sodium to be destroyed by the plant would be as
high quality as that from KNKII. Therefore, in order to maintain the capability of disposing of
sodium from a wide range of sources, it was decided to review disposal options for sodium
containing considerable quantities of sodium-water reaction products.

The main constraints set for the design were:

(a) It must provide reasonable containment and radiological shielding for the operators;
(b) The effluent from the process must be aqueous and suitable for discharge to the low-

active drain;
(c) The effluent has to be filtered to remove as much caesium etc. as possible before

discharge;
(d) The target throughput is 100 kg per hour;
(e) Manning levels must be kept small.

Options for the disposal process, the sodium transfer method and the location of the
plant were considered. In this paper the arguments relating to the specific location of the plant
on the site are not presented since they are specific to the Dounreay site and are not of general
interest.
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3.1 Sodium disposal process options

An initial list of 21 options was drawn up, but after further investigation, only 6 were
identified as being potentially suitable for bulk disposal of sodium:

(a) Reaction with caustic
(b) Burning in air (Spray Fire)
(c) Burning in air (Pool Fire)
(d) Reaction with steam
(e) Reaction with CO2
(f) Reaction with water in oil.

These 6 options were then evaluated against the following criteria:

(a) Development status - how well proven is the process for bulk sodium disposal?
(b) Throughput - what would be the best disposal rate which could be reliably

achieved?
(c) Ease of control - is the process stable and could it be quickly shut down in an

emergency?
(d) Effluent suitability - how easy would it be to condition the effluent for sea disposal

via the low-active drain?
(e) Hazards of other reactants - what are the hazards (and thus handling difficulties)

associated with any other reactants?
(f) Sodium handling arrangements - is the sodium well contained throughout the

process?
(g) Manning requirements - how many Operators would be required and how intensive

would that involvement be?

These evaluations are summarised in Table 1 below:
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Table 1: Sodium Disposal Process Options

Reaction with
concentrated NaOH
solution

Burning in air (Spray
fire)

Development
Status

Well proven
technique.
Minimal
contamination
of reaction
vessel.
Not suitable
for dirty Net.

Well proven
technique but
may need some
development
(e.g. addition
of shielding)
for use with
active Na.
Not suitable
for dirty Na.

Throughput
Has been
demonstrated
up to ~ 40 kg
/hr.
Development
to achieve
lOOkg/hr
likely to be
minimal.

Has been
demonstrated
up to 100
kg/hr.

Ease of
Control

Controlled
by
regulating
Na supply.
Low
inventory
of reactants
& low
temp,
pressure
process.
Controlled
by
regulating
sodium
supply.
Very low
inventory
of reactants
in reaction
vessel.

Effluent
Suitability

Aqueous
solution of
NaOH.
Liberates
hydrogen.

Airborne oxide
particles which
need to be
scrubbed out to
give NaOH
solution.
Reaction
vessel residues
would need
periodic
washing.

Hazards of
other reactants
Concentrated
hydrochloric
acid, highly
corrosive, tends
to fume.

Concentrated
hydrochloric
acid, highly
corrosive, tends
to fume.

Containment
Sodium well
contained in
system.

Sodium well
contained in
system.
Scrubber
efficiency very
important in
reducing aerial
discharge.

Manning
Required

Could be
controlled
remotely by
one Operator.
Likely to be
minimal
maintenance.

May need
two
Operators.
Some
operator
involvement
in periodic
nozzle
replacement
& cleaning.
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Table 1 (continued): Sodium Disposal Process Options

Burning in air (Pool
fire)

Reaction with steam

Development
Status

Very well
proven.
Would need
development
(e.g. addition
of shielding)
for use with
active Na.
Also suitable
for dirty Na.

Not proven for
volume
destruction.
Would need
development
(e.g. addition
of shielding)
for use with
active Na.
Not suitable
for dirty Na.

Throughput
Has been
demonstrated
up to 100
kg/hr.

Has been
demonstrated
up to 100
kg/hr but
likely to
suffer serious
nozzle
erosion.

Ease of
Control

Reaction
rate
depends on
surface
area.
Would
need an
inert gas
purge for
rapid
shutdown.
Controlled
by
regulating
sodium
supply.
Very low
inventory
ofreactants
in reaction
vessel.

Effluent
Suitability

Airborne oxide
particles which
need to be
scrubbed out to
give NaOH
solution.
Solid residues
in tray.

Airborne oxide
particles which
need to be
scrubbed out to
give NaOH
solution.
Reaction
vessel residues
would need
periodic
washing.
Liberates H2.

Hazards of
other reactants
Concentrated
hydrochloric
acid, highly
corrosive, tends
to fume.

Concentrated
hydrochloric
acid, highly
corrosive, tends
to fume.

Containment
Sodium poorly
contained in
system.

Sodium well
contained in
system.
Scrubber
efficiency very
important in
reducing aerial
discharge.

Manning
Required

Would need
2 Operators.
Work is
"hands-on"
in nature.
Trays of
residues
would need
to be steamed
& washed.

Would need
two
Operators.
Likely to
need regular
nozzle
replacement
& cleaning.
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Table 1 (continued): Sodium Disposal Process Options

Reaction with CO2

Reaction with water
in oil.

Development
Status

Well
established
process but
likely to be
complex plant.
Requires very
high operating
temperatures.
Maybe
suitable for
dirty Na.
Not proven for
volume
destruction of
sodium. May
be useful for
active Na.
Not suitable
for dirty Na.

Throughput
Potentially
100 kg/hr.

Uncertain.

Ease of
Control

Controlled
by
regulating
supply of
sodium.

Likely to be
slow
emergency
shutdown
due to low
reaction
rate.

Effluent
Suitability

Solid reaction
product
containing C &
Na2CO3.
Needs
dissolution &
separation.

Likely to need
complex
separation to
remove oil
which would
tend to poison
caesium
removal ion
exchange
resin.
Liberates H2.

Hazards of
other reactants
Large scale
storage of
carbon dioxide.
Concentrated
hydrochloric
acid, highly
corrosive, tends
to fume.

Concentrated
HC1 acid, highly
corrosive, tends
to fume.

Containment
Sodium well
contained in
system.

Sodium well
contained in
system.

Manning
Required

Would need
2 Operators.
Likely to be
significant
operator
involvement
in effluent
dissolution,
nozzle
replacement
& cleaning.
Would
probably
need two
Operators.
Likely to be
significant
operator
involvement
in effluent
treatment
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Following further detailed examination of the options, reaction with concentrated

NaOH was selected for the disposal of the KNKH sodium. In the event of a requirement to
dispose of sodium containing significant quantities of sodium-water reaction products,
incineration, as used in the past by AEA Technology, would be the preferred option. To
enable the new plant to dispose of such sodium, an incineration booth has been included in the
design. This booth uses the same water scrubber and neutralising system as the aqueous
disposal plant. The plant is therefore capable of dealing with all possibilities.

3.2 Sodium transfer methods options

In general, sodium held in tanks can be transferred by gas pressure after melting.
Even dirty sodium can be transferred in this way, provided the temperature is high enough.
Design options therefore focussed on methods for transferring sodium from 200 litre drums,
which was the expected form in which sodium would be delivered from KNKII. It was also
noted that there was other sodium from the sodium-water reaction facilities at Dounreay
which was also stored in such drums.

Note that the transfer method under consideration was only to be applicable to
sodium which will melt and flow fairly easily. Other sodium will be accessed using a
standard technique of cutting away the drum. The only realistic disposal method for such
dirty sodium is burning in trays within a fire booth, i.e. The "Burning in air (Pool Fire)"
option from section 3.1.

There were three aspects to the transfer, namely:

(a) Heating method
(b) Transfer method
(c) Receipt method

3.2.1 Heating method options

A list of 5 possible sodium drum heating methods were identified and investigated:

(a) Muff heating (conductive)

(b) Muff heating (inductive)
(c) Microwave heating
(d) Water bath
(e) Steam bath.

Inductive heating was chosen because it was simple and capable of achieving rapid
heating rates.

3.2.2 Transfer method options

In the case of dirty sodium, the preferred option is to cut away the drum and dispose
of the sodium in a pool fire. Since this transfer method requires considerable manual handling
it would only be suitable for inactive sodium.

10
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The preferred option for the KNKII sodium is to use gas pressure to transfer it from
the drum once it has melted. This offers more flexibility than relying on drainage under
gravity.

3.2.3 Sodium receipt options

Three options were identified:

(a) Collection in a tray - really only suitable as an input to a pool fire

(b) Transfer into holding tank - this enables a continuous sodium disposal process to be
operated

(c) Transfer direct to the process - this would limit disposal to being a batch process
based on 200 litre batches.

To allow sodium melting to proceed independently of the disposal process and
therefore achieve a higher disposal throughput, transfer to a holding tank was selected as the
preferred option.

4. THE SODIUM DISPOSAL PLANT DESIGN

The AEA Technology Sodium Disposal Plant at Dounreay is shown in Figure 1, with
a more detailed view of the Reaction Vessel shown in Figure 2. The plant comprises of the
following major plant items and systems:

(a) an induction heated three zone drum melter contained in a shielded housing;
(b) stainless steel Buffer and Feed Tanks of capacity lm3 for handling molten Na, which

is maintained at about 150°C;
(c) a mild steel reaction vessel of 0.8mJ working capacity for reacting the Na with 10 M

NaOH. Heat is removed by circulating through a heat exchanger;
(d) the above vessels are contained in a cell of concrete block construction providing

both shielding and containment. The cell base contains Karlsruhe trays under the
sodium vessels and heater to minimise effects of Na fires following possible leaks;

(e) a gas scrubber capable of dealing with 3600m3 off gas per hour. This is a two stage
venturi type which also generates the suction required to move the off gas. It is of
reinforced plastic construction;

(f) (two neutralising tanks, each of capacity 3m3, also made of reinforced plastic. A new
plastic drain to the existing low active drain system has been fitted;

(g) HC1 handling and storage plants - approximately 40m3 capacity;
(h) a PLC based plant control system, which monitors plant parameters and respond as

required. Designated safety systems are hard wired.

5. PROCESS DESCRIPTION

The sodium is received in transit drums of 200 litres nominal capacity. The sodium is
melted in the drums and transferred by gas pressure into a buffer tank from which, in turn, it is
transferred by gas pressure into the injection tank. There is a coarse filter in the line between the
drum and the buffer tank.

11
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The sodium is discharged from the injection tank by gas pressure and passes via a
control valve to a nozzle using pressurised N2 as a driving gas. The sodium is jetted onto the
surface of the 10 M NaOH in the Reaction Vessel. The NaOH is rapidly circulated to ensure
efficient dispersion of the sodium and a rapid reaction.

The process works on a continuous basis with a feed of » 0.5m3/hr of scrubber liquor
being fed forward. (This is controlled by the specific gravity of the reaction vessel liquor.) The
resulting NaOH overflows into the neutralising plant. Hydrogen is produced by the reaction at
the rate of about 50m3/hr. A very small positive pressure is maintained on the reaction vessel
and the hydrogen, plus some N2 used as a purge gas, is extracted and diluted with air which is
flowing at» lmVsec in the ventilation system. This ensures a very rapid dilution of the H2 to
less than 1.4% which is non flammable.

The combined reaction vessel/steam clean gaseous effluent is fed into a 2 stage venturi
scrubber with a 0.5m7hr fresh water feed. The scrubber has a high capacity circulation pump
which assists in scrubbing and also creates the necessary depression in the system. On leaving
the scrubber the off gases are passed via a de-mister to a discharge stack which is fitted with a
gas sampling system to measure the amount of tritium being discharged.

The reaction of molten sodium with 10 M NaOH is very exothermic, with heat output
rate of 170 kW. This heat is removed by a cooler on the NaOH recirculating line. The
temperature of the NaOH in the reaction vessel is maintained below 90°C.

The NaOH is neutralised by a two stage process. The first stage uses 36% hydrochloric
acid which is fed on demand, with the aim of reducing the alkalinity to pH 11-12. For a
throughput of 100 Kg of Na per hour, the heat output of the neutralisation reaction is 55 kW.
This is removed by circulating the neutralising tank contents through a heat exchanger. There is
pH measurement on the recirculating liquor. The nearly neutral effluent is sent to the second
neutralising tank where dilute hydrochloric acid is used for the final pH adjustment. Before
discharge the neutralised effluent is passed through a filter. An Ion Exchange column is fitted;
this is a contract requirement to remove Caesium isotopes. This is only be required for the
primary sodium.

Hydrochloric acid at 36% is received by road tanker. The storage and handling facility
is conventional. The tank ventilation system is fitted with a dedicated water scrubber to keep
gaseous discharges ALARP during tank filling.

6. INACTIVE COMMISSIONING

Following construction of the plant, setting to work and inactive commissioning were
performed to demonstrate that:

(a) All safety related systems had been tested and found to operate as specified.
(b) The integrity of the plant had been tested using water to simulate sodium, caustic

and acid.
(c) The operability of the plant had been confirmed using 1.2 tonnes of clean sodium.

Setting to work, performed between 11 and 28 April 1996, tested the individual plant
elements to ensure that they operated within desired parameters. Several minor problems were
identified and rectified.

12
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/9f
Inactive commissioning, performed between 9 May and 11 September 1996, initially

tested the integrated plant using water as a simulant for molten sodium, caustic and
hydrochloric acid. During these trials, the plant trips and operating parameters were tested as
far as practical. On completion, the reaction vessel, acid and neutralisation tanks were drained,
the acid tanks were filled with 36% HC1 and the reaction vessel was filled with 10 molar
NaOH. Neutralisation trials were then done to check the parameter settings and control. No
major problems were identified during the water or neutralisation trials.

Following the neutralisation trials, the sodium system was fully drained and heated to
thoroughly to dry the vessels and pipework. This stage of the inactive commissioning was
concluded by processing six drums (1.2 tonnes) of clean sodium.

The sodium injection trials indicated a blockage problem with the nozzle. Nozzle
blockage was recognised as a potential problem during the design stage and it was decided to
inject into the gas space above the NaOH surface to minimise problems. In practice however,
there were problems. The nozzle was redesigned to reduce the potential to block and to
enable blockages to be cleared without removing the nozzle. This new nozzle enabled the
disposal of the final 200 kg of sodium during these trials to be at a sustainable rate of 100
kg/hr, with no blockage problems. This nozzle design has been patented by AEA Technology.

7. OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE

Following the successful inactive commissioning, the plant entered an active
commissioning phase. This entailed the processing of 68 drums of KNKII secondary sodium
(11.5 tonnes) in three campaigns over a period of three months. The modified sodium
injection system worked well with sustained periods of operation at the design throughput of
100 kg/h. A number of modifications were identified to improve the operability of the plant.
These included an improved pressure control system for the injection tank and a facility for
clearing blockages in the dip leg between the drum and the buffer tank.

The plant is currently being prepared for a final demonstration run prior to going into
fully active operation when the KNKII primary sodium and the remainder of the secondary
sodium will be processed.

8. CONCLUSIONS

AEA Technology have designed a sodium disposal plant capable of the bulk
destruction of radioactive sodium. Problems of unreliable operation due to blockage of the
sodium injection nozzle have been eliminated, by the design of a novel sodium injection
system. This has enabled sustainable injection of sodium above the surface of the aqueous
caustic pool to be achieved.

Following successful completion of inactive commissioning, this plant is now in the
final stages of commissioning and has disposed of 13 tonnes of inactive and tritiated sodium.
Fully active operation is expected early next year.
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10. FIGURES

Figure 1: Schematic of Sodium Disposal Plant
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Figure 2: Reaction Vessel
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Abstract

The large-scale decontamination of FBR sodium loops is a novel task, as only a limited number of
laboratory-scale results are available to date. The principal objective of this work is to develop a suitable
decontamination procedure for application to the primary loops of the RAPSODIE fast breeder reactor as part of
decommissioning to Stage 2. After disconnecting the piping from the main vessel, the pipes were treated by
circulating chemical solutions and the vessels by spraying. The dose rate in the areas to be dismantled was
divided by ten. A decontamination factor of about 300 was obtained, and should allow austenitic steel parts to
be melted in special furnaces for unrestricted release.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The RAPSODIE Reactor

RAPSODIE was an experimental liquid sodium-cooled fast breeder reactor using mixed uranium
and plutonium oxide fliel elements, located at the Cadarache Nuclear Research Center.

The reactor diverged on January 28, 1967, reaching the nominal 20 MW thermal power rating on
March 17 of that year. The core and loops were modified in 1970 to increase the thermal power level to
40 MW with a peak instantaneous neutron flux of 3.2 x 1015 n-cm'V. RAPSODIE was operated under
these conditions until 1978 with a load factor of about 55%, then at reduced power (22.4 MWth) until
the final shutdown in April 1983.

Decommissioning operations began in 1987. All traces of residual sodium were eliminated by
preliminary cleaning and water rinsing after isolation of the main vessel.

1.2. Why Decontaminate the Primary System before Dismantling?

The decision to proceed with in situ decontamination of the RAPSODIE primary cooling system
was based on three principal considerations:

1.2.1. Minimum Radiation Hazard to Dismantling Personnel

Before the operation the mean dose rate in the cells containing the primary system was
5 x 10"5 Gy. Dismantling without prior decontamination would require 10 months of work by 5 persons
including 2 waste conditioning specialists. The integrated dose was estimated at:

1 (conversion factor) * (5 * 10"5) * 5 * 100 (hours/month) * 10 = 25 * 10~2 man-Sv

The decontamination work should leave only a few localized irradiating deposits whose harmful
effects can easily be limited. The overall integrated dose should thus be limited to a maximum of 10"2

man-Sv by shortening the work period and reducing the contamination level by a factor of 300.



1.2.2. Simplified Working Conditions

Prior decontamination will simplify the dismantling work easier by making some operations
unnecessary:
• packaging each cutup part in vinyl (saving time and limiting the vinyl waste volume)
• installing and dismantling local containment provisions as the dismantling operation progresses
• using only reciprocating saws (raster and more specialized cutting tools can be now be used for each

step in the dismantling procedure)
• wearing uncomfortable vinyl protective clothing (only cloth garments will be required).

1.2.3. Sodium Deposit Washing Provisions

Decontamination is carried out after washing the residual sodium deposits from the system. The
safety equipment required for sodium washing can therefore be reutilized at lower cost for
decontamination.

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PRIMARY SYSTEM

The reactor core was cooled by two identical systems, each comprising a primary sodium circuit
(Figure 1) from which thermal power was transferred to a secondary sodium circuit through an
intermediate sodium-sodium heat exchanger by means of a primary pump. The system lines were
enclosed in concrete cells inside a double containment barrier. The principal geometric specifications
were the following:

Figure 1. Cutaway view of RAPSODIE primary systems



North or South System (identical)

• core to heat exchanger: 300 mm I.D./314 mm O.D. x ~ 16 m long (part of this line will not be
decontaminated)

• heat exchanger to pump: 300 mm I.D./314 mm O.D. x ~ 8.5 m long
• pump to Y manifold: 200 mm I.D./208 mm O.D. x ~ 18 m long
• heat exchanger vessel dimensions: 884 mm dia * ~ 5.2 m high
• pump vessel dimensions: 850 mm dia x ~ 4.5 m high

The intermediate heat exchangers and primary pumps were removed from their containment
vessels and decontaminated separately.

Sodium Levels

Under nominal operating conditions the sodium surface was situated at the -5000 mm level in the
pump and heat exchanger vessels (level 0 corresponded to the reactor slab supporting the rotating
plugs). The volume distribution in the two vessels is indicated in Table I.

Table I. Vessel volume

Volume

Cover gas volume
Sodium volume
Total volume

Pump

14001
11001
2500 1

Heat Exchanger

14001
11001
33001

The sodium level in the overflow tank (R 301) ranged from -7660 to -6300 mm, resulting in the
following volume distribution range (Table II):

Table II. Total volume

Volume

Sodium volume
Cover gas volume
Mean total volume

Pump

63001
6001

Heat Exchanger

94001
37001

10000 1

During reactor operation the sodium temperature in the systems was 400°C in the cold leg, and
500°C in the hot leg. The pipes were manufactured from AISI 316 (AFNOR Z6 CND 17/13) steel.

Reservoir R300, a 40 m3 vessel at the bottom of the facility, will be used systematically to
introduce fluids prior to decontamination and to remove them afterward to the liquid waste treatment
station.

2.1. Estimated Contamination

Table III indicates the analysis results for samples taken from an intermediate heat exchanger and
from a primary sodium pump to determine typical waste spectra:



Table III. Sample analysis results(in %)

Nuclide

3H
54Mn
^Co
63Ni
90Sr

UACs
137Cs

Cover gas

—
2%
1%
—
—
1%

96%

400°C sodium

2%
40%

4%
25%

9%
—

20%

500° sodium

—
24%

6%
15%
2%
1%

52%

A conservative estimate placed the mean contamination level at 5500 Bq-cm"2, i.e. for a surface
area of 164 m2 a total activity of 9.25 x 109 Bq (0.25 Ci).

3. SELECTING AND TESTING T H E P R O C E S S IN A P I L O T L O O P ( G R O L A B O )

In view of the complex primary cooling system geometry and the advantages of decontaminating
the system before dismantling, it was considered preferable to circulate reagents in the system pipes and
spray the interior of system vessels. The reagents were selected after tests conducted on actual
specimens from the intermediate heat exchanger or primary pump removed from their containment
shells, or on pipe sections available after isolating the main vessel from the remainder of the system
(cf. § 4). After steam-cleaning the residual sodium, the specimens were highly rusted. One of the first
reagents to provide satisfactory results was a mixture of nitric acid and sulfuric acid at 85°C: the results
are shown in Figure 2. Prior alkaline washing was found necessary to remove greasy deposits that easily
retain 137Cs.

HNO3 2M & H2SO4 0.5M at 85* c

100000

B

m

10000

1000

100

Soda Washing 85* C=

—Gas zone
:500*C zone
:400*C zone

o—

15 20

Hours
25 30

Figure 2. Sulfuric-nitric acid decontamination results
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In order to improve the decontamination effectiveness and to compensate for the temperature drop
to 60°C as required by the supervising engineer, the aggressiveness of the reagent was enhanced by
adding cerium(rv) in sulfate form. This reagent is sufficiently oxidizing (redox potential Eh = 1.610 V)
to oxidize iron, chromium and nickel in austenitic steels, and presents several additional advantages:
• it is soluble enough not to precipitated cerium(IH) on the surface to be decontaminated,
• it allows the metal erosion rate to be controlled by using metered doses at selected cerium(rv)

concentrations,
• it results in intergranular corrosion, which is not detrimental to dismantling operations and which

should lead to greater decontamination effectiveness.

Erosion tests with AISI 316L steel in the GROLABO loop indicated erosion rates of between 0.18
and 0.25 urn-h"1 with an initial Ce(rv) concentration of 0-2 x 10'2 moM"1 and feed rates of 4-5 x 10"2

mol-rV.

A comparison of the residual activity on specimens measuring from 625 to 1250 cm2 from the
South intermediate heat exchanger and from the primary sodium inlet and outlet lines (Figure 3)
revealed the following points:
• Except for the cold side of the intermediate heat exchanger, the results were significantly better with

Ceflv) at 60°C.
• The cold side of the intermediate heat exchanger and the primary sodium outlet were more difficult

to decontaminate: the higher residual activity due to ^Co rarely exceeded 10 Bq-cm"2.
• In all the tests where the redox potential was regulated to 1300 mV/Ag-Agd, the erosion rates on

specimens from the primary system were close to 0.2 (im-h'1.
• About 4 mol-m"2 of cerium(IV) were required to obtain residual activity levels on the order of

10 Bq-cm"2 after 24 hours.

HNO3 2M & H2SO4 0.5 M & CelV O.O1 M at 60* C
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Figure 3. Results of sulfuric-nitric acid decontamination with cerium(rv) in GROLABO facility
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4. MODIFICATION OF RAPSODIE SYSTEMS FOR DECONTAMINATION

The modification work included two principal tasks:
• Separating the North and South primary loops from the reactor vessel
• Modifying the cooling loops and installing spray nozzles in the upper portion of the reservoirs,

pumps and heat exchangers.

4.1. Isolation of the Reactor Vessel

These operations were carried out for sodium washing:
• Cutting the sodium inlet and outlet pipes and clad failure detection lines
• Isolating the overflow tank from the reactor vessel
• Isolating the sodium purification rack

4.2. System Modifications

These modifications were also performed prior to alcohol rinsing. The reactor vessel sodium inlet
and outlet pipes in the South loop were interconnected by a pipe fitted with two valves, and connected to
the decontamination loop, the off-gas discharge system and the nitrogen scavenging system via
additional valves. Similar connections were also provided for the North loop inlet and outlet pipes.

The drain line was connected across a valve to the inlet orifice of a new pump PPal 463 in order
to allow for agitation and removal of the decontaminating fluids outside the reactor building. The pump
flow rates and the division into three loops were designed to reach Reynolds numbers of at least 3000
(even for trickling flows in the vessels) without exceeding a flow velocity of 2 nrs"1 to avoid high
pressure drops. The three loops were: R301, the overflow reservoir (36 m2 surface area); the South loop
(pump, heat exchanger, pipes: 58 m2); and the North loop (pump, heat exchanger, pipes: 70 m2). Five
4JI spray nozzles with shutoff valves were installed in each vessel and connected to the discharge line
from a new pump PPal 481.

4.3. Additional Equipment Installed

The following equipment was installed for decontamination purposes:
• a feed station for chemical reagents delivered by industrial suppliers.
• a demineralized water feed system.
• nitrogen supply and off-gas removal systems: the reactor lines were continuously scavenged by

nitrogen; the off-gases were collected and discharged to atmosphere after dilution in the ventilation
air after aerosol trapping in a demister-cooler and after HEPA filtration. Atmospheric release of off-
gases was to be interrupted if the activity level exceeded a setpoint threshold or if the hydrogen
content exceeded 1% in the containment cell exhaust duct, but this eventuality never occurred.

• an on-line measurement cell (pH, redox potential, sampling, radioactivity levels).
• a station for collecting liquid wastes before transfer to the Cadarache waste treatment facility; the

liquid waste was transferred to the tank trucks directly by suction without pretreatment.
• a local control room where data from the work site was centralized and decontamination operations

were controlled and monitored.

5. SETTING UP OPERATING PROCEDURES

The decontamination process was broken down into basic procedures. The complexity of the
system piping and the steps required for treatment with different products required a total of 150
instruction sheets. Rather than preparing them by hand, we designed a computer-aided expert system to
handle worksheet creation, management and execution. The system was used by operators from the
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local control room in the controlled access zone of the RAPSODIE reactor building containing the
operation control racks.

The system was used in two different modes: assistance during initial operator training and
assistance in carrying out the assigned task procedures. It was not connected to the process, but was
available to the operators and covered the following points:
reactor system: equipment items; system architecture & shutoff provisions; instrumentation
procedures: initial conditions; operational constraints; failure modes and emergency procedures;
shutdown criteria; control

For each procedure it provided operator assistance during three phases: preparation of the reactor
cooling system, fluid flow monitoring, and interpretation of results. For each phase, detection aids,
interpretation aids and troubleshooting aids had to be available. In case of failure, instructions were
provided for restoring the facility to safe conditions to help reduce operator stress during the procedure.

The expert system printed out a data sheet specifying:
• valves to be actuated
• chemical reagent preparation
• motor setpoint variations
• initial status of the reactor cooling system.

A worksheet such as the example in Figure 4 is printed out by the system when sensor
measurement values are to be recorded: the operator records the values on the sheet, then enters them
into the computer.

Sheet Fl: Filling Sodium Reservoir RENA300-4M3-ED
Date: Time: 8:22
Operator's name:

List of sensors to be noted:

DAL504
PGZ861
NAL525
NAL522
NAL523
NAL524
NAL526
AH842
AH847

m3/h
mbar
%
%
%
%
/ 0

%

Figure 4. Typical data recording worksheet

Similarly, the following printout (Figure 5) is carried by the operator as he performs the specified
tasks at the locations indicated.
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Sheet: Draining RENA301 into RENA300
Operator's name: TESTA
Operations on valves at beginning of procedure
Date: 10/1/1989 Time: 12:47

Valve(s)

VNA356
NNAL460

Valve(s)

VNAL462
DTAL482
VNAL480

Open these valves:

Location

2.81 North
10.5 South Zone C

Close these valves:

Location

14 South
2.81 South
2.81 South

Figure 5. Typical task sequence

The next example (Figure 6) is a data entry screen displayed as the operator keys in recorded
values. A menu bar across the top of the screen provides access to related functions.

RECALL RECORD QUIT i

F9 Data Entries
Cell pH
Redox
RELR636
DAL502

TLR639
DLR637

DAL504

NAL524

AH487
AH482
Nitrogen flow

PGZ861

6:55
units
mV
c/s
m3/h

degrees
1/h

m3/h

%

%
%
m3/h
mbar

Value

SETPOINTS

18:55
12.93

0
50239

8

55
300
3.7

41.9

0
0
0

7.6

ALARMS

19:25
12.93

0
50177

8

55

300
3.7

41.9

0
0
0

7.6

7.6 recorded for PGZ861:

GAS_SYSTEM SAFE_

19:55
12.93

0
50177

8
55
300
3.7

41.9

0
0
0

7.6

20:55
12.93

51062
8

55

300
3.7

41.9

0
0
0

7.6

refer to alarm A-CAPA

.EXIT

22:25
12.93

51352
8

55

300

3.7

41.9

0
0
0

7.6

23:55
12.93

52101
8.5

55
300

3.7

41.9

0
0
0

7.6

Figure 6. Typical data entry display

The bottom line in this display alerts the operator that the valu for PGZ861 is anomalous, and
cautions him to consult the relevant alarm screen. A typical alarm screen is shown in Figure 7.

8
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Alarm: Abnormal radioactivity
[YES]

Proceed as follows:
[NO]

Incident: Abnormal radioactivity levels:
137Cs in gaseous waste stream or faulty measurement

Consequences: Contamination hazard
Detection: Refer to CP151 (e)
Automatic Response: Refer to CP 151

(the following valves are open:
CQar372, CQar461, CQarK15, CQarK16)

Manual response: Refer to CP 151
Stop the injection
Close VNar340
Reduce the waste gas flow rate by increasing
the pressure regulation setpoint
If necessary, adjust manually using VNar342
Drain the system lines if necessary

[YES] Return to data entry screen? [NO]

Figure 7. Typical alarm display

6. ALKALINE WASHING

Alkaline washing began on February 6 and was completed without incident on February 21,
1989. The planned operating procedure was implemented.

Each operation began by heating demineralized water to 60-70°C in Re301, then circulating the
hot water through the selected loop while adding sodium hydroxide. Circulation and spraying were
maintained for the required time, and the operating parameters (fluid levels, reagent temperature,
radioactivity and pH) were monitored from the adjacent measurement cell. At the end of the operation,
the liquid was drained by gravity flow into Re300.

Alkaline washing was conducted in three steps:
• washing of Re301, then the South loop, and removal of the liquid waste.
• rinsing of Re301 and the South loop, then washing of the North loop and liquid waste removal.
• rinsing of the "North loop and liquid waste removal.

6.1. Available Measurement Data

• 20 spectrometric analyses (limited here to 137Cs, which was largely predominant) of samples taken
during the operation, including samples of liquid wastes sent to the effluent treatment station;

• online spectrometer recordings taken at 30-minute intervals: Figure 8 shows results for 137Cs in c-s"1

calibrated on the basis of prior measurement data (3.75-3.8 * I07 Bq for 1 c-s"1);
• volume recordings for the water, reagents and liquid waste tanks, corroborated by tank level

measurements during the treatment;
• contact dose rates for all the samples.
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Figure 8. Spectrometer readings during loop decontamination
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6.2. Decontamination Results

The decontamination effectiveness was estimated for each step in the process by online
spectrometer readings which varied for both loops as shown in Figure 8.

Preliminary water circulation (cf. § 2)
remainder from preceding alcohol rinse:

Alkaline washing:

Alkaline washing of North loop:

5.29 x 1010Bq(1.43Ci)

REna301: approx. 1.40 x 109 Bq (0.038 Ci)
South loop: 2.89 x 109 Bq (0.078 Ci)

TOTAL: 4.29 x 109 Bq (0.116 Ci)

1.49 x 109Bq (0.040 Ci)
TOTAL: 5.77 x 109 Bq (0.156 Ci)

A total of 2.02 Ci were removed from REna300 itself while the water was preheated to 60°C and
while liquid waste was circulated prior to removal.

7. DECONTAMINATION BY SULFURIC-NITRIC ACID SOLUTION WITH Ce(IV)

7.1. R301 Loop

Three thousand two hundred liters of demineralized water preheated to 60°C in R300 were
transferred to loop R301 and circulated. After 700 1 of nitric acid had been injected into the loop, both
circulation pumps seized. The acid-water solution was drained into R300 for removal: it contained
320 mg-r1 of iron and 670 mCi, 10% of which could be attributed to loop R301.

Two months later, after replacing the bearings in both pumps, 3450 1 of demineralized water
preheated to 60°C were circulated in loop R301; 750 1 of nitric acid and 560 1 of sulfuric acid were
added to the circulating water. Over a 54-hour period, a total of 240 1 (4.5 mol-m"2) of Ce(IV) were

10



added. The effluent contained 330 mg-1'1 of iron and 152 mCi, including 18 mCi attributable to resumed
decontamination of R301.

Figure 5 shows the close correlation between the Ce(IV) additive and dissolved Fe versus time.
The total material thickness removed by the two successive operations was estimated at 12.8 um.

27,3 28,7 30,2 33,7 36,7 42,7 45,3 46,7 48,7 49,7 50,7 54,2
Time (Hours)

Figure 9. R301 decontamination: correlation between added Ce and dissolved Fe

7.2. South Loop

Loop R301 was rinsed for 4 hours by directly injecting and circulating 3150 1 of demineralized
water. The water was then heated to 60°C in R300 and circulated in the South loop in the same way as
for decontaminating loop R301; 540 1 of Ce(rv) were added over a 70-hour period. The effluent
contained 692 mg-1"1 of Fe and 56 mCi, including 10 mCi from the South loop. The cobalt fraction was
relatively high (12.4% compared with 0.04% for the alkaline washing). The mean metal thickness
removed was 12 um.

7.3. North Loop

Two thousand eight hundred liters of demineralized water were injected directly into the South
loop and circulated for 19 hours (substantially longer than before because of the 4 subloops). The water
was then heated to 60°C in R300 and circulated to decontaminate the North loop; 640 1 of Ce(rv) were
added over a 72-hour period. The effluent contained 766 mg-1'1 of Fe and 51 mCi, including 12 mCi
from the North loop. The cobalt fraction was again relatively high (11%) and the mean metal thickness
removed was 10.3 um.

Figure 6 shows the increasing chromium fraction in the effluent after 17, 20 and 44 hours to
values exceeding the initial chromium content. Schematically, the nitric acid dissolved rust from the
surfaces of pipes depassivated by sodium circulation, while cerium(rv) dissolved the contamination
trapped between chromium-enriched grains.

11
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Figure 10. Cation (Fe, Ni, Cr) concentrations in liquid effluent

7.4. Phosphatation

The North loop was rinsed, then the surfaces washed in each loop were phosphated with a
trisodium phosphate solution (10'2 mol-1'1). This treatment not only neutralized the loops (final pH
10.3-11) but will also protect them against potential contamination seepage that would hinder
dismantling operations. The dose incurred by personnel throughout all these operations was 4.8
man-mSv.

8. DECONTAMINATION RESULTS

8.1. Decontamination Effectiveness

Pending final dismantling, when all the scrap metal will be submitted to residual radioactivity
measurements, five 25 cm2 specimens cut from the decontaminated pipes with a circular slitting saw
showed a residual contamination ranging from 1.7 to 12 Bq-g"1 due principally to ^Co. The high cobalt
values (4-6 Bq-g'1) were due mainly to activation by thermal neutrons in localized zones. The low
residual contamination values should allow the pipes to be melted down for reutilization and release: an
authorization has been applied for.

The dose rates were uniform throughout the facility, ranging from 1 to 15 LiGy-h"1 (with a mean
value of 5 fiGyh'1 for 60 measurement points), while the dose rate reduction factors ranged from 3 to
140 with a mean value of 10).

12



The highest dose rates (15 uGy-h"1) were found in the main pipes of the North loop near their
shutoff plates: this probably indicates that these high areas were not immersed in the decontamination
fluid. They were also located very near the reactor vessel pipes.

Successive draining of the primary system decontamination solutions into reservoir R300 reduced
the dose rate in the reservoir by a factor of 10 to an average of 0.3 mGyh"1 although they remained
significantly higher than in the primary system itself. This was not the objective, however, as this vessel
will be reutilized for nuclear purposes.

8.2. Liquid Waste Production

A total of 46.5 m3 of effluents generated by the decontamination operations were transferred to
the Cadarache liquid waste treatment facility, where they were neutralized, concentrated by evaporation
and encapsulated in bitumen or cement. The dry extract attributable to the operation represented
2600 kg of encapsulated material containing 96% Cs, 2.6% 3H and 0.6% ^Co (Table III).

9. CONCLUSION

The RAPSODEE fast breeder reactor primary cooling system and related circuits (excluding the
main reactor vessel) representing 164 m2 were decontaminated after two effective working months with
an average metal removal depth of 12 urn. The procedure involved three steps: alkaline washing to
remove all the labile cesium, followed by acid decontamination with Ce(IV) to entrain the fixed
contamination including about 10% ^Co, and a final phosphatation step. The estimated initial
contamination level of 5500 Bq-cm'2 was reduced to less than 10 Bq-g"1, allowing dismantling operations
to proceed virtually without constraints, producing waste material suitable for release, and avoiding an
occupational dose estimated at 230 man-mSv. The decontamination operations generated 2600 kg of dry
extract encapsulated by the local effluent treatment station.

13
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Sodium wastes and effluent processing.
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STUDY OF OPTIMAL TRANSFORMATION OF LIQUID EFFLUENTS RESULTING
FROM THE DESTRUCTION OF RADIOACTIVE SODIUM BY WATER INTO ULTIMATE
SOLID WASTES.

G.RODRIGUEZ* S. CAMARO** O. FIQUET** A.BERNARD*** P. LE BESCOP***

Abstract
In the framework of sodium waste processing, it has been proposed to retain only processes that treat the sodium using water,
thus generating the same by-products: hydrogen and sodium hydroxide.
As the objective is to minimise radioactive liquid releases and as, moreover, the authorizations with respect to sodium salt
releases are highly restrictive, several solutions have been envisaged for transforming the active sodium hydroxide coming
from sodium destruction processes into ultimate solid wastes that can be stored on the surface in a storage site approved by
the ANDRA (National Radioactive Waste Management Agency): the Aube Storage Site (CSA).
Two processes have been considered and compared: immobilisation in concrete (cementation) and immobilisation in ceramic
(ceramisation). These two processes are evaluated according to several criteria: the state of advancement of the process, the
quantity of sodium hydroxide (and therefore of sodium) that can be treated per package.

1. INTRODUCTION

The methods developed for treatment of sodium wastes or the cleaning of components of Fast Breeder
Reactors (FBR) must be accompanied by a method for the management of effluents created by this
treatment process. The proposition of a single sodium treatment method (the use of demineralised
water) has the advantage of creating the same by-products for all processes used : aqueous soda
(sodium hydroxide) and gaseous hydrogen.
Hydrogen, being a volatile gas, is diluted, dried and released into the atmosphere in concentrations
which are sufficiently low as to be far below the lower explosibility limit (Limite Inferieure
d'Explosivite, L.I.E.), which is 4 % in air. The normal concentration released is maximum 1 %.
Management of sodium hydroxide as a liquid effluent differs depending on the origin of the aqueous
soda. The aim of this paper is to show the different ways of treatment of this effluent, depending on
the situations encountered.

2. ORIGIN OF THE AQUEOUS SODA

It is necessary to distinguish two different origins of aqueous soda : soda coming from a cleaning
process, and soda coming from sodium wastes treatment processes.
hi the first case, the cleaning process being defined as a very low efficient process, in order to limit
the reaction, the soda produced is highly diluted. Moreover liquid effluents of cleaning phases are
mixed with the liquid effluents coming from the rinsing of the component, and the water which is
used for immersion, when immersion took place. Thus, one can say that a cleaning process will
generate large volumes of liquid effluents of which the sodium concentration, in the form of sodium
hydroxide (NaOH), or sodium bicarbonate (NaHCO3), is low. For example, cleaning of an
intermediate heat exchanger from PHENTX plant generates approximately 30 m3 of liquid effluents
with a sodium concentration of approximately 31 mg/L [1].
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The salt concentration of this effluent does not therefore entail a specific treatment process. The
aqueous soda produced will therefore follow the conventional treatment system used by the site's
STEL (Station de Traitement des Effluents Liquides) liquid effluent treatment station.

When a sodium waste treatment process is used, as is the case, for example, to treat and eliminate the
sodium of a Fast Breeder Reactor, the reference process used in France (NOAH process) generates a
very specific liquid effluent: 10 mol/L (400 g/L) of concentrated aqueous soda. Thus, the elimination
of 37 tons of primary sodium from the French RAPSODEE reactor in 1994 generated 150 m3 aqueous
soda with a concentration of 10 N [2] [3].

In this case, such a volume of liquid effluents, of such a high concentration, cannot normally be
accepted within the standard functioning of a treatment station. It is therefore necessary to provide a
specific treatment process.

3. PAST AND FUTURE METHODS FOR MANAGEMENT OF AQUEOUS SODA

In 1994, the 150 m3 of 10 N soda produced by the destruction of primary sodium of RAPSODDE
reactor were sent to the reprocessing plant at La Hague, France for the neutralisation of radioactive
acid liquid effluents [4]. However, even if this solution appears to be highly advantageous from all
points of view, it is only used on a selective basis and cannot in any circumstances become a reference
solution for the treatment of all sodium wastes produced, whatever their level, type of activity, or
quantity.

The reference solution proposed for the treatment of concentrated soda arising from treatment of
active sodium wastes is therefore the transformation of this aqueous soda into an ultimate solid waste,
which can be stored on surface at the C.S.A. (Centre de Stockage de l'Aube) Aube Department storage
centre. This choice is justified by the fact that, whatever the activity level of this soda produced, there
is no existing outlet on the site of sodium destruction for such a salt concentration. Since dilution
cannot be considered, it must therefore be considered that the aqueous soda cannot be treated as an
ultimate waste. The transformation of sodium into sodium hydroxide is only one step allowing the
sodium to loose its metallic character. This sodium hydroxide still has to be transformed into a solid
and stable waste in order that the sodium elimination cycle is for this method achieved.
Two processes have therefore, at present, been studied and compared: ceramisation and cementation
processes. These two processes have been evaluated according to several criteria: their state of
advancement, the quantity of soda (and consequently, of sodium) which could be incorporated in a
package and the state of advancement of the approvals of the final constituted package destined for
the C.S.A.

4. THE CEMENTATION PROCESS

4.1. Description of the process

Direct cementation of soda had never been envisioned with the field of radioactive waste treatment,
and was subject to preliminary tests. This cementation is carried out using a cement which is rich in
slag. The mixture obtained is highly viscous and difficult to pour. However, after hardening, the
mechanical strengths appear to be good. This formulation would therefore necessitate a
supplementary Research and Development programme in order to obtain an industrially usable
mixture.
However, what has been considered in this case is the use of a reference process without recourse to
supplementary research and development studies, that is to say processes used in STEL of C.E.A.
centres.



4.2. Process performances

The degree of sodium incorporation is 81 g of Na/L cement coating. The rate of mass incorporation in
sodium is 3.84 %.

For a classic 400 L drum, cementation therefore allows stabilisation of the equivalent of 32.4 kg of
eliminated sodium.

4.3. State of advancement of the process

The cementation process is a validated and qualified process. It is used in various STEL research sites
at the C.E.A. If a supplementary R&D program is still necessary to optimise formulations in the case
of aqueous soda effluents, industrial technology to use should be an adaptation of the existing
facilities.

5. THE CERAMISATION PROCESS

This process can be considered as an advanced stabilisation process.

5.1. Principle of the process

The principle of ceramisation is to transform by a thermic treatment with mineral additives, sodium
hydroxide into a stable ceramic : Nephelin, of chemical composition NaAlSiC>4. This transformation is
realised in several steps. This mineral of low solubility is constituted from the main non active
chemical elements of the waste (sodium ion : Na+), and therefore allows an interesting volume
reduction. The specific case of treating an effluent exclusively made of sodium hydroxide is an ideal
case for an immobilisation an ceramic form.

In a first step, aluminium oxide (AI2O3) and silicium oxide (SiO?) are mixed to sodium hydroxide
solution.

At this step, two procedural options are possible.

OPTION A : Drying/calcination

- Drying by atomisation
The atomisation/drying allows a granulated powder with good flow properties to be obtained.
During this treatment, the water is eliminated, as well as the excess mineral additives.

- Calcination
It takes place between 600 and 800 °C.

A mixture of mainly amorphous oxides is obtained. Crystallisation of this Nephelin composition
occurs around 850 °C in a subsequent step.

OPTION B : Isoflash process
The two steps described in option A can be performed as one in an ISOFLASH facility.
This facility allows pulverisation of a mixture in a flame and its transformation in a short time
(flash effect) to a dry or calcinated residue. Morphology of the obtained powder is strongly
different from products obtained by atomisation/calcination (option A).



- Pressing
The powders resulting from A or B process are then compacted by uniaxial pressing at a pressure in
the order of 1,000 bar. Pellets or slabs are thus produced.

- Sintering
The term "sintering" denotes the whole of the diffusion phenomena which takes place at a high
temperature and which transforms a compacted powder into a dense solid by elimination of the
porosity. The final ceramic obtained is a dense product, composed of small crystals and is of low
porosity.

The ceramisation thus produces Nephelin pellets.

5.2. Process performances

Starting with a 400 g/L soda solution, it is transformed to Nephelin with a 2.5 density. Since the
ceramics are obtained in the form of pellets, it is supposed that there is a void fraction of 30 % in the
drum receiving these loose pellets. The apparent density is therefore 1.75. The sodium incorporation
rate in the ceramic coating is therefore 283 g of Na/L Of coating- The mass sodium incorporation rate is
16.2 %.
For a classic 400 L drum, ceramisation therefore enables stabilisation of the equivalent of 113.2 kg of
eliminated sodium.
All the R&D studies done at the present time, were made on sodic effluents from STEL constituted of
nitrates, sulphates and sodium phosphates. It allows to demonstrate on laboratory the feasibility of
stabilisation in ceramic.

5.3. State of advancement of the process

All specific key steps have been tested, whether for A or B option. The process is considered as an
advanced process insofar as it has never been implemented on an industrial scale in a STEL of a
C.E.A. centre.

6. COMPARISON OF THE TWO PROCESSES

The ceramisation process is of interest insofar as the mass incorporation rate is 3.5 times higher than
for cement. Nephelin also possesses a good resistance to alteration. At 25°C and at pH = 7, the initial
sodium dissolution rate is 0.03 g/m2/day.

However, the ceramisation process has, at this time, certain disadvantages.
- A study conducted jointly by the C.E.A. and ANDRA (Agence Nationale de gestion des dechets
radioactifs) the French national radioactive waste control agency, is underway, in order to establish
a package allowing the disposal of non monolithic wastes.
- There remains one finalisation phase of the ceramisation process in order to attain complete
qualification of the different steps and their results connection.

For the two processes (cement and ceramic), in order to simplify test agreement, it can be proposed to
use an over-container of CBFC-2K type (standard container used by C.E.A.). Nonetheless, this
solution is economically disadvantageous.



Advantages of each process are :

- for ceramisation, important volume reduction and good performances to the lixiviation test,

- for cementation, a well known process needing only minor studies to adapt it to sodium
hydroxide stabilisation.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The choice of one or other of the processes presented should be made on the basis of technical-
economic criteria, depending on the volume and activity of the sodium to be treated and the expiry
date for treatment of this sodium.
This paper permits to have a general overview of advantages and drawbacks of this two processes at
the present time.

It should be noted that a modification of the vitrification process to adapt it to an optimal coating
specific to concentrated soda is currently the subject of a feasibility study. The results are not yet far
enough advanced to be included in this paper. It can also be considered as an advanced process such
as ceramisation.
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Abstract

At Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, major sodium facilities are
designed and operated at Engineering Development Group as a part of
development programme towards experimental and Prototype Fast Reactor.
After the test programme many equipments and components were removed
from the sodium facilities and sodium removal and disposal was carried out.
The experience gained in different cleaning methods and waste sodium
disposal are discussed.

INTRODUCTION:

At Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research, major sodium facilities are designed and
operated at Engineering Development Group as a part of development programme towards
experimental and Prototype Fast Reactor. On completion of experiments, the sodium facilities
were dismantled and the piping, components etc. were taken up for sodium removal and cleaning.
The experience gained over these years in different cleaning methods adopted for components,
waste sodium accumulated and its disposal method are discussed.

The following are the major experimental facilities dismantled over the years.

1. Sodium purification facility for FBTR
2. Flow meter calibration loop
3. Dummy fuel pin test loop
4. Experimental setups for testing mechanisms, bellows etc.
5. 500 kW sodium loop for heat transfer components (still in service).

SODIUM PURIFICATION FACILITY:

About 1501 of sodium required for FBTR was processed in a separate purification facility.
Since the Indian Manufacturers could not supply the sodium in tankers in those days, they were
received as dry bricks (without paraffin coating) of 16 kg each. During storage in gasketed drums
and during handling, the surface layer gets oxidized and the quantity of surface impurities were
estimated as 1 % of the sodium processed. The purification process was carried out by melting
the bricks in the melter tanks (2 nos, approximately 2.4 cu.m volume each). The molten sodium
was transferred to another buffer tank (2 nos, 7 cu.m volume each) through two course filters
kept in series. From the buffer tank, the sodium was transferred to one of the two 30 tonne
capacity tanks through sintered stainless microfilters. The sodium in 30 tonne tank was further
processed by cold trapping.

On completion of purification, the complete facility was dismantled. The buffer tank and the
storage tanks were redeployed as such whereas the other components like melter tanks, coarse
filters, microfilters and pipe lines were treated for sodium.
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MELTER TANKS:

Large accumulation of impurities occurred in these tanks (Fig. 1). On melting sodium, three
distinct layers were observed in these tanks, the non-wetted impurities as flakes and cakes floating
at the top, the molten sodium in the middle and the impurities wetted by sodium settled down at
the bottom.

The flakes at the top were removed when sodium was in solid condition and subsequently
when sodium was in liquid condition at 135 C. A special bucket with lid was introduced inside
the tank with special tools and the impurities were collected in the bucket. A continuous purge
of Argon was maintained in the tank during this period. The impurities in the bucket were taken
to the disposal yard and converted to sodium hydroxide by a fine spray of water. Major quantity
of impurities were removed by this process.

The impurities settled at the bottom of the tanks were relatively less, hence these were
removed once in every 30 tonnes of processed metal. First the sodium available in the tank was
transferred to the extent possible. The thick pasty layer at the bottom of the tank was also
removed in a way similar to that of flakes. But the removal was carried out at a temperature of
135 C. These impurities were removed to the sodium disposal area in drums with a purging of
Argon/Nitrogen in vented tanks. These impurities were disposed of partly by burning and partly
by conversion to NaOHby a fine spray of water. During the whole process, the wastage of pure
sodium metal that remained in the tanks were kept to a minimum.

At the end of the purification programme, the melter tanks were also cleaned by a fine spray
of water after dismantling the flange available on the diameter of the tank. The tank was kept
horizontal with a slope to enable easy draining. This assisted in smooth draining of reaction
products.

COARSE FILTERS:

At the end of the purification process, six coarse filters (Fig. 2) were taken for disposal.
Each filter contained 19 nos. of perforated tubes with SS wiremesh wound over them. The filters
were mounted in the facility such that self draining was possible. Hence on removal from the
facility, it was observed that these filters were not full of sodium, but impurities were remaining
around the wiremesh. The filters were made of carbon steel and hence recovery was not
attempted. The shell of the filter was cut by gas torch gradually, with a continuous purge of inert
gas at a location shown in Fig. 2. On dismantling into two parts, they were cleaned by using a fine
spray of water. Burning of sodium/impurities were allowed at few locations.

MICROFILTERS:

In this facility, one sintered stainless steel filter (Fig. 3) containing six filter elements was
cleaned by alcohol (methylated spirit). By keeping the filter horizontally, alcohol was gradually
added inside the microfilter shell. The temperature was monitored and purging with inert gas was
also maintained. The temperature was not allowed to raise by more than 10 C. All the sodium and
impurities were allowed to react in this way. Subsequently, the water content in alcohol was
increased gradually upto 100 %. On completion of water wash, the filter was degreased and
passivated. By following this process, the filter is available for reuse.



MECHANICAL PUMPS:

On many occasions, the sodium centrifugal pump (capacity: 100 cu.m/h)(Fig. 4) used in the
500 kW Sodium Loop was taken up for cleaning. Steam cleaning was used for such mechanical
components. The pump was removed in a polyethylene hood at a temperature near melting point
of sodium and was taken to the steam cleaning setup. Since the quantity of sodium adhering to
the surfaces are quite small, steam was admitted after preheating the pump to 150 C. Steam mixed
with Argon/Nitrogen was passed during the initial one hour of operation, and subsequently, steam
was admitted fully. For easy dismantling of hydrostatic bearing sleeve and bolts, steam cleaning
for long duration of more than 12 h was found necessary.

CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISMS:

The lower part of CRDMs which were used in the test facilities to study its performance,
were subjected to sodium removal. Its critical components are the two long welded type bellows
amongst others. On one occasion, vacuum distillation was used and on other occasions, alcohol
cleaning was followed. Both methods removed the sodium in the bellows. However, the vacuum
distillation was not very effective due to fall of temperature of bellows on evaporation of sodium
and due to back diffusion of oil vapours from vacuum pump.

OTHER COMPONENTS:

From the other experimental facilities components like electromagnetic pumps,
electromagnetic flowmeters, SS bellow sealed valves and large quantity of piping were subjected
to sodium removal operation and reused. In all these cases the major quantity of sodium was
drained first and then alcohol cleaning was adopted. For draining sodium from e.m. pumps, the
preheating voltage was applied with inert gas cover inside the pipes and on melting the sodium
was drained. In other cases where the quantity of sodium is more, the component (valves, pipes
etc.) were immersed in an oil bath at nearly 130 C and the bulk sodium drains down. Subsequently
the component was treated with alcohol. Many such cleaned bellow sealed valves were reused.
Only one 50 NB size bellow sealed valve failed recently on reuse. It failed in the initial stages of
operation at nearly 350 C, probably due to caustic stress corrosion cracking.

DISPOSAL OF SODIUM:

The major quantity of sodium that were removed in the oil bath, or the sodium wastes
collected from the purification facility were disposed off in a disposal yard located at a remote
place near the back waters and away from the laboratories. The sodium was ignited by a fine spray
of water and was allowed to burn. The residues were dissolved with a fine spray of water. The
sodium hydroxide accumulated was treated separately.

SUMMARY:

The sodium cleaning methods adopted for the different components in the experimental
facilities over the past two decades offered valuable experience. The information and confidence
gained will assist in evolving better design of systems for sodium removal and sodium waste
disposal.
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RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTE TREATEMENT AT SPx PLANT

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS AND OF START UP TESTS

ABSTRACT

Maintenance and control of reactor components (pumps.heat exchangers.control rods...) need washing
(cleaning) and decontamination operations.During core unloading the irradiated fuel must be washed before
storage in the pool.The production of these wastes is a discontinuous production.The present papers describes
two processes used at Creys Malville plant to treat these radioactive liquid specific wastes: a chemical
treatment consisting in a precipitation of radionuclides and an evaporating technic.During the start up tests the
operating conditions have been qualified including the feed back experience . Additionals trials must be done
with radioactives wastes.Concerning the solid wastes resulting from these treatments one of the following
process (cementing and coating) would be retained.

1 ORIGIN OF RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTES

-Radioactive liquid wastes produced in SPx plant are issued from: (Fig 1)

^ A Services wastes of reactor building .spent fuel pool storage (APEC).and nuclear auxiliaries (south
BAN)

Washing (cleaning) of reactor components (for control or maintenance fig-2)

Decontamination of components (following the washing.with chemicals baths fig 2)

®"D washing of irradiated fuel assemblies (Fig 3)

®-E wastes from the pool (fig 3)

^ F wastes from the the transfer shuttle (used to carry the washed irradiated assemblies from the
reactor to the pool( fig 3)

All these wastes are radioactives (or supposed to be active). They are collected and sent to the liquid
waste treatement plant

N.B particular case of tritium releases^ liquid wastes of the turbine hall)

The tritium produced in the nuclear fuel (ternary fission ) and in the control rods (reaction: n+10 B)
diffuse in the primary sodium , and by permeation in the secondary sodium and finally in the steam-
water loops.The liquid wastes of the turbine hall (10 tons/hour of water) are contaminated only by
tritium.These wastes are analysed,accounted and released in the Rhone (conform to authorisations)

-The radioactity of the wastes is caused by:

• activation by neutron flux (primary sodium, conditioned water of cooling loops of nuclear auxiliaries)

• contamination by fissions products and active corrosion products (primary sodium .deposits on reactor
block components.fuel assemblies)

•contamination by tritium diffusion (primary and secondary sodium.steam-water loops)
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2 TREATMENT PLANT

•Services wastes (A) .very low activity, are only neutralised before storage in control tanks.

.•The other wastes (B,C,D,E,F) more active (100 to 10,000 time more) must be treated before
released in river.

Two treatment processes have been developped to obtain wastes allowed to be released in the

environment (conform to authorisations)

^ A chemical process (for B and C wastes)

®°An evaporating process( for D,E,F wastes)

2.1 Chemical treatment plant.

2.1.1 Hypothesis design and associated tests

The chemical treatment plant has been conceived to treat wastes issued fom washing and decontamination of
components.

The treatement consists of a coprecipitation of radionuclides in a basic solution (with adding of chemical Mn)
.followed by a centrifugation to obtain:

•on the one hand, the precipitate (sludge containing the most part of activity) who must be
conditionned and drummed.

•on the other hand a clarified solution (low activity) allowed to be released in the environment.

Nota: The main contaminating nuclide is 54 Mn.;58 Co,60 Co 59 Fe,51Cr,are also found (in lower quantities)

and possibly 137 Cs in case of clad failure.

• Composition of decontamination bath:

The first process validated by CEA was called A1SP bath:

A1:oxidizing and alcaline bath (NaOH:20 g:/l+ KMnO4:2g/l)

SP:sulfo-phosphoric bath (H2SO4:12,5 g/l+H3PO4:190 g/l)

In order to reduce the releases of phosphates in the environment.the initial test of the plant has been done with
a process (to be agreed) with a lower concentration in phosphates. This bath was called A1SPm (modified
bath)

A1:oxidizing and alcaline bath (NaOH:20 g:l+ KMnO4:2g/l)

SPm :sulfo-phosphoric bath (H2SO4:12,5 g/l+H3PO4: 45 g/l)

•Rewiewing of the process

The initial treatment had 7 steps (Fig 4-)

1®° Mixing of:

-acid bath (SPm) issued from decontamination (40% in volume)

-basic bath (A1) issued from decontamination (40% in volume)

-wastes issued from washing of components and rincing bath of decontamination (20% in volume)

2®"Addition of KMnO4 (to facilitate the precipitation of Mn)

of KMnO4(-*Mn2+) with H2O2 in acid solution



4.®" Addition of NaOH untill to have a pH between 10,3 and 10,7 to precipitate manganese salts

5 ^ addition of a preformed precipitate of Nickel Ferrocyanure (p.p.Fe Ni) to precipitate Cs (possibly
present in the wastes)

6^separation of the precipitate (sludge) and of the clarified waste by centrifugation.

7®"filtration and neutralisation of clarified waste

N.B: Without Cs in the wastes the precipitation (step 4) is done at pH=13 wihtout p.p.Fe.Ni

(step 5) is cancelled)

• Main results of tests

The tests of the plant have been done with inactive waste (representative of the waste mixing described
before)

Flow rate of waste to
treat

Decontamination factor

measured on Mn

turbidity of the clarified
waste (mg/l)

expected performances

5m3/h

>400

<10

testatpH=10,5

2m3/h

100

8,4

testatpH=13

2m3/h

>400

1.6

N.B The first tests have been done at 5 and 3,5 m3/h, but the flow rate must have been reduced to 2 m3/h to
obtain a turbidity < 10 mg/ (contractual criteria)

2.1.2 EVOLUTIONS OF OPERATING CONDITIONS AND ASSOCIATED TESTS

Factors having conduced to modify the process:

• Evolution of the composition of decontamination bath

The decontamination process validated by CEA injanuar 1992 has cancelled the alcaline bath . Only he
SPm bath is utilised (SPm :sulfo-phosphoric bath (H2SO4:12,5 g/l+H3PO4:45 g/l)

• The operating of the plant at pH=10,5 (to eliminate Cs) wasn't satisfactory -DF=100

•The feed back of CEA operating experience on presence of Cs in wastes issued from washing and
decontamination:

Controls improved by CEA on washing and decontamination wastes of components (PHENIX and
RAPSODIE) have shown that 95 % of Cs is found in cleaning ( washing wastes) of components.

In conclusion: all these elements have conduced to utilise:

-the chemical treatment plant only for decontamination wastes of components.(The low activity in Cs
of these wastes allowed to operate at pH=13, the DF would be satisfactory according to the results
obtained with A1SPm bath)

-evaporating treatment for washing wastes of components (see§2.2)



• Additional tests

Others test have been done with inactive wastes representative of the SPm bath.the treatment was done at
pH=13 (with addition of KMnO4 and H2O2 and NaOH (to obtain a pH=13) to precipitate manganese salts.and
without addition of p.p Fe Ni) (fig 5)

During these tests a late precipitation of phosphates and sulfates was observed in the pipes conducting to the
storage tanks (TEU) and control tanks (KER)

Tests have been done again diluting the acid bath to 50% to avoid cristallisation risk of sulfates and
phosphates (dilution of acid wastes by rincing wastes).

Performances of the plant were satisfactory for this last test:

DF=48O - turbidity of clarified waste:1,2 mg/l.

NB: following the failure of the injection system,the quantity of KMnO4 was two more time less that previded,so
the DF obtained is a minimal value.

• Commentary about cristallisation risk:

Nevertheless this test was done without incident.it 's not permitted to exclue all cristaliisation risk during
operating.in particular for the lowest minimum temperature guarantied in plant (5°C)

In order to contol the process.a study of cristallisation risk has been asked to CEA on differents chemical
components contained in the bath (following in particular two importants parameters towards the risk :pH and
temperature)

This study has shown that to avoid all cristallisation risk at basic and neutral pH it's neccessary to
dilute the SPm baths:

-70% at 20°C

-40%at10°C

-20 % at 5°C

2.1.3 OPERATING APTITUDE OF THE PLANT ACCORDING TO TESTS

The chemical element utilised for tests corresponds to the principal contaminating radionuclide.The DF factor
obtained during the test is considered as qualified.

For the others radionuclides.the design values, DF=15 for the Co and 10 for Cr and Fe would be verified during
the first test with active wastes.

It remains also to analyse the cristallisation risk. It must be noticed that the plant has been tested only for SPm
bath (qualified for materials as 316 L steel).

The « P » bath (only phosphoric acid 100g/!) preconised by CEA for hard coating as stellite must be tested in
considering the operating mode and the factor cristallisation risk.

2.2 EVAPORATING PROCESS

The evaporator has been conceived to treat wastes issues from:

• washing of irradiated fuel assemblies (D)

• spent fuel storage pool (E)

• transfer shuttle for the washed fuel assemblies from reactor to the pool (F).

Tests done on the chemical treatment plant and CEA and operating feed back on washing wastes of PHENIX
and RAPSODIE have conducted to choose the evaporating process to treat also the washing wastes of SPx
components, (see § 2.1.2)



The evaporating process separate the wastes in two solutions:

- a solution highly concentrated in salts and radioactives products: the concentrate (to be
drummed)

- a solution lowly concentrated in salts and radionuclides: the distillate (allowed to be released
in the environment according to authorisations)

• Caracteristics of the waste to treat

washing of

fuel assemblies

washing of components

spent fuel storage pool

Activity

1.E9Bq/l

1 to 5.E6 Bq/I

5E5 Bq/I

salt concentration

1g/l of Na (3,7 g/l in NaHCO3)

0,1 to 1.1 g/l of Na (0,37 to 4 g/l in
NaHCO3)

negligeable

N.B: The utilisation of C02 in washing process for fuel assemblies and components conduct to find sodium in
the wastes to be treated on hydrogeno-carbonate form: NaHCO3.

For large components as heat exchangers, it's possible to find in washing wastes the sodium under NaOH
form, additionnal means will be set up to ameliorate the carbonatation of the wastes.

2.2.1 Operating process, expected performances

To obtain an important decontamination factor ,the evaporator has been designed with two evaporating stages
(F'9 6 )

Each stage has a double flow recirculating loop and a separating cyclone liquid-vapor, operating on the
vaporisating principe of overheating water in closed loop; the heat of the distillate of the first cycle is utilised for
the second cycle.

The radioactivity contained in the particles in suspension and the dissolved substances is concentrated in the
first stage. To avoid an increase of radioactivity in the second floor ,a continuous deconcentration
(corresponding to 10% of the flow rate) is effected.

During the thermic transformation of the waste.the bicarbonate is decomposed following the reaction.:

2 NaHC03*Na2CO3+H2O+CO2

NB.A laboratory study done by CEA has shown that the evolution of differents components give quicly
an unique concentrate containing only Na2CO3.

• Operating method

Operating rules for running the evaporator:

-control of cristallisation risk

the maximal salt concentration allowed in the concentrate is 80 g/l in Na2CO3.This concentration
corresponds at the limit solubility of carbonate at 5°C (minimal temperature guaranted in the storage
tanks of the treatment plant before drumming of the concentrates)

-control of the maximal activity in the concentrate

the maximal activity admitted in the concentrate is 7,4 E12 Bq/m3)

Before each treatment, the waste must be analysed for measuring his salt concentration and his
activity. These data permit to determine the maximal concentration factor allowed to respect the
activity and solubilty limits described before.



NB: the control of salt concentration is done in continuous (on the concentrate for the first stage) with a density
analyser..The treatement can be automatically stopped when a set point for density value is
reached.(adjustable set point)

• Expected performances (Decontamination Factor :DF)

The classical formula for DF:

DF= activity of the feeding waste (AF) / activity of the distillate (AD)

has no physical sense for an evaporator, by conception (only the concentrate and his vapor are presents in the
separator),so the distillate activity can be only compared to the concentrate activity.

If: AF,AC,AD are the respectives activities of the feed waste.of the concentrate and of the distillate the
expected performances are:

AD< 7,4 E-5 GBq/m3 for AC <740 GBq/m3

AD<1 E-7X AC for 740 GBq/m3 < AC < 7400 GBq/ m3

2.2.2 TESTS OF THE EVAPORATING PLANT

Two types of tests have been done:

-tests with different bicarbonate concentrations to verify the evolution of chemical components
established by CEA in laboratory (NaHCO3-»Na2CO3)
-tests with different concentrations with a chemical tracer (MgSO4) to verify in a first time the
decontamination factor (for an inactive form.)

• Tests of bicarbonate concentrations

To control the cristallisation risk it's necessary to know the main chemical component present in the
concentrate.

The transformation of the bicarbonate in carbonate depends on the degazing capacity of the plant (CO2
elimination).

Three tests of treatment of bicarbonates solutions have been done on the plant in nominal conditions to study
the evolution of the concentration of the components in the first stage concentrate

The tests have shown that: (see table under)

• for the lowest concentration in NaHCO3 (O,4 g/l) in the waste feed,the transformation is quick and
complete

• for higher concentrations (3,9 to 5,5 g/l) the transformation is not complete and decrease in inverse
function of feed waste concentration.

concencentration of feed waste

NaHCO3

0,4 g/l

3,9 g/l

5,5 g/l

Nature of components in the concentrate at the end of treatment

Na2CO3

7,5 g/l

108,4 g/l

80,3 g/l

NaHCO3

<O,1 g:l

10,9 g/l

14,7 g/l



• Verification test of the decontamination factor with a chemical tracer

As no radioactive wastes are available to verify the decontamination factor of the evaporator.the D.F has been
verified in a first time ( as proposed by the constructor NUKEM) by concentration of a chemical tracer
(MgSO4).

The test has consisted in treating a waste containing 50 g/l of MgSO4 during 4 hours.prelevements of
concentrate of the first stage and distillate from the second stage have been done each 20 minutes in order to
measure the magnesium concentration.

The ratio: Mg concentration in the concentrate/ Mg concentration in the distillate has ever been superior to the
expected value of 1E7.

At the end of the treatment for a Mg concentration in the concentrate of 51,6 g/l, the Mg concentration in the
distillate was of 1,9 microgram/l that's to say a ratio of 2,7 E7.

2.2.3 OPERATING APTITUDE OF THE PLANT ACCORDING TO TESTS

The operating aptitude is not completely demonstrated. In relation to the cristallisation risk, it's necessary to
confirm the test realised with NaHC03,.to be sure that the conversion ratio bicarbonate in carbonate is constant
for a feed waste concentration. For this purpose two tests will be done with a feed waste containing 3,7 g/l in
NaHCO3.

N.B: This concentration corresponds to the maximum value expected for the wastes to be treated on the plant.

For the purpose concerning the decontamination factor, it's previded to verify it in the beggining of 1998
utilising active wastes resulting from the washing of irradiated assemblies.

The feed back experience of the constructor NUKEM (for PWR wastes) has confirmed the good operating and
satisfactory decontamination factor of this evaporator type.

3 SOLID WASTES

Studies and experiments are carried out at present to conditionate the precipitates (resulting from the chemical
treatment) and the concentrates (resulting from evaporator plant), before evacuation to the national solid waste
storage (ANDRA)

Two processes are being selected at the present:

-cementing

-coating in resins

4 CONCLUSIONS

^--Operating conditions for the two processes have been qualified,

• Chemical process, to treat radioactive wastes resulting from decontamination of components

• Evaporator process, to treat radioactive wastes resulting from washing of components and fuel
assemblies

However additional tests with radioactive wastes are necessary for the two processes

^-These processes are not appropriated (technically and economically) to treat the wastes resulting from
massive destruction of the primary or secondary sodium of S.P.X plant (important quantities of sodium with low
activities)

®°-About solid wastes resulting from these treatments one of the two following processes (cementing or
coating) would be probably retained
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Simplified Evaporator Processing
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Studies in laboratory (done by CEA) have shown that during the thermic concentration of the waste, the
bicarbonate is decomposed following the reaction : 2 NaHC03-*Na2CO3+H2O+CO2
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NaK HANDLING AND REMOVAL

Jacqueline DESREUMAUX, Grilles RODRIGUEZ, Alain GUIGON,
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French Atomic Energy Commission (CEA)
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Reactor Studies Department,
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Centre d'Etudes de Cadarache
13108 Saint Paul lez Durance
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Abstract

Sodium-potassium alloy is used in specific application in French Fast Breeder Reactors as:

- cold traps,
- NaK bubbler for argon purification,
- valves

and also in experimental irradiation devices.lt has been preferred to sodium because it is liquid from
+ 7 °C for the most common peritectic alloy.After its use, NaK is considered as a hazardous waste
(nuclear or not) due to its high reactivity with air and water.

The most important risk remains in handling NaK systems which have not been operated for
some time.The NaK will be covered with a crust of the superoxide K02 which is a strong oxidising
agent.

Thermodynamically, K02 will react with most organic material or metallic dust or swarfs and can also
react with additional NaK to give sufficient heat to boil part of the NaK, resulting in a sudden increase
in pressure and small explosions.

We describe the formation given to experimenters in our Sodium School and the CEA's
experience in treating specific devices for transportation, decanting of tanks, tank opening and NaK
removal.

1. INTRODUCTION

Amongst the liquid metals used in fast reactors, sodium-potassium alloy (NaK)
is used in specific applications such as the cooling of cold traps, valves or bubble
chambers to purify argon. NaK is also used in special irradiation devices.

The most commonly used mixture is the peritectic alloy which has a 52 % K
mass composition (40% atomic) which has a fusion temperature of 6.9 °C, and is
liquid up to 810 °C under normal pressure.

After use, NaK is considered as a dangerous waste (whether active or not) due to
its high reactivity with air and water.

The purpose of this paper is to present the CEA at Cadarache's experiments in
relation to the handling and destruction of components' inactive NaK.



2. NAK SAFETY

When the NaK is not oxidised, the safety procedure is identical to that of liquid
sodium in relation to air and water, with a reaction a bit more important for the NaK.
However, precautions have to be taken for oxidised NaK handling, even more so
when in contact with large quantities of oxides.

In fact, when in contact with air oxygen, sodium oxides are formed (Na20 and
Na2(>2) and potassium oxides (K2O potassium oxide, K2O2 potassium peroxide, KO2
potassium superoxide).

It is the formation of the superoxide which is the main source of danger. This
formation occurs when the NaK is covered by an atmosphere containing oxygen, for
example, in tanks of NaK which are not completely sealed, one finds a superoxide
crust on the NaK surface.

KO2 is a highly oxidising agent which reacts with most organic material and with
NaK, by causing small explosions and a rapid increase in pressure due to the increase
in temperature and the generation of gas.

The reactions are promoted by the presence of metal filings or by impacts on the
container.

When we need to handle or displace NaK drums, we set a safety valve on the
drum to control pressure and often we freeze NaK at low temperature in order to
solidify it to avoid reactions.

3. OPERATOR TRAINING

A safety training session in connection with NaK was implemented for CEA
operators at the end of 1996. This session, provided by the Ecole du Sodium (Sodium
School) at Cadarache, is now open to all operators wishing to be trained.

It is spread over 3 days and includes the following courses:

1st day: Sodium derivatives, the chemical properties of NaK, safe
intervention in a NaK environment, washing and destruction of
NaK and its derivatives.

2nd day: NaK sampling procedures with practical work, destruction of
NaK in the laboratory, operation on reactors (Quality Assurance
and experience feedback).

3rd day: Presentation of the Madenak destruction procedure, destruction
of NaK, case study and evaluation of session and participants.



4. EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK ON THE DESTRUCTION OF NAK

4.1. Surboum containment:

Destruction of sodium or NaK is carried out in the Surboum containment.

The facility is mainly composed of:

- a destruction cell,
- a Peabody aerosol washer,
- a soda treatment assembly.

This facility was made for the destruction, by hydrolysis, of 50 kg quantities of
sodium per hour. Each kg of sodium destroyed requires approximately 7 kg of water.

4.1.1. Destruction cell:

This is a concrete construction with a blowing roof, with a ground surface area
of 4 m x 8 m and a 150 m3 volume. The bottom and the lower section of the cell are
covered with stainless steel plates.

Three manually controlled water hoses make it possible to spray the parts stored
in the cell. These hoses are operated from the adjoining monitoring-control room.

Windows (one per hose) make it possible to follow the progress of the
operations.

A suction duct evacuates the fumes towards a Peabody aerosol washer.
An opening bored in the cell door provides a sufficient air passage for this suction.

The soda collected in a sump located at the cell's low point is evacuated by
pumping towards a tank located outside.

4.1.2. Peabody aerosol washer:

A fan providing an output of 10,000 m3/h sucks the aerosols which are in the
destruction cell. These aerosols, before being released into the atmosphere, pass
through sprayed water curtains. This sprayed water circulates in a closed system inside
the washer through a pump.The main body of aerosols are trapped in the aerosol
washer.

4.1.3. Soda treatment assembly:

The soda or potash formed in the cell at the time of destruction of the sodium is
transferred and stored in a storage tank situated outside the building.

This soda storage tank is a horizontal cylinder made of A42 steel, with a
sensitive volume of 12 m3. Its service temperature is 80 °C.

When it is filled, the tank is drained into the chemical water collector of the
Centre after pH and contamination checkings.
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4.2. Madenak:

The liquid character of NaK at an ambient temperature made it necessary to
construct a machine for the destruction of NaK called "Madenak".

The principle diagram for this equipment is shown in Fig. 1.

This machine is designed to destroy non active NaK which is relatively "clean"
(with few oxides).

It is implemented in the Surboum containment which is used as a protection in
relation to risks of explosion or NaK fire.

The principle of the Madenak procedure is based on the constant destruction of
NaK. The current destruction rate is 9 kg/h, a performance which we hope to increase
to reach 15 kg/h.

The transfer of NaK towards the Madenak equipment is achieved by pushing by
gas pressure on the tank situated outside the Surboum premises.

All these operations are controlled from outside the containment, in protected
premises.

The advantage of this equipment is its simplicity of use and implementation, and
the possibility which it provides for the daily destruction of sizeable volumes of NaK,
using a machine of reduced bulk (approximately 1.5 m3).

The main difficulties relate to start-up periods, after a long halt.
It is then necessary to ensure the total cleanliness of the equipment by an

adequate cleaning (hydrolysis then drying). This makes it possible to avoid reactions
between any remaining oxidised NaK with the NaK to be destroyed (sometimes
violent heating, sudden increase in the pressure).

4.3. Tank opening:

When a tank has been drained, it must be opened in order to destroy the
remaining NaK (< 10 kg).

The technique used is that of an explosive string wound around a tank situated
in the Surboum premises previously mentioned. During the explosion, the string cuts
the drum's plate (2 mm thickness) on its entire periphery. If it does not catch fire, the
NaK is destroyed by atomised water hoses.

Several drums containing 250 kg of NaK (630 mm diameter, 1,300 mm height)
were opened after draining, in accordance with this principle, from 1989 to 1996
[drum diagram in Fig.2].



5. EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK ON THE HANDLING OF NAK

5.1. Transfer of NaK at CREYS-MALVILLE, FRANCE:

Within the framework of change of the four SUPERPHENIX secondary loops'
sodium cold traps, it was necessary to ensure in turn the sequences of both draining of
the NaK contained in old traps (approximately 870 litres) and the filling of new model
cold traps with NaK (approximately 530 litres) [Fig.3].

Prior to each draining, a sample of NaK was taken in order to confirm the mass
concentration of both elements, as well as a radiological analysis. A device was
developed in order to take rapid and reliable samples [Fig. 4].

The new cavities concerned (storage tanks and dual cold trap enclosure) were
the subject of operations aimed at ensuring their cleanliness: primary vacuum or oven
loading sequences.

For the transfer operations, all valves were fitted with PERBUNAN
membranes.Account was taken of tests mentioned in various bibliographies,
particularly data distributed by the NaK manufacturer (Callery compagny). In
addition, a series of soaking in cold, then hot NaK, on several types of membranes
was carried out within the department, in order to validate them. The membrane
matters tested were neoprene, butyl rubber and perbunan.

The butyl rubber and perbunan behaved satisfactorily.

5.2. Transport of a large size NaK bubble chamber:
(425 litres of NaK, 3 m3 total volume)

In March 1996, the Service de Technologie des Metaux Liquides (Liquid Metal
Technology Service) transported a large size NaK bubble chamber from the Phenix
reactor located in Marcoule, in the Gard department in France, to Cadarache. The
distance between the two sites is approximately 130 Km [Fig. 5].

This device was used for the purification of argon supplied to the reactor. It had
become obsolete following the installation of a better large capacity argon storage. It
is due to be destroyed.

The operation therefore concerns a particularly reactive NaK, taking into
account the presence of a large quantity of oxides and sodium and potassium
peroxides, as well as carbonaceous compounds arising from treated argon impurities.

Prior to any handling or displacement, the NaK was solidified at a temperature
of -18 °C and the bubble chamber was fitted with a safety valve. The NaK
solidification was performed using an isotherm box and an industrial refrigeration unit
(emergency equipment was kept available at the hirer's, with an operation time of less
than four hours).



This temperature appeared to us to be the best possible compromise between:

- A temperature which was sufficiently low as to allow adequate action times
in the case of stopping of the refrigerating device.

- A temperature which was sufficiently high in order to avoid weakening of the
carbon steel which constitutes the device.

The internal pressure in the bubble chamber, as well as its temperature at several
points, were monitored and recorded during the whole of the NaK solidification and
transport periods, and at the time of its return to the room temperature.

Due to the bubble chamber's thermal inertia of the bubble chamber, the pressure
was the sole parameter which allowed us to follow the internal phenomena which
occurred.

Destruction of the bubble chamber and NaK should be carried out in 1998.

6. CONCLUSION

Handling and destruction of non active NaK waste are highly delicate
operations, particularly when oxides are present.

These operations require well trained specialised personnel.

The STML has developped processes and constructed the Madenak machine in
order to perform these operations itself, particularly for the destruction of its own
stock. This stock is currently estimated at 90 tanks, that is to say, in the order of 4 m3

ofNaK.
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Figure 2

NaK storage tank
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Figure 4

Sampling-device for NaK

Sampling capacity
under vacuum
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Figure 5

NaK bubbler for argon purification

Diameter 1100mm

Purified Argon ^ Argon to be purified

Material : Carbon steel A42

Stainless stell wool

NaK level 0,425m3



DISMANTLING OF THE 50MW STEAM GENERATOR TEST FACILITY
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Abstract

We have been dismantling the 50MW Steam Generator Test Facility (50MWSGTF).
The objectives of the dismantling are reuse of sodium components to a planned large scale
thermal hydraulics sodium test facility and the material examination of component that have
been operated for long time in sodium. The facility consisted of primary sodium loop with
sodium heater by gas burner as heat source instead of reactor, secondary sodium loop with
auxiliary cooling system (ACS) and water/steam system with steam temperature and pressure
reducer instead of turbine. It simulated the 1 loop of the Monju cooling system. The rated
power of the facility was 50MWt and it was about 1/5 of the Monju power plant. Several
sodium removal methods are applied. As for the components to be dismantled such as piping,
intermediate heat exchanger (IHX), air cooled heat exchangers (AC), sodium is removed by
steam with nitrogen gas in the air or sodium is burned in the air. As for steam generators
which material tests are planned, sodium is removed by steam injection with nitrogen gas to
the steam generator. The steam generator vessel is filled with nitrogen and no air in the steam
generator during sodium removal. As for sodium pumps, pump internal structure is pulled out
from the casing and installed into the tank. After the installation, sodium is removed by the
same method of steam generator. As for relatively small reuse components such as sodium
valves, electromagnet flow meters (EMFs) etc., sodium is removed by alcohol process.

1. INTRODUCTION

The 50MWSGTF Dl that was constructed to evaluate the performance of Japanese
first prototype FBR power plant Monju steam generator (SG) and secondary cooling system
including reactor auxiliary cooling system (ACS) have been dismantling.

Several sodium removal methods such as steam injection in the air or in the nitrogen
gas, sodium burning and alcohol circulation processes are applied. This report presents the
status of dismantling the facility along with a description of the cleaning process.

2. CLEANING PROCESS

The various methods for sodium removal have been used and are available for large
components cleaning [2]. Each method has some advantages and disadvantages. Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of three methods for sodium removal, the first is alcohol
cleaning method, the second is steam with inert gas injection and the third is sodium burning.
The second method is used both in the air and inert gas.
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2.1 Alcohol process

The alcohol cleaning method is used for sodium removal for relatively small
components. We can remove sodium easily and safely for short time without caring the
damage to the material of components. The reaction rate with sodium is controlled by the
alcohol temperature. Although this method is applicable to sodium removal of all
components, the construction cost of the removal system and the alcohol price are relatively
high compared to other methods. Also, it is noted that alcohol itself is flammable. This
cleaning system is placed at the sodium processing facility (SPF).

TABLE 1 SODIUM REMOVAL METHODS

Meth-
ods

Alcohol

Steam
/water

Burning

Advantages

1. can remove sodium besides in
the narrow crevice.
2. no alkali corrosion
3. controllable
4. short removal time

1. can remove sodium besides in
the crevice.
2. easy to dispose water
3. relatively low cost

no hydrogen generation

Disadvantages

1. Alcohol is flammable
2. Possibility of hydrogen
explosion
3. Relatively high cost

1. Possibility of alkali attack
2. Possibility of hydrogen
explosion
3. Long time operation

1. Cannot use to large
components
2. Cannot use for the
material test

Application

Reuse
components
and material
tests

Reuse
components

Small scale
components
and solid
sodium block

2.2 Aqueous process

We have the two kinds of aqueous method, the one is steam injection with inert gas in
the air and the another is steam injection in the close system filled with inert gas.

As for the disposal components that would not be examined after cleaning, steam is
injected to the components while dismantling at the SPF. This method requires personnel's
who have enough experience and technique of the sodium removal. Components that surface
is covered by sodium should be carefully dismantled to avoid any unexpected sodium fire or
hydrogen evolution. When we have to avoid any damage to the material, it is difficult to use
this process.

As for the components that post test material examinations or reuse of the
components are planned, steam is injected with inert gas to the component shell or a tank that
contains the cleaning objects and filled with inert gas to prevent oxidation or stress clack
corrosion. The reaction rate can be controlled by the steam and inert gas flow rate and the
temperature of the objects. Both steam injection methods are available at the SPF.



2.3 Sodium burning

Sodium burning method is used for disposal components having large amounts of
residual sodium. Sodium is removed from the components physically or sodium is left as
resided and placed in the burning room that have an air ventilation and aerosol filter. Several
kg of sodium can be burned at the SPF. This method can be applied only small parts of the
large components or small components.

2.4 Sodium processing facility

Above mentioned sodium removal methods are available at the SPF. The alcohol
cleaning system [3] that consists of an alcohol tank that placed underground, a circulating
pump, pipes and valves, heat exchanger with water cooler for alcohol temperature control, a
vacuum pump and hydrogen release system. A hydrogen and oxygen meter are installed in the
gas release system. The alcohol cleaning system has flammable gas meters to detect leakage of
alcohol. The alcohol volume in the tank is 3 m3 and flow rate is 12 m3/h.

The steam injection equipment in the air is available. Maximum flow rate of steam and
nitrogen is 40 and 80 m3/h respectively. The sodium burning room is covered by steel plate
and has gas burners, water shower and nitrogen supply. Sodium contained water is drained to
a water tank and neutralized by adding hydro-chloric acid. The volume of the water tank is
about 30 m3.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE 50MWSGTF

3.1 50MWSGTF system

Figure 1 shows the main system of the 50MWSGTF. The facility consisted of
primary sodium loop with sodium heaters by gas burning as heat source instead of reactor,
secondary sodium loop with ACS and water/steam system with steam temperature and
pressure reducer instead of turbine, it simulated the 1 loop of the Monju cooling system
besides a reactor and turbine. The rated power of the facility was 50MWt and about 1/5 of
the Monju. The objective of the 50MWSGTF was to evaluate the performance of Monju
steam generator and secondary cooling system. The facility has been operated for over 40000
hours.

Primary Sodium System Secondary Sodium System

Stack Sodium Pump

Water/Steam System

ACS
Temperature Reducer

f Cooling Tower

FWP

Figure 1 Schematic Diagram of50MWSGTF
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3.2 Steam generator

The steam generator is a helical coil type unit consisting of two parts, an evaporator
and a superheater. Both of which have a diameter of about 2 m and respective height of about
12 and 8 m. Figure 2 shows the evaporator schematic. The material is ferritic steel (2 1/4 Cr -
1 Mo steel) for the evaporator and austenitic stainless steel (SUS321) for the superheater.
Each component has 33 helical coiled heat transfer tubes with downcommer section.

Sodium flows into the SG through sodium inlet nozzle located at the top of the SG
and sodium is distributed at ring header. Then sodium goes down in the inner shroud
exchanging heat with water/steam and flows out through exit nozzle located at the bottom of
the SG. Water flows inner side of tubes. Upper internal of the SG was covered by argon gas.
An examination of the SG geometry indicated that no sodium block could be resided in the
SG.

Steam Exit
Water Inlet

Thermal Shield

Over flow
nozzle

Secondary sodium inlet

(.Secondary sodium exit

i Heat transfer tube
"

Primary sodium
inlet flow hole

Crevice of
tube support

Inner Shell

Thermal shild • =

Secondary
sodium
drainnozzle

Primary sodium exit

Figure 2 Structure of #2 50MW Steam Generator Figure 3 5OMWIHX Structure



3.3 Intermediate heat exchanger

Figure 3 shows the IHX schematic. The IHX has about 2000 straight heat transfer
tubes. The diameter is about 2.5 m, height is about 8.2 m and major material is austenitic
stainless steel (SUS304). Primary sodium flows the shell side and secondary sodium flows
inside tubes. A large amount of sodium could be resided at the bottom of the secondary
downcommer that could not be drained and at the piston rings that separate inlet and exit
primary sodium and have small flow holes.

3.4 Other major components

Other major sodium components are air cooled heat exchangers (AC), mechanical
sodium pumps, sodium heater by gas burning, electro-magnetic pumps, sodium purification
system, sodium valves, mixing tees. There were two air cooled heat exchangers, the one had
12 MWt and the other had 3 MWt heat removal rate. Both ACs had finned heat transfer
tubes connected to inlet and exit sodium headers. Two mechanical sodium pumps were used
for circulating sodium in primary and secondary loop. The rated flow rate is about 20 m3/h,
and the pump height is about 2.5 m. The diameter of main piping was 0.3 m.

4. CLEANING AND DISMANTLING PROCESS

4.1 Process

The 50MWSGTF components were classified into 3 category. The first one is the
components that will be reused for the planned large scale thermal hydraulics test facility.
Sodium pumps, valves and purification system fell into this category. The second one is the
component that material examination is planned. The SG fell into this category. The rest of
the components such as IHX, ACs and piping were disposed without any material
examinations.

As mentioned previous section, three sodium cleaning processes are practically
available. The alcohol process is used for sodium removal of small to medium size reuse
components such as sodium valves, EMFs. This process is conducted at the SPF. The steam
cleaning method in inert gas is used for sodium removal of mechanical pumps and the SG.
Sodium removal oh the SG was performed in place at the 50MWSGTF. Following sodium
removal, the dismantling of the evaporator is underway and the material examination of heat
transfer tubes and tube sheet, etc., will be conducted. Sodium removal of pumps will be
performed at the SPF. Sodium removal of other components is carried out by steam injection
in the air or sodium burning at the SPF while dismantling components. Sodium removal of the
ACs, piping mixing tees have already been conducted and sodium removal and dismantling of
the IHX is underway.

4.1 Piping

At first, sodium piping including valves, mixing tees was removed from the
50MWSGTF. Sodium pipes were cut to 2 to 3 m at the facility and moved to the SPF for
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sodium removal by steam injection in the air. During dismantling the pipes, when large
amount of sodium was resided in pipes, upper side of the pipe was cut with nitrogen gas
blow to avoid sodium burning during dismantling and sodium was burned in the burning
room. Figure 4 shows the process.

Dismantling the mixing tees was rather complicated compared to piping. The mixing
tee had double hull to mitigate temperature fluctuation on the outer pipe that foam sodium
boundary to the air. Figure 5 shows the geometry and dismantling process of the mixing tees.
Large amount of sodium was resided at the bottom of the mixing tees. Upper part of the
mixing tee (T-junction section) was cut away with nitrogen gas blow and upper parts of the
outer and inner pipe were cut away. After removal of upper structure, sodium was melted by
heating of gas burner, then inner pipe was removed. Finally all sodium was burned on the
outer pipe and pan. The pipe and mixing tee during dismantling are shown in Photograph 1
and 2.

Dismantling the air coolers was rather easy. Heat transfer tubes were cut at both inlet
and exit headers and sodium of each tubes and headers were removed by steam injection in the
air. Sodium was only resided inner surface of the tubes and headers as thick film.

4.2 IHX

Dismantling the IHX is underway. That will be conducted at the SPF. The internal
structure will be drawn out at the 50MWSGTF and moved to the SPF. The IHX was filled
with carbon-dioxide and most of sodium or sodium-oxide could be changed to
sodium-carbon-trioxide that is easily handled. The IHX internal will be drawn out by the
crane in the vinyl cask that is filled with nitrogen gas to prevent accidental sodium fire. Then



the IHX internal moves to the SPF where the IHX is dismantled and sodium is removed in the
air.

At first, sodium of the outer surface will be removed by steam injection and then
steam injection holes will be opened and inner side of the IHX inner shroud (primary sodium
side) is cleaned by steam injection through the steam injection holes. After sodium removal of
the primary side, upper and lower section will be cut away. Then steam will be injected inside
the heat transfer tubes.

The expected residual sodium of primary and secondary side is about 60 and 46 kg
respectively. After completing the dismantling and sodium removal of the IHX internal, the
IHX outer shell will be moved to the SPF from the 50MWSGTF to dismantle and remove
sodium. The estimated operation day is about 40 days.

5. SG SODIUM REMOVAL

5.1 Cleaning system

Steam injection in nitrogen gas atmosphere was selected because of the large inventory
of SG sodium side and a planned material examination. Sodium removal of the SG was
performed in place at the 50MWSGTF. Sodium inlet pipe, exit pipe, cover gas nozzle and
sodium over flow nozzle (evaporator) were connected to steam supply unit. Nozzles on the
upper plates were connected to the steam, nitrogen and hydrogen release system.

Figure 6 shows the P & I drawing of the sodium removal system. The sodium
removal system consists of 3 units. The one is boiler unit that generates saturated steam and
supplies it to the steam supply unit. The rated steam generating ratio is 60 kg/h and pressure
is 0.3 MPa (g).

Nitrogen stop valve

Nitrogen gas|

Nitrogen gas supply line j 0 a t m
I 1 1* i

Gas release unit T

Carbon dioxide supply line

Steam supply unit•rrw *•""To water tank
I Boiler unit

—<f Inonized water supply

Figure 6 P & I drawing of the SG cleaning system
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The second unit is the steam supply system that consists of nitrogen gas line with

heater and mixer of nitrogen and steam, water line, carbon dioxide gas line. Emergency steam
stop valve and nitrogen supply valve to the release system are in this unit to stop the sodium
water reaction and to dilute hydrogen at abnormal burst sodium and steam reaction. The rated
nitrogen gas flow rate is 60 Nm3/h and highest temperature is 140 deg-c. This unit provides
mixing gas of steam and nitrogen to the SG in 1st step of sodium removal, provides water to
the SG in 2nd step and carbon dioxide for stabilizing the residual sodium-hydroxide.

The third unit is gas release system that consists of a mist separator, a pressure
control valve, a vacuum pump and a flame arrestor. Hydrogen evolved in the SG was
introduced to this unit with nitrogen gas and released to the air with monitoring and
controlling hydrogen concentration in nitrogen gas. A majority of connecting pipe and horse is
50 mm diameter. Steam and nitrogen gas flow rate, pressure and temperature, hydrogen
concentration in nitrogen gas, moisture in nitrogen gas, pressure in the SG and SG internal
temperatures were measured and controlled. Ionized water, nitrogen gas, compressed air and
water neutralization tank were available.

5.2 Cleaning procedure

A review of the SG geometry and results of the sodium piping dismantling indicated
that average sodium film thickness could be expected about 5 mg/cm2 where sodium draining
temperature was 200 deg-c, it was estimated that total amount of residual sodium was about
24 kg and 20 kg for the evaporator and super-heater respectively. It was expected that a
majority of sodium was film remaining on the surfaces and very little sodium remaining in the
crevices of tube and tube-support.

The initial steps of sodium removal were to vacuum the SG and to fill the SG with
nitrogen gas. Nitrogen gas started flowing to the SG with 20 Nm3/h, and kept almost constant
flow rate, then steam with nitrogen gas flow was initiated to the SG through sodium exit
nozzle where located the bottom of the SG. Initial steam flow rate was about 0.3 kg/h not to
exceed the hydrogen concentration of 1 % in nitrogen gas.

Hydrogen evolution is assumed to be governed by following direct reaction of sodium
with water [2]

Na + H2O -> NaOH + 1/2H2 (gas) (1)

Other reactions shown below are minor source of hydrogen evolution.

Na + NaOH ->Na2O+1/2H2 (2)

Na2O + H2O ->2NaOH (3)
Na + 1/2H2 -> NaH (4)
NaH + NaOH ->Na2O + H2 (5)

where nitrogen flow rate is 20 Nm3/H
Then steam flow rate is about 0.6 kg/h for hydrogen concentration of 1 % in nitrogen gas.



After hydrogen concentration reaching plateau or decreasing, steam flow rate was
increased. When steam flow rate reached 20 kg/h and no hydrogen concentration increase was
observed, the steam flow rate reduced to 0.3 kg/h and steam was flowed through sodium over
flow nozzle, cover gas nozzle and sodium inlet pipe. Then again steam flow rate increased to
60 kg/h according to hydrogen concentration. During the steam injection, water samples were
taken periodically when condensed water drained.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Steam injection

Initial 2 days, no water was drained, because steam weight in nitrogen gas was smaller
than saturated moisture weight. Figure 7 shows the hydrogen concentration change with
steam flow rate. For 5 days after initiation of steam injection, increasing steam flow rate
increased the hydrogen concentration then hydrogen concentration decreased almost 0 %.
When steam was injected through all nozzles and steam flow increased, hydrogen
concentration increased again according to steam flow rate.

Figure 8 shows the SG internal temperature. The SG was heated by steam and the
internal temperature was decided by heat addition from steam and heat loss from the SG
surface. The SG internal temperature was kept below 70 deg-c to avoid cold stress clack
corrosion.
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After 12 days of steam injection, hydrogen concentration in nitrogen decreased and
sodium concentration in the dramed water was lower than 1000 ppm, it was decided to stop
steam injection and move to next step of water filling. Figure 9 shows the sodium
concentration in the drained water measured by neutralization and Figure 10 shows the
accumulated sodium removal weight that was calculated from the hydrogen concentration in
nitrogen gas.
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Sodium removal weight = FN2*H2/100*rH2*23 (kg/h) (6)
Where

FN2: Nitrogen flow rate (m3/h)
H2: Hydrogen concentration in nitrogen gas (%)
rH2: hydrogen specific weight (kg/m3)
23: Hydrogen to sodium weight conversion coefficient (-)

By integrating above equation, the estimated reacted sodium weight was about 8.4 kg.
Total removed sodium calculated by the neutralization at the drain water tank was about 23
kg that was almost same as expected. The differences of these values could be mainly caused
by accuracy of hydrogen concentration in nitrogen gas.

5.2.2 Water filling

After stopping steam injection to the SG, the SG was filled with nitrogen gas again.
Then ionized water was filled for about 1 hour to clean sodium hydro-oxide from the SG inner
surface. During filling water into the SG, no hydrogen increase was observed. When draining
water, samples were taken and sodium concentration was measured by neutralization method.
The sodium concentration in drained water was several mg/liter. This procedure was
conducted twice and took 2 days. Sodium removal weight was about 0.1kg in this water
filling. Almost all residual sodium was removed by steam injection.

After finishing the water filling and draining, carbon-dioxide gas flowed into the SG
and retained for 1 day to stabilize residual sodium hydro-oxide that was evolved from sodium

11



water reaction. By introducing carbon dioxide, sodium hydro-oxide becomes sodium
carbon-trioxide or sodium carbon-trioxide hydrogen that stable and no toxic. Then the SG was
dried by introducing heated nitrogen gas.

The dismantling of the evaporator is now underway. The sodium removal of the
mechanical sodium pumps will be conducted by using the same cleaning equipment that was
used for the SG sodium removal.

6. CONCLUSION

The 50MWSGTF is just being dismantled. A current status of dismantling the facility
is as follows. Air cooled heat exchangers and pipings were dismantled and sodium was
removed by aqueous method. Sodium valves and EMFs were removed from the facility and
sodium was removed by alcohol process. Sodium in the steam generator was removed. The
SG dismantling and the IHX dismantling and sodium removal are now underway. Sodium
removal of the mechanical pumps will be conducted next year. Up to now, sodium removal
and dismantling are conducted effectively and safely. Dismantling the sodium system will be
finished in 2 years.
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Photograph 1 Sodium removal of piping

Photograph 2 Sodium Removal of Mixing tee (sodium burning)
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A NEW PROCESS FOR THE REMOVAL OF IMPURITIES IN THE COLD TRAPS
OF LIQUID METAL FAST REACTORS

C. LATGE

Abstract
This document describes a new concept for the removal of impurities in the cold traps of
Liquid Metal Fast Reactors : PRIAM (Process of Regeneration Integrated, Alternative
Method). This process was chosen because it met the following objectives:

- Satisfactory management of the tritiated effluent,
- Control of the hydrogen hazard.
- Recovery of the integrity of the cold trap, if necessary, hence no need for

requalification before re-installing it in the reactor.
After a review of existing processes, the system and its operation are detailed; the we

describe the development strategy that has been selected for it.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sodium was chosen as the coolant fluid in LMFRs because of its very attractive neutronic and
thermal qualities. However, owing to its reducing properties, it has a great affinity for the
oxygen and hydrogen present in ionic form in the liquid sodium.

Oxygen is introduced in trace state in argon, a gas that serves as an inert cover over the
primary and secondary sodium. During certain servicing or handling operations on
components or fuel assemblies, slight quantities of oxygen and water vapour are also
introduced despite the precautions taken to restrict this pollution. In order to limit, on the one
hand, the corrosion of the metallic structures in the hot areas of the core, and thus
contamination due to the transfer of activated corroded products and, on the other hand, the
risk of plugging, the oxygen content in the sodium must be kept under 3.1(H> kg O / kgNa.

In addition, corrosion also occurs on the water side of the SG walls, although it is controlled
by a chemical treatment of the water (hydrazine) that enables reducing the concentration of
dissolved oxygen. This corrosion produces hydrogen that diffuses continuously towards the
secondary sodium through the walls of the SGs, by partial pressure differential. In the event
of a sodium-water reaction, generated by a water leak in the secondary sodium, which would
produce sodium oxide and hydrogen, detection is ensured by a system based on the
measurement of the variation of the hydrogen content in the sodium. To enable early
detection of a sodium-water reaction, the hydrogen content has to be kept as low as possible,
i.e., lower than 100.10"^ kg H / kgNa, in the secondary circuits.

1 : Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique ; CEA-DRN-DER-STMLCentre d'Etudes de
CADARACHE, 13108 SAINT PAUL LEZ DURANCE FRANCE



Finally, a very small quantity of tritium, a radioactive hydrogen isotope, is produced in the
primary system. Part of this tritium diffuses towards the secondary sodium, then towards the
water circuit. This release therefore has to be controlled so that it remains below allowable
standards.

In short, the sodium has to be purified continuously in each of the circuits, so as to:

- Limit corrosion essentially in the primary system,
- Reduce the concentration of hydrogen in the secondary system,
- Limit tritium release into the environment.

This operation is performed in a device called a cold trap: this is actually a crystallizer in
which the crystallization of the oxide (Na20) and the sodium hydride (NaH) is induced by
cooling, which leads to a drop in the solubility of the hydrogen and oxygen in the liquid
sodium. This principle is very well-suited to our objective insofar as the solubility of these
two elements becomes practically nil in the neighbourhood of the sodium solidification
temperature. This device therefore enables both cooling and retention of the crystals formed
on a woven steel wool support.

In view of the fact that the purpose of this device is to become filled with impurities, there
comes a moment when it has to be regenerated, in order to be re-used or dismantled.

At the Nuclear Research Centre of Cadarache, due to difficulties occured with an existing
process already implemented, we are developing a new process for the regeneration of
secondary cold traps. In this presentation, we justify, our choice, describe this process and
finally present the strategy of development.

2. EXISTING METHODS

Various kind of methods have been proposed or developed in the past for the cold traps and
more particularly for those which have been set up on intermediate loops, that means mainly
loaded with tritiated sodium hydride ; we briefly describe them:

-a) thermolysis :

After sodium draining, the cold trap is heated up in order to induce the thermal
decomposition of sodium hydride and consequently production of tritiated hydrogen.
Simultaneously, if sodium oxide is also available in the cold trap (sodium-water reaction,
start-up purification,...) a reaction between hydrogen and sodium oxide can occur at low
temperature, from 100°C, which produces sodium hydroxide. Two regeneration operations
(regeneration means that the operator intends to reuse the cold trap) were carried out in France
on a cold trap of PHENTX, in 1979 and in 1987. In 1979, the operation was realized with a
carrier gas, nitrogen in order to extract quickly tritiated hydrogen before to release it in the
environment, according to the existing regulations : consequently, the duration of this
operation was very long. In 1987 [1], in order to avoid the drawbacks above-mentioned, the
tritiated hydrogen was continuously trapped by adsorption on a metallic bed made of Mg^Ni.
The results of these operations, together with an analysis of the experimental procedures used
during these operations provided the following informations :



- Liquid and gaseous effluents set problems of active waste processing that are inherent in
the processes used : tritium was both in gas and liquid phase (sodium hydroxide),
- Due to the fact that sodium hydroxide can cover residual sodium oxide, the conversion of
sodium oxide can be incomplete and the draining of the "liquid" phase was proved to be
difficult,
- The trap and more particularly the mesh are damaged by caustic corrosion due to the
action of sodium hydroxide at high temperature;
- Operating difficulties perturb the regeneration operation: mainly problems of draining
(above-mentioned), residue retention, temperature control and safety (control of the
reaction rate).

This process has been applied also in Kazakhstan (former USSR) on cold traps of
BN350, in situ [3]. After sodium draining, the sodium hydroxide was collected in the
retention zone located at the bottom of the cold trap.

In USA, J.M. MAC KEE [4]has proposed in 1976 to transform sodium oxide and
sodium hydride by mutual reaction : if there is an excess of hydride, it is removed by thermal
decomposition ; if there is an excess of oxide, it is removed by adding hydrogen.

-b) cleaning with water or alcohol:

Cleaning with water can be carried out in two ways :

- after sodium draining, water vapour can be introduced in the cold trap with a carrier
gas ; the reaction between sodium oxide, sodium hydride and residual sodium produces
aqueous sodium hydroxide and hydrogen. The reaction rate can be monitored theoretically by
controlling the water content (dew point) in the carrier gas ; nevertheless, due to the high
reactive surface (crystals spread out in the packing) and due to the complex geometry of the
internals, it is rather impossible to guaranty a continuous and safe process.

- without preliminary draining, the cold trap can be cut up with a mechanical saw into
slices, each of them containing a given amount of sodium, sodium oxide and tritiated hydride.
These elements can be destroyed in a cleaning pit dedicated to the cleaning of large
components. The main difficulty can rise from the large diameters of some existing cold traps.
In the PERAMIDE concept [6], developed in the frame of EFR project (European Fast
Reactor), the packing consists in several plates, easy to dismantle after draining and
consequently easy to clean.

Cleaning a cold trap with alcohol, after sodium draining, has also been investigated in
the past, due to the low reaction rate between sodium and heavy alcohol (ethylcarbitol), in the
presence of an inert fluid. The tests, carried out in laboratory, have shown that the kinetic of
reaction between alcohol and sodium oxide is very slow. Moreover, this method produces a
tritiated organic effluent ; thus, in France, this approach was abandoned in 1992. We recall
here that, due to the possibility to initiate a thermal runaway due to the decomposition of the
mixture alcohol-alcoholate produced by the reaction between sodium and heavy ether-
alcohols (accident occured in RAPSODIE France, then in KFK, Germany), the use of alcohols
for cleaning sodium is suspended in France.

-c) dissolution of sodium and sodium compounds in sodium hydroxide :



This approach is attractive, due to the fact that on the one hand all sodium compounds
are able to be dissolved in liquid sodium hydroxide and on the other hand the sodium
hydroxyde is an acceptable effluent, well known for its processing ; the respective solubilities
of sodium and sodium compounds, deduced from phase diagrams, allow to deduce the
quantity of sodium hydroxide necessary to dissolve the impurities ; these values depend
mainly of the operating temperature.

-d) dissolution of sodium oxide and sodium hydride in liquid sodium followed by
adequate extraction :

Three main applications of this approach have been undertaken in Japan, in France and
in Russia:

In Japan (Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd), proposed first in 1988 [2] a process based
on the dissolution of sodium hydride in sodium followed by the extraction of hydrogen from
sodium surface (free surface in the cold trap itself) to sweep argon gas. Due to small interface
area, the regeneration was carried out on the cold trap in operation. If this method seems to be
attractive for regeneration in operation, this process is of poor efficiency for a cold trap in the
frame of decommissioning.

In Russia (RIAR Dimitrovgrad) [5], sodium oxide and sodium hydride impurities are
simultaneously removed from the cold trap by circulation of heated sodium, which dissolves
impurities through the trap. Extraction of hydrogen is ensured by circulation of sodium in a
vacuumed regeneration chamber having the developed surface for hydrogen desorption from
free sodium surface and sodium oxide deposition on plates.

In France, we have developed the PRIAM process [7], that not only enables avoiding
the above drawbacks, but above all permits an overall design for the reactor" purification and
regeneration system, in the frame of EFR project. Nevertheless, this process can also satisfy
the requirements in the frame of decommissioning (he who can do more can do less).

3. THE PRINCIPLE OF THE PRIAM SYSTEM

Hot, under-saturated sodium is made to flow in the trap filled with impurities so as to
dissolve the latter in the sodium in the form of oxygen and hydrogen ions (protium and traces
of tritium): these are subsequently separated using two instruments:

- Permeable nickel membranes enable extracting the hydrogen by diffusion through the
membranes: when the other side of the membranes is put under secondary vacuum, a
hydrogen flux is generated. The tritiated hydrogen is then stored either in adsorbed
form or in bottles prior to subsequent processing;

- An auxiliary cold trap intended to trap only oxygen, with appropriate operating rules
to make the device specific. After completion of the processing of several traps, this
auxiliary trap, solely loaded with sodium oxide, is submitted to a specific treatment.

This process was chosen then developed because it met the following objectives:
- Satisfactory management of the tritiated effluent,



- Control of the hydrogen hazard.
- Recovery of the integrity of the cold trap, hence no need for requalification before re-
installing it in the reactor,

In this paper, after explaining the origin of the process, we describe the process itself, the
development strategy that has been selected for it, and, finally, the first results. We will also
endeavour to show the specificity of process development inherent in the nuclear domain.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE PRIAM SYSTEM

We shall successively describe:

- The dissolution area,

- The O/H separation area,

- The permeator that enables extracting the tritiated hydrogen.

The interface between the dissolution area and the separation area is constituted by a sodium
storage area.

•*&""

4.1. The Dissolution Area

There are two possible options:

- dissolution of the contents of the cold trap located on site and transfer of the O~ and
H~ impurities to an existing storage area. This, obviously, can be the storage area intended to
collect the sodium from a secondary loop after draining. The three secondary loops are
connected to a common storage area. Each secondary purification loop is composed of an
electromagnetic pump, an external exchanger-economizer, a cold trap and a plugging meter.

- dissolution of the contents of the cold trap once disconnected from the purification
circuit and installed on a dissolution circuit itself connected to a storage area; this assembly is
located out of the reactor.

4.2. O/H Separation Area

This area essentially comprises:

- A storage area. This is the storage area presented in the previous section (dissolution
area);

- A specific oxygen extraction and retention device, a large-capacity PIRAMIDE-type cold
trap, for example, allowing the collection of oxide from several cold traps that have to be
regenerated.

- A specific hydrogen extraction and retention device, composed of a nickel membrane, for
example, associated with a pumping system that enables its transfer to a tritiated hydrogen
storage area. The pumping device can be a turbine-driven pump - primary pump assembly



permitting secondary vacuum. The storage area can be a chemisorption retention support
composed of Mg2Ni, LaNi (+Mn), Ti, U, etc. or bottles ; in the last case, it is necessary to
implement a compressor but the process does not produce secondary wastes.

- A unit for measuring the oxygen and hydrogen contents in the sodium, comprising:

. An oxygen-meter (electrochemical),

. A hydrogen-meter (mass spectrometer adjusted to hydrogen).

4.3. The Permeator

4.3.1. Choice of the Material

The permeator is composed of a membrane in a material enabling a high permeation flux with
respect to the hydrogen. Three materials, known for their high permeation constant, have
been considered [8]: niobium, ARMCO iron, and nickel.

A comparison between the three materials focused on the following points:

- Corrosion resistance : the sodium has a relatively high oxygen concentration and the
temperature of the membrane is high;

- Possible formation of hydride by material-hydrogen interaction, leading to a degradation
of the permeation flux and probably of the permeator's mechanical properties;

- The weldability of the material (for example, welding of thimbles onto a plate);

- The permeation constant.

The main qualitative elements of this comparison are reported in Table 1.

Niobium was eliminated because of its strong tendency to corrode and form hydride within
the material, and finally because of its poor weldability.

ARMCO iron was eliminated because of its poor behaviour with respect to corrosion.

Nickel was therefore selected, which has already been used in diffusion hydrogen meters, and
whose permeation constants are well known.

4.3.2. Installation of the Permeator.

There are two installation options:

- Option 1: Installation on a loop, constituted by an exchanger-economizer and a heater.

- Option 2: Immersion in the storage tank.



Option 1 presents two advantages that led us to select it as the reference solution:

- The temperature of the membrane is independent of the temperature of the sodium
contained in the storage area. This independence provides great adjustment
flexibility of the operating parameters of the system and enables maintaining the
temperature of the stored sodium at a reasonable level;

- In the event of permeator failure (piercing of the membrane, for example), replacing,
and possibly repairing the component, is easier.

4.3.3. Design of the Membrane

From several possible designs, we selected the following:

a) A membrane composed of thimbles welded onto a plate,

b) A membrane composed of a bundle of tubes, the sodium flowing around them,

c) A membrane composed of plane or corrugated plates, the polluted sodium flowing
between them.

Solution a) is interesting since, in addition to the fact that it enables designing a permeator
with a large permeation surface for given dimensions, its development can be based on similar
devices and implementation experience:

- The diffusion hydrogen meter (single nickel thimble),

- The palladium-silver membrane permeator (a bundle of thimbles) used to separate
impurities from hydrogen isotopes, a technology implemented in the following
industrial sectors:

.The production of high purity hydrogen [9],

.The separation of impurities from hydrogen isotopes, for example in the
circuits used to reprocess burnt gases from a fusion reactor torus [10].

For these reasons, solution a) was our reference solution for the continuation of the study.

5. OPERATION OF THE PRIAM SYSTEM

In order to make the operation of the PRIAM system quite clear, we propose to describe the
procedures used for the startup of the system, its control, and finally its shutdown. The
number of each action to be performed is circled.



5.1. Startup of the System

The following successive operations enable putting the system into service:

© - The temperature of the sodium in the storage area and in the dissolution
circuit is set by using a heater installed in line at the following value:

Ti (± dTi) (example: 450° C)

© - The permeator is heated to the operating temperature selected by the user, by
means of its own electric pre-heating system, i.e.:

T2 (± dT2) (example: 550° C)

Remark: Operations © and © can be started simultaneously.

® - The sodium flows through the cold trap that is to be regenerated (CTA), using
an electromagnetic pump. The cold trap is isothermal at a temperature T($, the cooling
system of the trap having been put into service (fans). The oxygen (O=) and hydrogen
(H~) concentrations increase as a result of the dissolution of the oxide Na2O and the
hydride NaH present in trap CTA, and continue to do so until the sodium is saturated
in O~ and H" at the temperature Tg. Tg is set lower than T\ to avoid any risk of
plugging on the cold points of the dissolution circuit (420° C, for example).

© - A flow of sodium is started in the permeator and the flow rate is set so as to
obtain a drop in the hydrogen concentration in the stored sodium until a new, stable
value is obtained, corresponding to the following saturation temperature:

T3 (± dT3) (for example: 360° C)

© - The temperature of the cold point in the oxide retention trap CTB is set at the
following value:

T4 (± dT4) (for example: 380° C)

© - A flow of sodium is started in the trap CTB, and the flow rate is set so as to
obtain a decrease in the oxygen concentration until a new value in the storage area is
obtained, corresponding to the following saturation temperature:

T5 (± dTs) (for example: 390° C)

Remarks:

a) The temperature T2 is set as high as possible, so as to obtain the best permeation rate and
therefore to reduce the surface of the membrane and in turn the dimension of the permeator.
Its value of course also depends on the mechanical and metallurgical characteristics of the
selected material.



b) The temperature T\ depends on what is technologically acceptable with respect to the
storage areas and the circuits.

c) The difference Tg - T5 and the flow rate in the cold trap to be regenerated (CTA) determine
the dissolution rate.

d) The difference T5 - T4 and the flow rate of sodium in the cold trap dedicated to
(CTB) determine the purification rate with respect to

e) The difference Tg - T3 and the flow rate of the sodium in the permeator determine the
hydrogen extraction rate.

f) The values of dTj, dT2, dT3, dT4, and dT5, which are the allowable operating ranges
around the set values under steady state operating conditions of T\, T2, T3, T4, and T5> have
to be evaluated in accordance with the technological limits of temperature control.

5.2. Operation under Steady State Conditions

The following inequation must be verified, and checked continuously:

(T4 - dT4) - (T3 + dT3) > DLTM

DLTM represents the minimum allowable temperature difference between T3 and T4
guaranteeing there is no retention of tritiated hydrogen in the oxide retention cold trap.

5.3. Shutdown of the Plant

Case a: When T5 becomes equal to T4 ©, which occurs when there is no oxide left to
dissolve in the trap to be regenerated, the oxide cold trap must be isolated so as to,avoid any
internal transfer of oxide, which would be detrimental to a good filling coefficient ®. The
permeator should be kept in operation until the hydrogen concentration in the plant also
decreases ®, ®, thus indicating the end of the distillation of the tritiated hydride contained in
the trap to be regenerated. Finally, flow in the dissolution circuit should be stopped (11), and
the temperature of the assembly lowered to the value desired by the operator (12).

Case b: When the hydrogen concentration drops, the permeator is kept in service until T5
becomes equal to T4. In this case, one should first isolate the cold trap, then the permeator;
NEVER THE CONTRARY.

6. SIZING OF THE PRIAM SYSTEM

The permeation flux obeys the following law :

- . ( P £ - P ^ ) (1)
x



where K is the permeation constant, a function of the temperature and of the material

(Ni)

S is the surface of the membrane

x is the thickness of the membrane

P a m is the partial hydrogen pressure upstream of the membrane (sodium side),
linked to the hydrogen concentration by Sievert's law.

P a v is the partial hydrogen pressure downstream of the permeator (vacuum side).

The sizing of the permeator is calculated so as to ensure that the permeation rate is equal to
the hydride dissolution rate in the cold trap to be regenerated. The permeator is therefore
designed taking into account the allowable duration of the regeneration operation.

The dimensions of the permeator, a function of the surface S and the geometry of the
membrane, depend on the operating temperature of the permeator, the difference between the
partial hydrogen pressures, and therefore of the operating parameters of the permeator.

By adjusting:

- The temperature of the membrane and/or the sodium flow rate in the permeator,

- The sodium flow rate and/or the temperature of the cold trap intended to trap oxygen
(auxiliary trap),

The following inequality in the sodium can be obtained:

T s a t H < T p F (2)

where Tsatpj is the hydrogen saturation temperature of the sodium,

and Tpp is the temperature of the cold point in the auxiliary trap.

Obtaining this inequality, to be taken into account in the design, enables guaranteeing specific
trapping of the oxygen in the trap and thus perfect separation of the oxygen and the tritiated
hydrogen.

7. CONCLUSION

We have presented in this report a new concept of secondary sodium purification and
integrated regeneration, called PRIAM, that presents a certain number of advantages
compared to the existing design, among which we should mention:

10



- The separation of the impurities, performed using this new concept, enables
obtaining a liquid effluent during the processing of the auxiliary trap (Na20), in theory
inactive, but in practice very slightly tritiated. The tritiated hydrogen, stored on a

r or in a bottle, could:
, p

getter or in a bottle, could:

. Either be released into the atmosphere under controlled conditions,

. Or treated so as to extract the tritium, in a specialized unit, depending on its
activity

- The process, based on the control of solubility and vacuum pumping of hydrogen
through a membrane allows a control of the hydrogen hazard.

- The in-situ regeneration of secondary cold traps, avoiding operations on the
secondary circuit to extract a used cold trap and insert a new cold trap in its place.
Regeneration is achieved by dissolution, there is no risk of deterioration of the trap due
to the presence of sodium hydroxide and hydrogen at high temperature as in the
present process. The secondary traps are installed for the lifetime of the plant;

The qualification of this process requires conducting a feasibility study, then performing two
R&D actions on an experimental facility in order to:

- Test a permeator, and

- Test the permeator-pumping system-H2 storage area assembly.

- Validate a simulation model, already developed, to subsequently enable
extrapolating the results of the tests,

- Confirm the reliability and robustness of the concept.

The feasibility study has been carried out and a first prototype has been built. The tests will
be performed in 1998.

11
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Criterion
Material

Niobium

Armco iron

Nickel

Formation of
hydride

~V ~V T

+ -t- +

Corrosion
resistance

-r

T

+ + +

Weldability

+ + ^

+ +

Permeation

-r -r -r

+ +

TABLE N° 1: Selection of Material for the Membranes.

Auxiliary
Cold Trap TfiifH

Figure N° 1 : Schematic cross section
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Figure N°2 : Views of the prototype

a- view of a bundle of finger tips (one cell)

b- view of a prototype (four cells)
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A few dates in company's history

• 1898 - a hydroelectric power plant
• 1902-production of chlorine
• 1920 - production of sodium by electrolysis of molten soda
• 1938 - Dupont licence
• 1951 - start of sodium production using Dupont licence
• 1966 -deliveries to Rapsodie (CEA)
• 1971 - deliveries to Phenix (16001)
• 1981 - deliveries to SPX1 (55001)
• 1991 - deliveries to Monju in Japan (18001)
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Some references of Mitawx Spiciaux
in the nuclear industry

TNO (The Netherlands)
EDF (France)
CEA (France)
SIEMENS (Germany)
ENE A (Italy)
PNC (Japan)



From small objects to large
volumes

small objects : a video
large volumes : 2 examples with photos
- a cold trap
- a sodium tank

Large volumes

We prefer to do the job «at home»
- skilled workers
- safety procedures
- waste water and fumes treatment facilities

Transportation
- dangerous good regulations
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Two dismantling examples

Cold traps ex P.N.C (Monju - Japan)
Storage tank ex CEA (Cadarache - France)

Dismantling operations

transportation according to regulations
handling and cutting out
extraction of materials
cleaning of metallic parts with steam & water
hydrolysis of sodium waste
treatment of fumes and waste water
disposal of metallic parts



Large volumes : example 1

At the end of sodium deliveries^
Metaux Speciaux was in charge of cleaning

and dismantling the cold traps used
in the sodium unloading facility at Monju

site

Large volumes : example 2

The cleaning and dismantling of
a 20 m3 tank coming from the Castor

loop in CEA at Cadarache
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Dismantling operations
Handling and cuttin

•ti









Conclusions

a long experience
each operation is «taylor made»
Metaux Speciaux has to adapt its procedures
to each specific case
dismantling is made easier if integrated in
design
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Abstract

The secondary loop cold trap of the Fast Breeder Test Reactor got plugged
prematurely and was not removing impurities from the sodium. This cold trap
was taken tip for cleaning and modification of the internals. The cleaning
operation was carried out successfully by hydride decomposition and vacuum
distillation followed by steam cleaning method. Without dismantling, the cold
trap internals were washed by circulating water. Subsequently the wire mesh
was removed, examined and replaced, the internal modifications were carried
out and the cold trap was qualified for reuse. The procedures followed and the
experience gained are discussed.

1.0 INTRODUCTION:

Fast Breeder Test Reactor (FBTR) is a loop type reactor which has two secondary sodium
loops to transfer heat from the reactor to the steam generators. Each loop is provided with one
cold trap to remove impurities on a continuous basis. After connection of the steam generators
in the secondary sodium circuit in late 80's and on commissioning of the circuits with steam
generator, one of the secondary loop cold traps was plugged soon and sodium flow through the
trap stopped fully. The plugging was not due to full loading of the cold trap with impurities but
due most likely to plugging of outlet pipe prematurely. The cold trap was removed from the loop
and the sodium removal and requalification was carried out to enable design improvements on the
internals of the cold trap.

The requalification process was carried out in three phases. They are:

a. Draining of sodium from the cold trap
b. Removal of the sodium hydride and the remaining sodium by evacuation and distillation

and finally
c. Removal of oxides and other impurities by reaction with steam followed by water wash.
This report describes in detail the methods adopted to remove sodium and the impurities,

the quantities involved and the visual examination results.

2.0 COLD TRAP:

Fig. 1 shows the schematic diagram of the cold trap. It has a total volume of 360 1 with a
wire mesh bundle volume of 210 1. The upper part of the cold trap contains a concentric shell.
The inlet sodium enters the cold trap and branches out to the outside of the concentric shell before
entering the wiremesh. After passing through the wiremesh, the sodium collects inside the
concentric shell and leaves the cold trap. The trap is provided with a thermofluid cooling coil in
a NaK jacket around the shell. Before taking up the requalification, the NaK was drained and an
inert atmosphere in the NaK chamber was maintained throughout. The thermofluid coils were
also drained and cleaned thoroughly.



3.0 SODIUM DRAINING:

In the secondary circuits of the reactor, the cold traps are not provided with any draining
facility and so when it was cut and removed, the trap was full of sodium and impurities. The
sodium was melted and drained to a reservoir by keeping it upside down in a setup shown in Fig.
2. The cold trap was heated gradually to 150 to 200 C and the sodium was allowed to drain. After
this operation, the temperature of the cold trap was allowed to raise upto 400 C where it was
maintained for a further period of six hours to enable as much draining of sodium with impurities
from the wire mesh region.

From the increase in level of the reservoir, the quantity of sodium drained out of the cold
trap was estimated as 317 1. Because of the projection of the nozzles and the arrangement at the
top of the cold trap, it was not possible to drain the sodium in this region. The quantity of sodium
remained in the outer collector was estimated at 2.2 kg and the quantity in the outer annular space
was 0.9 kg. From the dimensions of the cold trap, it was estimated that about 43 1 of sodium and
impurities remained inside the cold trap proper after the draining operation.

4.0 EVACUA TION OF COLD TRAP:

The internals of the cold trap was subjected to vacuum at high temperatures to remove

a. Hydrogen by decomposition of sodium hydride and
b. Liquid sodium by distillation method.

Fig. 3 shows the general arrangement of the vacuum distillation setup. The inlet/outlet
nozzle of the cold trap of size 75 NB Sch 40 was connected to a condenser pipe. This was in turn
connected to a vacuum pump through a liquid nitrogen cooled oil trap. This trap was provided
with an intention to avoid oil/oil vapour entry into the cold trap at the time of evacuation and
pump trips. The condenser pressure was monitored continuously using a thermocouple vacuum
gauge and a mercury manometer. The vacuum pump used had sufficient pumping rate and it could
bring down the system pressure to about 0.02 torr in 12 min at room temperature.

4.1 HYDRIDE DECOMPOSITION:

Table -1 below gives the partial pressure of hydrogen in a sodium - sodium hydride system
and the vapour pressure of sodium.

Table - 1

Temperature partial pressure vapour pressure
of hydrogen of sodium

C torr torr

350
400
450
500
550

39
207
878

3086
9309

0.10
0.44
1.52
4.46
11.50

It may be observed from the above table that in a sodium - sodium hydride system, the
partial pressure of hydrogen is much higher compared to the vapour pressure of sodium. To



enable removal of hydrogen, the cold trap was heated to 450 to 500 C and evacuated. The
interconnecting line was maintained at 350 C and the condenser at 160 C. Evacuation of the cold
trap was started and the parameters such as temperature and pressure were monitored
continuously. Because of overheating of vacuum pump, it was switched off intermittently once
in every three hours of operation for nearly one hour.

Fig. 4 shows the temperature of cold trap shell, thermowell at the centre of cold trap,
interconnecting pipe line temperature and the pressure of the condenser. The cold trap body was
heated initially to 550 C and was brought back to 450 to 500 C and held around this value. The
temperature inside the cold trap at the thermowell location was about 50 to 100 C less than the
outside temperature. In the initial period of operation, the pressure of the condenser was nearly
98 torr and remained more or less around this value. During this period, the major process
occurring in the trap was decomposition of hydride and removal of the decomposed hydrogen by
evacuation. When the cold trap was maintained at 550 C, the dynamic pressure of the condenser
pipe remained at 98 torr and this dropped to 60 torr when the temperature was reduced to 450
C. The saturation pressure of sodium hydride at these temperatures are quite high and because
of continuous evacuation, the pressures stabilised at an in between value of 98 to 60 torr. Most
of the decomposition was over in the initial 6 1/2 h of pumping and the pressure dropped to nearly
6 torr subsequently.

To estimate the quantity of hydrogen pumped, the pumping speed of the vacuum pump was
established by measuring the pressure with respect to time after completion of distillation process.
Based on the volume of the system and the rate of fall of pressure, the pumping speed was
calculated as 250 1/min. Table - 2 gives the average condenser vessel pressure and the time of
operation of the pump.

Table - 2

Average condenser 98.0 59.5 6.0 6.7 6.5 2.0 6.0 2.5
pressure, torr

Duration h 3.5 3.3 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.7 3.0 3.2

Based on these values, the total volume of hydrogen pumped out was calculated as 11,360
1 at atmospheric pressure and after temperature correction, the quantity of hydrogen pumped came
to 209 g mole which corresponds to 418 g of hydrogen or 10.04 kg of sodium hydride.

4.2 SODIUM REMOVAL BY DJST1LLA TION:

After few hours of operation in the pressure range of 98 to 60 torr, it was observed that the
pressure reduced gradually to less than 2.5 torr. This was also followed by an increase in
temperature of the cold trap and the condenser interconnecting pipe by 60 C, indicating that the
distillation of sodium has started. The increase in temperature of the interconnecting pipe is due
to release of heat of condensation. The vacuum distillation processes continued for few days. At
the end, it was observed that the pressure dropped suddenly from 2.5 torr to 1 torr followed by
increase in temperature of the cold trap indicating that the vacuum distillation process has ended.

During the distillation process, when the pump was switched off, the inter-connecting pipe
line temperature dropped rapidly where the heaters were kept ofFand raised to the initial value
when the vacuum pump was restarted. This is due to the sodium condensation phenomenon
occurring in this region (Fig. 4). On completion of vacuum distillation, the vacuum dropped to
0.01 torr after 49 h of pumping (excluding the pump off period). The interconnecting line
temperature also stabilized at a low temperature of 140 C as there was not adequate heat input



due to condensation. To ensure completion of distillation, the pump was operated for a further
period of 6 h and there was no change in the vacuum.

The quantity of sodium in the condenser vessel was measured. At the end of the vacuum
distillation process the quantity of sodium was around 12.3 kg. At the end of the process, almost
all the sodium and sodium hydride impurities must have come out of cold trap leaving behind
oxides and other impurities which could not be decomposed or distilled out. These impurities
were removed in the subsequent steps of reaction with steam and washing with water.

5.0 REACTION WITH STEAM:

The impurities remaining in the cold trap were allowed to react by controlled addition of
steam. The cold trap was kept upside down as shown in Fig. 5 and connected to an electrically
heated steam boiler of 5 kg/h. The cold trap was preheated to 150 C to prevent steam
condensation. Steam was admitted in a controlled manner. The reaction products, mainly sodium
hydroxide drained down and was collected. This operation was continued for 56 h. The quantity
of sodium in the sodium hydroxide solution collected (661) was analyzed. The total quantity of
sodium reacted in this process was estimated as 14.5 kg.

6.0 WATER WASH:

At the end of reaction with steam, the cold trap was washed by circulating with water. This
was carried out without dismantling the cold trap. Water was gradually filled in the wire mesh
and was allowed to overflow by the central return pipe. Water circulation at 150 1/h was
maintained for 7 h and the circulated water of 853 1 was analyzed for hydroxide. The circulated
water contained 4.6 kg of sodium as hydroxide.

7.0 INTERNAL EXAMINATION:

To see the effectiveness of the cleaning process, the top dished end was cut and removed.
It was observed that the internals of the cold trap were cleaned thoroughly. The wire mesh bundle
was removed and thoroughly washed with water. The mesh was in good shape except few black
spots as seen in Fig. 6. This may be due to the high local temperatures during reaction with
steam.

The internals of the cold trap were chemically cleaned. Even though the wire mesh bundle
was in good shape, considering the long term storage subsequently, it was replaced by a new
bundle. The required improvements on the internals of the cold trap were completed and the
dished end was welded back. The clod trap is now available as a spare for possible replacement
required at a future date in the secondary circuits.

8.0 DISCUSSION/CONCLUSIONS:

Subjecting the cold trap to various stages of sodium removal operation without dismantling
yielded valuable data on the different stages adopted for cleaning. They have also yielded
information on the design of cold traps for considering in-situ regeneration.

From the dimensions of the cold trap, it was estimated that approximately 43 1 of sodium
and impurities remained inside the cold trap after sodium draining operation. This compared
reasonably well with the total of 10.04 kg of decomposed sodium hydride (10.9 1), 12.3 kg of
sodium distilled (13.4 ]), 14.5 kg of sodium removed as sodium hydroxide (equivalent to 8.61 of
sodium oxide) removed during steam cleaning and 4.6 kg of sodium removed as sodium
hydroxide (equivalent to 2.7 1 of sodium oxide) removed during water wash.
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CLEANING AND DECONTAMINATION : EXPERIMENTAL FEEDBACK FROM
PHENIX
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Abstract
After the first few years of operation of PHENIX, it proved necessary to clean, then decontaminate sodium-
polluted components, particularly large components such as the intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) and the
primary pumps (PP). This document presents the evolution of the cleaning and decontamination processes used,
and specifies the reasons for this evolution.
As regards the cleaning, experimental feedback and a greater rigour with respect to the hydrogen hazard have
resulted in a modification of the process. The new cleaning process used at present (since 1994) is described in
greater detail in this document. The main steps are: cold CO; bubbling in water, followed by hot CO2 bubbling,
spraying phase, then drying for inspection before immersion.
In order to optimize and validate the process, the cleaning and decontamination plant has been highly
instrumented, which, in particular, has allowed confirmation of the contention that the major part of the sodium
is eliminated during the bubbling phases.
With respect to decontamination, the objective is to perfect an efficient process that allows both human
intervention with no particular biological shield for repair or maintenance of the components, and requalification
of the materials after the decontamination operation. Owing to the high operating temperature of Fast Breeder
Reactor components (400 to 550° C), the activated corrosion products deposited on the components melt into the
metal. The decontamination process therefore consists in either dissolving the deposits on the surface, or
dissolving a thickness of about less than ten micrometers of the base metal.
The reference process for austenitic-type steels is the SPm process, which consists in immersing the component
in a sulphuric-phosphoric bath (sulphuric acid and phosphoric acid) at a temperature of 60° C for 6 hours. The
problem linked to this process is the treatment of the effluents that are produced, particularly phosphate releases.
A series of tests was performed on three PHENTX intermediate heat exchangers intended for waste, in order to
validate art optimized process on an industrial scale. These operations have permitted the evaluation of
contamination using direct measurement and analyses of the cleaning and decontamination effluents.
The present document presents the first test results, together with the follow-up of the experimental programme.

1. INTRODUCTION

Any operation performed with a view to the examination, repair or dismantling of a component
which has contained sodium requires that two main chemical operations are first carried out:

- Cleaning of the component.

- Decontamination of the component.

These two techniques have different aims:

- Cleaning must remove the residual sodium adhering to the component walls, in order to
eliminate the chemical risk linked to sodium's great affinity for oxygen and water.

- The aim of decontamination is to reduce the component's activity by eliminating the
corrosion products which have diffused in the material. The aim of this decontamination is
to subsequently reduce the global dose rate received by the operators who have to work with
this component.

Commissariat a FEnergie Atomique C.E.A./DER/STML/LEPE
Centre d'etudes de CADARACHE, 13108 St Paul lez Durance CEDEX France



At the PHENIX reactor, since the first years of operation, it has been necessary to clean and
then decontaminate components, especially the large components of the primary coolant
system; such as the intermediate heat exchangers (IHX) and the primary pumps (PP). These
actions were taken in order to carry out component maintenance operations (repair, checking,
inspection) or more recently, to carry out replacement operations (particularly four
intermediate heat exchangers and two primary pumps replaced at PHENIX between 1995 and
1997).

The aim of this document is to present the evolution of the cleaning and decontamination
processes used, while specifying the reason for these changes. The experimental feedback from
the latest cleaning and decontamination operations carried out will be more detailed.

2. CLEANING PROCESS

2.1 - Principle of the cleaning process [1]

The purpose of a cleaning process is to remove the residual sodium adhering to the component
walls once it has been properly drained.

It is estimated that the amount of residual sodium can be up to :

- 30 (im on the vertical walls

- 0.5 to 1 mm on the flat horizontal surfaces

Thus, calculation of the flat pattern surface of a PHENIX intermediate heat exchanger leads to
an estimated maximum amount of residual sodium equal to 40 kg.

The cleaning and decontamination processes are carried out in plants which are specifically
provided for these operations and which can accept the largest removable component of a Fast
Breeder Reactor, that is to say a primary coolant pump or an intermediate heat exchanger. This
facility is known as: a "cleaning pit" (Figure 1).

During the cleaning operation, some active products are eliminated, that is, mainly "Na, 137Cs
and b4Cs. Cleaning can thus be regarded, in such a way, as a first step in decontamination. It is
not, however, an efficient method for removal of corrosion products which have diffused in the
material, such as 54Mn, 60Co, 5SCo and 51Cr. In order to do that, the decontamination operation
presented in the second section of the paper is essential.

The cleaning processes developed at PHENIX use demineralised water as a chemical reagent.
The chemical reaction of sodium and water is as following [2] :

Na solia + H2O c- NaOH + Vz H2

These reactions include several specificities which influence the use of water as a chemical
reagent for cleaning. These very special characteristics and the measures which follow on from
them are noted in the table at the following page.



CHARACTERISTICS OF
SODIUM/WATER REACTION

Rapid and violent kinetics

Exothermal reaction

Problem of corrosion by hot soda

Hydrogen release

MEANS IMPLEMENTED

- Limiting of the supply of one of the reagents :
water (water in divided form)

- The global advance of the reaction is limited by
the low supply of water in an inert gas output

- Constant temperature control

- Limiting of the processs implementation
temperature

- Constant transformation of the soda into sodium
bicarbonate (NaHCO3) by carbon dioxide (CO?)

- Cleaning carried out in a facility under inert gas
(nitrogen, argon or carbon dioxide gas). The
facility is continuously swept with inert gas

- The water output is limited in order to limit the
maximum hydrogen output which may be
produced

- The hydrogen percentage is constantly measured
(control parameter of evolution of the reaction)

Table 1 : Characteristics of Na/water reaction and means implemented

2.2. Cleaning process developed at PHENIX before 1994

Before 1994, the process used at PHENIX was an improved version of the cleaning process
used at the RAPSODIE reactor [3J. The principle consisted in making cold steam by heating a
demineralised water reserve at the bottom of the pit to 60 °C, the pit being under vacuum. The
pit's carbon dioxide content was maintained, allowing the constant transformation of the
aqueous soda (NaOH) into sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOs), a white product, solid at room
temperature, soluble in water and having no corrosive action.

This process offered many advantages, inasmuch as it allowed the reaction of sodium with
steam which is highly efficient in removing sodium, particularly in delicate areas and/or areas
to which it is difficult to gain access (baffles, screw threads, reduced clearances).

However, a re-evaluation of these cleaning installations' hydrogen safety analysis led to
modification of the process in 1994. Two main causes led to the change in this process :

- since the cleaning pit is under vacuum, in the case of a tightness loss there was a risk of an
ingress of air into the pit: an undesirable situation as regards safety,

•- in the case of a sodium/water vapour reaction which was too strong, a halt in the heating
of the water does not systematically halt the production of steam. The system's inertia is to
the detriment of flexible operation of the facility.
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2.3. Cleaning process developed at PHENIX since 1994

Since the new risk analysis for the PHENIX cleaning pits, the following measures have been
taken:

- The pits are always kept overpressurised.

- Development of a carbon dioxide (CO2) bubbling process.

- Instrumentation in thermocouples and hydrogen monitors has been increased.

The cleaning process is now therefore as following :

O After draining, the component which has to be washed is placed in the cleaning pit, which
has previously been inerted.

© A small quantity of demineralised water is placed at the bottom of the pit.

© The carbon dioxide is injected at the pit's low point in the water reserve, which causes a
bubbling of the gas. This operation is called the bubbling phase.

0 By bubbling, the gas becomes humid and this transported humidity will react with the
sodium adhering to the component walls.
Generally, the cleaning comprises two bubbling phases. One phase at room temperature and
one bubbling phase at higher temperature (between 60 to 80 °C).

© Control of the reaction by CO? bubbling can be carried out using several parameters

- The carbon dioxide output can be regulated, which allows more or less gas to be
transported (and consequently humidity).

- The water temperature can vary between 20 °C and 80 °C. The higher the water
temperature, the more it heats the bubbling CO2, which increases its dew point and
therefore the amount of water transported by this gas.

- Where the reaction is too strong, the gas injection is stopped, which almost immediately
stops any reaction.

The parameters which should be controlled in order to stop the cleaning operation process
and its satisfactory functioning are as following :

- The percentage of hydrogen in the gaseous effluent's discharger line is limited to a
maximum of 3 %. The normal value being 1 % (that is to say 25 % of the Limite
Inferieure d'Explosivite (Low Explosibility Limit) of hydrogen in air). This percentage is
measured using a hydrogen meter.

- The temperatures on the component and in the pit are monitored using thermocouples
placed all along the component. This temperature must be limited to 60 °C in order to
prevent any risk of caustic corrosion. In experiment phase, it has been shown that a
temperature limit of 60 °C on the component is compatible with a water temperature of
80 °C.

- The pressure in the pit should always remain greater than the external atmosphere, in
order to avoid an ingress of air in case of loss of the pit's tightness.

© Once bubbling steps have been completed, that is to say when the percentage of hydrogen
is nil over a sufficiently long time range, the component will be rinsed with water. The
component is subsequently dried and removed from the pit for inspection before immersion.
The aim of this inspection is to check that there are no remaining significant quantities of
sodium which might not have completely reacted during the bubbling or rinsing phases and
which would be incompatible with immersion of the component.



© The component may then be immersed. This phase is not systematic, because it generates a
large volume of liquid effluents which will be considered as being active and treated
accordingly. Therefore, a primary pump is not immersed and an intermediate heat exchanger
is only partially immersed. Experience shows that for a PHENIX primary pump, after
cleaning and rinsing, the quantity of sodium remaining necessitates the disassembly of the
component into five sub-assemblies and a fresh cleaning of the disassembled parts.

© The cleaning is always completed by a thorough drying of the clean component.

The efficiency of a cleaning operation is greatly dependant on the operations carried out prior
to clean the component. These operations are above all:

- A proper draining of the component.

- A visual inspection of the component in order to check that there are no significant
quantities of sodium, in the form of agglomeration.

- In the contrary case, all possible steps are taken to try to eliminate the sodium retention
before starting the cleaning.

Depending on the type of component to be cleaned, it is sometimes necessary to prepare it in
order to carry out a complete cleaning. Thus, on an intermediate heat exchanger, it is necessary
to cut the dished bottom section and the bored bottom section of the component in order to gain
access to the secondary sodium section (Figure 2). In the case of cleaning an IHX, the bubbling
of gas to clean the secondary section or primary section is performed selectively by a balance
of pressure/back pressure between the two sections.

2.4. Experimental feedback of cleaning of components at PHENIX from 1994 to 1997

Between 1994 and 1997, the PHENIX plant changed 4 of the reactor's Intermediate Heat
eXchanger (IHX) and two primary pumps. This large scale operation was an opportunity to :

- Qualify and validate the new cleaning process, modified as of 1994.

- Experiment with new instrumentations for better monitoring of the reaction's
evolution.

During these cleaning operations, the recording then analysis of all of the parameters enabled it
to show that the cleaning process, as newly established, was satisfactory and observed all
required safety parameters.
On the other hand, it is possible to make an a posteriori estimation of the quantity of sodium
which was present on the component by two separate methods :

- By integrating the hydrogen recording curve in the cleaning time.

- By using sodium analysis in the liquid effluents sampled after each of the operating
phases of the process (bubbling, rinsing, immersion if it was done).

Thus, for IHX N° F, cleaned in June 1995, the quantity of sodium deduced after integration of
the hydrogen signal was estimated to be 1.3 kg. The quantity of sodium estimated using
chemical analysis was 12 kg. This difference is explained by the fact that, before being washed,
this IHX was left in an air storage pit during several months. This condition therefore allowed
more than 80 % of the sodium to bicarbonate.
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Cleaning of EHX N° E was performed in April, 1996. The quantity of residual sodium on this
intermediate heat exchanger had been estimated, according to the chemical effluent
measurement, to be 21 kg. By integration of the hydrogen signal, the sodium quantity was
estimated to be 5.5 kg. Before cleaning, therefore, approximately 74 % of the sodium was
already carbonated.
To date, the cleaning of a third EHX is planed in the third trimester of 1997.

Another point shown by the monitoring of these cleaning operations is that the water efficiency
of cleaning operations, that is to say the relation between the quantity of water reacting with the
sodium and the quantity of the water transported, is very low. This water efficiency, which can
be extrapolated by calculation made from recording of the hydrogen percentage, has always
been lower than 10 %. This result clearly shows that the kinetics of the sodium/water reaction
is controlled by the low supply of water and by the very low: efficiency of this reaction. In
return, the time necessary for a complete cleaning (from its entry into the pit until its exit, clean
and dry) is relatively long; on average, one week of full time operation for a big component
(MX or PP).

Using these recordings, one can clearly show that the bubbling phases are phases contributing
to the elimination of sodium (more than 95 % of the sodium is destroyed), the rinsing phase
completes the reaction, but above all contributes to the elimination of the sodium hydroxide and
sodium carbonate remaining on the component walls.

2.5. Conclusions about cleaning process

Since 1994, PHENIX plant has developed a new cleaning process (modification of some
parameters of the previous process) based on a bubbling of carbon dioxide into demineralised
water at several ranges of temperature.
This new process applied on the cleaning of several big component (IHX and PP) has proved
its efficiency regarding to sodium elimination and non corrosive effects.
The instrumentation implemented of the cleaning pit (hydrogenemeter, thermocouples) allows a
better control of the cleaning process and a good experimental feedback.

3. DECONTAMINATION PROCESS

In Fast Breeder Reactors, the heat transfer fluid is liquid sodium metal. The fuel, plutonium
and uranium oxide, is found within fuel rods with austenitic steel fuel cladding and thus make
up the assemblies.
The neutron flux causes activation of the steel in these claddings. The other structures and the
components are, for their part, only subjected to this flux to a very slight degree. By
« corrosion », the activated metal elements in the claddings are transferred into the sodium.
During the sodium transfer into the components (mainly intermediate heat exchangers and
primary pumps ), the corrosion products are deposited, due to a decrease in solubility linked to
the temperature decrease along the intermediate heat exchangers. The « deposits » of these
radioactive elements are responsible for the majority of component contamination. Since the
operation temperatures are relatively high, these activated metal elements are likely to diffuse
within the base metal (figures 2 and 3). During the life of the reactor, the large components can
be taken out for maintenance or repair. Since the contamination levels are low and the
activation is negligible, decontamination processes are used with the aim of possible human
intervention with no significant biological protection and no intricate operation, while
respecting the integrity of the material, thus allowing its re-use.



Due to the diffusion of the radiocontaminants within the metal, the decontamination in fact
signifies, in addition to the dissolution of the deposits, a thin dissolution in the component steel;
of about 5 to 10 um. This goal is achieved by a controlled acid attack during immersion in an
adapted decontamination pit.

3.1 .REMINDER ON CONTAMINATION

As previously shown, the predominant radiocontaminants are activated corrosion products of
the fuel's steel cladding. The sodium itself is activated at the time of its passage under neutron
flux. In addition, fission products (including tritium), and fissile matter are likely to transfer
into the sodium, mainly in the case of fuel cladding failures.

3.1.1. Corrosion products

Fuel claddings are generally made of Z2 CND 17-12 (or 316 L) steel, with the exception of
certain experimental assemblies. In Fast Breeder Reactor flux conditions, the main activation
reactions of the elements of this steel are as follows:

Stable
element

54Fe

55Mn

50Cr

5:Cr

54Fe

58Ni

59Co

59Co

60Ni

58Fe

62Ni

Reaction
type
n,p

n,2n

n,y

n,2n

n,a

n,p

n,2n

n,y

n,P

n, y

n,y

Active isotope
formed

54Mn

51Cr

58Co

60Co

59Fe

63Ni

Radioactive
period
312 d

27.7 d

70.8 d

5.3 a

45 d

100.1a

Emitter

y

y

p,y

p,y

PJ
P

Table 2: Principle activation reactions of the elements of cladding steel.



3.1.2. Activation products of sodium and its impurities.

The sodium is activated by transfer in the neutron flux at the level of the core. The three
isotopes formed are:

• 22Na, R y emitter, with a radioactive period of: 2.3 years

• 24Na, R y emitter, with a radioactive period of: 15 h

• ^Ne, R y emitter, with a radioactive period of: 37.2 s

The activity in 24Na at equilibrium, for a reactor in normal operation, was used for the
dimensioning of the biological protections for the component handling cask. However, due to
its short radioactive period, this radio-element disappears very rapidly.
It is generally no longer measurable on components at the time of an intervention.
On the contrary, although this represents only a small proportion of the contamination, in
certain cases it is possible to evaluate their residual primary sodium mass on a component, by
measurement, using gamma spectrometry, of the 22Na, either directly on the component, or later
in the cleaning effluents.
Some impurities present in nuclear quality sodium are also activated in the core, in particular
Zn, which occasionally appears, at very low levels; potassium or calcium, which are activated
in 41Ar and 37Ar respectively, and which, along with 23Ne, are transferred in gaseous phase, to
the cover gas, as 23Ne.

3.1.3. Fission products

The fission products are generated by fuel fission. The main fission product source in the
primary sodium is linked to their release in the case of fuel cladding failures.
However, even without fuel cladding failure, contamination by fission products exists due to an
external pollution of the fuel claddings by fissile matter, particularly at the level of welds. .
Fission products can behave differently according to their state, solid or gaseous, and their
solubility or volatility.
Thus, the xenons and kryptons are transferred directly into the cover gas and will not be
discussed further here since they are not involved in the contamination of components.
The iodines are transferred into sodium. The RAPSODIE experience feedback shows that these
iodine radio-isotopes are almost totally trapped in cold traps.
The fission products which cause the most problems in terms of sodium and component
contamination, are radiocesiums, especially cesium 137 which has a radioactive period of 30
years. Experience has shown that there is a strong enrichment in cesium in the gas phase
(aerosols), as well as on all traces of carboneous materials (greases).

Tritium is a plutonium ternary fission product. It is also produced by activation of boron and
lithium present in the control rods. Like hydrogen, it also has the ability to pass through
metallic walls at high temperature. Thus all tritium produced in the fuel rods passes in its
totality into the primary sodium and then, through the intermediate heat exchanger tubes, into
the secondary sodium. A slight proportion of this tritium (<1%) which was not trapped in the
primary and secondary cold traps passes into the steam generator water. Tritum is a P emitter
with a radioactive period of 12.3 years. At the time of the cleaning operations, part of the
tritium is entrained into the gas phase in the form of tritiated hydrogen. The other part is found
in the cleaning liquid effluents. The proportions between these two phases vary greatly but are
slight in comparison to the other radio contaminants.



3.1.4. PHENIX experimental feedback

3.1.4.1. Intermediate Heat Exchanger (MX)

At PHENIX, between 1976 and 1996, 15 movements of intermediate heat exchangers took

place, followed by cleaning and decontamination processes for 14 of them, to date.
For the majority of these operations, contamination measurements performed on the
intermediate heat exchangers were carried out by gamma spectrometry along the intermediate
heat exchangers and/or by radiochemical analysis of the cleaning and decontamination
effluents.
Table 3 shows a summary of the operation concerning intermediate heat exchangers, as well as
the main results regarding contamination of these exchangers.

3.1.4.2. Primary Pumps (PP)

Concerning primary pumps, similar steps have been taken as far as possible. Whereas the
intermediate heat exchangers are treated as a whole (after cutting of the bored bottom section)
and through immersion, the complex geometry of the pumps rules out immersion of the entire
component. They are therefore separated into five sections for cleaning operations and piece by-
piece decontaminated. If for the first pumps, all parts were decontaminated by immersion, by
contrast certain parts of the last pumps were decontaminated by spraying in a decontamination
box in order to reduce effluent volumes. This type of process does not offer the possibility of
taking a representative effluent sample which normally would allow the total contamination of
the pump to be deduced.
In this case, only partial information is obtained. The results obtained at the time of the first
decontaminations are shown in Table 4.

3.1.4.3. Contamination Distribution

These results shown in Tables 3 and 4 and detailed for the IHX B in Table 5, demonstrate the
preponderance of activated corrosion products, particularly manganese 54, in the
contamination of components.
In addition, Table 6 shows that if all the sodium and the majority of the fission products are
eliminated during the cleaning, an acid attack is necessary in order to decontaminate a
component efficiently.

3.2. DECONTAMINATION

3.2.1 A1-SP process

The reference process for decontamination was initially the Al SP process, which consisted in
immersing the component in a pit filled with a sodium hydroxide and potassium permanganate
solution, followed by treatment, also by immersion, in a solution of 12.5 g/L of sulphuric acid
(H2SOt) and 190 g/L of phosphoric acid (HjP04), for 6 h at 60 °C.
This process was applied to all decontaminated components until 1989.
The disadvantages of this process are:

- the volume of effluents

- the phosphate content in the wastes after effluent treatment.
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Studies have therefore been carried out at the CEA (the French Atomic Energy Commission),
for the purpose of limiting these disadvantages.
Firstly, the "Al" alkaline bath proved to be ineffective and could even, by passivating the
metal, minimise the action of the acid bath and thus reduce the effectiveness of the
decontamination treatment. This first "Al" bath was therefore abandoned, which practically
halves the volume of effluents to be treated.

Furthermore, laboratory tests during the 1980's showed that the drop in the phosphoric acid
content from 190 to 45 g/L did not pose any problem of intergranular corrosion on the
material.
In sulpho-phosphoric processes, it should be pointed out that the sulphuric acid's role is to etch,
while that of the phosphoric acid is to passivate.

The SPm (modified Sulpho-Phosphoric) process was finalized and tested on a RAPSODIE
intermediate heat exchanger and primary pump in 1988 and 1989.

3.2.2 SPm process

This process, for which the alkaline bath was abandoned, consisted in immersing the
component for 6 hours at 60 °C in a solution of 12.5 g/L of sulphuric acid (H2SO4) and 45 g/L
of phosphoric acid (H3PO4).
Test results on the RAPSODIE scale permitted application in 1989 of the SPm process on the
PHENIX « B » exchanger. The decontamination licence process, validated for austenitic steels
in particular 316 L (Z2 CND 17-12 steel), is now the SPm process.

Subsequently, it was felt that there was a need for improvement of this process, in order to both
qualify it for all types of material, particularly hard coatings, and to optimize the phosphoric
acid content by a parametric study.

3.2.3 Research and Development

This work was the subject of a CEA thesis [4].

3.2.3.1 Tested materials

The tested materials are :

O 316 L( or Z2 CND 17-12)
In order to limit, if possible, the experimental field and thus preserve available contaminated
samples sensitized to intergranular corrosion, an initial series of tests was carried out on new
316L steel samples. The results showed that on this type of sample, the effects on the material
are negligible, whatever the concentrations in sulphuric acid (< 20 g/L) and phosphoric acid
(< 45 g/L), at temperatures up to 80°C, for approximately 6 hours, with decontamination
outputs in excess of 93 %.

© 304 L

The tests carried out on 304 L samples are not sufficiently representative to extend the
validation of the process to this material. However, the results obtained on the available
samples are satisfactory in relation to effectiveness and requalification criteria.



© Hard coatings

One type of supplementary material poses a problem with regard to requalification: This
concerns hard coatings, particularly colmonoy.
The heterogeneousness of the structure of this material containing chromium dendrites in an
iron and nickel matrix, is responsible for the selective effect of the decontamination on the
matrix, allowing very hard rough spots to rise to the surface after treatment, and which can
modify the mechanical properties (of friction) of this coating material, for example in pumps.

Complementary studies are necessary in order to draw any conclusions regarding the
requalification criteria for this material after decontamination.

3.2.3.2 Main results

This thesis above all pointed out the influence of the history of the component, and therefore of
the material, concerning its resistance to decontamination treatments.
A sample of non-sensitized steel or steel which has been heat sensitized will resist sulpho-
phosphoric decontamination treatments with no problem.
On the other hand,

• in the case of a poorly-controlled passivation treatment, or one performed on a
material already sensitized or

• in the case of sodium pollution, (for example by carbon),
a strong intergranular attack can be observed, even in the absence of an acid attack.
Of course, an acid attack in these conditions only worsens the situation.

In order to validate any decontamination process, it is essential to test it on materials
considered to be representative of Fast Breeder Reactor components.

3.2.3.3 Last decontamination operations in PHENIX Plant.

The opportunity to test various sulfo-phosphoric processes on an industrial scale appeared at
PHENIX between 1995 and 1996. In fact, four intermediate heat exchangers were taken out
for cleaning and decontamination, without it being envisaged that they would be re-used. It was
therefore possible to test different decontamination solutions by varying, in particular, the
concentration in phosphoric acid. To date, three exchangers have been treated using different
decontamination solutions, particularly with phosphoric acid contents lower than in the Spm
reference process.

The processes implemented are respectively :

-for MX F H2SO4=15g/L H3PO4= 0 g/L during 5h3O at 55 °C

-for MX D H2SO4=15g/L H3PO4 = 20g/L during 5h30 at 55 °C

-for M X E H2SO4=15g/L H3PO4 = 30g/L during 5h30 at 55 °C

As far as possible, sampling of a piece of tube was performed before and after the cleaning and
decontamination operations on each intermediate heat exchanger, in the sodium input (hot
section « 550 °C) and in the sodium output (cold section « 400 °C).
Each sample was subject to a metallographic expert evaluation, which determined the
evaluation of the cleaning and decontamination effect on the structure of the materials
considered.



The results of these metallographic examinations are summarized in Table 8 and illustrated in
Table 9. They confirm that on the low sections (« 400 °C) of these components, the cleaning
and decontamination operations do not cause any damage. On the other hand, on the high
sections (550 °C), due to the operation temperature and duration, they are sensitized to
intergranular corrosion. This sensitization to intergranular corrosion of the steel is seen in the
precipitation of chromium carbide at the grain boundaries. On all of these sensitized samples,
intergranular penetrations, extending from 70 to 110 jam in depth and inducing grain
decohesions, were observed in all cases after decontamination, but also before and after
cleaning.
The bath in 30 g/L of H3PO4 induces a less significant grain pull out than that at 20 g/L, while
the conditions before decontamination were comparable.
A complementary programme is underway which aims at repeating, in laboratory, a series of
decontamination tests on tube sampling performed before decontamination, in order to both
confirm observations already made and evaluate the importance of the scale effect between the
laboratory and an actual industrial application.

3.3. CONCLUSION

The PHENIX experimental feedback allowed the evaluation of contamination existing on the
main components : Intermediate Heat Exchangers and Primary Pumps. The results demonstrate
the preponderance of activated corrosion products, particularly manganese 54, in the
contamination of components, in comparison to the other radio-contaminants such as sodium
activation products and fission products (cesium).
Progress made on the decontamination processes allowed a sulfo-phosphorique process with
15 g/L of sulfuric acid and 30 g/L of phosphoric acid to be perfected giving good results on
austenitic steel (316L) with regards to decontamination efficiency and component
requalification. The SPm process with 45 g/L of phosphoric acid is likely to be replaced by this
new process.
In laboratory tests on sensitized samples demonstrate the time history of the component, from
its fabrication to the decontamination operation on the material corrosion effect.

Before applying any decontamination process of a component for the purpose of its re-use, it is
thus essential to evaluate the sensitization state of the material to be decontaminated either
through knowledge of the component's time history or through tests performed on
representative samples before the application to the whole component.

The PHENIX samples on wich tests were made were highly sensitized to the intergranular
corrosion. For less sensitized samples or components it could be possible to reduce again the
phophoric acid content even more.
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IHX

Decontamination
process

TOTAL TIME IN SODIUM (h)

OUTLET DATE

STATUS

ACTIVATION PRODUCTS " N a

FISSION PRODUCTS " 7 C S

CORROSION PRODUCTS

S4Mn.60Co.MCo.s1Cr

M M n ACTIVITY (%)

M M n ACTIVITY (TBq)

A

A1SP

42351

11/1977

new

0,01%

0,3%

99,9%

84%

0,8

A1SP

33462

11/1976

new

0,01%

0,2%

99,7%

84%

1,12

C

A1SP

40986

09/1977

new

0,01%

0,3%

99,8%

80%

0,64

B

A1SP

42569

10/1977

new

0,01%

0,3%

99,9%

83%

0,7

D

A1SP

38683

06/1977

new

0,01%

0,35%

99,8%

99%

0,48

E

A1SP

34961

01/1977

new

0,01%

0,4%

99,7%

96%

0,58

F

A1SP

25983

05/1980

decontaminated

0,01%

0,02%

99,8%

98,8%

1,54

G

H3PO4

41014

01/1985

new

< 0,01%

<0,01%

-100 %

-100 %

1,96

C

ASH

58164

07/1984

decontaminated

<0,01%

<0,01%

-100 %

94%

2,51

F

A1SP/4

37000

01/1985

decontaminated

B

SPm

77952

09/1988

decontaminated

0 , 0 1 %

0,3%

99,7%

98,9%

4,0

Table 3 : Decontamination operations and contamination results for Intermediate Heat Exchangers
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Decontamination
process

TOTAL TIME IN SODIUM (h)

OUTLET DATE

STATUS

ACTIVATION PRODUCTS 2 2 N a

FISSION PRODUCTS 1 3 7 C S

CORROSION PRODUCTS
54Mn,s0Co,58Co,61Cr

54Mn ACTIVITY (%)

54Mn ACTIVITY (TBq)

A

A1SP

20800

07/1976

new

< 0,01%

0,2%

99,8%

97,7%

-

B

A1SP

48700

10/1981

new

0,03%

0,2%

99,8%

97,6%

1,6

D

A1SP

70000

02/1983

new

0,01%

0,3%

99,8%

98,3%

1,8

Table 4 : Some decontamination operations and contamination results for Primary Pumps

INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER B

OPERATION

CLEANING

1st DECONTAMINATION

2d DECONTAMINATION

TOTAL

TBq

%

TBq

%

TBq

%

TBq

%

54Mn
0,576

97,68

3,3

99,16

0,16

97,09

4,036

98,86

58Co

0,0012

0,20

0,019

0,57

0,004

2,43

0,0242

0,59

CO

0,0003

0,05

0,009

0,27

0,0007

0,42

0,01

0,24

134Cs

0,001

0,17

0,001

0,02

137Cs

0,0109

1,85

0,0001

0,00

0,0001

0,06

0,0111

0,27

22Na

0,0003

0,05

0,00

0,0003

0,01

SUBTOTAL

0,5897

3,3281

0,1648

4,0826

Table 5 : Contamination in cleaning and decontamination effluents

RADIO1SOTOPE
54Mn
58Co
60Co

134Cs
137Cs
22Na

CLEANING

14

5
3

100
98

100

DECONTAMINATION

86

95
97

0
2
0

Table 6 : Contamination in cleaning and decontamination effluents (%)



PROCESS

A1SP

ASH

OSE

SECA

SPm

SPm1

SPm2

SPm3

TREATMENT SOLUTION COMPOSITION

A1 : NaOH 20g/L + KMnO4 2 g/L

SP : H2SO412,5 g/L + H3PO4 190 g/L

NH2SO3H 31 g/L+ N2H41 g/L

H2SO4 9,8 g/L+ C2H2O413,6 g/L + H2O2 13,6 g/L

C6O7H8 56,7 g/L +C4O4H4 58 g/L+ N2H4 1 g/L + HF 2 g/L

SPm : H2SO412,5 g/L + H3PO4 45 g/L

SPm : H2SO415 g/L + H3PO4 0 g/L

SPm : H2SO4 12,5 g/L + H3PO4 20 g/L

SPm : H2SO412,5 g/L + H3PO4 30 g/L

TEMPERATURE °C

60

60

50

85

75

60

60

60

60

TIMEh DRAWBACK

3 : !

6 Waste treatment effluent discharge (Phosphate)

24 Decomposition in sulfuric acid at more than 70°C.

24 Complex working of the process

24 : HF

6 : \

6 ; Intergranular corrosion

6 Intergranular corrosion

6 No intergranular corrosion

Table 7 : Decontamination processes



IHX

F

H2SO4= 15 g/L

H3PO4 = 0 g/L

D

H2SO4 = 15 g/L

H3PO4 = 20 g/L

E

H2SO4 = 15 g/L

H3PO4 = 30g/L

BEFORE CLEANING

X

X

INTERGRANULAR PENETRATION (70fim)

GRAINS PULL OUT (10 to 20 (im)

Cr23C6 PRECIPITATES

AFTER CLEANING

X

INTERGRANULAR PENETRATION (80nm)

GRAINS PULL OUT (30 to 40 fim)

Cr23C6 PRECIPITATES

INTERGRANULAR PENETRATION (110nm)

GRAINS PULL OUT (20 urn)

Cr23C6 PRECIPITATES

AFTER DECONTAMINATION

INTERGRANULAR PENETRATION (80nm)

GRAINS PULL OUT (60 yivn)

Cr23C6 PRECIPITATES

INTERGRANULAR PENETRATION (lOO^m)

GRAINS PULL OUT (75 ntn)

Cr23C6 PRECIPITATES

INTERGRANULAR PENETRATION (80(tm)

GRAINS PULL OUT (20 ^m)

Cr23C6 PRECIPITATES

Table 8 : Decontamination effects



IHX AFTER CLEANING AFTER DECONTAMINATION

H3PO4 * 0 g/L

" V

wmm
wm

H3PO4 = 20 g/L

K

H3PO4 = 30 g/L Wm

Table 9 : Photos on Decontamination effects



Water level

X1

FIGURE 1 : CLEANING PTT OF PHENIX



Sodium level

Primary sodium inlet

Primary sodium outlet.

Secondary sodium inlet

Secondary sodium outlet

Dished bottom section

Bored bottom section

FIGURE 2 : INTERMEDIATE HEAT EXCHANGER OF PHENDC
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ABSTRACT

Effective methods of removing cesium and tritium from sodium are submitted.
It is shown, that the cleaning from cesium with consecutive use of portions of
carbon materials will allow on the orders to reduce amount of sorbent, in which
is concentrated cesium.
For cleaning from tritium technological process with use of a cold trap and

special dosage hydrogen in sodium is offered. The data on required time of
cleaning and depth of cleaning at various capacity of hydrogen source are given.

INTRODUCTION
In the course of fast reactor long-term operation the primary sodium

coolant is considerably polluted by radioactive impurities-fission and activation
products. But most of these products either have been decayed or deposited at
the interior surfaces of primary circuit. Essentially in primary sodium are pres-
ent merely radionuclides Sodium-22 and 24, Cesium-137 and Tritium. Sodium-
24, having a small half-life (Ti/2==15.05 hours), in 300 hours decreases its activ-
ity by 106 times, that is from 600 GBq/kg down to 600 KBq/kg. Further holding
of coolant will decrease all the more a specific activity of Sodium-22. To
transform primary sodium coolant into nonradioactive material it is necessary to
reduce contents of Sodium-22 and Cesium-137 down to the levels of 2,6
KBq/kg and 8,8 KBq/kg, respectively, that is, to make their contents 104 times
lesser of equilibrium levels values- during reactor operation. The one method to
reduce radioactivity of primary coolant due to Sodium-22 is its long-term hold-
ing. That is, a required level will be attained in 35 years.
It can be considered as acceptable term from the practical point of view. For ce-
sium-137 and tritium the similar reduction of activity can be achieved for 390
and 180 years accordingly. It is hardly acceptable if to take into account coolant
volumes. Therefore the reduction of volumes in which can be concentrated ce-
sium-137 and tritium is represented important problem.



SODIUM PURIFICATION OF CESIUM-137
To reduce coolant content of Cesium-137, it is purified by means of car-

bon-graphite materials. The most important parameter of sodium purification
process is distribution coefficient of Cesium-137 between graphite and sodium

K m = A ^ / A L , (1)
where Km - mass distribution coefficient of Cesium-137, kg Na/kg of graph-
ite;

A^ - specific activity of Cesium-137 at graphite, Bq/kg of graphite;
As

Na - specific activity of Cesium-137 in sodium, Bq/kg of sodium.
Results of many investigations have shown that all types of carbon-

graphite materials are close by theirs Km values, with maximum at sodium tem-
perature of 250-300 °C. In different experiments Km values of the same material
cover the range from 7.103 up to 2.104 and in reactor conditions of (7.5-10). 104.
As the mostly compatible with sodium appeared to be such carbon materials as
MPG-6, VPG, PG and UUK (Russian abbreviations for particular brands in
Latin characters).

An extent of sodium purification from Cesium-137 can be estimated by
calculations. For a system comprising of certain masses of sodium, gNa, and
graphite, ggr, in equilibrium state

4 ^ , (2)

where Acs and ANa - equilibrium activities of Cesium-137 at graphite and in
sodium, Bq.

Taking into account that initial activity of Cesium-137 in sodium can be
expressed as

A L = A c s + ANa, (3)
and designating masses ratio by

m = ggr/gNa, (4)
and extent of purification by

n = A° a /A N a , (5)
one obtains after simple transformations

n = m K m + l , (6)
The latter equation, relating value of the extent of purification with so-

dium to carbonaceous material mass ratio of practical significance.
For example, to eliminate Cesium-137 out of 1 ton of Sodium coolant in reactor
conditions (Km = 105), with extent of purification equal to 104, one needs 100 kg
of carbonaceous material. Therefrom it follows unsuitability of sodium purifi-
cation off Cesium-137 by means of carbonaceous materials with their one-time
charge in reactor, because in this case one kind of radwastes would be simply
transformed in a considerable amount of another kind.



It seems possible to get the same extent of sodium purification using sig-
nificantly smaller amount of carbonaceous material by means of multi-step ap-
proach. Here, a smaller but every time fresh portion of carbonaceous material is
charged into sodium with subsequent attainment of equilibrium distribution of
Cesium-137. Evidently, that this methodology is more time-consuming and its
application would be practicable in sodium waste reprocessing for its further
utilization.
Let i- be ordinal number of successive charge of graphite (ggr) Then, by defini-
tion

A !+1 o- A'' - A M

Na

There from it follows
4E=4 t e /0M: i l+i) , (8)

The next purification step gives

4 ; 2 = 4 ; ' / ( > K A , + I ) , (9)
or with account of relation (8):

4;2 = 4*/(>*A,+i)2, (10)
And after s step

4+ ; = 4a/(mA,+i)5, (ii)
At i=0 (that is, when there was no preliminary purification procedures)

As
Na=All{msKm+\)s, (12)

or
ns=(msKm+l)s, (13)

Similar equation for one-step charge of the total amount of carbona-
ceous material is written as

n.^smJC^l (14)
Calculations results in accordance with (13) for graphite amount, which

consumed on purification of 1000 kg sodium, in dependence from ns and s sub-
mitted in fig. 1. It is seen, that multi-step purification approach is much more
efficient than one with the single-step charge of the same amount of carbona-
ceous material. For example, in order to reduce Cesium-137 activity in 1 ton of
sodium 104 times (the case considered above) one needs to charge 2 times by 1
kg of graphite (total amount of graphite 2 kg), or 4 times by 0,1 kg of graphite
(total amount makes only 0,4 kg of graphite). The vast variance of this approach
makes it possible to optimize purification procedure with regards to its duration
and quantity of carbonaceous material to be spent. In any case, however, multi-
step approach allows to reduce amount of carbonaceous material as compared
with a single-step one.

To substantiate possibility of sodium fine purification from radionu-
clides of Cesium investigations were carried out at temperature of 290 °C at in-
stallations "Graphite 1" and "Graphite 2" differed in their sodium capacities (15



g and
1500 g).

As carbonaceous materials were used carbon electrodes C-3 with di-
ameter of 6 mm and length of 30 mm, graphite rods (MPG-6) with diameter 6
mm and length of 13 mm and plates of carbonaceous composite material with a
thickness and width of 6 mm and length of 7 mm.

Experiments has shown that, time to attain equilibrium distribution of
Cesium-137 in static system "Sodium-carbonaceous material" is controlled by
Cesium diffusion rate in absorbent and for the samples of 5-6 mm thick it makes
about 700 hours at temperature 290 C. In laboratory conditions at the installa-
tion "Graphite 2" Cesium-137 activity in 1,5 kg of sodium was reduced 900
times. Thereby amount of radwaste produced in the course of procedure
(carbonaceous composite) was lesser than 10 g.

Further investigations are planned to substantiate as static so dynamic
purification technologies.
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Fig.1 Dependence of graphite amount f rom rig for different s teps

number: s = i ; 2 - s = 2 ; 3 - s = 3 ; 4 - s = 4 ; 5 - s = 5 (g N a=1000 k g ;

Km=100000)

SODIUM PURIFICATION OF TRITIUM
According to estimations in the coolant of Fast Reactors primary and

secondary circuits is contained from 105 to 108 Bq/kg of Tritium [1]. Due to its
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biological hazard and high permeability concentration of Tritium in sodium
coolant should be maintained as low as possible. To utilize sodium in industry
after reactor decommissioning its activity must be lowered down to 70 KBq/kg
[2]. As the mostly practicable and simple method of sodium purification from
Tritium can be considered application of cold traps. To calculate the rate and
extent of purification the following approach has been developed. It is assumed
that in the circuit, made of stainless steel, with sodium capacity of Vkg a cold
trap is operating with flow rate of Gc.t. and outlet sodium temperature of tct.. It
is also assumed that in the circuit a source of hydrogen, QH, and source of
Tritium, QT, are present.

Time dependence of Tritium and hydrogen contents in sodium circuit
are described by the following equations

(15)

^ = - GC.T.|3(CH - C c / )+ QH , (16)

where C£ r = Cj(l - P(l - Cc/ 7 CH)) - concentration of Tritium in sodium at the
cold trap outlet; Cx and. CH - concentration of Tritium and hydrogen in sodium;
Cc/-- saturation concentration of hydrogen in sodium at cold trap temperature;

|3- entrapment coefficient. Results of numerical solution of the equations (15)
and (16) has allowed to estimate purification rate of sodium off Tritium in pri-
mary circuit of the Reactor BN-350.

Initial values of the main parameters, used in the calculations, were
taken as follows: Tritium concentration of sodium coolant - 10"11 kg/kg Na; hy-
drogen concentration of sodium - 0,1 ppm, primary sodium coolant capacity -
415 tons; primary circuit interior surface in contact with sodium coolant -2 .
104 m2; sodium flow rate through the cold trap - 2,78 kg/s; sodium temperature
at the cold trap outlet - 120 °C; entrapment coefficient for hydrogen, (3 = 0,8.
Additionally, Tritium release out off structural materials into sodium in the
course of cold trap operation was accounted for. The flow tritium in sodium
consists of a flow tritium, incoming together with hydrogen and equal
QTl=3QH/10 (natural ratio isotopes of hydrogen and tritium is taken into ac-
count), and flow tritium, releasing from structural materials (steel). The flow
QT2 is determined by the decision of the equation non-stationary masstransfer in
a flat plate, being in contact with sodium. It is shown, that the flow tritium from
steel depends on temperature, and after 10 hours of cleaning is equal about 3.2
10"13 kg/s, and through 500 hours is equal 1.2 10"15 kg/s at QH = 10"7 kg/s, that is
much more than a flow tritium from hydrogen (for the first contour BN-350 at
temperature 400 °C).

Results of the calculations, performed with three different values of hy-
drogen sources, QH, are given in the Table 1 and Fig.2.



Table 1

OH,
kg/s

10*

io-6

10-7

Ci.kg/kg

CH,
mHkg
Ci,kg/kg

CH,
m H kg

C^kg/kg

CH,
mHkg

x, h

10
8.4 10-12

0.9
0.04

8.5 IO"12

0.16
0.009

8.6 IO"12

0.09
0.006

50
4.0 IO"12

2.8
0.67

4.3 IO"12

0.33
0.085

4.8 IO"12

0.07
0.027

100
1.6 10"12

3.9
2.0

1.8 10'12

0.41
0.23

2.4 10"12

0.07
0.049

500
1.2 10"15

4.5
16.2
1.7 10"15

0.47
1.65
1.4 IO"14

0.06
0.195

1000
1.5 IO"19

4.5
34.0

2.9 10"19

0.47
3.45
2.2 10'17

0.06
0.377

It can be seen, that with increase of hydrogen source capacity the rate of sodium
purification rises, but slower than the rate of hydrogen accumulation in the cold
trap ( mH - mass of hydrogen, accumulated in the cold trap). It follows also
from the data of the Table 1, that extent of sodium purification off Tritium is
sufficiently high at hydrogen source capacity of 10'7 kg/s. Concentration of
Tritium in sodium attained after 1000 hour of cold trap operation is of 2,2 .10"17

kg/kg (7.9Bq/kg). At further purification Tritium concentration of sodium can
be lowered, however there exists limiting value which is determined by Tritium
content in hydrogen, supplied into circuit.
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Fig.2 The curves of sodium purificarion from tritium

for different hydrogen sources: 1 - QH = 10'7 kg/s;
2 - QH = 1Cr6 kg/s; 3 - QH = 10"5 kg/s
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THE VARIOUS SODIUM PURIFICATION TECHNIQUES

J.L. COUROUAU F. MASSE G.RODRIGUEZ C. LATGE B. REDON '

Abstract
In the framework of sodium waste treatment, the sodium purification phase plays an essential role in the chain
of operations leading to the transformation of the active sodium, considered as waste, into a stable sodium
salt.
The objectives of the purification operations are :

- To keep a low impurity level, particularly a low concentration in oxygen and hydrogen, in order to allow
its transfer to a processing plant, and in order to avoid risks of plugging and/or corrosion in sodium
facilities.
- To reduce the sodium activity in order to limit the dose rate close to the facilities, and in order to reduce
the activity of the liquid and gaseous effluents.

After a recall of the different kind of impurities that can be present in sodium, and of the different purification
methods that could be associated with, the following points are highlighted :

- Oxygen and hydrogen purification needs, and presentation of some selection criteria for a purification
unit adapted to a sodium processing plant, as well as 2 cold trap concepts that are in accordance with
these criteria : PSICHOS and PIRAMIDE.

- Tritium reduction in a bulk of liquid sodium by swamping, isotopic exchange, or permeation
throughout a membrane.

- Caesium trapping on carbonaceous matrix. The main matrices used at present are R.V.C. (Reticulated
Vitreous Carbon) and Actitex/Pica products. Tests in the laboratory and on an experimental device
have demonstrated the performances of these materials, which are able to reduce sodium activity in
Cs134 and Cs137 to very low values.

The sodium purification processes as regards to the hydrogen, oxygen and caesium, that are aimed at
facilitating the subsequent treatment of sodium, are therefore mastered operations. Regarding the
operations associated with the reduction of the tritium activity, the methods are in the process of being
qualified, or to be qualified.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the shut down and dismantling phase of Liquid Metal Fast Reactors (LMFR), it is necessary to
finalise several sodium purification techniques which are essential to its subsequent treatment.

The aims of sodium purification operations are multiple. These techniques are all aimed at promoting
the subsequent processing of sodium in adequate facilities; that is to say, to adapt the specifications
required by the sodium to the acceptability criteria of the processing plants. Thus, so the sodium
purification phase plays an essential role in the chain of operations leading to the transformation of the
active sodium, considered as a waste, into a stable sodium salt.

The aims of sodium purification operations are therefore :
- To keep a low impurity level, particularly a low concentration in oxygen and hydrogen, in order to
allow its transfer to a processing plant, and in order to avoid risks of plugging and/or corrosion in
sodium facilities.
- To reduce the sodium activity in order to limit the dose rate close to the installations, and in order
to reduce the activity of the liquid and gaseous effluents.
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After a recalling of the different kind of impurities that can be present in sodium, and of the different
purification methods that could be associated with, some of these methods will be highlighted in more
details :

- Oxygen and hydrogen purification needs, and presentation of some selection criteria for a
purification unit adapted to a sodium processing plant, as well as some cold trap concepts that
are in accordance with these criteria.
- Tritium reduction in a bulk of liquid sodium.
- Caesium trapping on carbonaceous materials.

Sodium purification operations can play an important role in the domain of sodium waste processing
as they permit adapting or submitting these wastes to the criteria and specifications required by the
processing plant. These processes must be designed keeping in mind that, at the end of their service,
the purification plants themselves will also be considered as sodium wastes that have to be treated.

2. SODIUM IMPURITIES

Various impurities of different kind: soluble, or insoluble, active, or inactive, are present in the
sodium of any LMFR :

- hydrogen and oxygen
- tritium,
- caesium (137Cs),
- metallic impurities as iron, chromium, and some of their active isotopes, coming from their
activation under the neutron flux : 54Mn, 51Cr, ^Co, etc.,
- carbonated particles, calcium oxide, etc..

2.1. Hydrogen and oxygen

The hydrogen and oxygen pollution sources, for which sodium is having a large chemical affinity, are
of various nature for a sodium to be treated as a waste :

- gas desorption from new structures,
- pollution by inerting gas renewal, or due to air/humidity inlets occurring during operations on
the sodium circuits.

The sodium purification as regard to these impurities is based on a crystallisation process in specific
unit: cold trap. This process is operating continuously during the whole operating life of LMFR.
In the general case of sodium waste processing, the need for a purification unit will be exposed, and in
this case, choice criteria for that unit will be highlighted. Waste processing must be based as far as
possible on processes that are existing, well tested and proven, in order to limit the needs for research
and development. In this point of view, two cold traps concepts that are answering partly to these
selection criteria will be presented.

2.2. Tritium

Several tritium purification processes can be considered, depending on the tritium activity in the
sodium:

- For low tritium activity, the basic principle of co-crystallisation of tritium along with
hydrogen in tritiated sodium hydride can be considered, with hydrogen injection in the sodium
of the circuit (H2 gas, or NaH crystals). This principle is called « swamping ». Another
principle is based on the isotopic exchange of solute tritium with hydrogen from the sodium
hydride of a cold trap already loaded.
- For high tritium activity, going along with high hydrogen concentration and a permanent
pollution source of these 2 elements, permeation through a membrane in a specific unit is
conceivable. This is the particular case of the processing of used cold traps by dissolving its
impurities.

These purification methods will be highlighted in the following.



2.3. Caesium

Caesium (137Cs) is a fission product, y emitter, and is responsible to a large extent of the sodium
overall activity, that has for consequence a significant dose rate when in close contact with the sodium
facilities.

2.4. Others impurities

The others impurities that can be found in sodium are mainly in the form of particles :
- Metallic impurities as filings, or cuttings, issued from operations on the sodium circuits

(cutting, welding, components change, or replacement, etc.). Particles size of more than
100 umis possible.

- Metallic impurities issued from the corrosion of the structure, and in particular the fuel
claddings, iron, chromium, nickel, etc., as well as some of their isotopes generated by the
activation under the neutron flux, HMn, 51Cr, 60Co, etc. The particles form of these impurities
is not clearly defined. According to literature review, the form of these impurities in sodium
may be either colloidal, particles, or solute component. The typical size of these metallic
components is in any case lower than 10 urn. These components tend to deposit on cold
surfaces, as for instance the cold surface of the intermediate heat exchanger.

- Carbonated particles. This impurity is issued from the incidental ingress of oil in the sodium,
that is cracked at high temperature. Only graphite must remain after a sufficient stay in
sodium. It presents a particle size around 1 urn, with the tendency to stick to the surfaces, and
to agglomerate. Such cluster formed in the sodium, or on the surface, shows a particles size
much larger.

- Different oxides as calcium oxide, initially present in sodium. These particles, which size of
more than 100 um is not uncommon, are put in suspension by stirring.

The purification processes for particles impurities are based on filtering, and/or eventually settling,
with the help of decreasing mesh filters down to the order of the micrometer (poral filter). The
filtration process has been successfully achieved for the disposal of the sodium from the RAPSODIE
reactor : it is not highlighted in this paper.

Moreover, there is another activation product that can be found in the sodium, which is issued from the
sodium itself: 22Na, showing a relatively short half life of 2.6 years. The only purification method is to
wait for its natural decay.

3. SODIUM PURITY IN RELATION TO OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN

3.1. Sodium hydride and oxide crystallisation mechanisms

Sodium hydride and oxide (Na2O, NaH) are crystallising in liquid sodium when cooling, that produces
the necessary sodium sur-saturation against hydrogen and oxygen to let the nucleation mechanism
happen, and then to allow for crystal growth. Sur-saturation represent the gap between the real
impurity concentration in sodium, either oxygen or hydrogen, and the equilibrium concentration
corresponding to the solubility of that impurity at the sodium temperature. The nucleation mechanism
is occurring either on a support, as metallic surface provided by a steel-wool packing, or as crystal
particles, or either in the bulk of liquid sodium. These two mechanisms are referred to as, respectively,
heterogeneous and homogeneous nucleation mechanisms.

In the case of sodium oxide, homogeneous nucleation is difficult to perform : the sur-saturation needed
can be counted in tens of degrees, due to nucleation and growth kinetics that are relatively slow. The
crystal growth kinetic limiting step would appear to be the diffusion of the oxygen atom in the
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diffusion boundary layer. In the lack of efficient cooling, turbulence, compact metallic surface in the
flow (packing), a high sodium sur-saturation is consequently maintained.

In the case of sodium hydride, homogeneous nucleation is easier to perform : the sur-saturation needed
is in general lower than 20°C, because of nucleation and growth kinetics that are faster. Concerning
the crystal growth kinetic, the limiting step would appear to be the integration of the hydrogen atom in
the crystalline network mesh, which is itself relatively rapid. Diffusion coefficient is much larger for
hydrogen than for oxygen.

Consequently, in the case of the cooling of a sodium tank, oxygen sur-saturation will be maintained,
when hydrogen will not create any sur-saturation. This oxygen sur-saturation presents a real risk of
sodium oxide deposits, leading to plugging, in the circuits located between the sodium tank and sodium
processing unit, if the following conditions are fulfilled: local turbulence, filling of a facility
insufficiently pre-heated, narrow and cooled section such as filters, flow-meters, valves, etc. Filters,
that in addition offer a large metallic surface for nucleation, are then particularly exposed to the risk of
plugging by sodium oxide. This has a direct consequence on the availability of the sodium processing
facilities. A careful control of the circuits temperatures must be performed to lower that risk of
plugging.

In order to offer a permanent availability of the facilities, the most adapted solution is the use of a
purification unit, that allows for lowering the oxygen sur-saturation, and control the liquid sodium
quality in accordance with the subsequent sodium processing units [5].
In the particular point of view of the sodium disposal facilities, this purification unit must be selected
thanks to some main guidelines.

3.2. Guidelines for the selection of a purification unit

In the general framework of treatment of nuclear waste, the practice is to limit to the maximum the
volume of effluents and waste produced by treatment operations. The sodium purification unit, which
constitutes one step in the processing chain leading from active sodium to a stable sodium salt,
becomes itself a waste which must be treated in turn.
In order to proceed to the design choices for a purification unit adapted for this practice, and
compatible with waste limitation, the following guidelines can be emphasised.

1- A large capacity, in order to limit the number of traps to be used, as well as the number of
replacement operation.
The optimal solution consists in adapting the trap's capacity to the plant's service life, which
limits the number of wastes to one cold trap, and limits the costs associated with the operation
of this purification function (manufacture of traps, replacements, handling and processing as
waste).

2- A device whose operation can be adapted to the type of pollution encountered, from low
concentrations to strong pollutions.
A cooler with variable performances which enables this condition to be fulfilled. In addition, a
cold trap equipped with such a cooler, and operated with adapted operating rules, makes it
possible to guarantee a high retention capacity, while reducing the risks of early clogging. It also
guarantees a high purification efficiency, when associated with an isothermal zone, and
therefore a maximum purification speed for a given output.

3- A design that facilitate subsequent processing operations.
A system of cooling by air is, in this context, simpler than a system of cooling by organic liquid
and liquid metal thermal joint as the sodium-potassium alloy (NaK), to which are added the
difficulties linked to draining and processing of NaK. Moreover, the operation of the trap is
more complex, particularly due to the risk of cracking of the organic liquid beyond a certain
temperature (280°C for the oil used at SUPERPHENIX). The construction costs are also very
different.

4- Specific trapping zones, in order to separate the impurities, oxide and hydride, into two distinct
zones.



For subsequent processing of the trap, a physical separation of these two zones can be
conceived, in order to separately apply a destruction treatment specific to oxide, which is not
very active, and a treatment for hydride, which is greatly tritiated.

It must also be considered that for a waste processing plant, the choice is directed initially towards
proven processing operations.
Following the experimental feedback obtained from the operation of the PHENIX and
SUPERPHENIX reactor cold traps, and also following the improvement in knowledge of the basic
mechanisms of the crystallisation of sodium oxide and hydride, two cold trap concepts of large
capacity, and with modular cooling, were developed and qualified at the end of the 1980's, with the
initial aim of fitting fast reactor secondary cooling system purification circuits :

- PSICHOS, sodium hydride trapping in cooling zone, and sodium oxide trapping in a packed
isothermal zone.

- PIRAMIDE, trapping on a packing of modular design.
The PSICHOS concept was recently brought up to date by the replacement of 4 SUPERPHENIX
secondary cold traps by traps constructed on this principle in 1997.
The PIRAMIDE concept was developed for application to the secondary cooling systems of the
European Fast Reactor (EFR) project-reactor.

3.3. The PSICHOS concept

The initials of the name of this cold trap concept stands for : « Piege Separant les Impuretes par
Cristallisation de l'Hydrure et de l'Oxyde de Sodium » (trap separating impurities by the crystallisation
of hydride and sodium oxide). This concept, developed with the aim of replacing the SUPERPHENIX
secondary cold traps with optimised traps, as regards operating and capacity, benefits from a certain
number of known facts coming from crystallisation mechanisms knowledge and operating feedback
(Figure 1):

1- A 3 modules cooling zone, using an organic liquid circuit and a sodium-potassium alloy (NaK)
thermal joint, which is liquid under normal operating temperatures, in order to obtain a
sufficient thermal flux on the wall for hydrogen trapping. The hydrogen capacity is not limited
by a passage through packing, therefore the risk of clogging is very low.

2- An isothermal zone, located in series with the cooling zone. It supports two concentric packing
pads, presenting two different densities which increase in the direction of the sodium flow, in
order to promote a homogeneous distribution of sodium oxide, and a maximum retention
capacity. This capacity is, indeed, directly proportional to the packing inlet section.

This type of trap has recently been brought up to date by the replacement of 4 SUPERPHENIX
secondary cold traps, by units constructed on this principle. The capacity of these traps has been
estimated, per trap, at a minimum of 340 L of NaH on the cooling zone wall, and 110 L of Na2O in the
packing. They therefore present, at the minimum, a double capacity compared to the traps formerly
used. Indeed, a capacity of approximately 150 L of sodium oxide and hydride after 320 Equivalent
Full Power Day was estimated by pollution mass balances for each of the 4 secondary cold traps at the
time of their replacement (31st December, 1996).

3.4. The PIRAMIDE concept

This large capacity trap concept was initially developed within the scope of the European Fast Reactor
(EFR) project, for which, taking into account ferritic steel, which is more permeable to hydrogen than
austenitic steel, used for steam generator tubes, the question of a large capacity was primordial (Figure
2).
The principle of this trap rests on a modular packing design, distribution by plates and arrangement in
baffles, and a modular cooler with 3 air cooling zones distributed over the whole trap surface area.
This concept enables a large sodium oxide and hydride retention capacity to be provided, without the
risk of total plugging of the trap, due to the arrangement in baffles of the packing plates : the sodium
always flows in the direction of the minimum pressure drop, and when a packing module clogs, the
sodium bypasses it and fills the next module.
The system of cooling by air allows to avoid the constraints associated with the operation of an
organic liquid cooling system, and the handling of NaK. Moreover, it presents a much simpler



manufacturing design, due to the absence of coiling in a jacket, and by its modular design packing.
This has a significant effect on the cost of its manufacture and dismantling.

3.5. Conclusion

These two cold trap concepts fulfil the needs of the operator of a sodium destruction facility in relation
to the significant retention capacity and the flexibility of operating. PSICHOS has the advantage of
separating the oxide from the hydride into two distinct trapping zones, whilst PIRAMIDE is of a
simpler design.

Each of these traps can be implemented on a mobile purification unit, of which the principle is largely
used on sodium test loops.

4. REDUCTION IN TRITIUM ACTIVITY

Primary and secondary sodium from LMFR show relatively low levels of tritium activity : hundreds to
thousands of becquerels per gram of sodium. To reduce this activity to a lower level, 2 methods are
conceivable :

- Swamping, by injection of hydrogen, and crystallisation of tritiated hydrogen in a cold trap.
- Isotopic exchange by circulating in a cold trap loaded in sodium hydride.

Indeed, tritium level never reach the sur-saturation level at the operating temperature of the liquid
sodium, so that it could form sodium tritide (NaT) by itself. These two purification methods are then
based on the known tritium trapping mechanisms : co-crystallisation with the hydrogen, and isotopic
exchange of solute tritium with sodium hydride.

For higher level of both hydrogen and tritium in the sodium, and if that level is kept constant, as it is
the case for the processing of a cold trap with the PRIAM process [4], where the pollution source is
the dissolution of sodium hydride, it is conceivable to permeate the hydrogen along with the tritium
through a diffusion membrane by vacuum pumping.

4.1. Swamping

A pre-dimensioning study of the purification of the tritium content of the 3500 tons of primary sodium
of the SUPERPHENIX reactor shows that it takes 16 days to reduce the activity by half, with a cold
trap having a purification efficiency close to unity, and having a sodium flow rate of 10 m3/h. The
hydrogen flux injected is in the order of 8 L/hour, corresponding to 3 m3 in the standard temperature
and pressure. Sodium hydride volume generated in the cold trap by this operation is 4.7 L. The
purification law is an exponential decreasing. So to reduce again the tritium level by half, the same
period and the same quantity of hydrogen are needed. The hydrogen pollution could be either gaseous
(H2), or solid (NaH).

4.2. isotopic exchange

Circulating in a cold trap loaded with sodium hydride could reduce the solute tritium activity in the
liquid sodium by isotopic exchange with the hydrogen present in a crystalline form. That isotopic
effect is not accurately known and measured. According to the literature, it may represent as much as
10 to 20% of the trapping of tritium by co-crystallisation with hydrogen in normal operating
conditions. An experiment is actually in progress in a sodium loop of Cadarache to measure this
isotopic effect. The experiment consists of measuring the evolution with time of the hydrogen and
deuterium, used to simulate tritium behaviour, concentrations when circulating in a cold trap loaded in
pure sodium hydride. The cold trap temperature is set to equalise the combined hydrogen and
deuterium saturation, so as to cancel the trapping by the co-crystallisation effect. Results are expected
by the end of 1997.



4.3. Permeation

The permeation phenomenon is widely used for the sodium-water detection in LMFR. It is make up of
a permeation membrane in Nickel, followed with high vacuum pump and a mass spectrometer. The
permeation unit is based on the same principle, but, in order to maximise the hydrogen flux throughout
the membrane, it tends to favour :

- larger surface of the membrane,
- lower thickness of the membrane,
- highest hydrogen partial pressure gap between liquid sodium and vacuum,

An operating temperature of that unit as high as possible contribute to maximising the flux.

A modular permeator composed of n cells can be envisaged, each cells developing an established
surface. Thus, in order to act on the permeator surface, it is sufficient to act on the number of cells.

A pre-dimensioning study of a prototype permeator showing an area of 0.53 m2, and a thickness of 50
um, operating at 550°C, with a level of vacuum of 100 Pa, and an hydrogen concentration around 50
ppm, has enabled the flux to be assessed at 2.3 10"4 gram(H)/s, corresponding to 9 STPL/hour. This
flux can be increased by a factor 2 by the use of twice as many cells.

Manufacture of one prototype permeator has been achieved. 3 others prototypes showing different
surface and thickness are under way. It should allow qualification tests of the permeator on the ECRIN
sodium loop in Cadarache to be carried out, as well as the correct functioning of the permeator-
pumping unit chain to be verified, and the dimensioning rules to be qualified.

4.4. Conclusion

Tritium activity reduction methods remain essentially to be qualified.
However, in all cases, the use of one method for the reduction of tritium activity depends essentially
of the authorisations of tritium release delivered to the sodium processing facilities.

5. REDUCTION OF CAESIUM ACTIVITY

5.1. Caesium

In LMFR, one of the major radio-isotope in the coolant (liquid sodium) is the caesium. Indeed,
concerning the corrosion products, which are responsible for the contamination of main components,
their solubility remains low in sodium, thus their participation to the level of activity in the coolant.
Caesium is a fission product, released in the sodium mainly when fuel cladding failure occurs.
However, even in absence of fuel cladding failure, it is present at low concentration due to external
pollution of the cladding by fissile material (for instance in SUPERPHENIX sodium). Moreover, it has
the particularity of being very soluble in sodium.

Fuel cladding failure can be accidental in reactors, or voluntary, for specific studies as it is the case in
the SURA loop from the Nuclear Safety and Protection Institute (IPSN) of CEA. One of the objective
of the tests performed in this loop is to simulate the plugging of a fuel assembly, which cause a strong
overheating, and the melting of fuel cladding.

The main isotopes of caesium are 133Cs, stable, 134Cs (half life = 2.06 year), 136Cs (half life = 13.16
days), and above all 137Cs whose half life is 30 years. Even at tiny concentration in sodium (10"8g Cs /g
of Na), they are responsible of significant level of activity during operation, and even more during
dismantling phases.

Being very volatile, caesium can also be found in the cover gas, with a high enrichment factor (100 to
400 in sodium aerosols).
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5.2. Trapping on carbonaceous material

Experience has proven that carbon or carbonaceous material (e.g. grease) have the particularity of
trapping caesium. This property was used to purify the sodium of some fast reactors, as RAPSODIE,
or other experimental facilities. For instance, the sodium from the SURA, loop was purified this way,
with technical support from STML, in 1988, 1994 and 1997.

5.2.1. Fundamental studies

In order to get a better knowledge of the mechanism involved in the process (adsorption,
intercalation...) and to develop a calculation tool for designing new facilities, a PhD. thesis is in
progress in CEA.

The trapping process is based on the affinity of alkaline metal (with the exception of sodium) for
carbonaceous material, and more specifically graphite. Various type of carbon and conditioning have
been tested in reactor or in laboratories, essentially abroad (USA, Germany, former USSR).

5.2.1.1. RVC

The choice of R.V.C. (Reticulated Vitreous Carbon) is mainly due to its physico-chemical
characteristics. It is a rigid, nongraphitizable carbon foam with a honeycomb type alveolated structure,
of very low apparent density.
R.V.C. has a wide open macroporosity, which enables highly satisfactory load losses to be obtained,
as regards sodium flow. Its mechanical resistance to liquid sodium is excellent and its implementation
as a trapping device entails no difficulties.
The optimal operating conditions are a trapping temperature between 200°C and 300°C, and a liquid
sodium output within the trap of several mm/s.
The effectiveness of this type of trap allows a reduction in 137Cs activity by a factor of 10.

5.2.1.2. Recent developments

The recent developments are linked to the PhD. thesis works by B. REDON at the Liquid Metal
Technology Service (STML) of Cadarache.
This PhD. thesis includes a study of the characterisation of adsorbent carbonaceous materials with the
Laboratoire d'Electrochimie et de Physico-Chimie des Materiaux et des Interfaces (laboratory of
electro-chemistry and physico-chemistry of materials and interfaces) of the National Polytechnic
Institute of Grenoble in France, and a study on trapping modelling.
The aim of this work is to optimise the purification operations and to arrive at a dimensioning model
which is a function of the properties of the carbonaceous adsorbent (specific surface, porosity), of the
fluid flow mode in the column (trap), of the adsorbent/adsorbate equilibrium and of the parameters
linked to purification (volume, activity, open or closed circuits...).

• Characterisation studies of carbonaceous material

First, the laboratory work allowed the determination of the texture and structure of the carbonaceous
adsorbent (microporosity and specific surface), in order to establish the 137Cs trapping mode. Various
complementary techniques, such as helium pycnometry, BET adsorption, transmission electronic
microscopy or small angles X-rays scattering, enabled the intimate microstructure of the R.V.C. to be
revealed and its theoretical sorption capacity to be estimated.
The study case continued with identification of the carbonaceous adsorbent/alkali metal interactions,
thanks to surface analyses (ESCA/XPS) and measurements of sorption heats by differential scanning
calorimetry, which allowed quantification of the interaction energies which come into play (comparison
with graphite literature data).
A hydrodynamics approach within the trap was obtained using measurement of load losses (validation
of the COMITI and RENAUD flow model [6]) and a study by distribution of the residence time
(influence of the dispersion phenomena).
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• Trapping experiments in dynamic mode

The experimental section at CEA consists in a series of tests on the experimental loop, ELCESNA
(CaESium Elimination in relation to NA). This loop is dedicated to the study of u7Cs trapping, in
dynamic mode and in active mode; it is operating with primary sodium from RAPSODIE, of which the
residual activity in 137Cs allows the activity on the trap and at the trap output to be followed by direct
gamma spectrometry on various points of the unit.
The results (breakthrough curve, trapping profile, mass balances) are compared with simulations
carried out by the MODEL! code :
Sodium samplings allow a calibration of these measurements to be performed.

• Trapping experiments in static mode

Complementary tests are carried out with the same sodium, but in static mode in a glove box on small
devices. This allows parametric tests but in extreme conditions, in order to define, in particular, the
adsorption isotherm (nature of equilibrium) and the saturation capacity of this type of material, by
adding inactive caesium to the sodium, until the R.V.C. sample is saturated.

• Other carbonaceous materials

The experience feedback having been acquired solely with R.V.C., a significant part of the tests were
performed with this material. Nonetheless, there are other carbonaceous material manufacturers,
particularly the SEP (European company for Propulsion) and the PICA company.
After mechanical resistance to liquid sodium tests, experiments were carried out on the ELCESNA
loop with carbon in the form of active carbon granulates, provided by the PICA company. These tests
have very promising results, regarding the effectiveness of the purification. Special manufacturing is
under way in order to further reduce the load losses of this type of material.
These granulates could therefore be implemented as a replacement for R.V.C. on future sodium
purification plants. The complementary tests envisaged, particularly with active sodium in a glove box,
in addition to the characterisations of these materials, should confirm the similarity between the two
products.

5.2.1.3. Modelling

The other aspect of the study is aimed at modelling 137Cs trapping on carbonaceous material : the
MODELI code. The trapping procedure can be compared to a fixed bed isotherm adsorption operation.
Using a pellet/grain model, a mass balance is established on each volume element of the adsorbent
column. The adsorption kinetics takes into account all adsorption resistance's (external diffusion, axial
dispersion and internal diffusion). A sensitivity study enables evaluation of the limiting process
according to the operating conditions selected.
The resolution of the system of differential equations obtained is carried out by rendering discrete the
variables, according to the method known as Runge-Kutta-Merson. The results, essentially a function
of the data arising from characterisation of the adsorbent and of the adsorption isotherm
(concentrations at equilibrium), tell us about the I37Cs concentration at column output and that trapped
on the carbon, depending on the time.

5.2.2. Practical application

The French IPSN is studying the behaviour of fuel test devices in accidental conditions. Thus,
numerous fuel cladding failure, with fission products release occur in the SURA facility. After several
tests, the caesium activity in the coolant, in the storage tank and on the pipes induces health physics
problems for the people who are to intervene on the circuits. Purification campaign of sodium are
achieved, in order to strongly reduce the dose rate close to the facility.

The latest purification campaign of SURA's sodium was run in July 1997. It was performed by an
IPSN team, using IPSN material, in collaboration with STML. STML was more specifically involved
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in the development of the process, the design of the trap and the analyse of the feedback. In the facility,
the weight of sodium is about 15 tons. The trap was designed to be introduced in the circuit at the
location of an experimental device. Final treatment of the trap was taken into account from the very
beginning of the design phase. Initial activity was around 1.9 105 Bq of 137Cs per cm3 of sodium. After
26 hours of operation with the trap , the activity went down 1.4 104 Bq/cm3, that is a purification
factor greater than 13. The total activity trapped is roughly 2.6 1012 Bq. Volumetric activity was
permanently measured on line, using a gamma spectroscopy device. The evolution of activity decrease
is presented on figure 4. This operation resulted in a strong decrease of the global dose rate of the
circuit (minimum factor of 3). After the purification, the dose rate on the storage tank was below 100
mRad/h.
The feedback from previous campaign lead us to modify some parameters, such as increasing flow rate
in the primary circuit in order to get a better homogenisation of the sodium in the loop, or increasing
the pre-heating temperature of an auxiliary circuit to put back in the coolant the caesium deposited on
the wall.
People in charge of this facility are satisfied, as for previous operations, of the efficiency of the
purification campaign.
The final objective is to propose a continuous trapping set up in an auxiliary circuit, in order to avoid
the accumulation of caesium in the sodium and in the circuits.

5.3. Conclusion.

Efficiency of the trapping of caesium present in the primary sodium of LMFR or test facilities on
carbonaceous material (RVC or PICA granulates) was demonstrated.
In spite of satisfactory first results, basic studies are driven either in test loop or at the laboratory
scale in order to get a better knowledge of material characteristics and of the mechanism involved in
the process.
Results from these studies are the bases for the undergoing development of a model. The objective
is to have a calculation tool for designing of purification units of caesium from sodium.

6. CONCLUSION

The sodium purification processes as regards to the hydrogen, oxygen and caesium, that are aimed
at facilitating the subsequent treatment of sodium in other dismantling units, are therefore mastered
operations. Guidelines for the selection of a purification unit of sodium dismantling facilities has
been given as well as 2 cold traps concepts that partly fulfil theses guidelines.
Regarding the operations associated with the reduction of the tritium activity, several methods are
conceivable depending on the level of activity. However these methods are still in the process of
being qualified, or to be qualified. In all cases, the use of one method for the reduction of tritium
activity depends essentially on the authorisations of tritium release delivered to the sodium
processing facilities.
To limit the biological protections around the sodium disposal facilities, and to limit the activity of
the soda produced during the destruction of sodium by reaction with water, purification of the
sodium prior to destruction can be achieved on carbonaceous material specific trapping units.
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Figure 3 : Reticulated Vitreous Carbon (RVC)
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Figure 4 : Evolution with time of the caesium activity during purification campaign at SURA
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